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We dedicate this book to Walter Goldschmidt
who reminded us at the conference that:
“You talk about cooperation and altruism,
but what you really mean is LOVE. We
shouldn’t be afraid to use the word LOVE.
That is what makes us truly human.”



Preface

This book is derived from a conference entitled “Man the Hunted and the Origin
and Nature of Human Sociality, Altruism and Well-Being” held at Washington
University, March, 2009. Authors include academics from around the world and
across multiple disciplines—anthropology, psychiatry, human evolution, biology,
psychology, religion, philosophy, education, and medicine—to focus on the evo-
lution of cooperation, altruism, and sociality and possible factors that led to the
evolution of these characteristics in nonhuman primates and humans.

The traits of altruism and cooperation often are assumed to be among humanity’s
essential and defining characteristics. However, it has been difficult to account for
the origins and evolution of altruistic behavior. Recently, scientists have found data
on altruistic behavior in many animal species, as well as in human societies, that do
not conform to evolutionary models based solely on competition and the evolution-
ary drive to pass on selfish genes. In this volume, recent debates about the nature and
origins of cooperative behaviors are reviewed. The hypothesis that unselfish coop-
erative behavior has evolved in animals that live in social groups is discussed. Many
of the mechanisms that primates and humans have evolved for protection against
predators, including cooperation and sociality are explored.

Social animals, including primates and humans, are not forced to live socially
but do so because it benefits them in numerous ways. Through natural selection,
primates and humans have developed areas of the brain that respond to being cooper-
ative or altruistic as pleasant and satisfying activities. Data are presented supporting
the idea that the normal pattern for most diurnal primates and for humans is to be
social. People who develop the need for psychiatric intervention are those who have
become alienated and antisocial. It is human nature to want to work together and
cooperate. A hypothesis is developed that well-being is inseparable from positive
social interaction.

All diurnal primates live in social groups. This is widely recognized as a preda-
tor protection mechanism. The more eyes and ears to detect predators and the more
animals to mob them, the better the group is protected. Early humans have tra-
ditionally been thought of as hunters. However, because of their relatively small
size, dental morphology, lack of hunting tools, and a number of other factors,
it is more likely that the earliest humans, like most other primates, were prey
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viii Preface

species rather than predators. Sociality, cooperation, inter-individual dependency,
and mutual protection are all part of the toolkit of social-living prey.

Watching the 5 o’clock news regularly, you might think that humans were born
to be destructive, violent, and antagonistic. But this is not the case. The evidence
leads to the conclusion that cooperative and altruistic behaviors are not just by-
products of competition but rather are essential ingredients in evolution, ecology,
and development, and are the glue that underlies the ability for primates and humans
to live together in groups. The paleontological, behavioral, neurobiological, and
psychological evidence provided in this book gives a more optimistic and realistic
view of human nature than the more popular, conventional view of humans being
naturally and basically aggressive and warlike. Competition and aggressive self-
preservation are a definite part of the behavioral repertoire of all mammals, but they
are primitive tendencies that are progressively regulated by higher cognitive pro-
cesses increasing the capacity for cooperation, which emerged in a stepwise fashion
in the evolution of nonhuman primates and human beings from their common ances-
tors. The evidence described in this book from many fields indicates that cooperation
and altruism are the statistical norm and represent the more typical, “normal,” spon-
taneous (or natural) and healthy behavioral pattern in primates. In fact, cooperative
sociality is a necessity for well-being in anthropoid primates.

In this volume, the authors review recent debates about the nature and origins of
cooperative behavior. They test the hypothesis that unselfish cooperative behavior
has evolved in group-living animals. Finally, they explore this hypothesis and many
of the mechanisms nonhuman primates and humans may have evolved as protec-
tion against predators, including cooperation and sociality. The authors discuss how
behavioral, hormonal, neuropsychiatric, and developmental mechanisms related to
our evolution as a prey species might be affecting modern human and nonhuman
primate behaviors.

Social scientists and biologists are learning that there is more to cooperation and
generosity in both human and nonhuman group-living animals than an investment
in one’s own nepotistic patch of DNA. Research in a great diversity of scientific
disciplines is revealing that there are many biological and behavioral mechanisms
that humans and nonhuman primates use to reinforce pro-social or cooperative
behavior. For example, there are specific neurobiological and hormonal mechanisms
that support social behavior. There are also psychological, psychiatric, and cultural
mechanisms. However, there has been little interaction among researchers working
on these subjects from different disciplines. Given that little interchange has taken
place among the scientists conducting this research, there have been few attempts
to synthesize this material or to carry out interdisciplinary projects on this sub-
ject. In this book, the authors will describe interdisciplinary research and synthesize
currently available information.

The book moves theoretical anthropology forward by integrating, synthesizing,
and providing new hypotheses and a better understanding of the proximate and
evolutionary underpinnings of human cooperative behavior, altruism, and social-
ity. There is abundant evidence for both social cooperation and violence in human
history. Alternative theories make different predictions about the determinants of
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both social and antisocial behaviors in primates. Some primatologists suggest that
humans are naturally aggressive and violent in most situations, so that cooperation
is infrequent and externally forced. Others suggest that human beings are “bipolar
apes” with conflicting dispositions for waging war (like aggressive chimpanzees)
and making love (like sociable bonobos), so that human beings must constantly
strive to engage in emotional reconciliation to maintain social harmony. We suggest
that human beings are naturally cooperative when healthy and only revert to vio-
lence under abnormal conditions, as when stressed, abused, neglected, or mentally
ill. Readers will have an opportunity to consider the evidence needed to distinguish
among these alternative theories of human nature. In a shrinking world, the proper
mechanisms for future peaceful global interactions necessitate a better understand-
ing of how, when, and why humans cooperate. Anthropology should provide a
synthesis of this diverse body of knowledge and we hope that this volume helps
moves us in a more optimistic direction.

The book is intended both for the general reader and for students at a variety
of levels (graduate and undergraduate): it aims to provide a compact, accessible,
and up-to-date account of the current scholarly advances and debates in this field of
study, and it is designed to be used in teaching and in discussion groups. The confer-
ence from which this volume originated was sponsored by N.S.F., the Wenner-Gren
Foundation for Anthropological Research, the Washington University Committee
for Ethics and Human Values, and the Anthropedia Foundation for the study of
well-being.

St. Louis, Missouri Robert W. Sussman
C. Robert Cloninger
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Chapter 1
Introduction: Cooperation and Altruism

Robert W. Sussman and C. Robert Cloninger

This book is about the evolution and nature of cooperation and “altruism” in
social-living animals, focusing especially on nonhuman primates and on humans.
Although cooperation and altruism are often thought to be simply remedies to com-
petition and aggression within groups or related to the action of “selfish genes,”
there is increasing evidence that these behaviors are the result of biological mech-
anisms that have developed through natural selection in group-living species. This
evidence leads to the conclusion that cooperative and altruistic behaviors are not
just by-products of competition but rather they are essential ingredients in evolu-
tion, ecology, and development (Weiss and Buchanan, 2009) and are the glue that
underlies the ability for primates and humans to live in groups. The paleontologi-
cal, behavioral, neurobiological, and psychological evidence provided in this book
gives a more optimistic and realistic view of human nature than the more popular,
conventional view of humans being naturally and basically aggressive and warlike.
Competition and aggressive self-preservation are definite parts of the behavioral
repertoire of all mammals, but they are primitive tendencies that are progressively
regulated by higher cognitive processes increasing the capacity for cooperation,
which emerged in a stepwise fashion in the evolution of nonhuman primates and
human beings from their common ancestors. The evidence described in this book
from many fields indicates that cooperation and altruism are the statistical norm and
represent the more typical, “normal,” and healthy behavioral pattern in primates. In
fact, cooperative sociality is a necessity for well-being in anthropoid primates.

This book is intended both for the general reader and for students at a variety
of levels (graduate and undergraduate): it aims to provide a compact, accessi-
ble, and up-to-date account of the current scholarly advances and debates in this
field of study, and it is designed to be used in teaching and in discussion groups.
This book is derived from a conference that took place at the Charles F. Knight
Conference Center, Washington University on March 12–14, 2009. It was spon-
sored and funded by N.S.F., the Wenner-Gren Foundation for Anthropological

R.W. Sussman (B)
Department of Anthropology, Washington University, St. Louis, MO 63130, USA
e-mail: rwsussma@artsci.wustl.edu

1R.W. Sussman, C.R. Cloninger (eds.), Origins of Altruism and Cooperation,
Developments in Primatology: Progress and Prospects 36, DOI 10.1007/978-1-4419-9520-9_1,
C© Springer Science+Business Media, LLC 2011



2 R.W. Sussman and C.R. Cloninger

Research, the Washington University Committee for Ethics and Human Values, and
the Anthropedia Foundation for the study of well-being.

As stated by Darwin (1874), “It has often been assumed that animals were in the
first place rendered social, and that they feel as a consequence uncomfortable when
separated from each other, and comfortable whilst together, but it is a more probable
view that these sensations were first developed, in order that those animals which
would profit by living in society, should be induced to live together (97) . . .The
feeling of pleasure from society is probably an extension of the parental or filial
affections, since the social instinct seems to be developed by the young remaining
for a long time with their parents; and this extension may be attributed in part to
habit, but chiefly to natural selection” (102).

All diurnal primates, except orangutans, live in social groups. Their group-living
is widely recognized as a predator-protection mechanism. The more eyes and ears to
detect predators and the more animals to mob them, the better the group is protected.
Early humans have traditionally been thought of as hunters. However, because of
their relatively small size, dental morphology, lack of hunting tools, and a number
of other factors, it is more likely that the earliest humans, like most other primates,
were more often in the position of being the prey rather than the predator. If this is
true, then sociality, cooperation, interindividual dependency, and mutual protection
among humans, again like in most other primates, might all have their origins as
part of the toolkit of social-living prey.

The concept of cooperation or of altruism (i.e., disinterested concern for
another’s welfare) is often assumed to be one of humanity’s essential and defin-
ing characteristics. It has also been difficult to account for the origins of altruistic
motives and behavior. Evolutionary biologists, primatologists, and anthropologists
and other social scientists have found data on seemingly altruistic behavior in many
animal species, as well as in human societies, that do not conform with models of
kin selection and altruism based solely on competition and on the evolutionary drive
to pass on selfish genes. For example, Clutton-Brock (2002) has provided ample
evidence that the benefits of cooperation in vertebrate societies, generally, show
parallels to those in human societies, where altruism between unrelated individuals
is frequent, and social institutions are often maintained by generalized cooperation
and reciprocity.

If social animals and humans can be cooperative and altruistic without benefiting
their own (or their own genes’) survival, how can this be explained? Can individ-
uals be cooperative without being selfish? If so, are they risking their own fitness?
Also, there are differences in opinion about the definition of the term “altruism.”
As discussed by Blazer (Chapter 24), in evolutionary biology the term often has
been used to describe a behavior that an organism has that benefits another at a
cost to itself. On the other hand, many believe that an action can only be consid-
ered altruistic if it involves the conscious intention of helping another. In the latter
case, many would argue that only humans can be altruistic, even though the biolog-
ical preconditions might be seen in nonhuman animals. The discrepancy between
these positions can be constructively resolved by recognizing that there are many
precursor functions that underlie the conscious expression of intentional altruistic
behavior in human beings. Rather than lumping all these cooperative behaviors into
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broad terms, such as fairness or altruism, we suggest that the understanding of the
similarities and differences in cooperation among different groups of mammals will
be facilitated by more precise and well-differentiated terminology based on an inte-
grated understanding of phylogeny, neurobiology, cognition, and behavior. That way
we can begin to evaluate more objectively whether the differences between different
species of mammals are differences of degree or of kind.

In this book, the authors review recent debates about the nature and origins
of cooperative behavior and of altruism. They test the hypothesis that unselfish
cooperative behavior has evolved in group-living animals. Finally, they explore this
hypothesis and many of the mechanisms nonhuman primates and humans may have
evolved as protection against predators, including cooperation and sociality. The
authors also discuss how behavioral, hormonal, neuropsychiatric, and developmen-
tal mechanisms related to our evolution as a prey species and/or other factors might
be affecting modern human and nonhuman primate behavior, and how these factors
affect individual well-being.

Social scientists and biologists are learning that there is more to cooperation and
generosity in both human and nonhuman group-living animals than an investment
in one’s own nepotistic patch of DNA. Research in a great diversity of scientific
disciplines is revealing that there are many biological and behavioral mechanisms
that humans and nonhuman primates use to reinforce pro-social or cooperative
behavior. For example, there are specific neurobiological and hormonal mecha-
nisms that support social behavior. There are also psychological, psychiatric, and
cultural mechanisms. These mechanisms can affect the well-being of individuals
and societies. However, there has been little interaction among researchers working
on these subjects from different disciplines. Given that little interchange has taken
place among the scientists conducting this research, there have been few attempts to
synthesize this material or to carry out interdisciplinary or transdisciplinary projects
on this subject. In this book, the authors will describe interdisciplinary and transdis-
ciplinary research, and synthesize currently available information. This book will
move theoretical anthropology and evolutionary psychology forward by integrat-
ing, synthesizing, and providing new hypotheses and a better understanding of the
proximate and evolutionary underpinnings of human cooperative behavior, altruism,
and sociality, and how these factors might relate to improved well-being. In a shrink-
ing world, the proper mechanisms for future peaceful global interactions necessitate
a better understanding of how, when, and why humans cooperate. Anthropology
and evolutionary psychology need a rigorous scientific synthesis of this diverse
body of knowledge in order to avoid the “just so” stories that otherwise dominate
sociobiological speculation.

The Contents of This Book

This book is divided into five parts, each providing background and evidence
from different perspectives and disciplines, that cooperation and/or altruistic behav-
ior are pivotal, and central components to nonhuman primate and human social
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existence. Each part begins with a short introduction summarizing and synthesizing
the contents of that part.

Part I: Cooperation, Altruism, and Human Evolution

In this part, the authors discuss the evolutionary underpinnings of cooperative and
altruistic behavior in nonhuman primates living in habitats occupied by our earliest
hominid ancestors. These, and the fossil evidence of the earliest humans, provide a
potential model for human evolution that does not support the more common “Man
the Hunter/Man the Killer” view of human evolution and nature. The overwhelming
evidence points to a rather smallish species that, although an omnivore who does
some opportunistic hunting of small prey (insects, birds, and an occasional rabbit,
for example), is not a systematic, big-game hunter (Hart and Sussman). Rather than
being on the top of the food chain, these early humans appear to have been a prey to
a large number of predators. Much like other nonhuman primates living in similar
habitats today, early humans developed a number of mechanisms to limit their vul-
nerability to predators. Among these mechanisms is being highly social, cohesive,
cooperative, and altruistic. Pievani provides a theoretical overview of how altruism
could develop as an exaptation during early human evolution. Cloninger and Kedia
describe the phylogenesis of the behaviors and brain systems that serve as functional
precursors and components of cooperation and altruism in modern human beings.
This provides an integrated evolutionary model of both the component structures
and functions that underlie complex behaviors like cooperation and altruism. The
basis for similar outward behavior in different branches of mammals cannot be
rigorously described and classified without such a model. For example, how can
anyone say that the functional capacities of primates differ only in degree and not
in kind if there is no systematic model of the evolution of the functions and their
components?

Part II: Altruism and Cooperation Among Nonhuman Primates

In Part I, the authors provide an evolutionary model (hypothesis) or scenario for
the development of cooperation and altruism in early hominins based on fossil
evidence and reference to the literature on nonhuman primates as prey species using
behavioral mechanisms to help avoid high rates of predation. When we describe
primates as a prey species, we recognize that they may sometimes also be predators
under some conditions. In Part II, the authors provide further theoretical models
of this hypothesis. They also give specific data and evidence of non-kin-based
cooperation and possible “altruistic” behavior among free-ranging nonhuman
primates from long-term field studies of identified individuals. The authors, in
this part, examine the notion that cooperative behavior among group-living, often
non-kin individuals, is the norm and is not simply based on reducing aggression or
as a reaction to competition.
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Part III: Altruism and Cooperation Among Humans:
The Ethnographic Evidence

In this part, ethnographic evidence is presented by noted cultural anthropologists.
Knaupf presents evidence that rates of violence differ greatly in different societies
and, from his work in New Guinea, he describes how statistics on violence in one
group of people that he studied has changed radically over time from a very violent
society to one with extremely little violence. The idea of an uncontrollable genetic
propensity for violence among humans is not supported by this evidence. From
his review of ethnographic literature, Fry presents evidence from a comparative
view of foraging societies indicating that these societies are extremely coopera-
tive and fit a “Man the Hunted” model. There is much more evidence among these
societies for cooperative, egalitarian, peaceful existence than for highly agonistic
and warlike societies. Humans have developed a number of mechanisms that are
employed to avoid agonistic encounters and war; they appear to have a propensity
for peace. Further comparisons are made by Ferguson between human intergroup
interactions and views that humans and chimpanzees are naturally aggressive or
are natural killers. Neither the ethnographic evidence nor the evidence from chim-
panzee research supports this often-depicted view. In his piece, one of the most
respected elders of cultural anthropology, Walter Goldschmidt investigates the idea
and reviews the evidence that humans, and other social primates, have a biological
need for affect and that this pervades most of the behavior of social-living primates
and humans. Professor Goldschmidt died on September 1, 2010, and we mourn the
loss of one of the most respected and eloquent social anthropologists and thinkers of
our time. We feel extremely privileged to have had him with us at this conference.
His thoughtfulness, insight, wit, and humor were among the major highlights of the
meeting (Fig. 1.1).

Part IV: Neurological and Hormonal Mechanisms for Cooperation
and Altruism

In Part IV, the authors provide a number of specific examples of neurological and
hormonal mechanisms that have evolved among nonhuman primates and humans
that underlie sociality, cooperation, and altruistic behavior. These mechanisms
enable social-living animals to interact in a social manner and essentially seem to
give credence to Darwin’s view, stated above, that “The feeling of pleasure from
society is probably an extension of the parental or filial affections, since the social
instinct seems to be developed by the young remaining for a long time with their
parents; and this extension may be attributed in part to habit, but chiefly to natural
selection.” Rilling shows that pleasure centers of the brain are activated when people
cooperate, except in individuals who, in independent measures, show characteris-
tics of psychopathy. Snowden examines hormonal underpinnings of fathering and
other cooperative behaviors in nonhuman primates. Pollak examines hormonal and
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Fig. 1.1 Dr. Goldschmidt with other participants of the symposium. From right to left:
R. Sussman; T. Pievani; Goldschmidt; Shawn Longino (Goldschmidt’s assistant); B. Wood (in the
background); D. Blazer

neurological differences in maltreated versus “normally” treated young monkeys
and children. Cloninger and Kedia in Part I provide a direct link between the pale-
ontological section and this one by relating neurobiological mechanisms to normal
human personality and the evolution of cooperation and altruism. These studies
outline many of the underlying biological factors indicating that cooperation and
altruism are major components of our normal biological makeup.

Part V: Human Altruism and Cooperation: Needs
and the Promotion of Well-Being in Modern Life

The authors, in this part, examine how cooperation and altruism are a necessary,
normal, and healthy component of normal modern human existence and that they
are essential to human well-being. The major focus of this part is to show how the
paleontological, behavioral, and neurobiological evidence is not only relevant to a
better understanding of human evolution and behavior in an academic sense but that
it also has immediate and practical ramifications. K.M. Cloninger provides evidence
of the negative effects on children and on our education system of the pessimistic
paradigm of man as naturally aggressive and warlike, as opposed to a more positive
paradigm of man as having natural cooperative and altruistic characteristics. Hay
provides a historical perspective of the resistance in Western Culture to the idea
of altruism as an aspect of rational consciousness. Using information from cross-
cultural health data, Munsch and Herrman illustrate how cooperation and sociality
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are extremely important aspects of normal health and well-being in human popula-
tions. Blazer shows how interdisciplinary and especially transdisciplinary research,
such as that covered in this book, provides an example of the type of research pro-
moted by the National Institutes of Health, and how an understanding of complex
phenomena can only be obtained by a synthesis of research from many different
fields of science working on interrelated problems.

In 2001, the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS)
Program for Dialogue on Science, Ethics, and Religion (DoSER), under the direc-
tion of A. Chapman, began a series of symposia exploring the question of the
evolution and nature of human sociality (Sussman and Chapman, 2004). Since
that time, a number of symposia on this and related topics have been given at
the meetings of the AAAS, American Anthropological Association, and American
Association of Physical Anthropologists, in which some of the participants of the
current volume have taken part. For example, in a 2006 AAAS meeting convened
in St. Louis, Missouri, a number of us participated in a symposium that brought
together researchers from diverse fields (primatology, socio-cultural anthropology,
zoology, paleontology, psychiatry, psychology, neurobiology, and genetics) to con-
sider substantive evidence about violence versus cooperation as hard-wired human
behaviors. Along with other scientists, we synthesized current research supporting
the behavioral, hormonal, and neuropsychiatric evolution of human cooperation.
This volume originated from this symposium and is a formal extension of these
meetings and interactions. Here and in continued transdisciplinary research and
communication, we hope to formalize some of the ideas presented and to continue
to carry out research that will further inform us on these topics. Finally, we hope that
this research will help to formulate a new paradigm on the topic of the evolution of
cooperation, altruism, and well-being. We believe that professionals in many fields
seeking alternative explanations for cooperative behavior and altruism will find this
book extremely useful and we hope that it will stimulate discussion, controversy,
and an impetus for other researchers to delve into theories that are at odds with
some of those currently in vogue.
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Chapter 2
Cooperation, Altruism, and Human Evolution:
Introduction Part I

Ian Tattersall

There can be no doubt that Homo sapiens is an unusually cooperative species—in
both senses of the adjective, because while all primates are social and thus at
least minimally cooperative, H. sapiens is social in a very particular manner.
Human beings will patiently endure long, uncomfortable back-of-the-cabin flights
in hideously cramped aircraft or stand meekly in long, slow lines at soup kitchens:
conditions that would undoubtedly provoke unbridled aggression in any other higher
primate. This odd proclivity provokes the question of just what it is about us humans
that permits or even obliges us to cooperate (most of the time) in this way, subju-
gating ourselves to the necessities of public order. Furthermore, whatever that factor
may be, when did we acquire it? Answering questions such as these is vital in devel-
oping any comprehensive understanding of our species as a biological and social
entity; despite the elusiveness not only of the answers but also of the very ques-
tions themselves the contributions to this book constitute an important if necessarily
preliminary step in the direction of developing such an understanding.

In the quest to comprehend and reconstruct the history of our most singular
behavioral attributes, we immediately encounter one enormous difficulty. This is, of
course, the fact that H. sapiens processes information about the physical and social
worlds in which we live in an entirely unique way: one that is without parallel, or
even obvious precedent, in Nature, today or in the past. We alone are symbolic ani-
mals, disassembling our surroundings into a complex vocabulary of mental symbols
which we can shuffle according to rules to provide alternative versions of the world
we inhabit—both as it is and as it might be. Other animals live in the environment
more or less as Nature presents it to them, reacting to its stimuli with varying degrees
of sophistication and nuance. In stark contrast, we live to a remarkable extent in
environments that we re-create in our heads. And although clearly grafted on to a
preexisting substrate of purely intuitive intelligence that mediated some very com-
plex behaviors indeed, including such impressive accomplishments as making stone
tools and exchanging objects over long distances, the exceptional human cognitive
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capacity that permits us to operate in this way was apparently acquired very recently
and quite abruptly (Tattersall, 2004, 2008).

Today, ours is the only hominid species on the planet; and although we tend not
to reflect on the fact, our lonely state is actually highly unusual. For the fossil record
tells us in no uncertain terms that, throughout the long history of our family, several
different hominid species typically coexisted. Indeed, we have clear evidence that
as recently as some 40,000 years ago, the world was occupied by at least four dif-
ferent hominid species, and the arrival and spread of fully symbolic H. sapiens is
almost certainly implicated in the rapid departure from the scene of such contempo-
raneous relatives as Homo neanderthalensis, Homo erectus, and Homo floresiensis.
Uncomfortable as it may be, this reality undoubtedly tells us a great deal about our-
selves as a species that (presumably as a result of our cognitive singularity) is not
only intolerant of competition but also in a position to impose that intolerance.

In terms of self-knowledge, the thought is sobering. And, as just hinted, on an
epistemological level it also means we are faced with the problems of context that
are familiar in any attempt to explain the unique. Numerous questions about the
behavioral nature of H. sapiens are, at best, only partially answerable on a strictly
comparative basis. Is our extreme form of cooperativeness solely a function of our
special and unprecedented cognitive facility? Or is it part of the necessary and
preexisting substrate upon which that facility is grounded? Is it the result of long-
term burnishing, by natural selection, of a property that has thus been finely honed
in our lineage over the eons? Or is it an emergent quality that was acquired in a
single event, through the chance addition of an otherwise unremarkable ingredient
to a preexisting cognitive base that had, up to that point, functioned on an entirely
different level of complexity? Is it related to what we perceive as altruistic or more
generally cooperative behaviors in other primate and mammalian species? Or is it
something entirely independent of those behaviors, something truly new? Is what
we perceive as altruism in other primates directly comparable to whatever it is that
we understand as altruism in our own social context? Or is it a by-product—or
perhaps a facet—of something else entirely that we misconstrue in anthropomor-
phic terms? Indeed, does the recent radical reorganization of our cognitive system
disqualify many aspects of our behavior, or even all, from direct comparison with
their presumed counterparts in nonsymbolic precursors? This last question, particu-
larly, demands our serious attention from the very outset. For, as Robert Cloninger
(Chapter 5, this volume) observes, human beings simply cannot have the “same
affective experiences” as those they “imagine [other species] might be having.”

Still, despite its obvious inherent limitations, the only avenue we have for answer-
ing questions such as those just raised is through looking not simply at ourselves
in isolation, but also in the context of what is known of the behaviors of organ-
isms closely related to us. It is certainly tempting to consider that, by comparing
behavioral repertoires, we will be able to see which among our behaviors are primi-
tive, inherited from a very remote ancestor, and which are derived and thus recently
acquired. But while the procedure itself might seem straightforward, even among
living forms, compartmentalizing observed behaviors and sorting them into neatly
comparable categories turns out, alas, to be a difficult task indeed. To complicate
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matters further, it is far from evident that the same categorizations apply validly
across ranges of species. Behaviors displayed both by individuals and by local pop-
ulations of the same higher primate species often turn out to be wildly variable,
and their expression highly dependent on ecological circumstances. Among our
extinct relatives the same presumably applied, with the additional difficulty that
those behaviors cannot be observed but have to be inferred, frequently from very
tenuous evidence. All of this makes it doubly unfortunate that the creatures believed
to be our closest living relatives, the chimpanzees and bonobos, are not only quite
remote from us—both an entire highly diverse hominid family, and the apes’ own
largely unknown evolutionary histories, lie between us and them—but also live in
ecological circumstances that are radically different not simply from our own but
also from those inferred for our very early ancestors.

Traditionally, the great apes—specifically chimpanzees—have been considered
the most appropriate behavioral “models” for very early human relatives. In a broad
cognitive sense, this may be fairly accurate: in all probability we can justifiably
assume that, as the cognitive scientist Daniel Povinelli has put it, hominid ancestors
were, like today’s great apes, “intelligent, thinking creatures who deftly attend[ed]
to and learn[ed] about the regularities that unfold[ed] in the world around them. But
. . . they [did] not reason about unobservable things: they [had] no ideas about the
‘mind,’ no notion of ‘causation’” (Povinelli, 2004:34). So far so good: the apes are
not modern humans, and neither were our own ancient ancestors. But if we try to go
beyond this, to identify specific past behaviors to which we can trace back modern
equivalents, we find ourselves in highly speculative territory. For a start, living H.
sapiens turns out to be even more variable and situational in its behavior patterns
than the apes are. It is hard to establish behavioral norms in a species in which it
is no problem at all to find examples to illustrate both poles of any pair of behav-
ioral antitheses you can imagine—something that amply illustrates the assertion by
Donna Hart and Bob Sussman in Chapter 3 that “we are . . . what we learn to be.”
Far less than members of any other species, are we condemned by our evolutionary
past to any particular behavioral propensity in the present.

Clearly, though, we could not be the creatures we have become in the absence
of a long and accretionary evolutionary history that includes our common ances-
tor with the apes. In reconstructing that history we are, of course, bedeviled by the
unfortunate fact that behaviors rarely if ever preserve directly. What is more, rather
few behaviors are even reflected in proxy evidence from which they might be reli-
ably inferred. Still, the handful of proxies available, for a rather narrow range of
social/behavioral features, is all we have to go on; and among those few potential
proxies, ecological pressures are almost certainly more reliable than strict phylo-
genetic propinquity as predictors of behavior. Closely related primates may show
dramatic differences in social organization, whereas creatures of the same general
sort appear more likely to respond, or to accommodate, in broadly similar ways to
similar environmental pressures. And, as forms that are physically adapted to forest
existences, the apes—even the fairly eurytopic chimpanzees—do not provide close
environmental analogs to the early hominids.

Nonetheless, “ape models” have traditionally dominated views of early hominid
behavior, and they have been particularly conducive to Peterson and Wrangham’s
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(1997) “Demonic Males” version of the “Killer Ape” scenario of human evolu-
tion articulated in the 1940s and 1950s by Raymond Dart (e.g., 1957). Something
in models of this kind seems to exert an innate appeal to the reductionist human
storytelling mindset. But as Hart and Sussman cogently point out, in Chapter 3
and elsewhere (e.g., Hart and Sussman, 2005, 2009), early hominids were largely
defenseless creatures of small stature and had body structures that would have made
them not only less efficient terrestrially than we are but also less agile in the ances-
tral arboreal milieu than are chimpanzees. These attributes hardly suited them well
to be predators in either setting; indeed, in many respects, these early relatives must
have been the very antithesis of the predator. Subsisting on largely plant-based diets,
and living mostly in a mosaic of forest-edges-to-woodland, they much better fit the
profile of prey species, vulnerable to a large variety of terrestrial and semi-arboreal
large cats and other carnivores. To close this largely circumstantial case, there is also
substantial direct evidence from the fossil record that early hominids were heavily
predated upon.

From this, Hart and Sussman draw several important conclusions about proba-
ble social organization among early hominids. They include the high likelihood that
these creatures lived in large groups for protection (just as modern baboons and
macaques do in comparable environments), and that, within those groups, individu-
als were highly social and cooperative. And it would almost certainly have been in
social contexts of this kind that the groundwork was laid for the later extraordinary
cooperativeness of H. sapiens. This is not to say that very early hominids would
have exhibited anything like the extremely unusual form of extensive and nuanced
cooperation (and its partial inverse, subtle, and often disguised and indirect antago-
nism) that we see in H. sapiens today. To be expressed in their modern form, both
of these attributes—in many ways opposite ends of a single spectrum—almost cer-
tainly necessitate symbolic cognition. But the ultimate roots of the modern human
brand of sociality—its requisite biological underpinnings—were nonetheless more
than probably laid down in those very early times.

One unusual aspect of cooperation, not reported in humans alone, is altruism,
whereby individuals act in ways that appear to be contrary to their own interests
while benefiting someone else. Ignoring the fact that human beings often act in
self-destructive ways while benefiting nobody, advocates of the notion that natural
selection is in the business of fine-tuning all aspects of behavior have sought to find
direct evolutionary advantage in apparently altruistic behaviors, most commonly
discovering such advantage in benefits that accrue to (genetically similar) kin. In
this way, individual “fitness” is extended to embrace the “inclusive fitness” of the
kin group. Such “kin-selection” models require the assumption that larger evolu-
tionary outcomes result virtually exclusively from the working of natural selection
directly or indirectly to promote particular genotypes. This is the kind of selection
that is nowadays usually referred to as “darwinian,” although Pievani (Chapter 4,
this volume) intriguingly points out that, in the social context, Charles Darwin him-
self (1871) expanded his definition of natural selection beyond the individual level to
include the “tribe”—which would invoke something akin (sorry) to what is usually
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referred to today as “group selection:” an unfashionable mechanism that is often
seen as entirely distinct, or sometimes even antithetical, to natural selection.

Pievani (Chapter 7, this volume) goes on to examine the history of study of altru-
ism more closely, in the process demonstrating that evolutionary change has to be
driven by much more than simply the promotion or elimination of particular geno-
types at the individual level. His preference is for a “multi-level” view that sees
larger scale evolutionary outcomes, including such social attributes as cooperative-
ness and altruism, as products of much more complex histories. At the finer end
of the spectrum of influences, the multi-level approach takes into account the sig-
nificant reality that organisms have economic lives as well as roles as replicators,
and in the broader context it recognizes that individuals and populations belong to
species that are parts of dynamic wider communities that in turn live and change
in sometimes dramatically fluctuating environments. Pievani emphasizes that, in the
long term, the success of the ephemeral individual is inextricably bound up with the
success of the group—and ultimately, of course, of the entire species, for it is of
little evolutionary advantage to be the most splendidly adapted member (whatever
that might in practice mean) of a species that is being outcompeted into extinction.

Pievani thus advocates that we extricate ourselves from purely “adaptationist”
views of the evolutionary process (or, more properly, processes). He urges us to
acknowledge the fact that any innovation (behavioral, genetic, or physical) must
come into existence spontaneously, without regard to its function, and that the “cur-
rent usefulness” of an attribute should hence be seen as independent of its “historical
origin.” Once we have made this conceptual separation, we are relieved from the
necessity of seeing such behavioral features as altruism as driven by inexorable
generation-by-generation pressures.

Pievani emphasizes the ubiquity in documented evolutionary histories of “exap-
tation,” whereby heritable novelties come into existence entirely independently of
any use to which they might eventually be put (he mentions birds’ feathers, which
are essential for flight but that for many millions of years were not exploited in
this way). The fixation of any novelty in a population may even be a random event,
although it will presumably be facilitated if the characteristic in question is highly
advantageous. In the case of altruism, however, we also have to bear in mind that
this is not a discrete feature. All developmentally normal humans have big brains;
all are bipedal; all have small canine teeth. These are all truly human characteristics
and all are functionally discrete. But altruism is not. Not all individual human beings
are equally altruistic—or even altruistic at all—and altruism is simply one potential
expression of a much larger general capacity for cooperation. To the extent that it
works, kin-selection theory only explains why natural selection has not eliminated
the “altruistic” extreme of the spectrum of cooperative behaviors.

Pievani notes that, whatever it may otherwise be, evolution is not a matter of
optimization: it does not strive toward the perfect but instead “tinkers with structural
constraints.” By the nature of the hereditary apparatus, the new must always come
about by modification of the old, and thus there can be no wholesale elimination
of the old to facilitate the adoption of the newer and better. Which is why, Pievani
suggests, we show many “ambiguous and contradictory behaviors” of “former prey
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and predators at the same time.” Our socially cooperative comportments, and our
erratic individual ones too, are functions of a long and complex historical inheritance
that can only be understood in this light. In the specific context of human behavioral
evolution, the scenario Pievani favors is that altruism and cooperativeness of the
human kind had their origins in an earlier tendency toward reciprocity, a tendency
that proved advantageous in early human groups exposed to the hazards of woodland
environments. A succession of circumstances then followed in which this tendency
became exaptively amplified in a series of stages.

This scenario coincides well with what we know about the pattern of other behav-
ioral acquisitions among our precursors, and it also fits comfortably with the fact that
we still perceive echoes of our untidy origins in our dealings with each other and
with the world around us. Because, as already emphasized, the new is founded on
the old and is thus inextricably entangled with it. Optimization, however desirable
from an engineering perspective, is rarely if ever an option in evolution, which at any
moment can capitalize only on the best of whatever is available. If we seek to regard
any of our behaviors, whether cooperative or aggressive, as fine-tuned by evolution
for a specific function and thus as innate within us, we will miss the most impor-
tant aspect of our uniqueness—namely, our almost infinite capacity to respond to
circumstances. Members of H. sapiens may share a deep longing to understand “the
human condition” in which they participate, but this does not mean that we all share
an obligate behavioral state. To return to Hart’s and Sussman’s pithy formulation, to
a very considerable extent we learn as individuals to be who and what we are.

Cloninger (Chapter 5, this volume) looks in some detail at various aspects of
human learning and at the epistemological problems that arise from the complex
and additive nature of human cognition and the resulting behaviors. He puts forward
an ingenious model whereby major variables of human learning and personality
arise from the following three distinct cognitive systems: behavioral conditioning,
semantic learning, and self-aware learning. In Cloninger’s scenario, these systems
arose sequentially in human evolution, much as Pievani’s model might predict. They
and their sub-components interact to produce personality, the attribute that defines
each of us as an individual. Cloninger finds that one character dimension (self-
transcendence, the ability to step outside oneself and to know when rules apply)
is a key to the fully modern mind; but his approach emphasizes the role of multiple
feedbacks in the ultimate determination of the individual psyche. And even though
his model is ultimately a “modular” one, in terms of the gradual acquisition of a set
of discrete components of self-awareness over the long history of mammalian evolu-
tion, it also draws attention to the remarkable extent to which individual personality
is shaped by multiple influences, among which situational and thus environmentally
mediated stimuli are prominent.

Although there is plenty of evidence that symbolic cognition and its correlates
are of remarkably recent origin, it is nonetheless fully evident that this capacity of
ours is founded upon a very long and accretionary evolutionary history. No part of
what we are, and so greatly prize ourselves for being, could have been acquired
in the absence of any aspect of that long history. Cloninger courageously sketches
in an evolutionary sequence in which those acquisitions might have been made. He
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identifies “precursor functions for symbolism” in living great apes, and sees these as
the underpinnings for advanced degrees of cooperation in early hominids. In early
Homo, he finds proxy evidence for initial enhanced function of the terminal asso-
ciation areas; these only later expanded into the “proactive fronto-temporo-parietal
circuit” that promotes “autobiographical memory and self-aware consciousness in
modern H. sapiens.” The details of any such scenario are bound to be argued; but
Cloninger’s notion is compelling that not only our own senses of self but also the
ways in which we perceive and process information about the world around us are
dependent on self-aware consciousness of the kind he describes, mediated by “the
specific functional abilities that emerged in human ancestors.”

Again, we arrive at the notion that there is something very peculiar about mod-
ern human beings. We cannot legitimately seek to understand other animals, even
close relatives, as less complex versions of ourselves; neither can we regard our own
species as simply a more sophisticated version of them. Yes, we do indeed have ape
brains inside our heads; but the added ingredient that Cloninger has striven to iden-
tify in us has produced an entirely new cognitive edifice, a structure with emergent
and unprecedented properties. And this means that, as he is careful to point out, we
have to be very cautious with our terminology. Humans have “self-transcendence,”
while other primates do not. As a result, such terms as “altruism” or even “cooper-
ation” (inevitably possessing anthropomorphic overtones) are words we should not
apply lightly, or without implicit qualification, to other species. Our anthropoid rel-
atives may have immediate goals; and may even be aware of them, but they clearly
do not process information, or make plans, or harbor motivations, in the same sense
that human beings do.

Modern human beings are cooperative; and they would certainly never have
become so had the biological underpinnings not already been present – not just in
the hominid ancestor, but in a succession of precursor species among which, on
average, behaviors we can at some level call cooperative had become more complex
over time. Still, a yawning cognitive gulf was crossed when symbolic reasoning
was acquired, well within the tenure of our species as diagnosed anatomically
(Tattersall 2004, 2008). Certainly, our close(ish) relative Homo neanderthalensis
indulged in a variety of behaviors, ranging from burial of the dead to the hunting of
fearsomely large animals, that clearly required an advanced degree of coordination
among individuals. Cognitively and socially these were impressive hominids,
quite possibly the most intellectually complex beings that had ever existed before
cognitively modern H. sapiens came along. But their social cooperation was almost
certainly not mediated by mental information-processing in the modern human
style. And we should be careful not to be misled by the terminology we use into
thinking it might have been.
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Chapter 3
The Influence of Predation on Primate and Early
Human Evolution: Impetus for Cooperation

Donna Hart and Robert W. Sussman

What brought the ape out of the trees, and so the man out of the
ape, was a taste for blood. This is how the story went, when a
few fossils found in Africa in the 1920s seemed to point to
hunting as the first human activity among our simian forebears
– the force behind our upright posture, skill with tools, domestic
arrangements, and warlike ways. Why, on such slim evidence,
did the theory take hold? (Harvard University Press, 1993)

There have been many attempts to reconstruct the behavior and ecology of our earli-
est ancestors. The most common theory and the one that is widely accepted today is
the “Man the Hunter” hypothesis. Cultural anthropologist Laura Klein expresses the
current situation well: “While anthropologists argue in scientific meetings and jour-
nals, the general public receives its information from more popular sources . . . In
many of these forums, the lesson of Man the Hunter has become gospel” (2004:10).
However, this theory of early hominin behavior is still widely debated within the
anthropological community and, as we will show, the evidence to support it remains
controversial.

Raymond Dart launched the killer ape-man scenario in the mid-twentieth cen-
tury with the help of the playwright Robert Ardrey and his best selling book,
African Genesis (1961). Dart had interpreted the combined accumulation of fos-
silized long bones from savannah herbivores and damaged hominin skulls found in
South African caves as evidence of an entrenched human hunting culture. The fact
that the skulls were battered in a peculiar fashion led to Dart’s firm conviction that
violence and cannibalism on the part of killer ape-men formed the basis from which
our own species eventually evolved. In his words, early hominins were “carnivorous
creatures that seized living quarries by violence, battered them to death, tore apart
their broken bodies, [and] dismembered them limb from limb, greedily devouring
livid writhing flesh” (Dart, 1953:201).
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Man the Hunter, as a vignette of our species’ ecological status, purports to be
based on science. But if Man the Hunter is truly a scientific theory, then what is the
evidence? Is it really possible that smallish, upright creatures with flat nails instead
of claws and relatively tiny canine teeth, with no tools or weapons for millions of
years, could have been deadly predators?

Mammalian terrestrial predators—the carnivores—are taxonomically, skeletally,
physiologically, and behaviorally distinct from primates. There are 7 families, 92
genera, and approximately 240 species in the order Carnivora which includes
the customarily meat-eating dogs, bears, raccoons, weasels, mongooses, hyenas,
and cats. Carnivores possess four- or five-clawed digits per limb and a non-
opposable and sometimes absent pollex and hallux (Nowak, 1991). Wrist bones
are fused together forming the strong scapholunar bone, unlike primates in which
the bones remain independent (Macdonald, 1984). Temporalis and masseter mus-
cles of the carnivore jaw can exert tremendous force for stabbing prey and cutting
flesh (Macdonald, 1984). Dentally, canine teeth in carnivores are strong, recurved,
pointed, and elongate; premolars are adapted for cutting; molars have sharp, pointed
cusps; and carnassials—a key feature of the Carnivora—are specialized shearing
mechanisms composed of the last upper premolar and the first lower molar (Nowak,
1991). A few species of the Carnivora (e.g., pandas) are largely vegetarian and
their molars have reverted to the grinding surfaces found in primates (Macdonald,
1984). Unlike the visual cues used by the haplorhine primates, scent is an impor-
tant intraspecific communication method in carnivores; urine, feces, and exudate
from odorous skin glands convey information (Macdonald, 1984). Most carni-
vores are solitary or associate in pairs or small groups (Nowak, 1991). Although
social predators exist—such as lions, wolves, spotted hyenas, and some mongoose
species—their sociality is complex and no one selective pressure is the sole force
for formation of groups (Macdonald, 1984).

Many human traits, such as bipedalism, monogamy, territoriality, tool use, tech-
nological invention, male aggression, group-living, and sociality, are often linked
to the perspective of Man the Hunter. However, while theories and associations of
human aggressive hunters abound, they are rarely based on the following three evi-
dentiary approaches that shed light on early hominin ecology and behavior: living
primate models, extant human hunter-gatherers, and the fossil record. When we
investigate these three, a different view emerges.

As we have detailed elsewhere (Hart and Sussman, 2005, 2009), the diversity
of large carnivores was extensive in African prehistory. Many groups of carnivores
that are now extinct (e.g., huge short-faced bears and sabertoothed cats) preyed on
hominins in Africa, especially between 6 and 3.5 million years ago. Then at about
3.5 million years ago, eight new genera of carnivores evolved to join the previous
groups, resulting in potentially as many as eight to ten different species of saber-
toothed cats, false sabertoothed cats, conical-tooth cats (large felids still represented
today by leopards and lions), giant hyenas, large wolf-like canids, or short-faced
bears roaming the same African sites where we now find hominin fossils (Treves
and Palmqvist, 2007, see Fig. 3.1).
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Fig. 3.1 A time span comparison of ancient African predators and hominins. (C. Rudloff, redrawn
from Treves and Palmqvist 2007 expressly for this chapter)

At about 1.8 million years ago, the archaic flesh eaters, such as the sabertoothed
cats, went extinct probably due to climate change, but that did not leave a dearth
of large carnivores to prey on early hominins. Consider the fossil evidence for pre-
dation that has been so far discovered: C. K. Brain, a South African paleontologist
like Dart, started the process of relabeling “Man the Hunter” as “Man the Hunted”
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when he slid the lower fangs of a fossil leopard into matched punctures in the skull
of a 2-million-year-old australopithecine (Brain, 1981). The paradigm change initi-
ated by Brain continues to stimulate reassessment of hominin fossils. Dart’s initial
find, the cranium of an australopithecine (called the Taung child), who died approx-
imately 2.5 million years ago, has been reassessed repeatedly (Berger and Clarke,
1995). Relying on new African crowned hawk eagle (Stephanoaetus coronatus) pre-
dation research carried out in the Tai Forest, Côte d’Ivoire by McGraw et al. (2006),
the Taung cranium was compared to the remains of similarly sized African mon-
keys eaten today by these powerful raptors. The eagles are known to clutch their
prey’s head with sharp talons, leaving consistent grooved signatures on the remains.
New features, based on analyses of monkey prey never before described, include
punctures and ragged incisions in the base of the eye socket where the raptors have
ripped out the eyes of dead monkeys with their talons and beaks to get at the brains.
The identification of these same singularly curious marks on the Taung cranium has
provided substantiation for theories of raptor predation on this famous fossil (AP,
2005) (Fig. 3.2).

As shown in Table 3.1, the list of fossils showing evidence of predation con-
tinues to grow. Orrorin tugenensis, a hominin who lived over 6 million years ago,
shows signs of having died from leopard predation. Ardipithecus ramidus remains
found in the early 1990s at Aramis, Ethiopia, indicate that many predatory ani-
mals were sharing the site with these 4.4-million-year-old hominins. A review of

Fig. 3.2 New evidence from
crowned hawk eagle studies
has provided substantiation
that raptor predation was
involved in the Taung child’s
demise
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A. ramidus noted: “We interpret the physiographical setting to have been a flat plain
with little topography where scattered carcasses of medium and large mammals
were ravaged by carnivores . . . Carnivore tooth marks scar the hominid cranial and
postcranial elements and are ubiquitous on medium and large mammal bones in
general” (WoldeGabriel et al., 1994:332). (The full list of predators found in con-
junction with A. ramidus fossils includes crocodiles, pythons, hyenas, wild dogs,
conical-toothed cats, sabertoothed cats, and short-faced bears.)

The Dmanisi site in the Republic of Georgia entombed a 1.75-million-year-old
hominin skull exhibiting punctures from sabertoothed cat fangs. At Orce, Spain,
what appears to be hominin remains dated at 1.6 million years have been found
in the den of an extinct hyena species. A 900,000-year-old member of the genus
Homo from Olorgesailie, Kenya, shows carnivore bite marks on the browridge.
Cannibalism as a lifestyle for one species of human ancestors was inferred by the
disfigurement of faces and foramina magna found in a 450,000-year-old cache of
Homo erectus skulls from the Zhoukoudian cave in China. The initial explanation of
these strange manipulations was through the lens of the “Man the Hunter” paradigm.
Nevertheless, studies by Boaz and Ciochon (2001) show that a more substantive
explanation involves predation by extinct giant hyenas (Pachycrocuta breviostris)
that crunched their way into the lipid-rich brains of hominin prey. Yet another hyena
casualty may be the South African “Florisbad cranium,” a late archaic H. sapi-
ens approximately 260,000 years old. A Neanderthal skull from 50,000 years ago
found at Monte Circeo, Italy, is also apparently the victim of hyena predation. While
previously classified as a fatality from cannibalism, the fossil man of Monte Circeo
was deposited at death in an active hyena den; the skull displays fractures consis-
tent with hyena’s tooth marks, evidences an enlargement of the foramen magnum
consistent with hyena predation, and exhibits gnaw marks on the jawbone.

The world of ancient hominins was replete with large mammalian predators,
raptors, and reptiles, and there are strong indications that hominins were regularly
hunted. In a seemingly uninterrupted legacy of our past, it can be documented that,
outside the West, no small amount of predation has occurred on humans in modern
times. We may not have seen these figures in newspaper headlines, but 612 peo-
ple were killed by tigers in the Sundarbans Delta of India and Bangladesh in the
decade from 1975 to 1985 (McDougal, 1991), and over 200 humans were attacked
by leopards in one Indian state between 1988 and 1998 (Uprety, 1998). Chinese
biologists suspected that brown bears killed 1,500 farmers annually in the Tibetan
Plateau when it was opened up to agriculture (Domico, 1988), while an estimated
3,000 individuals are seized or eaten by crocodiles each year in sub-Saharan Africa
(Alderton, 1991). After researching death records, zoologist Hans Kruuk (2002)
could document that wolf predation is still a fact of life in Belarus and several other
Eastern European nations.

Besides the fossil record, another reliable source to consult about our evolution-
ary past is extant nonhuman primates. A study of predation on nonhuman primates
found that 178 species of predatory animals included primate prey in their diets
(Hart, 2000). These ranged from fierce, tiny birds to huge 500-pound crocodiles
and scores of animals in between—tigers, lions, leopards, jaguars, jackals, hyenas,
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genets, civets, mongooses, pythons, komodo dragons, eagles, hawks, owls, and even
toucans. The level of predation endured by chimpanzee and gorilla populations
provides another layer of authenticity to our background as prey—after all, these
are our closest genetic relatives. The evidence of a gorilla meal found in leopard
feces in the Central African Republic (Fay et al., 1995) proved that the largest pri-
mates are subject to predation. Chimpanzees, despite their obvious intelligence and
strength, are no match for leopards or lions; 5–6% of chimpanzee populations are
consumed annually by these wild cats at two African sites where predation was
studied (Boesch, 1991; Tsukahara, 1993).

Our fossil relatives are said by many to have focused on acquisition of meat to the
point that all major evolutionary adaptations can be traced to that particular craving.
Nevertheless, as explained previously in this chapter, hominins cannot be catego-
rized as carnivores; we and our fossil relatives have dentition and gut tracts very
like our omnivorous but mainly like fruit-eating, primate relatives. Inflated impor-
tance for meat in the early hominin diet may have been derived from reports of
increased red colobus monkey hunting and meat eating observed in selected chim-
panzee populations (Fourrier et al., 2008). Yet, in one study of overall chimpanzee
diets, meat from mammal prey was found to be less than 0.5% (Hladik, 1977);
this was confirmed at Gombe and Tai Forest research sites by Boesch and Boesch-
Achermann (2000) who state that meat is necessary neither for survival nor normal
growth. In captivity, chimps are not meat eaters, possessing neither the oral nor
dental morphology to chew meat efficiently (Milton and Demment, 1989).

Unless the meat is cooked, hominins do not possess the teeth or the gut tract
to digest herbivore muscles (i.e., the raw meat that has typically been imagined as
acquired through hunting or scavenging), and red meat cannot be cooked unless fire
is available on demand and weapons exist to regularly kill large animals. Our teeth
have remained much the same throughout the 7 million years of hominin evolution,
and they are not the teeth of carnivores. Teaford and Ungar stress that “The early
hominids were not dentally preadapted to eat meat—they simply did not have the
sharp, reciprocally concave shearing blades necessary to retain and cut such foods”
(2000:13509). Humans do not depend on their canine teeth to tear off or chew meat,
and like other plant eaters, the human jaw can easily move backwards and forwards
and from side to side for biting and grinding plant material, unlike carnivores who
have fixed lower jaws permitting only open-and-shut movement thus adding stability
and strength to their bites (Nowak, 1991).

Our gut tract is also basically the same design as fruit-eating primates (Hladik
et al., 1999). We fall into the category of unspecialized frugivores when our diges-
tive tract and body size are compared with other primates and meat-eating mammals;
this nonspecialization allows for the large variations found in human diets (Hladik
et al., 1999). Cooking allows humans to masticate and digest muscle fiber, but meat
could neither be cooked nor become a regular dietary component for hominins until
fires could be readily ignited and controlled. The first verifiable archaeological evi-
dence of controlled fire has been found in Israel and dates to approximately 790,000
years ago (Goren-Inbar et al., 2004); prior to that time there were only tenuous indi-
cations of fire that can be as logically explained by natural phenomena as they are by
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hominin fabrication. Dates as early as 1.8 million years ago for Swartkrans in South
Africa and 1.5 million years ago for Koobi Fora and Chesowanja in Kenya have
been offered as substantiation of early hominin mastery over fire for light, heat, and
cooking, but exhaustive critiques have found that without the unequivocal evidence
of hearths, the early sites cannot be attributed to anything but to naturally ignited
fires and smoldering vegetation (James, 1989; Klein, 1999).

There is little possibility that tools were available to include much meat as a
dietary component before the advent of weapons. The first evidence of a javelin-
like spear (which might be thrown as a hunting weapon) is 400,000 years old, but
the effectiveness of the Schöningen spear against large herbivores is questionable
since it has been likened to an “oversized toothpick” (Klein and Edgar, 2002:160).
In fact, conservative interpretations of the archaeological evidence do not uphold the
appearance of human hunting until the fairly recent past. Klein (1999) states that
true large-scale, systematic hunting may not have made an appearance in human
history until 60,000–80,000 years ago. While the Schöningen spear was found with
the bones of horses, many of which showed evidence of butchery, Klein and Edgar
(2002) maintain that artifacts at Schöningen demonstrate that the ancient people liv-
ing there obtained some large animals but they question whether this was a regular
event. To assess how successful the alleged hunters might have been, it is necessary
to place the butchered bones in the context of all the bones at the site that do not
evidence human manipulation and that do evidence carnivore teeth. Precise inves-
tigations suggest that as relatively recently as 500,000 years ago, human ancestors
were not obtaining large mammals very often (Klein and Edgar, 2002). The previ-
ously proclaimed “kill” sites in Africa and Europe from this period, when subjected
to rigorous analysis, do not substantiate large-scale human hunting. Klein and Edgar
(2002) offer Duinefontein 2 (a 300,000–year-old South African site) as an exam-
ple of the misleading cues posed by human tools and animal bones lying side by
side. After meticulous examination of the bones and artifacts at Duinefontein 2,
it became clear to the researchers that tool marks on animal bones were rare com-
pared to carnivore tooth marks. These data were cross-checked against a much older
South African site (Langebaanweg, dated at 5.5 million years) located only 36 miles
away where no hominin presence has been found (and millions of years prior to the
advent of tools). Data from the two sites are similar; carnivores were definitely eat-
ing large mammals, but ancient humans at Duinefontein 2 were having a negligible
impact. Fresh examination of Ambrona and Torralba in Spain and Elandsfontein in
South Africa demonstrates the same paucity of tool-marked bones and lack of real
evidence for hunting (Klein and Edgar, 2002).

In the early 1980s, at Olduvai Gorge in Tanzania, Bunn (1981) and Potts and
Shipman (1981) discovered large mammal bones with both carnivore tooth marks
and cut marks that appeared to have been made by hominins with stone tools approx-
imately 2 million years ago. These findings reinforced the idea that meat eating by
early hominins, either from hunting or from scavenging, played an important role in
human evolution. While “Man the Hunter” enjoyed popularity in the scientific com-
munity for many years, in the period of post-1980s “Man the Scavenger” garnered
ardent supporters. Many archaeologists have relied on taphonomy to determine
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whether the distribution pattern of cut marks and tooth marks could tell us if
hominins were hunters, aggressive power scavengers (i.e., hominins who mobbed
carnivores and stole kills), or passive scavengers, but interpretations were often
poles apart. For example, Blumenshine (1988, 1995) believed the evidence showed
that large carnivores had first crack at the carcasses, indicating that hominins were
passive scavengers. To Dominguez-Rodrigo (1997, 1999), the distribution of cut
marks implied that early hominins had first access to the bones and thus the bones
were the remains of hunting or aggressive scavenging. (Of course, passive scaveng-
ing and power scavenging are not mutually exclusive, and neither are hominins as
scavengers and hominins as prey.)

More recently, however, Lupo and O’Connell (2002) have reexamined all the evi-
dence used in these earlier studies. They compared the cut marks and tooth marks on
the fossil bones with data on real-life hunting and scavenging carried out by mod-
ern East African foragers, the Hadza of Tanzania. While there is some relationship
between cut mark and tooth mark distribution as well as order of consumer access
(humans first versus carnivores first), it is not as clear cut as had been previously
suggested, and there are a number of reasons why. First, cut marks and tooth marks
have not been defined in the same way by the various researchers seeking to collect
evidence for “Man the Scavenger.” Secondly, procedures for reporting frequencies
of tooth or cut marks are not standardized. Finally, there are significant differences
between patterns observed in modern control samples and those reported on the
bones from fossil sites.

In light of difficulties such as these, it is apparent that verification of a “Man the
Scavenger” hypothesis is elusive—not because the studies are deficient but because
the situation is terrifically complex. On this subject, Klein has said: “Again we must
turn to logic, supplemented in this instance by studies of recent hunter-gatherers.
These studies suggest that Oldowan people [two million years ago] relied mostly
on plants and perhaps on other gathered foods such as insects. In light of this, their
day-to-day food quest was probably far less bloodthirsty than some popular accounts
have proposed” (1999:248).

An experiment in scavenging was carried out by Louis S. B. Leakey in the 1960s
when he and his son Richard tried to forcibly take kills from predators (Munger,
1971). Leakey reported that it was impossible for them to keep the lions away, and
the hyenas could only be held at bay for a very short time. As the Leakeys’ dis-
covered, stealing carcasses would be an extremely involved activity. The process
increases the likelihood of becoming prey and so entails the need for threatening
actions that carnivores and other scavengers will respect; it also requires processing
the carcass while defending it and necessitates transporting the meat chunks while
being pursued by irate predators and other scavengers (Treves and Palmqvist, 2007).

Another complexity not factored into “Man the Scavenger” scenarios is the
reality of the condition of dead animals. DeVault et al. point out, “Contrary to
widespread belief, vertebrate scavengers consume very few carcasses from preda-
tor kills because predators usually consume entire animals or guard their prey.
Therefore, most scavengers rely on animal deaths due to malnutrition, disease, expo-
sure, parasites, and accidents” (2003:226). “Man the Scavenger” has support in the
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scientific arena even though hominins possess none of the internal physiology or
external structure necessary to ingest putrid meat, which is what real and facultative
scavengers manage to do with the anatomical equipment they possess. These species
have evolved detoxifying enzymes along with bodily structures and metabolic pro-
cesses that protect them from harmful bacteria (DeVault et al., 2003). As stated by
Ragir et al.:

The primate digestive strategy combines a rapid passage through the stomach and prolonged
digestion in the ileum of the small intestine and caecum, and this combination increases the
likelihood of colonization of the small intestine by ingested bacteria that are the cause of
gastrointestinal disease. Carrion is very quickly contaminated with a high bacterial load
because the process of dismemberment of a carcass exposes the meat to the bacteria from
the saliva of the predator, from the digestive tracts of insects, and from the carcasses’ own
gut. Thus, the opportunistic eating of uncooked carrion or even unusually large quantities
of fresh-killed meat by nonhuman primates or humans is likely to result in gastrointestinal
illness (2000:477).

Hominins may be opportunists who eat a variety of things, but with the exception
of modern Westerners and Inuits, most of humanity does not eat much meat. Inuits,
who have adapted over thousands of years to the coldest Arctic climates, are among
the few populations who have diets high in meat, but they traditionally consume
as much blubber as flesh from marine mammals (Hayden, 1981). Modern foragers
outside the Arctic, such as the hunting and gathering !Kung San of the Kalahari
Desert, have a diet that consists of as little as 4% meat (Tanaka, 1976). Among
traditional hunter-gatherers studied in tropical and mid-latitude habitats, the most
common feeding strategy was a high daily consumption of fruit, cooked rootstocks,
and occasional bulbs, shoots, and young leaves supplemented by protein from all
sorts of animals—turtles, lizards, insects, birds’ eggs, and larger mammals (Vincent,
1985; Blurton Jones et al., 1989; Bailey, 1993; Blurton Jones, 1993; Sept, 1994;
Hawkes et al., 1995; Marlowe, 2005; Speth, 2010).

If we were not meat eaters, then are there other fallacies that are linked to the
commonly accepted “Man the Hunter” answer to our past? Were our early ancestors
violent, natural born killers of other species and of their own kind?

The blood-bespattered, slaughter-gutted archives of human history from the earliest
Egyptians and Sumerian records to the most recent atrocities of the Second World War
accord with early universal cannibalism . . . and with worldwide scalping, headhunt-
ing, body-mutilating and necrophilic practices of mankind in proclaiming this common
bloodlust differentiator, this predaceous habit . . . (Dart, 1953:201).

The quote above lays out a trail that seems to lead from meat eating to hunting,
then cannibalism, and ultimately into a morass of repellent activities. But the ques-
tion we keep returning to after every misanthropic description asks whether views
taken from a “Man the Hunter” position are supported by any scientific evidence.
Often, connections to cannibalism are inferred from fossil assemblages. We find
that almost all of the so-called cannibalistic sites have been lacking in evidence to
support this claim. Recent less sensational analyses have not found substantiation
of cannibalism but instead find evidence of natural disasters, including predation
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on the hominins involved. Australopithecines in South African caves and H. erec-
tus in the Zhoukoudian Cave were thought to have been scenes of cannibalism but,
as stated earlier, both involved the remains of hominins preyed on by large carni-
vores. At Atapuerca in Spain, the famous “Pit of Bones,” (dated at approximately
800,000 years before the present) cannibalism has been alleged to be the cause of
bone deposits (Mosquera Martínez, 1998). New analyses find that the hominin bone
accumulations were the result of a natural catastrophic event and—while there is
skepticism for such a conclusion—the site may even represent trapping of hominins
by bears (Monge and Mann, 2007).

Neanderthals, in particular, have been tarnished with the stain of cannibalism
almost since their fossil remains were first discovered. “As for Neanderthals, schol-
ars in the early part of this [20th] century assumed almost routinely that they
practised cannibalism, an idea that fitted the prevailing view of Neanderthals as
shambling, uncultured brutes . . .” (Bahn, 2005:330). Trinkaus (2000) estimates that
there is only one confirmed instance of violence in the Neanderthal fossil record. He
noted, “The identification of traumatic injury in human fossil remains has plagued
paleontologists for years. There has been a tendency to consider any form of dam-
age to a fossil as conclusive evidence of prehistoric violence between humans . . .”
(p. 133). As an example of what Trinkaus describes, a single Neanderthal cranium
found at Monte Circeo, Italy in a “ring of stones” had been attributed to ritual can-
nibalism. A more recent theory, however, suggests that the “ring” was the result of a
landslide; Monte Circeo was found to be a hyena den at the time the hominin bones
were deposited, and damage to the single cranium is consistent with the method
used by hyenas to crush skulls and extract brains (Bahn, 2005).

There is a full century behind accusations regarding cannibalism at the Krapina
Neanderthal site in Croatia. Neanderthal bones were first discovered between 1899
and 1905 when crude methods were used to excavate and preserve hominin fos-
sils. Cannibalism was the immediate explanation for the bone deposits, but wolf,
bear, and hyena remains at the site also point to predators being responsible for the
hominin cache (Klein and Edgar, 2002). Although media reports continue to identify
Neanderthal remains at Krapina as a confirmed “cannibal feast,” Bahn comments:
“This gruesome image does not stand up to scrutiny. The bones display no evidence
of the impact fractures characteristic of marrow extraction by humans. Instead, the
extensive fragmentation can be explained by roof-falls, crushing by sediments, and
the use of dynamite during excavation” (2005:330).

While accusations of cannibalism stretch back to Greek myths and seem to tit-
illate the human mind, it is satisfying to find that cannibalism among humans is
rare and extraordinary—in every way an exception to normal human behavior. It is
prompted only by the most singular of circumstances, such as the famous instance
when survivors of a plane crash in the Andes consumed their dead fellow passen-
gers. Careful studies have found there are no reliable witnesses to ritual or habitual
cannibalism, and reports of it are based on hearsay (Bahn, 2005).

In a recent volume, we have developed the hypothesis that, rather than being
a predator with inherited tendencies to be excessively violent, humans evolved
as a prey species (Hart and Sussman, 2005, 2009). In this theory, we propose
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that both nonhuman primates and humans, as well as other social-living animals,
may have developed mechanisms of cooperation and sociality through natural
selection. Looking at early humans as a prey species rather than as a top-level
predator gives a rather different perspective to the evolution of sociality and
cooperation. Independently, Treves and Palmqvist have come up with a similar
conclusion: “Given the existence of numerous ambush predators between 3.6 and
1.8 ma, hominins would have experienced strong selection for efficient vigilance”
(2007:370). They thus propose that early hominins “would have adopted more
cohesive and calmer social organization to maintain vigilance and reduce conspicu-
ousness to carnivores. . .” (p. 370). Inconspicuous groups “within which individuals
cooperate in anti-predator behavior can survive under heavy predation pressure. . . .
High levels of cooperation and reciprocity appear critical under heavy predation
pressure” (p. 372).

To assess human behavior, researchers look at our primate roots where sociality
may have its origin in the general benefits of mutual cooperation, strong mother–
infant bonds, and the evolution of an extended juvenile period in which developing
young ones are dependent on other group members. Naturally occurring opiates
in the brain, whose effects are not unlike the restfulness and lessening of unease
attained through opium-based narcotics (but without highs, withdrawals, or addic-
tion), may be at the core of innate cooperative social responses (Carter, 1999; Taylor
et al., 2000). These could finally explain the evolution not only of cooperation
among nonrelated humans or nonhuman primates but also of true altruistic behav-
ior and general well-being. Going one step further, recently Hauser (2006), and
Bekoff and Pierce (2009), in separate volumes, have provided ample evidence of a
moral toolkit in the human brain, a biological mechanism for acquisition of moral
rules.

In a recent review, Sussman and Garber (2011) found that diurnal primates
(lemurs, monkeys, and apes) devoted less than 10% of their daily activity budget
to direct social interactions. The overwhelming majority of these interactions were
affiliative and cooperative behaviors such as grooming, food sharing, huddling, and
alliance formation. In contrast, aggression was rare and episodic, typically account-
ing for less than 1% of all social interactions. They concluded that cooperative and
affiliative behaviors commonly accounted for over 90% of direct social interactions.
Clearly cooperative interactions represent the overwhelming majority of primate
social interactions and form the basis of individual social bonds.

Even in species in which social interactions typically account for only 2–4%
of the activity budget and adult group members are not related (such as in howler
monkeys, Alouatta spp.), individuals are found to exhibit consistent partner pref-
erences from year to year (Bezanson et al., 2002; Chapters 8 and 9, this volume).
These preferences are based on patterns of spatial proximity and affiliation enabling
individuals to feed together in the same food patch and to develop social and mat-
ing bonds. In chimpanzees, both adult males and females have been observed to
adopt unrelated infants whose mothers had died. Care of the orphaned infant by an
adult in these cases was often very costly both in time and effort. Field researchers
concluded that this was a clear sign of altruism (Boesch et al., 2010).
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Sussman and Garber (2011) believe that researchers need to focus on the benefits
of cooperation and mutualism in understanding the evolution of primate sociality.
Several recent studies of primate social behavior have highlighted the role of coop-
eration and affiliation in determining the benefits to individuals in forming groups
or subgroups of particular size and composition (cited in Sussman and Garber).
Cooperation and affiliation represent behavioral tactics that can be used by individ-
ual group members to obtain resources, maintain or enhance their social position, or
increase their reproductive opportunities.

Looking at physiological mechanisms that might relate to cooperative behav-
ior, researchers have identified a set of neuroendocrine mechanisms in humans that
may lead to cooperation among related and nonrelated individuals. In experiments
using MRIs, mutual cooperation has been associated with consistent activation in
two areas of the brain (specifically the anteroventral striatum and the orbitofrontal
cortex, or OFC) that have been linked with reward processing. Rilling et al. (2002)
and Rilling (Chapter 17, this volume) have proposed that activation of this neural
network positively reinforces cooperative social interactions. Even more com-
pelling, the strength of the neural response increases with the persistence of mutual
cooperation over successive trials; it is, therefore, cumulative and self-reinforcing.
Activation of the brain’s reward center may account for why we tend to feel good
when we cooperate. On the other hand, another area of the brain, the dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), is involved in the exertion of cognitive efforts to over-
come prepotent response tendencies. This became evident in recent experiments
related to cheating, when Rilling et al. (2007) and Rilling (2008, Chapter 17, this
volume) found that most subjects activated OFC when choosing to cooperate but
activated DLPFC when defecting. This suggests that cooperation was the prepo-
tent emotional response tendency and cognitive effort was required to override this
tendency and cheat. However, those subjects who scored highest on a measure of
psychopathic personality showed a pattern of overriding the prepotent emotional
response tendency. Thus noncooperation appeared to be a function of psychopathy.

Both of the above-mentioned locations in the brain linked with reward process-
ing are rich in neurons that respond to dopamine, the neurotransmitter known for
its role in addictive behaviors. The dopamine system evaluates rewards—both those
that flow from the environment and those conjured up within the brain. When the
stimulus is positive, dopamine is released. In experiments with rats in which elec-
trodes are placed in the anteroventral striatum, the animals continue to press a bar
to stimulate the electrodes, apparently receiving such pleasurable feedback that they
will starve to death rather than stop pressing the bar (Angier, 2002). Therefore, it
appears that in some ways we may be wired to cooperate with each other (Angier,
2002:24).

Another physiological mechanism related to friendly affiliation and nurturing is
the neuroendocrine circuitry associated with mothering in mammals. Orchestrating
the broad suite of these bio-behavioral feedback responses is the hormone oxytocin
(OT). OT has been related to every type of animal bonding imaginable—parental,
fraternal, sexual, and even the capacity to soothe oneself. It has been suggested that
although OT’s primary role may have been in forging the mother–infant bond, its
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ability to influence brain circuitry may have been co-opted to serve other affiliative
purposes that allowed the formation of alliances and partnerships, thus facilitating
the evolution of cooperative behaviors (Angier, 1999; Carter, 1999; Taylor et al.,
2000; Carter and Cushing, 2004; Young et al., 2005). In humans OT also has been
linked with increased trustworthiness (Kosfeld et al., 2005) and with the reduction
of stress and anxiety (Kirsch et al., 2005).

Studies on cotton-top tamarins reveal other hormonal mechanisms critical to
cooperation and affiliative behavior (Ferris et al., 2001; Snowdon, 2003; Ferris
et al., 2004; Lazaro-Perea et al., 2004; Snowdon et al., 2006; Snowdon and Cronin,
2007; Chapter 18, this volume). In these small South American monkeys, males
and older siblings provide essential infant care. Elevated levels of the hormone pro-
lactin, usually associated with lactation, may be the impetus behind maternal care
giving exhibited by males and siblings. Correlations of OT and prolactin levels with
amounts of friendly social behavior between one adult and another also have been
found. Experiments by Snowdon et al. (2006) and Snowdon (Chapter 18, this vol-
ume) indicate that high levels of affiliative hormones could result in good-quality
social interactions, suggesting a reward system for positive behavior.

Many cooperative behaviors observed in primates can be explained by individ-
ual behaviors that benefit several group members (Clutton-Brock, 2002; Silk, 2002;
Silk et al., 2003; Sussman and Garber, 2004, 2011). Coordinated behaviors such as
resource or range defense, cooperative foraging and food harvesting, alliance for-
mation, and predator vigilance and defense can be explained in terms of immediate
benefits to both the individual and other group members. Even if the rewards for
these behaviors are low level, we should expect cooperation to be common. Thus,
many types of social interactions may be best understood in terms of a non-zero-
sum game with multiple winners. Low-risk coalitions in which all participants make
immediate gains are widespread in primates (Watts, 2002; Sussman and Garber,
2011) and may explain why nonhuman primates live in relatively stable, cohesive
social groups and solve the problems of everyday life in a generally cooperative
fashion. Charles Darwin had this idea long before scientific studies of animal behav-
ior, primatology, or cooperation when he noted that natural selection would opt for
“the feeling of pleasure from society” (1874:102).

Even though most nonhuman primates are highly social, investigations into the
evolution of primate sociality have tended to focus on aggression and competition
instead of cooperation. However, many results from behavioral, hormonal, and brain
imaging studies offer a new perspective of primates and their proclivities for coop-
eration, sociality, and peace. For example, after 16-years research on the behavior
and ecology of wild savanna baboons, Silk et al. conclude that social integra-
tion even enhances reproductive capabilities in female baboons: “Females who had
more social contact with other adult group members and were more fully socially
integrated into their groups were more likely than other females to rear infants suc-
cessfully” (2003:1231). de Waal (2006) contends that chimp societies emphasize
reconciliation and consolation after conflict; his 40 years of primate behavior obser-
vations have documented that concern for others is natural conduct for our closest
primate relatives.
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It appears that social animals are wired to cooperate and to reduce stress by
seeking each others’ company. If cooperation and physical proximity among group-
living animals are rewarding in a variety of environmental and social circumstances
and if physiological and neurological feedback systems reinforce social tolerance
and cooperative behavior, then social living can persist in the absence of any con-
scious recognition that material gains might also flow from mutual cooperation.
Based on the latest research, friendly and cooperative behaviors provide psycholog-
ical, physiological, and ecological benefits to social primates which are positively
reinforced by hormonal and neurological systems.

On a more general level, in a recent volume, Weiss and Buchanan (2009) show
that the conventional wisdom focusing on relentless competition as the primary
mover of evolution is largely an artifact of a restricted view of evolutionary time
scales. They provide ample evidence that evolution, development, and ecological
interactions generally work on the basis of cooperation.

How can this research on cooperative behaviors apply to humans when we con-
sider violence and war? There is a cultural acceptance in the West that humans
are innately aggressive and that we characterize our aggressive feelings through
violent actions. The general primate physiology does not support this view and
leads instead to a belief that cooperation is innate to humans. Why the disconnect?
Sometimes putting things in perspective is a helpful exercise. There are more than 6
billion humans alive today—all are social animals having constant interactions with
other humans. The overwhelming majority of our 6-billion conspecifics are having
days, weeks, even entire lives devoid of violent interpersonal conflicts. This is not to
naively underplay crimes, wars, and state-level aggression found in modern times,
but it puts them in the domain of the anomalous.

Murder rates vary greatly from nation to nation and from culture to culture
(Chapter 12, this volume). Are war, crimes, and violence the genetic, unalterable
norm, or might they be specific to stresses that occur when too many people want too
few resources? After an exhaustive examination of ethnographic research on mod-
ern societies ranging from nomadic foragers to urban industrialized societies, Fry
(2006; Chapters 13 and 14, this volume) documented the human potential for coop-
eration and conflict resolution. He stresses that virtually all early studies defining
man by his capacity for killing appear to be flawed: “War is either lacking or mild
in the majority of cultures!” (p. 97). Counter to assumptions of hostility between
groups and among individuals and recurring warfare over resources, the typical pat-
tern is for humans to get along rather well, relying on resources within their own
areas and respecting resources of their neighbors. After an examination of the pri-
mary ethnographic information on nomadic foragers, Fry found the proposition that
human groups are pervasively hostile toward one another is simply not based on
facts but rather on “a plethora of faulty assumptions and over-zealous speculation”
(2006:183). According to Fry, “Conflict is an inevitable feature of social life, but
clearly physical aggression is not the only option for dealing with conflict” (p. 22).
He summarized his findings by acknowledging the human propensity to behave
assertively and aggressively but adamantly stating that just as inherent is the human
propensity to behave prosocially and cooperatively, with kindness and consideration
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for others. Indeed, Fry’s work has convinced him that the very existence of human
societies is dependent on the preponderance of prosocial tendencies over assertive
and aggressive ones.

At another level the psychiatric research and clinical work of Cloninger (2004)
has led him to the conclusion that individuals have the potential for either peaceful
or violent behavior; a world view of connectedness (or cooperativeness) pro-
motes peace, whereas separateness promotes violence. Furthermore, connectedness
appears to be natural in the absence of abuse and defective development (see
also Chapter 19, this volume). People are normally happy and content when
they are cooperative (connected) but show hostility when they are alone and
alienated.

We are not trying to ignore the role of aggression and competition in under-
standing primate and human social interactions. Our perspective, however, is that
affiliation, cooperation, and social tolerance associated with long-term mutual ben-
efits form the core of social group-living. Our earliest ancestors lived in a world
populated by large, fearsome predators. Strong indications from the fossil record
and living primate species led to the conclusion that hominins were regularly hunted
and required social organization that promoted inconspicuous behaviors, minimal
internal conflicts, and coordinated vigilance (Hart and Sussman, 2005, 2009; Treves
and Palmqvist, 2007). What would have been the best strategy to avoid being
eaten—conspicuous, violent interpersonal conflicts, or high levels of cooperation
and reciprocity to facilitate as inconspicuous a presence as possible?

Is “Man the Hunter” and associated human violence the norm or the exception?
Alternatively, is “Man the Hunted”—and the necessity for cooperation and altruism
leading to human well-being—a more realistic view of the origin and nature of
human sociality than the old paradigm of “Man the Hunter”? These questions lead
us to ponder how new scientific theories or paradigms get accepted or, on the other
hand, ignored? Unfortunately, the answer to this question may turn out to be much
more political than scientific. In 1962, Kuhn wrote a classic book, The Structure of
Scientific Revolution. In it he argued that scientists examine the evidence related to
their questions and come up with the most parsimonious explanation that fits the data
and techniques currently available at the time. However, the evidence is also filtered
through a scientist’s own background and theoretical orientation by his or her world
view and cultural milieu. Changing currently popular, engrained paradigms—those
that have become “conventional wisdom,” like the “Man the Hunter theory”—is
very difficult especially if the theory also fits standard cultural views of the world.
Scientists, like most people, are generally conservative in their ability to adopt new
paradigms.

Once a paradigm becomes established within a scientific community, most prac-
titioners become technicians working within the parameters of the theory but rarely
questioning the validity of the theory itself. In fact even questioning the theory is
often thought of as unscientific because the new theory and the old are incompat-
ible and the internal logic of each paradigm differs. Proponents of each paradigm
are often talking past one another—speaking a different language. As expressed
by Strum when she was trying to get primatologists to accept her observations that
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aggression was not as pervasive or important an influence on the evolution of baboon
behavior as had been previously thought: “In science, according to Kuhn, ideas do
not change simply because new facts win out over outmoded ones. Many more
social, cultural and historical variables make up the complete picture. Since the
facts can’t speak for themselves, it is their human advocates who win or lose the
day” (2001:164).

So, yes, science is an accumulation of better and better evidence to fit a theory . . .

or of finding that the old and new evidence is better accommodated by a completely
new theory. And, in the end, even with new evidence and a better way of explaining
it, ultimately, the politics of science must take its course. It is up to the audience
to weigh the evidence. Discrepancies among the theories and the evidence must be
evaluated. Once these discrepancies are seen to be overwhelming, the new paradigm
will be accepted in favor of the old.

Science is not always truth. Science is just the best way to answer a particular
question given the available evidence and technology at a particular time and place.
At this time and place, we believe “Man the Hunted” as a paradigm of early human
evolution best fits the currently available evidence.

There is little doubt that modern humans, particularly those in Western cultures,
think of themselves as the dominant form of life on earth, and we seldom question
whether that view also held true for our species’ distant past (or even for the present,
outside of urban areas). Is “Man the Hunter” a cultural construction of the West?
Belief in a sinful, violent ancestor does fit nicely with Christian views of original
sin and the necessity to be saved from our own awful, yet natural, desires. Other
religions do not necessarily emphasize the ancient savage in the human past; indeed,
many modern-day hunter-gatherers who lived as part of nature until recent times,
hold supernatural beliefs in which humans are a part of the web of life, not superior
creatures who dominate or ravage nature and each other.

Think of our ancestors as prey, and you put a different face on our past. The
shift forces us to see that for most of our evolutionary existence, instead of being
violent or predaceous, we needed to live in groups (like most other primates) and
work together to avoid predators. Thus, an urge to cooperate can clearly be seen as
a functional tool rather than a Pollyannaish nicety, and deadly competition among
individuals or nations may be highly aberrant behavior, not hard-wired survival tech-
niques. Our earliest evolutionary history as a prey suggests that we should be able
to take our ancestral tool kit of sociality, cooperation, interdependency, and mutual
protection and use it to make a brighter future for ourselves and our planet.

We evolved as a mainly plant-eating species that also ate some animal protein
collected opportunistically. But this latter activity did not make us a predator or a
scavenger. We hunted but were not hunters, and we may have scavenged but were
not scavengers. We are neither naturally aggressive hunters and killers nor always
kind and loving. Humans have the capacity to be both. It is what we learn and our life
experiences, our world view, and our culture that have the greatest influence on our
behavior, even how we react to stress. That is exactly why it is necessary to compre-
hend that we have not inherited a “propensity” to kill derived from our hunting past.
We are no more born to be hunters than to be gardeners. We are no more inherent
killers than we are angels. We are, for the most part, what we learn to be.
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Chapter 4
Born to Cooperate? Altruism as Exaptation
and the Evolution of Human Sociality

Telmo Pievani

Introduction

In recent papers (e.g. Wilson and Wilson, 2007), it has been confirmed that the
two standard solutions for the apparent paradox of the evolution of altruism and
pro-social behaviours – ‘kin selection’, which leaves unsolved the question of pop-
ulation structure, and ‘group selection’ – can indeed be consistent with one other.
The result is a possible explanation of the ambiguity between deeply entrenched
attitudes to cooperation inside social groups and organized hostility among them
(Bowles, 2008). Nevertheless, these models seem to undervalue the potential effects
of ‘multilevel’ evolution and both notions remain strongly engaged with gene-
centred interpretations of evolutionary dynamics – which lose their explanatory
power when applied to group-living species that show unconditioned forms of altru-
ism and pro-social feeling, especially when cultural evolution enters the process. In
order to avoid ‘cultural discontinuity’ hypotheses at the other extreme, I emphasize
the importance of ‘functional cooptation’, or ‘exaptation’ (Gould and Vrba, 1982;
Gould, 2002) in arriving at a more satisfying explanation of the origins of free or
reciprocal unselfishness, in group-living animals and in culture-bearing species.

Individuals or Tribes? A Pluralistic Darwinian Heritage

While the theory of evolution was developing in his private notes, between 1836 and
1842, Charles Darwin discovered the logic of the selective process and modified his
perspective on the ‘transmutation’ of species, which he had previously viewed as
an abrupt transition between discrete entities that were physically and geographi-
cally isolated. After incorporating ‘Malthusian’ ideas into his theory in September
of 1838, he no longer saw change in species as ‘per saltum’ but as a gradual
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accumulation of ‘infinitesimal’ changes in populations of organisms exposed to
selective environmental pressures:

Three principles will account for all:

1) Grandchildren like grandfathers;
2) Tendency to small change, especially with physical change
3) Great fertility in proportion to support of parents (Notebook E, p. 58 of the original;

see Barrett et al., 1987, p. 412).

In order to implement this ‘tendency to small change’ in the struggle for
existence, tiny infinitesimal advantages are enough:

Seeing the beautiful seed of a Bull Rush, I thought, surely no ‘fortuitous’ growth could
have produced these innumerable seeds. Yet if a seed were produced with infinitesimal
advantage it would have better chance of being propagated and so on (Notebook E, p. 137
of the original, see the edition quoted above p. 436).

Thus the language itself was changing in Darwin’s writings at that time, drifting
towards a competitive and rigorous logic of selection in environments where there
was limited supply (here a passage dated March 12th 1839):

It is difficult to believe in the dreadful but quiet war of organic beings, going on the peaceful
woods and smiling fields (Notebook E, p. 114 of the original, see edition quoted above,
p. 429).

It is still evident that the explanatory power of natural selection derives from the
fact that it is a demographic, statistical, ecological mechanism involving individuals
in populations. The process is without foresight, absolute perfection, and design.
But in its explanatory power there also lies a weakness, because to be effective,
natural selection has two significant requirements: a strict generational continuity in
population lineages and an immediate individual advantage, however slight, that can
slowly enhance the frequency of a variant in a population. No interaction between
different species is possible:

Natural selection cannot possibly produce any modification in a species exclusively for the
good of another species; though throughout nature one species incessantly takes advantage
of, and profits by, the structures of others. . . . If it could be proved that any part of the struc-
ture of any one species had been formed for the exclusive good of another species, it would
annihilate my theory, for such could not have been produced through natural selection. (On
the Origin of Species, sixth edition 1872, Chap. 6, p. 162, www.darwinonline.edu)

Darwin’s risky prediction (‘if it could be proved that. . .’) is that natural selection
promotes only individual advantage:

Natural selection will never produce in a being any structure more injurious than beneficial
to that being, for natural selection acts solely by and for the good of each. . . . If a fair
balance be struck between the good and evil caused by each part, each will be found on the
whole advantageous. (ibid., pp. 162–163)

But it is equally evident that animal, and especially human, behaviours are fre-
quently unselfish, occasionally threatening the life of the individual, and cooperation

www.darwinonline.edu
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is widely recognized as a powerful evolutionary strategy.1 Following Darwin, when
they are fixed in populations and well established, such behaviours can be easily
understood in the light of natural selection, with concurrent individual and group
advantages, as in cases of cooperation in hunting, mutualism, or defensive alliance.
But it is more difficult, both theoretically and historically, to explain the origin of
purely altruistic behaviours, because they simultaneously produce a disadvantage
for the altruist and an indirect advantage for the selfish, who exploit the actions
of the altruists without costs to themselves. So we must ask the following ques-
tions: what triggers unselfish behaviours? Why do egotists not prevail immediately,
forestalling any ‘experiment’ of social cooperation and reciprocity? Let us listen to
Darwin again, here discussing the case of the evolution of sterile castes in ants and
bees:

Hence I can see no great difficulty in any character becoming correlated with the sterile
condition of certain members of insect-communities: the difficulty lies in understanding
how such correlated modifications of structure could have been slowly accumulated by
natural selection. (ibid., Chap. 8, p. 230)

This paradox seems to need solution at several levels. A logic of individuals is
no longer enough:

This difficulty, though appearing insuperable, is lessened, or, as I believe, disappears, when
it is remembered that selection may be applied to the family, as well as to the individual,
and may thus gain the desired end. (p. 230)

But how, precisely, can selection be applied to families or the group? Darwin’s
central dependence here is upon the concept of ‘instinct’, developing through natu-
ral selection from the very simple to the highly complex. Darwin is saying that the
foundation of moral qualities and sociality lies in social instincts, including the fam-
ily ties, love, and emotions of sympathy. In his concluding remarks to The Descent
of Man, Darwin writes that ‘Animals endowed with the social instincts take pleasure
in one another’s company, warn one another of danger, defend and aid one another
in many ways’. Nevertheless, ‘these instincts do not extend to all the individuals of
the species, but only to those of the same community. As they are highly beneficial
to the species, they have in all probability been acquired through natural selection’.
(p. 610, on-line edition).

A benefit for the species is taken for granted, but nothing is said about how such
behaviours originated in the first cooperators: ‘Social animals are impelled partly
by a wish to aid the members of their community in a general manner but more
commonly to perform certain definite actions’. Rapidly, Darwin’s discussion about
sociality moves on to the human species, which has few or no special instincts
about sociality (which is rooted anyway in the greatest-happiness principle and

1In the XIX century debate about the priority of the common ancestorship and the degree of relat-
edness between man and gorillas and between man and chimpanzees, Darwin – in this case against
the opinion of T.H. Huxley – argued that chimpanzees, rather than gorillas, would have probably
been closer to humans because of their more developed feelings of sympathy and love, the instincts
of cooperation at the base of human sociality as well. See The Descent of Man, first part.
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in emotive sympathy, ‘strengthened by exercise or habit’), and which can express
desires by words and reasoning power, no longer constrained by blind instinctive
impulses but influenced by the praise or blame of one’s fellows: ‘and then the self-
regarding virtues come within the scope of public opinion, and receive praise, and
their opposites blame’. (p. 611)

Quite surprisingly, Darwin eventually finds adaptive power in sociality, not
between individuals but between groups and human ‘tribes’:

It must not be forgotten that although a high standard of morality gives but a slight or no
advantage to each individual man and his children over the other men of the same tribe,
yet that an advancement in the standard of morality and an increase in the number of well-
endowed men will certainly give an immense advantage to one tribe over another. (p. 166,
on line edition)

Tribes of altruists are much stronger in the struggle for life, so this is natural
selection after all:

There can be no doubt that a tribe including many members who, from possessing in a high
degree the spirit of patriotism, fidelity, obedience, courage, and sympathy, were always
ready to give aid to each other and to sacrifice themselves for the common good, would be
victorious over most other tribes; and this would be natural selection. (ibid.)

In the end, when human instinctual sociality evolves in ‘the highest part of man’s
nature’, the struggle for existence, and natural selection, lose their agency:

The moral qualities are advanced, either directly or indirectly, much more through the
effects of habit, the reasoning powers, instruction, religion, &c., than through natural
selection. (p. 618)

In sum, for the purposes of this chapter, we can represent Darwin’s legacy by
citing the following three points:

(1) He presents a conceptual frame for the evolutionary explanation of unselfish
behaviours and sociality through a plurality of integrated factors and pat-
terns, including standard natural selection among individuals, natural selection
between families or ‘tribes’, and later habits of learning and culture.

(2) Altruism is selective in origin; it is a good strategy for groups or tribes against
others; In this way, Darwin attributes to altruism a substantially ‘defensive’
function; but, if this is true, altruism and cooperation inside the community
would necessarily have their counterpart in hostility towards outsiders.

(3) The evolution of the ‘highest part of man’s nature’ suggests that the reason-
ing power of humans can deny one side or the other of the paradoxical human
ambiguity between high cooperation and of warfare, and it also suggests that
in the human cultural and symbolic niches, previous adaptations can assume
completely new functions.

Yet, the origin of unselfish behaviours in individual organisms, and the relation-
ships between individual and group benefit, still needs clarification.
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The Hardening of a Genetic Cost–Benefit Paradigm
and the Unresolved Theme of Population Structure

With the ‘genetical theory of natural selection’ (Fisher, 1930) and the study of the
genetic components of animal behaviour (Mayr, 1961; Tinbergen, 1963), the para-
dox of altruism assumed a new, more radical aspect, due to the fact that – in the
mathematical and quantitative models of population genetics – the fitness of the
individual precedes, and prevails over, any incidental advantages of species, fami-
lies or tribes. If generous individuals neglect their direct interests, and thus have a
lower reproductive fitness while the egoists on the contrary give up nothing, why
are unselfish behaviours tolerated by natural selection?

Even if altruism is satisfying for the individual, it should be overwhelmed gen-
eration by generation, ultimately leaving no traces.2 Altruism thus seems really
improbable from a strongly selective and individual point of view, as well as from
a gradualist and functionalist one. Nevertheless, we know that altruism, coopera-
tion and sociality are widely diffused and successful evolutionary strategies’, and in
many species, humans included, we see clear neurological and hormonal traits that
reinforce pro-social behaviours.

But the mere presence today of physiological conditions enabling cooperation
(‘proximate causes’) tells only half the story. We need also to understand the evolu-
tionary ‘remote causes’ of the emergence of these behaviours (Mayr, 1961; Sterelny
and Griffiths, 1999). In the history of biological and ethological thought of the
twentieth Century, the following two main answers were provided:

(a) The paradox does not actually exist because altruism is not an evolutionary
reality: it is an indirect and sophisticated kind of selfishness, and there are in
fact no pure acts of altruism in nature.

(b) The paradox is a trade-off: altruism is an evolutionary reality, but it is also
consistent, at a different level, with the basic selfish evolutionary logic of neo-
Darwinism.

As we embark on the twenty-first century, a third solution is being crystallized,
aiming not at the paradox itself, but at the background theoretical conditions that lie
behind it.

The framework for the first solution recalls the work of J. B. S. Haldane, Ronald
A. Fisher and Sewall Wright. In 1930, Fisher noted that a gene for a trait that is
disadvantageous for the individual but useful for the group (such as a bad taste of
an insect against its predators) could evolve only in populations where many others
have the same gene for being disgusting. Otherwise, the sacrifice of the individ-
ual would be useless. This is possible in groups of organisms both closely related

2“If natural selection followed the classical models exclusively, species would not show any
behaviour more positively social than the coming together of the sexes and the parental cares”
(Hamilton, 1996, p. 31).
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to each other and gregarious. The gene of the insect eaten will diffuse copies of
itself through the survival of the others. But the problem of the ‘internal overthrow’
remains unsolved: a gene for the direct defence of the individual against predators
would be much more effective, no matter what the fate of the others.

Haldane (1932) proposed a model of diffusion of unselfish genes where the lower
reproductive fitness of the altruist is balanced by advantages given conferred by
the presence of a high proportion of altruists in a small population. According to
Haldane and Wright, the accumulation of a random mutation in a small number of
individuals with a high level of inbreeding could allow the allele conferring altru-
ism to spread rapidly, despite being detrimental to individual reproductive fitness.
However, this advantage might still be subverted by a subgroup of aggressive ego-
tists with a double advantage to their strategy. At that point, altruism and cooperation
could survive only through a ‘trick’ whereby the population splits into different iso-
lated groups, some composed by egoists and some not, with the second ones having
a selective advantage over the first ones (Wright, 1945; see also Wilson and Sober,
1994).

In 1955, Haldane added another possible reason for the evolution of apparently
unselfish genes: he calculated costs and benefits of altruistic acts in a population
where all members are closely related. If selfishness acts in favour of relatives, then
the genetic fitness (not the reproductive fitness) of the altruist could increase because
the individual loses its genes but enhances the genes shared with relatives. A bril-
liant solution at a first glance: altruism is useful if the individual saves more than
two sons, or four nephews, or eight cousins, and so on. However, since animals can-
not measure their kinships, natural selection favours these behaviours only in small
populations of individuals that are all closely related. Altruism is a kind of indirect
genetic egotism (Haldane, 1955).

William D. Hamilton formalized this model of exclusive individual advantage in
1962 and 1964, including a possible solution for the initial diffusion of the ‘gene
for altruism’ in populations of egotists, in order to explain eusociality in social
hymenopterans. The central idea is that altruistic behaviour is a good strategy for
the individual whenever group members around are closely genetically related, apart
from their behaviours. If they are related sufficiently to altruistic me, then they will
surely have alleles for altruism, so my altruism will have an ‘inclusive fitness effect’
on others in my social environment, and, as a result, the alleles for altruism will
spread. The individual confers its fitness on relatives, producing a greater ‘inclusive
fitness’ (that is, the contribution to the part of alleles shared with others, a measure of
the fitness of relatives)3: but if the social environment is in fact predominantly com-
posed by egotists, my altruistic genotype will be rapidly ‘diluted’. In Hamilton’s
view, Haldane’s condition of small populations is no longer necessary.

If an individual gains an increment in individual fitness, and the sum of the effects
on members of the social group is positive as well, we have mutualism. If the subject

3Inclusive fitness is not the sum of the direct individual fitness and the fitness of relatives (Grafen,
1982).
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gains in fitness without affecting the fitness of others, we have selfishness between
relatives or non-kin. Altruism is possible, on the other hand, only if the inclusive
fitness is decisively higher than the contingent loss of individual fitness. Natural
selection acts on animal behaviour accounting for the presence of relatives: they
bear my genes, so it is a good strategy for me to be unselfish towards them (‘kin
selection’ to use the terminology of John Maynard Smith in 1964). Altruism would
be an unconscious calculation of individual genetic interests,4 but the possibility of
explaining it without a consideration of the population structure of a species (e.g.
in its division into many little isolated populations, as proposed by Wright) remains
controversial.

It is possible to distinguish the following three clear methodological and
epistemological assumptions of this approach:

(1) Individual reproductive interest has priority with respect to ecological sur-
vival (‘interactors’ are just means for the maximization of the interests of
‘replicators’).

(2) From the Darwinian organism, we move to the gene and genetic lineages as the
central units of selection (relatives are bearers of percentages of shared alleles
according to a correlation of kinship).

(3) The logic of evolution follows a genetic instrumental and economical rationality
based on cost/benefit.

Genes in Conflict or ‘Parochial Altruism’?

When John Maynard Smith (1964, 1976) refuted the strong version of ‘intergroup
selection’ in the evolution of social systems proposed in 1963 by Vero C. Wynne-
Edwards, introducing the term ‘kin selection’ in the process, an interesting weak
version of ‘group selection’ entered the debate and refreshed the old Darwinian
intuition. According to the ‘group selection’ hypothesis, a gene advantageous for
the group could succeed even if it were disadvantageous for the individual. A popu-
lation of altruists has an independent higher fitness, and the internal growth of selfish
subgroups is counterbalanced by the expansion of the group due to unselfishness.
Let us see how.

Wynne-Edwards’ ethological and biogeographical studies led him to believe that
social animals are able to check both the dimensions and the ecological impact of
their group. They manage the distribution of territories and control the density of
population, maintaining its environmental sustainability like a homeostatic system.
Since each group is a small society competing with others, organisms are not pro-
grammed for maximizing their individual interests but the interests of their society
(Wynne-Edwards, 1986).

4Edward O. Wilson dates his “paradigm shift” towards Hamilton’s approach at the spring of 1965
(Wilson, 1994, pp. 319–320).
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This ‘strong’ version of group selection, based on spontaneous mechanisms of
self-regulation that damages the interests of individuals, presented both theoretical
and experimental problems, as Maynard Smith soon remarked. Study of the ‘reg-
ulation of numbers’ in biological populations had a long history, beginning with
the Malthusian influence on Darwin’s idea of ‘struggle for existence’, and pass-
ing through Carr-Saunders’ ‘principle of optimal number’ (1922). And while in the
Darwinian tradition the solution for the overgrowth of populations is natural selec-
tion between individuals, in Wynne-Edwards it is the sacrifice of individuals due to
the capacity of self-control of the group.

However, Maynard Smith, and later Hamilton, easily showed how the behaviours
advantageous for society cited by Wynne-Edwards could be traced back to the
effects, in terms of costs–benefits, of standard natural selection between individ-
uals – and even of balances between aggressive behaviours. No ‘laws of the group’,
or sacrifices for the group, were needed. According to Maynard Smith, strategies
of aggression/expansion vs. sociality/regulation are mixed up in any population (or
even individual) at any one time, in an ongoing dynamic equilibrium depending
on the frequency of one strategy with respect to the other. There is a plurality of
‘evolutionary stable strategies’, with a weaving of variables playing their role in ani-
mal behaviours; but in the end ‘genes are always in conflict’, through the different
strategies of their bearers, even inside genomes and between parents and offspring.

Nevertheless, even if we do not need group selection to explain the natural man-
agement of resources and territories in biological populations, Maynard Smith noted
that altruism remained the big issue to explain from the point of view of the max-
imization of individual performances. So, in his artificial ‘mouse of the haystacks’
model, he stressed a kind of kin selection where many competing groups of altruists
and egotists (able to recognize themselves as separate) are involved in the evolu-
tion of apparent unselfishness, as in Sewall Wright’s idea of a species composed by
many little isolated populations, and in George and Doris Williams’ model of altru-
ism (1957) where a marginal consideration is given to competition between groups
of donors and of non-donors.

Yet, as Elliott Sober and David Sloan Wilson noted in Unto Others (1998), it
seems that some focus on ‘groups’ as independent entities are needed, even in
models of social behaviour like those of Wright, Haldane, Williams and Maynard
Smith.5 Competitions between groups of cooperators and of egotists produce
a differential survival (of groups and therefore of individuals). Groups where
unselfishness is dominant are more efficient, united and stronger against enemies.
In Hamilton’s later models, when competition between groups is diminishing, the
frequency of alleles disadvantageous for individuals tends to be reduced: altruism

5Most of them, and Hamilton specifically, were nevertheless suspicious about the possibility that
such ecological systems could really exist, maintaining a high degree (but not too high) of isola-
tion, a low degree of migrations and flows of individuals between groups, high variability between
groups, therefore strong systems of recognition and separation between egoists and altruists: fea-
tures not necessarily adaptive and eventually an handicap for the range of choice of partners, degree
of inbreeding, etc. So, the role of group selection remains hypothetical (Hamilton, 1996).
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needs a degree of competition between groups. We could name this kind of pro-
cess a ‘weak version’ of group selection because it does not need a problematic
self-discipline among animals as Wynne-Edwards’ model requires. With respect to
the three methodological and epistemological assumptions proposed at the end of
point 2, the weak version of group selection does not either refuse or confute any
of them. In all cases, social qualities depend on the success of some genes that
individuals or groups bear.

But what is interesting in this model from the point of view of the philosophy of
biology is that altruism seems founded on conflict between groups, and the exclu-
sion of outsiders. As in Darwin’ tribes, the ultimate selective criterion is efficiency
in the struggle for existence among groups. Quite evidently, both kin selection
and the soft version of group selection, attempting to explain sociality by natu-
ral selection (at different levels), assume that conflict and warfare among humans
are the complementary expression of underlying behaviours toward strangers and
non-relatives.

As Samuel Bowles (2008) pointed out in Nature, presenting the results of his
simulations of game theory, conflict is ‘altruism’s midwife’: ‘Generosity and sol-
idarity towards one’s own may have emerged only in combination with hostility
towards outsiders’; in other words, this crucial ambiguity is historically rooted in
human sociality, much more than happens in other primates. When they occur sep-
arately altruism and parochialism produce selective disadvantages; but they could
have acted synergistically in human evolution, at the level of selection between
groups competing for resources, to confer better reproductive fitness (especially
in periods of intense environmental stress) upon groups with the most ‘parochial
altruists’.

Toward Humans: Something Breaks the Logic

As a result of these considerations we might say that when we try to explain the
biology of sociality we find an unexpected theoretical continuity between mod-
els based on inclusive fitness and on group selection. This was the later aim of
Hamilton himself when, adopting the mathematical notation proposed by George
Price in 1975, he advanced an allegedly integrated model for selection involving
both selfish benefit and, given some special conditions in the structure of popula-
tion, selection between groups. In the second case, the model showed how altruism
might evolve. Similarly, Edward O. Wilson, father of sociobiology (Wilson, 1975),
and his colleague David Sloan Wilson proposed a theory where selection acts at
‘multiple levels’ and upon different ‘units’ (Wilson and Wilson, 2007). Apart from
the proclaimed ‘conversion’ of the influential E. O. Wilson to group selection, there
are no new ideas here (Lewontin, 1970; Keller, 1999; Gould and Lloyd, 1999;
Okasha, 2006) and the paper does not deliver quite what it promises. Instead, it
is a manifesto for the diffuse role of group selection in evolution. It distinguishes
between ‘intrademic selection’ (inside the same population) and ‘trait-group selec-
tion’ (the evolution of the traits in a group) but without distinguishing between
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individual and social advantage or specifying how the two might interact. A simple
individual–group dualism thus pervades the paper, despite the ‘multilevel’ theory
promised in its title. Just as Hamilton considered inclusive fitness a more general
model that includes group selection as a special case, Wilson and Wilson seem to
incorporate kin selection as a special case of group selection. The difference lies
in the explanatory ‘weight’ given to lower levels by Hamilton and to higher ones
by Wilson and Wilson: it is not a matter of alternative and incompatible explana-
tions. So leaving aside ‘strong’ versions of selection based purely on ‘selfish genes’,
available hypotheses concerning the central role of cooperation and altruism in pri-
mate and human life are reduced to competition arguments, at different levels of
selection.

Yet it would be much more interesting to understand the relationship between
the ‘two selective forces’ of Hamilton. Are they coherent or antagonistic? Does
group selection apply only to weak altruism (or cooperation, where the unselfish act
has some social compensation via reciprocity) or also to strong and free altruism
(when donor has no advantage at all, in a free and unconditioned act of generosity)?
What degree of genetic correlation inside a group is needed for group selection?
What about unselfishness in larger groups of non-relatives? What about free altruism
without any reciprocity perceptible by the individual? What about acts of empathy
and altruism between members of different species? What about altruism in species
with social learning and cultural evolution? None of these questions is properly
broached by the Wilson and Wilson approach.

At this point in many contemporary papers, even in strongly theoretical contribu-
tions such as Bowles (2008) and in those involving strongly biological hypotheses
about social behaviours in animals, we typically read a ritual recitation about a
theoretical ‘gap’. Usually the arguments are as follows: biology in humans is not
fate; we are cultural animals; there is no linear genetic determination of complex
social behaviours such as altruism; human plasticity has no equivalent; interac-
tions between genes, individuals and cultures have completely different qualitative
patterns; instincts are much less compulsory in human species; we are free to
choose our social behaviours following a multiplicity of developmental, cultural
and educational factors.

Of course, there is a lot of truth in these considerations, and this is the context
in which an updated and non-simplistic evolutionary biology of sociality is desper-
ately needed. Today’s primates are not our direct ancestors but cousins of different
degrees, and millions of years of separate evolution in heterogeneous ecological
niches make our natural histories divergent. Clearly we are special: we not only
have ideas of altruism and justice and the rational dream of universal human rights
but also the possibility of being freely evil without any advantage (the non-adaptive
‘spite’ strategy in Hamilton: damaging others without any advantage to the damager,
something similar to stupidity for free). Nevertheless, a simple argument of ‘discon-
tinuity’ does little to help us explain the unusual human condition. Human beings
are both hugely different from other primates and show interesting behavioural
analogies or even homologies with them (Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman, 1981; Boyd
and Richerson, 2005), but continuities should be discernible even considering the
uniqueness of our species.
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So, beyond reductionist notions of ‘imperialist’ colonization by genetic benefits
(Dupré, 2001), we need some bridges to approach our status as a cultural animal.
It is one thing to say that our animal instincts, or emotional attitudes, or cognitive
limits, are ‘vestigia’ of a deep and distant evolutionary past; it is entirely another
to claim that natural ‘precursors’ were already present but were at different times
co-opted for new uses in new ecological niches. In the first case, our evolutionary
nature is seen as passive inertia; in the other it appears as a still-active constraint,
one that we should be aware of even if it is now useless or has been co-opted for
different functions. This, surely is where we will find those bridges.

Firstly, we can look for bridges in recent experimental approaches. The package
of kin selection plus sexual selection plus ‘tit-for-tat’ cooperation plus punishment
for free riders might be a good place to start explaining (with some case-by-
case reservations) such things as eusociality in insects, opportunistic cooperation
(for hunting), mutualism, parasitism, commensalism, reciprocal altruism between
non-relatives and other classic convergences of reciprocal genetic ‘interest’. But
what about the origins (not only the usefulness) of endosymbiosis, indirect reci-
procity, sexual behaviours without reproductive interest, free altruism among unre-
lated strangers, cooperation without reciprocity, even between different species?
Something here breaks the selective logic of the exchange, and it needs a satis-
fying evolutionary explanation because such cases are being documented in nature
with increasing frequency.

The function of widespread cooperation as defence against predators, instead for
the promotion of more coordinated and aggressive hunting, is one of the bridges
between the social behaviours seen among living primates and the hypothetical
social behaviours in groups of our hominid ancestors (Hart and Sussman, 2009).
The range of behaviours that does not conform with models of mere kin selection is
expanding (Clutton-Brock, 2002). While in some cases still debated, empirical clues
are accumulating from behavioural comparisons that social animals empathetically
react to the emotions of others (De Waal, 2006, 2008). We know cases of repulsion
at the suffering of others, leading to self-sacrifice even where individual advantage
in such suffering can be seen, and there are cases too of inter-specific empathy.
Tomasello et al. have, for example, documented cases of spontaneous altruism and
unconditioned assistance in chimps (Warneken et al., 2007). Since 1996 (de Waal,
2007), we have seen consolation of the defeated after conflict, and altruism toward
strangers. Seyfarth and Cheney (1984) in vervets, and de Waal (1997) in chimps,
have documented gratitude for grooming, implying reciprocal altruism and rela-
tional memory. Brosnan and de Waal (2003) have even hypothesized a sense of
justice, or at least a reaction against inequity in exchanges without expectation of
reward, in capuchin monkeys. According to Marc Bekoff and Jessica Pierce (2009),
animals of a wide range of social-living species show clear signs of emotive and
‘moral’ intelligence in a set of behaviours including fairness, trust, reciprocity and
a ‘wild justice’.

Such cases impressively remind us of Darwin’s anecdotes, in The Descent of
Man, about acts of altruistic heroism in little monkeys and baboons, which he saw as
deeply rooted evolutionary bases of our moral qualities and sociality. Nevertheless,
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so far the argument still seems based on a shifting of explanatory weight: at one end
of the spectrum envisaged by the ‘competitive paradigm’, cooperation and altru-
ism are the widespread norm of behaviour in primate and human life, while at the
other end, violence and aggressiveness are tolerated exceptions. But does this truly
change our evolutionary hypotheses about the nature of social life? If it does not,
then maybe we need something more than experimental bridges. We need new the-
oretical bridges, resting on an ‘extended theory of evolution’ in progress (Pigliucci
and Kaplan, 2006; Pigliucci and Müller, 2010).

Indeed, it is fair to suppose in all these cases that the assumed immediate indi-
vidual benefit of the cooperative behaviour (e.g. reducing stress, promoting social
conformity) must coincide with an evolutionary benefit for the group. This also
applies to the origin of the behaviour concerned, as it must to all coordinated
behaviours and alliance formations for an immediate end: collective actions are a
low-cost behavior, and this offers an evolutionary insight about the beginning of
any behavioral trait.

Thus it is the logic itself of our evolutionary explanations that needs to be
extended: this is not only a matter of ‘interactors’ belonging to genetic pools but
also a matter of the economy of survival, immediate physical benefits, responses
to contingent conditions in the surrounding ecological systems, the ability to learn
new behaviours, phenotypic and behavioural plasticity and the flexibility of social
patterns of interactions – all of them macro-evolutionary independent factors in a
hierarchy of evolutionary levels (Eldredge, 1985, 1995, 1999; Gould, 2002).

Unselfish Behaviour as Exaptation in Group-Living Animals:
Why Hypotheses Based on Cooperation and Altruism are Not
Completely Reducible to Competition Arguments

So far we have developed mostly a theoretical bridge, dealing with the ‘adaptation-
ist’ posture of many evolutionary explanations of human behaviours and sociality.
One of the major difficulties in selectionist reasoning lies in the need to justify the
adaptive value of intermediate structures: what can you do with half an eye or with
incipient mimicry? Darwin had already sensed that there could not be a ‘teleological
deployment’ of an organism towards perfection in the construction of its organs. In
the chapter of sixth edition of the Origin dedicated to ‘difficulties’ with the theory
of evolution, he advanced the hypothesis of the functional shift: a rough model of an
eye is not used to see with but for a ‘pre-adaptive’ function that is later modified. An
incipient wing, an early form of mimicry or parts of the organism selected for a cer-
tain ancestral function could then have been ‘re-adapted’ opportunistically for new
functions. Something similar could happen in the evolution of animal behaviours,
like in Darwin’s hypothesis of parental and filial affections ‘extended’ to pro-social
general feelings.

The Darwinian intuition – which later faded into the background because of the
strict adaptationist posture at the core of the ‘evolutionary synthesis’ – was that a
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continuity of morphological transformation by natural selection did not necessar-
ily correspond to a progressive continuity in function. Natural selection frequently
results in ‘contrivances’, and sometimes in oddities because it uses the avail-
able material that carries historical and ‘architectural’ (structural) constraints. In
a seminal essay of 1982, palaeontologists Stephen J. Gould and Elisabeth S. Vrba
described the ensemble of currently useful characteristics as ‘aptations’, allowing
for the identification of subsets of characteristics that were shaped for one spe-
cific reason yet available to selection for another function in different circumstances
(Gould and Vrba, 1982; Gould, 1993). The hypothesis was that not all cases of
similar structure should be considered as ‘adaptation for’ one specific function.
Rather, we should speak of ‘exaptation’ (apted ‘from’ the structure) in all those cases
where there is co-optation, for new functions, of structures employed in the past for
something else.

Exaptation is thus the ‘effect’ (in the sense of Williams, 1966) of something
evolved for other reasons and does not lead to the negation of adaptation as an
evolutionary reality. Rather, it redefines and integrates the concept of adaptation.
Feathers, used today (though not always) for flying, were initially selected for pur-
poses of thermoregulation or sexual selection. Evolutionary outcomes appear in this
perspective as the unforeseeable results of secondary and sub-optimal adaptations:
the product of an opportunistic tinkering often due to trade-offs between genetic
and ontogenetic constraints and environmental possibilities. The present perceived
adaptive reason of a structure or behaviour does not imply that the structure con-
cerned has been built selectively for that use: an organ’s current usefulness and its
historical origin should be seen as possibly separate; to infer the second from the
first could often be a mistake.

More importantly with exaptation we understand that natural selection is not
a force freely acting on organisms but a force acting in a context of constraints.
Furthermore, the available material used by natural selection might have had a func-
tional origin (as in pre-adapted structures or vestigia, standard Darwinian processes)
but not necessarily; it could also have had a structural, neutral, non-selective or
non-adaptive origin (as in Gould’s metaphor of architectural ‘spandrels’; see Gould,
2002).6 The disjunctive rationality of some modern biology, habitually separating
inside from outside, organism from environment, activity from passivity, replica-
tors from interactors, seems to be checkmated by the development of a kind of
evolutionary approach in which natural history appears like co-evolution amongst
organisms and environments (Odling-Smee et al., 2003): a weaving of interac-
tions among plastic systems, an opportunistic and creative tinkering reorganizing
available materials.

6The explanatory role of the processes of exaptation is growing in recent literature of many evo-
lutionary fields. Pre-adaptations and spandrels could be involved in the evolution of language
according to Hauser, Chomsky and Fitch (2002), and more recently according to Lieberman (2006).
Even some of the most important current faculties of the human brain, like reading, seem to
be functional cooptations of evolutionarily older brain circuits, as in the interesting evolutionary
reconstruction proposed by Stanislas Dehaene (2009).
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Apart from other epistemological and experimental weaknesses (Buller, 2005;
Richardson, 2007), this seems the major focus of dissatisfaction over the ‘just so
stories’ of evolutionary psychology, the heir presumptive, with some non-crucial
differences, of sociobiology. Criticism of the adaptationist programme, anticipated
in an essay by Gould and Richard Lewontin more than 30 years ago (Gould and
Lewontin, 1979), has focused on two epistemological proposals: (1) to demonstrate
that a pan-adaptive problem-solving approach cannot be imputed to Darwin and
(2) to outline an ‘extended taxonomy’ of adaptive phenomena, in which the gen-
eral class of evolutionary innovations (aptations) includes neutral introductions (by
genetic drift), exaptations and standard adaptations.

What is most interesting today is that, while adaptationist explanations are wan-
ing in general evolutionary biology because of their frustratingly limited explanatory
power, they are still adopted, and publicized by the mass media, in a ubiquitous ‘pop
evolutionary psychology’. The evolution of human sociality thus seems to be the last
territory where a ‘stereotyped Darwinism’ reigns almost undisputed. This approach
almost invariably involves the following: division of the object of study into discrete
traits, the assumption of a linear association between each trait and one genetic cod-
ification, a speculative reconstruction of adaptive stories starting in mythical and
stable ‘ancestral adaptive environments’ and the strong preference for a competitive
paradigm of interpretation of any evolutionary phenomenon.

In 1986, in a second paper about exaptation, Gould and Vrba extended the idea
of functional cooptation to ‘spandrels’ that pass through the different levels of an
evolutionary ‘hierarchy’ composed of genes, organisms and groups: a trait recog-
nized at one level could become an exaptation or indirect ‘effect’ at another level
(cross-level spandrels; see Vrba and Gould, 1986). A random mutation at the level
of the genes becomes an exaptation at the level of organism. Adaptations at the
level of organisms could have consequences on the capability of a species to evolve
or to resist extinction. This concept of exaptation is now crucial in Evolutionary
Developmental Biology (Evo-Devo), for understanding the functional cooptation
of regulatory genes, the role of epigenetic processes and the different utilization
and regulation of the same structural information (Jacob, 1981), and is also exten-
sively used in the field of human evolution as well (Tattersall, 1998, 2002; Pievani
2003a, b; Pievani and Serrelli, 2011).

Furthermore, with exaptation major transitions, for example in human
behaviours, do not imply either discontinuities or hypotheses about cultural evo-
lution as something completely new and disobedient of biological interests (as in
the case of the ‘just so memetic stories’, where memes start an independent and
divergent evolutionary path). What we call the Palaeolithic ‘Revolution’ might well
have been a crucial event of exaptation of mental and linguistic faculties, potentially
already present and triggered by an ecological opportunity or a cultural advancement
(Tattersall, 1998, 2002). A new process of ‘niche construction’ began, ultimately
leading toward our unusual symbolic and cognitive niche, and many abilities of our
brain are clearly ‘exapted’. In this way, our current behaviours could have orig-
inated as collateral effects of ancestral adaptive constraints but then sporadically
exapted for new functions – even in radically new frames of selective or cultural
pressures.
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We should, then, explore the possibility that human cooperation and free altru-
ism could have had ancient natural precursors (not vestigia) in such characteristics as
empathy, refusal of someone else’s suffering, reciprocity. They could then have been
retained by various hominid precursors as predator-protection mechanisms, in tribes
of gatherers who were frequently victims of predators. Subsequently, this deeply
rooted attitude was exapted in several different ways: firstly in the transition of later
species of genus Homo to better articulated practices of organized hunting; then in
the Palaeolithic transition to cognitively modern humans. Here we see the exapta-
tion of altruism and human sociality from a defensive adaptation to a successful
model of social organization with division of the work and new forms of exploita-
tion of ecosystems (including big-game hunting). Though repeatedly exapted, these
behaviours maintained their relationship with their natural precursors, which is why
in various non-human animals we see echoes of them, and they appear to peep out as
emotional and apparently instinctual attitudes in current cultural contexts that have
nothing to do with its evolutionary history.

With exaptation, we also better understand a neglected claim by Darwin that
could be crucial for the understanding of the evolution of altruism and cooperation.
That is natural selection does not aim at perfection or optimization but at contingent
survival. It tinkers with structural constraints of the moment, as a bricoleur more
than an engineer. Even the optimal use of resources in an ecosystem and the best
exploitation of evolutionary potential are not necessary results of natural selection:
something that is also clearly true for our ambiguous and contradictory behaviours
of former preyed-upon and predators at the same time. The exaptive idea is that the
selective criterion of greater efficiency in the struggle for existence between groups
was not the ultimate stimulus for the way we are but quite possibly the initial one.
In the evolution of social animals, the effects of competition among individuals,
constrained by an instinctive solidarity towards one’s own, and suspicion towards
strangers, have gradually receded in importance even as competition among groups
has become more intense.

This provided evolutionary advantage for cooperators. Practices that suppressed
the stress of direct conflicts inside the group (avoidance, toleration, negotiation, and
so on) evolved, while individuals shared growing levels of reproductive (and cul-
tural) success with other members of the same group. With social protections against
exploitation by egotist free-riders, altruism became not only a possible social strat-
egy but also an advantageous one, both inside the group and against other groups.
Cultural evolution, language and learning radically renewed our social niches, and
the legacy of this ambiguous disposition, both inside the group and among them,
was ‘exapted’ for completely new functions.

There are, then, three interesting theoretical advantages7 to an ‘exaptive’ hypoth-
esis about the evolution of cooperation in animals and humans and are as follows:

7Criticisms about the alleged irrelevant role of exaptation, or its reducibility to normal adaptation –
advanced among others by Dawkins (1986) and Dennett (1995) – seem solved in Arnold (1994)
and Gould (2002).
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1. It does not see a conflict between selection for the individual survival or genetic
benefit and the benefit of the group; this is consistent with both standard natural
selection and the weak version of group selection: an adaptation, or a neutral
non-aptation, at the individual level could become an exaptation at the group
level (Gould’s ‘cross-level spandrels’, 2002).

2. It is consistent with a ‘hierarchical’ or ‘multilevel’ theory of evolution, where
a plurality of factors, organized in two inclusive hierarchies, genetic and eco-
logical, interact both inside each hierarchy and between hierarchies (as in Niles
Eldredge’s ‘sloshing bucket model’, Eldredge, 1999). Frequently, as in helping
strategies among birds, cases of evident altruism do not match the calculations of
kin selection because changing ecological constraints are the chief determinants:
ecological survival and genealogical interests must interact and find trade-offs as
two independent and inter-dependent logics (Vrba and Eldredge, 1984; Eldredge
and Grene, 1992). According to the ‘effect hypothesis’ proposed by palaeontol-
ogist Elisabeth Vrba, an adaptive trait at a lower level could have an alternative
‘effect’ at a higher level (Vrba, 1983).

3. A series of multiple exaptations could explain the transition between a previ-
ously prevailing biological niche (now showing its weaker influences under the
skin) and the currently prevailing cultural and symbolic niche in human evolu-
tion. This series would have involved trade-offs between opposite behaviours,
leading to the current behavioural ambiguities so familiar in human beings.
We no longer need a radical discontinuity between our biology and our
culture.

This series of advantages has the potential to lead to a truly productive debate
among the proponents of three methodological and epistemological assumptions
at the end of point 2. This debate can take place in the context of an extended and
pluralistic, although still Darwinian, theory of evolution. The multifactorial and inte-
grated approach involved brings together, in a viable and testable way, genealogical,
ecological and cultural logics that are not reducible to standard arguments based on
competition. This allows us to approach the problem of human behavioural origins
without having to adopt ‘universal laws’ for evolution (as in the universal strong
Darwinian ‘algorithm’), but instead by seeking at evolutionary law-like ‘patterns’,
that are repeated schemes of regular events (Eldredge, 1999).

A Final Philosophical Caveat: Avoiding a ‘Cooperative
Evolutionary Psychology’

Altruism and selfishness both seem equally ‘natural’, intelligible, products of an
evolutionary process. What is more, given the results of human evolution today,
they seem both natural and cultural in the same way. They are cultural through
nature (a series of exaptations) and natural through culture (in our symbolic niche).
But it is clear that emotionally we react poorly to selfishness (at least in others) for
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its ethical consequences.8 We do not like to consider that altruism is an advanced
form of egotism and that there are no evolutionary foundations for solidarity and
reciprocity. In twentieth-century debates about kin selection and group selection,
this ethical side of the controversy could not remain hidden, implicit or otherwise.
An excessively naturalistic and deterministic approach to human social behaviour
seems to threaten the bases of personal responsibility, with the result that a possible
‘biology of generosity’ sounds very attractive.

But the eagerness to preserve a ‘natural’ foundation for the ethics of solidarity
could be badly misleading. We saw that even group selection – and the idea that
altruism is a real evolutionary possibility rather than an indirect form of selfish-
ness – could have ethically unpleasant consequences: parochialism inside the group
and aggressiveness against others in a competitive system. Though for impeccable
ethical reasons we might wish to refute a selfishness-oriented paradigm for human
behaviour, this would be mistaken – even if we kept firmly in mind that cooperation
and altruism are at the core of primate and human life. The ‘exaptive’ interpretation
adopted here could avoid this emotional dimension by emphasizing a very different
point: the ultimate criterion should be explanatory power, not the possible ethical
consequences. Let us look a bit more closely at this final caveat.

Thomas Henry Huxley, ‘Darwin’s bulldog’, was probably wrong to think entirely
dualistically in his very effective metaphor for human emergence of the gardener
taming the wilderness. He saw that there is a conflict between the gladiatorial bio-
logical aspects of the unheeding evolutionary process, ‘red in tooth and claw’, from
which we derive and the recently acquired exquisite moral faculties of the educated
man. But hewing more closely to Darwin himself, we know that there are strong nat-
ural precursors to the attributes of the modern human mind. Morality is an evolved
trait, but we also have the power not only to understand biology but also to deny it.
Biology is a way to illuminate both the past and the present of our condition within
a ‘liberalized’ or ‘pluralistic’ interpretation of naturalism (De Caro and Macarthur,
2004). And understanding our evolutionary history might help us to improve our
peaceful and social behaviours, based on our knowledge of the enabling conditions
for human sociality.

If we discover that, for the greater part of our evolutionary history, the defence of
ourselves and of our families from predators, and not the contrary, has been the main
driver of our survival; that sociality and cooperation have had a function connected
to avoid predators, and not to the glorious aim of hunting and dominating environ-
ments, we will have to change the major paradigm that has dominated our views of
our essential selves from the earliest days of paleoanthropology. This paradigm con-
cerns not only the origins of humans as physical beings but also the origins of human
mind, most especially in terms of atavistic fears and remaining instincts (Hart and
Sussman, 2009). This theoretical change has a pars destruens: It enables us to see

8Williams and Williams (1957), from the point of view of an evolutionary biology of social
behaviour based on the exclusive interest of Darwinian selfish individuals, proposed for this reason
to use more neutral categories like “donors” and “non donors”.
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the fallacy embedded in many of the adaptationist, competitive and gene-centred
stereotypes of evolutionary psychology. But it has a much more important pars
construens: Through its lens, we better understand human evolution, in terms of a
plurality of levels and units of selection and in terms of adaptations and exaptations.

Nevertheless, nature is not a norm, even if the norm is cooperation. If we
state that we should cooperate because it is more natural to do so, then we are
likely to undervalue the multilevel nature of the evolution of human behaviours.
Searching in nature for what we ethically hope to find, and replacing a competitive-
selfish model with its opposite one just because it is more edifying, is a recipe for
misunderstanding the scientific data. In Europe, an influential movement of theolo-
gians and philosophers nowadays fashionably disputes the scientific solidity of the
neo-Darwinian theory of evolution, asserting that we are moving towards a new,
alternative theory based on cooperation, self-organization, complexity and symbio-
sis. Following this trend, one would be tempted to construct an opposite ‘cooperative
evolutionary psychology’. But this would leave us vulnerable to the same epis-
temological fallacies I have already deplored in contemporary ‘pop evolutionary
psychology’. Reversing competitive evolutionary psychology to its opposite is not
enough: we need to oppose its seductive theoretical assumptions.

The ‘Man the Hunted’ paradigm is ‘positive’, with respect to the opposite ‘Man
the Predator’ notion, because it offers much more effective and realistic evolutionary
explanations (Hart and Sussman, 2009). Without denying that humans are extremely
able in warfare, it removes the idea that egotism is natural and cooperation a cul-
tural epiphenomenon. It also eliminates the concept that cooperation and sociality
are marginal contingencies that may be explained merely as anomalies tolerated
by an alleged ‘universal Darwinian algorithm’. And it does away with the idea
of a supposed evolutionary determinism of selfishness, frequently used as a sup-
port for conservative and class-conscious ways of putting questions in sociological
researches and biased questionnaires of evolutionary psychology (Dupré, 2001).

In sum, the approach based on the concept of ‘Man the Hunted’ opens the pos-
sibility that sociality is not only deeply rooted in our entire evolutionary history –
genealogical and ecological, natural and cultural, multileveled and ‘exaptive’ – but
has also been a crucial, independent factor for the definition of human species
identity. We are born to cooperate as well as to be human.
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Chapter 5
The Phylogenesis of Human Personality:
Identifying the Precursors of Cooperation,
Altruism, and Well-Being

C. Robert Cloninger and Sita Kedia

Introduction

Human beings have a natural potential for love and altruism that is expressed when
they are functioning in a healthy way. Prosocial behavior is a prominent aspect of
health and happiness in human beings, which is characteristic of integrated states
of physical, mental, social, and spiritual well-being (Cloninger and Zohar, 2010).
From a neuropsychiatric perspective, selfish and uncooperative behaviors are signs
of mental dysfunction because they are strongly associated with life dissatisfaction
and ill health (Cloninger, 2004). From an evolutionary perspective, antisocial behav-
ior in human beings is the unregulated expression of primitive impulses because it
is a consequence of the failure of the human capacity for apperception of unity
(Cloninger, 2009).

Because humans retain both primitive and higher cognitive functions, people are
capable of either terrifying violence and cruelty (Virkkunen et al., 2007) or peaceful
kindness and altruism (Moll et al., 2006). Cooperation or violence may be expressed
by different people in the same situation or by the same person in different situations
(Fleeson, 2004). Whether people act violently or kindly depends on complex influ-
ences on their past personality development, their immediate situation, and their
values and aspirations for the future (Cloninger and Svrakic, 1997; Fleeson, 2004).

In order to understand the development and regulation of prosocial and antiso-
cial behavior in individuals, it is essential to understand the complex evolutionary
development of cooperation in human beings. A rigorous understanding of person-
ality, like everything else in biology, makes no sense except in the light of evolution
(Dobzhansky, 1973). The unity of personality within a person and its diversity
among people can only be understood when considered from the perspectives of
both ontogeny (Cloninger, 2003) and phylogeny (Cloninger and Gilligan, 1987;
Cloninger, 1994).
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Personality is defined as the way people learn, but as simple as that sounds, the
processes by which living organisms learn involve complex adaptive systems. The
self-organizing unity of an individual’s personality must ultimately be understood in
its full context, which includes awareness of its sexual, material, emotional, intellec-
tual, and spiritual aspects (Cloninger, 2004). There is widespread agreement among
cognitive scientists and psychobiologists that personality is (i) a complex set of abil-
ities or adaptive functions, and (ii) the functions crucial for information processing
involve multiple steps including the initial perception of sensory inputs, conceptual
processing of percepts, and intuitive synthesis of perceptual and conceptual phe-
nomena in self-aware consciousness, and (iii) that apperception (i.e., the contextual
spatio-temporal processing of perceptions in self-awareness) is episodic, intuitive,
preverbal, and synthetic. Most neuroscience assumes that there is a universal struc-
ture of human brain functions that has a distinct evolutionary history. However,
much uncertainty remains about how to specify the complex set of functions that
comprise human adaptation, but, as I will describe here, accumulating evidence
about human phylogeny may finally fill that gap (Cloninger, 2009).

Abilities that emerge at one point in phylogeny are often co-opted later for more
general functions that expand awareness within this hierarchy. For example, com-
plex functional abilities like language have many precursors that emerge before
the syntactical functions of modern human language—among them the ability to
communicate through expressive gestures, emotional vocalizations, and meaning-
ful signs (Christiansen and Kirby, 2003; Hauser et al., 2002; Pollick and de Waal,
2007; Weiss and Newport, 2006). Hence, modern language is like “a new machine
built out of old parts” (Bates and MacWhinney, 1989). Similarly, many animals can
cooperate in diverse ways, but there are diverse physical, emotional, intellectual, and
transcendental abilities that are needed before altruism (i.e., the intentional practice
of disinterested and selfless concern for the well-being of others) is possible.

The Triune Human Brain

From the evolutionary perspective of comparative neuroanatomy, the human brain is
“triune,” that is, one whole with three distinct components. MacLean distinguished
these components as the “reptilian” brain, the old mammalian brain, and the new
mammalian brain of primates (MacLean, 1985). A closely related, but not identical,
distinction is between the components of the human brain that regulate the three
major systems of learning and memory: behavioral conditioning, semantic learn-
ing, and episodic or self-aware learning (Cloninger, 2004, 2009; Tulving, 1987).
These perspectives are based on recognition of fully developed brain systems for
behavioral conditioning in reptiles and birds, followed by more complex mental
processing with differentiation of the neocortex in the forebrain of mammals, and
self-awareness in human beings (Cloninger, 2009). These three major systems of
learning and memory have distinct properties and can be dissociated experimentally
by specific brain lesions (Tulving, 1987, 2001, 2002).
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Self-aware consciousness has an objective biological basis and produces observ-
able phenomena, such as autobiographical memories, about which predictions can
be made and tested (Levine, 2004; Tulving, 1987, 2002). Self-aware memory
matures at about 4 years of age in human children, and it is only after this that
human children show much cognitive advantage in development when compared to
chimps (Povinelli, 2000; Povinelli and Giambrone, 2001; Tulving, 2001).

What Evolutionary Transitions Led to Humans?

Elsewhere I have described in detail the timeline of major transitions in brain system
structure and function in human evolution (Cloninger, 2009). Here I will only briefly
review this and summarize key information in Table 5.1.

All life forms share DNA and its associated cellular apparatus as the mecha-
nism of genetic inheritance going back to the emergence of the first life forms on
earth 4 billion years ago. The ancestral lineage leading to humans includes the
first eukaryotes, craniates, and amniotes, thereby leading to the common ancestor
shared by squamates and mammals. Among mammals, the line probably continues
from the earliest non-placental mammals to ancestral tree shrews and then to the
proto-primates called plesiadapiforms (see Table 5.1).

Mating behavior is the first brain function to come under neocortical control in
mammals, as is colorfully displayed by Echidnas (Rismiller, 1999). During the mat-
ing season, echidnas form a train of three to four males (sometimes 2–11) following
a single female. The female produces a pheromone that attracts the males. They
walk nose to tail in queue for up to 6 weeks before mating. Males may lose up to
25% of their body mass while pursuing the female. Echidnas are highly versatile in
mating either above or below ground, indicating intentional regulation of a strong
sex drive by the somatosensory (touch) neocortex (Proske et al., 1998; Proske and
Gregory, 2003; Kaas, 2008).

The tree shrews are small placental mammals that are known from around
125–65 mya during the Cretaceous when flowering plants were beginning to diver-
sify and dinosaurs were still the dominant land animals. The common ancestor of
tree shrews, colugos, and primates diverged before 65 mya from other orders of pla-
cental mammals (Murphy et al., 2001; Springer et al., 2003). Modern tree shrews
are solitary foragers in pair territories marked by scent (Kawamichi and Kawamichi,
1979; Emmons, 2000). Tree shrews must spend most of their time foraging in
order to consume enough arboreal insects to survive (Emmons, 2000). Their young
develop rapidly to begin their own solitary foraging. Understanding the behavior of
tree shrews is important because, as remote ancestors of all primates, the behavior
of ancestral tree shrews can serve as homologues of the functions common to all
placental mammals, such as the basic drives for sex and food. In particular, tree
shrews provide a model of the common neurobiological mechanisms that produce
anxiety, aggression, craving and sensitization to drugs of abuse when confronted by
intruders who would compete in foraging for the limited nutrients in their territory
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(McEwen, 2000; Toates, 2001) (see Table 5.1). Hence tree shrews are a model for
the root causes of aggression in human beings when there is failure of the regulatory
mechanisms that evolved later to promote cooperation in primates.

Only one arboreal species of tree shrew can survive in the same area because
of the limited number of arboreal insects, so they are aggressive for sake of self-
preservation in craving to obtain what they need for survival. They develop anxiety
with impaired spatial memory when stressed by a dominant intruder to their terri-
tory (Kawamichi and Kawamichi, 1979; Magarinos et al., 1996; McEwen, 2000).
Consequently, adaptive radiation from the primitive tree shrew involved expan-
sion to diurnal and terrestrial niches in more derived tree shrews (Tupai) (Emmons,
2000).

The common ancestor of tree shrews and primate-like mammals are thought to
be like the pentail tree shrew in being strictly nocturnal, arboreal, and having only
rudimentary capacity for obtaining and digesting fruits. To be able to exploit the
availability of fruits in flowering trees more fully, ancestors of primates needed
hands for grasping fruit in terminal branches, teeth adapted for eating fruit, and
a more complex digestive system with a slower transit time compared to ancestral
tree shrews and pentails (Emmons, 2000).

The primate-like mammals called Plesiadapiforms, like Carpolestes simpsoni,
are known from 65 to 55 mya in the Paleocene epoch of North America and Eurasia.
They had a grasping foot like primates, including an opposable toe and a nail rather
than a claw. It could probably grasp with its hands as well. As a result, it was well-
adapted to move in the terminal branches of fruit-bearing trees that flourished at that
time (Sussman, 1991; Sargis, 2002; Bloch et al., 2007). Other proto-primates, like
Purgatorius ceratops, were also small, arboreal, and nocturnal, like ancestral tree
shrews, but were better adapted for consuming fruit and nuts, as indicated by their
primate-like teeth, shorter snouts, and adaptations for grasping. Unlike ancestral
tree shrews, proto-primates were omnivorous, consuming fruits, nuts, seeds, leaf
buds, insects, and small vertebrates (Biknevicius, 1986). Visually guided reaching
and grabbing with the forelimb tended to replace grasping with the mouth, requiring
eye–hand coordination, as observed in true primates.

Among primates, the line to human beings continues through ancestors in com-
mon with lower primates (i.e., suborder Strepsirhini, characterized by their wet
noses, including lemurs, lorises, and bushbabies) and later with higher primates
(i.e., suborder Haplorhini with simple dry noses, including tarsiers, monkeys, and
apes) (Fleagle, 1999; Springer et al., 2003). The members of the primate suborder
Strepsirhini are remarkably varied in their characteristics. The ancestral Strepsirhini
(i.e., ancestral adapiform or earliest lemur) was the earliest true primate, which is
known from fossils dated to the early Eocene (56–50 mya) or perhaps slightly earlier
based on phylogenetic analyses (Kay et al., 1997, 2004). Like ancestral tree shrews
and plesiadapiforms, they were nocturnal and arboreal with wet noses (Fleagle,
1999; Kay et al., 1997). A prominent behavioral breakthrough from plesiadapi-
forms to strepsirhines is superior adaptation for grasping and leaping for feeding
and locomotion in trees (Szalay and Delson, 2001). The superior grasping and leap-
ing abilities were accompanied by only minor skeletal changes, such as a grasping
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pollex and hallux (probably already present in plesiadapiforms) and changes in the
articulation of bones in the arm. However, the superior grasping–leaping ability coe-
volved with great dietary flexibility in ancestral primates (Chivers and Hladik, 1980;
Chivers, 1998).

Despite the benefits of their improved physical agility and their ability to digest
fruits and seeds well, strepsirhines are still constrained by the need for energy
conservation. For example, many of the traits of lemurs in Madagascar are either
adaptations to conserve energy (e.g., low basal metabolic rate, torpor, sperm com-
petition, small group size, and seasonal breeding) or to maximize the efficiency of
use of scarce resources in a harsh and unpredictable environment (e.g., the ability
to alternate activity between day and night, territoriality, female dominance, fibrous
diet, weaning synchrony) (Wright, 1999). Gestation and lactation are periods of high
expenditure of energy, so they are limited to seasons when nutrients like fruits are
relatively abundant (Meyers and Wright, 1993).

Strepsirhine characteristics were originally associated with solitary activity at
night in trees, but are often still retained in strepsirhine lines that successfully
adapted to other habitats and social organizations. For example, lemurs include
species that are solitary, pair-living, or group-living (Kappeler, 1997). The nocturnal
strepsirhines are usually solitary, and the pair-living strepsirhines are usually at least
partly active at night. Diurnal species, like the ring-tailed lemur, are group-living
(Kappeler, 1997; Sussman, 2003). Despite this variability in habitat and social orga-
nization, all strepsirhines are typified by characteristics that distinguish them from
anthropoid primates. The typical strepsirhine features include a highly developed
sense of smell, specialized scent glands for non-visual communication, protruding
snout, prominent whiskers, a dental comb from lower incisors and canines, large
and mobile external ears, a postorbital bar, and forward-directed eyes with binocular
vision and tapetum lucidum (which reflects light back toward the pupil and makes
eyes visible in the dark). Strepsirhines have a simple (epitheliochorial) placenta,
and they lack the capacity for year-round reproduction conferred by the menstrual
cycle of haplorhines (Chivers, 1998). Their upper lip is attached to their gums by a
membrane, thereby limiting facial expression. The regulation of social and parental
relationships in strepsirhines depends on individual recognition by olfactory cues
(Broad et al., 2006).

The ancestral strepsirhines were nocturnal and solitary (Kappeler, 1997;
Overdorff, 1998; Jolly, 1998; Hilgartner et al., 2008), presumably because of the
continued reliance of social organization on close contact for olfactory cues and
hormonal regulation by the hypothalamus in strepsirhines, rather than emotional
processing of visual information and integration of multisensory information at a
distance in the prefrontal cortex in anthropoids (Broad et al., 2006). With no com-
petition with anthropoid primates on Madagascar, lemurs were able to diversify in
many ecological niches, including gregarious species that are active during the day
(i.e., either diurnal or cathemeral). Gregarious lemurs differ from anthropoid pri-
mates in several social, demographic, morphological and ecological features (van
Schaik and Kappeler, 2010). They lack sexual dimorphism in canine and body size.
They live in groups with equal adult sex ratios (pairs or larger groups). In most
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species of lemurs, females dominate males and have brief and often synchronized
estruses. Gregarious lemurs illustrate a pathway to social organization in which the
strepsirhine social groups are based on pair-bonding with breeding pairs of adults
at the core of the social structure and additional individuals serving to bolster an
essentially pair-bonded relationship that facilitates reproductive success (Shultz and
Dunbar, 2007; van Schaik and Kappeler, 2010). Social interactions between male
and female lemurs help to initiate ovarian cycles and behavioral estrus (Whitten
and Brockman, 2001). However, gregarious lemurs differ clearly from gregarious
anthropoid primates: most species of pair-living lemurs are at least partly noctur-
nal and do not provide direct paternal care for young dependents (Kappeler, 1997).
A qualitatively distinct second pathway to bonded social systems involves extend-
ing the maternal-infant attachment into adulthood and to other members of a social
group as conciliatory caretakers of one another for protection from predators, as typ-
ically occurs in anthropoid primates (Broad et al., 2006; Dunbar and Shultz, 2007;
Shultz and Dunbar, 2007). The human nuclear family emerges much later along with
reduced sexual dimorphism, pair-bonding, and specialized roles for both parents in
child care in Homo ergaster and its descendents (Klein, 2009).

Tarsiers have mixed features of both strepsirhines and anthropoids (see
Table 5.1). They are classified with anthropoids on the basis of their dry nose, cra-
nial morphology, and specialization for day-time activity, but behaviorally they are
closer to strepsirhines in their nocturnality, solitary foraging, seasonal breeding, and
reliance on scent marking for social communication. Like nocturnal strepsirhines
(i.e., lorises, bushbabies, pottos, and some lemurs), the solitary activity of tarsiers
suggests that they do not form emotional attachments like those of anthropoid
primates (Mineka and Suomi, 1978; Suomi, 1984; Weaver and de Waal, 2002).

By the end of the Eocene, there was a climatic upheaval with temperatures cool-
ing during which the early anthropoids emerged and many strepsirhine species
became extinct. Tarsiers survive only on several islands in Southeast Asia. The tran-
sition from nocturnality to diurnality has been considered to be the key adaptive shift
that occurred at the base of the tarsier-anthropoid transition (Kay et al., 1997). The
early anthropoids were small, diurnal, arboreal insectivore–frugivores with unfused
mandibular symphyses, small brains, and either dichromatic or trichromatic vision
(Kay et al., 1997). The early anthropoids adopted locomotor patterns with more
arboreal quadrupedalism and less leaping. The fundamental importance of diurnal-
ity during the cooling temperatures of the Eocene-Oligocene transition is shown by
the extensive anthropoid adaptations for diurnal visual acuity in comparison to their
nocturnal ancestors who became extinct except in isolated island habitats (Ross,
2000; Ross and Kirk, 2007). Distinctive adaptations of the anthropoid visual system
for diurnality include highly convergent orbits, small corneal diameter and posterior
nodal distance, high concentration of cones and ganglion cells, and extreme magni-
fication of foveal regions of the visual field in the visual cortex (Ross, 2000; Ross
and Kirk, 2007).

Monkeys and apes are typically diurnal and active in social groups most of the
time (Sussman, 2003; Sussman and Chapman, 2004). Like tarsiers, monkeys have
non-reflective eyes and binocular vision. In contrast to prosimians (i.e., strepsirhines
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and tarsiers), monkeys have a reduced snout and less reliance on smell for commu-
nication, a free upper lip allowing for more expressive faces, usually one offspring
with extended maternal care, delayed sexual maturity and an extended life span.
The olfactory input to limbic areas concerned with social reward, such as amygdala
and nucleus accumbens, is replaced in monkeys and apes by prefrontal neocorti-
cal inputs concerned with multimodal sensory integration, emotional regulation,
and planning (Broad et al., 2006). These changes allow greater social regulation
of aggression and conflict in anthropoids than in prosimians. Compared to prosimi-
ans, the social interactions of anthropoids became less dependent on olfaction as
a result of the combination of enhanced diurnal visual acuity, facial mobility, and
related sensory changes facilitating emotional intimacy and attachment (Broad et al.,
2006). The evolution of larger brains, symphyseal fusion, and definitive trichromacy
occurred later in anthropoid evolution (Ross, 2000).

Mentally, chimps show learning abilities comparable to a 2- or 3-year-old modern
human child (Suddendorf and Whiten, 2001) but not the capacity for self-aware rec-
ollection that develops in 3–4-year-old human children (Povinelli, 2000; Povinelli
and Dunphy-Lelii, 2001; Povinelli and Giambrone, 2001). For example, chim-
panzees have excellent visual-motor hand coordination and learn to make stick tools
from opportune plants to fish out termites from their mounds for eating, and their
status in social groups varies according to which of their friends and family are
present (Donald, 1991; Preston and De Waal, 2002; van Lawick-Goodall, 1967).
They can identify themselves in a mirror and can plan how to obtain food that is out
of reach by using what is in their environment instrumentally, as demonstrated in the
early “insight” experiments of Wolfgang Kohler (Donald, 1991). Chimps have also
been taught to communicate with gestures like sign language. They can be trained to
produce two- to four-word sentences, but they do not spontaneously develop sym-
bolic language or have a capacity for syntactic functions beyond simple two-word
order rules or to fully describe what they evidently know about the environment
(Donald, 1991; Povinelli, 2000). Chimps can be trained to use signs for dozens of
things to obtain food rewards but they do not display evidence of any recollection
of internal memories in self-aware consciousness, such as shifts in viewpoint about
things that are out of sight (Suddendorf et al., 2009).

The great apes can show warm emotional expressions and affectivity, including
ventral hugging, but do not do not spontaneously provide food to other group mem-
bers, which suggests that they lack a capacity for perception of unity needed for a
concept of fairness or egalitarianism. Prosocial giving is well-documented in mon-
keys, particularly when there is social affiliation and the distribution of rewards are
equitable (Brosnan and De Waal, 2003; Brosnan et al., 2006; de Waal, 2008; de Waal
et al., 2008; Preston and De Waal, 2002). In contrast, anthropoids act selfishly when
the possible recipient is out of sight or the distribution of rewards cannot be equitable
(de Waal et al., 2008). The social behavior of monkeys and apes is usually docile in
natural free-ranging habitats (Sussman and Chapman, 2004), but aggressive com-
petition, threat displays, and violence increase in monkeys and apes in response to
social strangers, violation of territorial space with increasing population density, and
frustration over restricted access to food and other cravings (Southwick, 1967). The
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affective quality of anthropoid social behavior is not based on an instinct for either
peace or violence; rather it is an adaptive function or tool for emotional competition,
social negotiation, and conflict resolution (de Waal, 2000).

The sociality of anthropoid primates can be characterized in terms of its ten-
dency toward “reconciliation” after emotional conflicts. For example, after a fight,
chimps often engage in mouth-to-mouth kissing and embraces. Other anthropoid
primates reconcile by sexual intercourse, clasping the other’s hips, grooming, grunt-
ing, and holding hands (de Waal, 2000). Responsiveness to long-distance cues in
anthropoid primates facilitates close emotional relationships among triads and larger
groups of individuals, so that a third party, such as a high-ranking group leader, can
intervene to help pacify and resolve conflicts among members of the social group
(de Waal, 1996, 2000; Parr et al., 1997). Affective reconciliation is an important
function in anthropoid primates because their survival depends substantially on
social cooperation. Consequently, conflict resolution is advantageous to promote
fitness and to reduce emotional distress. Monkeys and apes show emotional hyper-
sensitivity with the display of a wide range of prosocial and antisocial behaviors by
the same individual depending on the social context rather than a drive for either
prosocial or antisocial behavior (de Waal, 2000). Even aggressive monkeys, such
as rhesus macaques, can learn conciliatory behaviors as a result of their need for
conflict resolution (de Waal, 1996, 2000). Such social learning in anthropoid pri-
mates also allows proto-cultural transmission of traditions in courting, foraging,
food preparation, and grooming (Kawai, 1965; de Waal, 1999; Whiten et al., 2007).

Among the hominoids, the line to modern humans continues through the first
ancestors of Australopiths to members of genus Homo. The details of the lineage
are intensively debated, but the functional and structural changes are fairly clear
even when the precise transitional forms remain uncertain. The earliest hominids
lived in what are now the African countries of Chad (Sahelanthropus), Ethiopia
(Ardipithecus), and Kenya (Orrorin) around 6.5–4.4 million years ago (Tattersall,
2008b; White et al., 2009). The earliest striding bipedal ape (Australopithecus ana-
mensis) is known in Kenya 4.2 mya, and is regarded as ancestral to Australopithecus
afarensis and A. garhi (Kimbel et al., 2006; White et al., 2006; Shreeve, 2010).
The australopiths lived at the forest edge and surrounding woodlands in Africa at a
time when the dry climate and increasing seasonality were breaking up the forests
(Tattersall, 2008a). Despite being bipedal and having a wide environmental niche
throughout Africa, they still had small ape-like brains. For example, the endocra-
nial volume of A. garhi was about 450 cc (Shreeve, 2010). Australopithecines also
retained ape-like body proportions with relatively short legs, narrow shoulders, con-
ical thoraxes, flaring pelves, and long arms for millions of years without developing
more modern human features. Bipedal australopiths differed from hominids that
emerged later in their ape-like brains and bodies and in their lack of innovation.

Homo habilis is usually classified as the earliest species in the genus Homo on the
basis of the average brain volume being greater than 600 cc and prominent devel-
opment in cranial endocasts of brain regions corresponding to Broca’s area (BA 44)
and the inferior parietal cortex (BA 39/40) in the left, but not the right, hemisphere.
However, these asymmetric fronto-parietal prominences are almost certainly related
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to increasing facility in control of the free hands of bipedal habilines, not speech. In
extant apes, Broca’s area is an area controlling sequences of movements of the hand
and is not involved at all in speech or vocalizations (Passingham, 1981). Damage to
Broca’s area in nonhuman primates has no effect on the rate or acoustic qualities of
vocalization and does not impair social communication (Jurgens, 1982; Kirzinger
and Jurgens, 1982). Anthropoid vocalization is sometimes called “limbic language”
or “emotional language” because monkey calls are expressed in response to the ante-
rior cingulate cortex (ACC) and amygdala acting on brainstem centers such as the
periaqueductal gray area (PAG). The ACC is only necessary for the volitional initi-
ation of vocalization and not for spontaneous vocalization in emotional situations,
such as spontaneous monkey calls or human pain groans (Jurgens, 1982, 1983, 2009;
Jurgens et al., 1982; Kirzinger and Jurgens, 1982). Accordingly, Broca’s area began
to regulate vocalization by programming the premotor area’s control of the oral and
laryngeal musculature for expressive speech early in the hominid lineage, perhaps
as early as habilines (Corballis, 2003).

Nevertheless, there is no angular gyrus in anthropoid primates like that in the
inferior parietal lobe (IPL) of modern humans (Geschwind, 1965a, b). The parietal
lobe of modern humans has a larger size and globular shape that are unlike that of
any pre-modern hominid (Bruner et al., 2003; Bruner, 2004; Bruner and Holloway,
2010), so it is likely that Homo sapiens was the first hominid with syntactical lan-
guage, which depends on the angular gyrus in the inferior parietal lobe as part of
a distributed frontal-temporal-parietal network supporting self-awareness (Levine,
2004). Other features unique to human beings emerging along with syntactical lan-
guage are related to the capacities to perceive unity and to shift perspective within
that unity (e.g., between self and other viewpoints, between expected and unex-
pected viewpoints, and across time and place). For example, humor in humans is
often based on incongruity (which involves a shift between expected and unex-
pected viewpoints at the “punch-line”) (Taber et al., 2007; D’Argembeau et al.,
2007). Altruism in humans is based on feeling engagement and compassion for
others (involving shifts between self and other viewpoints) (Moll et al., 2006). The
uniquely human functions of self-awareness, perspective taking, humor about incon-
gruity, improvisation (i.e., automatic and fluid inventiveness without intellectual
effort or deliberation), altruism, and crucial features of syntactical language (like
viewpoint aspect, which involves perspective taking) all depend on the activation of
the anterior prefrontal cortex (BA 10) along with other components of the self-aware
learning system (Moll et al., 2006; D’Argembeau et al., 2007; Limb and Braun,
2008). The anterior prefrontal cortex of modern human beings (BA 10) is unique
in its functions and connectivity; no homologous brain area is present in any extant
nonhuman primates (Ongur and Price, 2000). The angular gyrus (BA 39) in the
IPC is also unique to modern humans and plays a key interpretive role in language
reception and humor detection (Geschwind, 1965a, b; Moran et al., 2004),

There is consensus that there was a qualitative shift in skeletal organization and
a general increase in the size of the brain and body of hominids between australo-
pithecines and H. ergaster (Hawks et al., 2000). H. ergaster had long limbs and
femoral-pelvic articulation that was well suited for long-distance walking, providing
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advantages for hunting and gathering (Lordkipanidze et al., 2007; Pontzer et al.,
2010; Rightmire, 2009). They also had an enlarged brain (about 800 cc), reduced
arm length with arm/leg proportions like modern humans, forward projection of
external nose, narrow pelvis, barrel chest, and reduced sexual dimorphism compared
to australopiths and possibly H. habilis (Klein, 2009). They were able to emigrate
out of Africa and were ancestors of all later species of Homo, so they are likely to
have been the first largely hairless hominids and developed dark skin replacing the
pale skin under the fur of apes and earlier hominids. The external nose and naked
dark skin provided adaptation to hot arid climate and seasonal rainfall that occurred
at the time of their emergence (Klein, 2009).

Hominids are likely to have had advanced forms of social communication and
reenactment using on mime, gesture, and emotional vocalization (“appeal”) because
of the enlargement of their left fronto-parietal neocortex (Corballis, 2003, 2009a, b),
but syntactical language is probably unique to modern human beings, as previously
discussed (Donald, 1991; Mithen, 1998; Suddendorf et al., 2009; Tattersall, 2009).

The hominids of the Middle Pleistocene had larger prefrontal cortices than ear-
lier hominids (Bruner et al., 2003; Bruner, 2004; Bruner and Holloway, 2010), and
they also had more advanced executive abilities, including problem-solving and
long-term planning with a mental template, such as mode 3 tool-making (“pre-
pared cores”), domestication of fire, and construction of shelters by the Middle
Pleistocene (McBrearty and Brooks, 2000; Tattersall, 2008a). Planning, preparation,
and problem solving really involve more than mime and imitation. Long-term plan-
ning and preparation to solve problems involves the executive cognitive functions
dependent on the prefrontal cortex, which are better described as intellectual abil-
ities. Therefore, we suggest the term “meaning” as an appropriate way to describe
the emergent cognitive ability of pre-modern human beings. Meaning refers to the
process of non-emotional communication that conveys implicit or explicit signifi-
cance or purpose in a non-emotional way, which is present to a limited degree even
in the early hominids. Meaning is the process of objective communication of under-
standing and significance, which involves at least the basic use of symbols but not
necessarily language with syntax.

The human capacity for music and language may have evolved from both the
loud calls and the ability to sing found in apes, and therefore they are expected
to be present in hominids with increasing development of Broca’s area, the audi-
tory association area (i.e., superior temporal gyrus), and the inferior parietal lobule
(Corballis, 2003; Masataka, 2007; Vaneechoutte and Skoyles, 1998). This view
does not conflict with the importance of cortical control of gesture in the develo-
pment of language because both gesture and vocalization begin to be regulated by
Broca’s area in the frontal cortex of hominids (Corballis, 2003). Monkeys and apes
show volitional initiation of phonation, as well as learning of the acoustic qualities
of their vocalizations, which is mediated by the anterior cingulate cortex (Jurgens
et al., 1982; Jurgens, 2009; Kirzinger and Jurgens, 1982; Masataka, 2007). Although
prosimians and monkeys do not produce any multisyllabic utterances (Passingham,
1981), apes produce loud calls and singing of pure tones, stereotyped phrases, and
biphasic notes like an 8-month-old human infant (Masataka, 2007).
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Nevertheless, the nature of the protolanguage of pre-modern hominids is
unknown. The segmentation of song by means of greater working memory and voli-
tional control than is observed in apes produce speech in which the emotional aspect
of vocalization becomes less salient than its semantic aspect. However, segmenta-
tion of singing produces a hominid protolanguage with little or no syntax, much
as is seen in the well-articulated babbling of a 9-month-old human infant or per-
haps an 18-month old human child with a vocabulary of 5–20 nouns (Masataka,
2007). By 2 years of age, a modern human child often has a vocabulary of 150–
300 words that can be used in noun–verb sentences along with some appropriate
use of pronouns and prepositions. The development of further syntactical functions
of modern human language and music, like aspect (i.e., viewpoint shifting) and
harmony (i.e., knowing what sounds pleasing), depends on the emergence of self-
awareness (Schellenberg et al., 2005; Smith, 1997), which does not begin to mature
until modern human children begin to be able to recall their past after 3–4 years of
age. Viewpoint shifting allows modern humans to shift their contextual focus and to
switch in self-aware consciousness from analytical and intuitive modes of reasoning,
giving modern people the potential to be inventive and creative (Cloninger, 2004;
Gabora, 2004, 2008). The emergence of self-aware consciousness in H. sapiens is
likely to explain the rapid divergence in learning ability of modern human children
from apes after 3 years of age, as well as the complete displacement of pre-modern
hominids by modern humans.

The Development of Hominid Cultures

The cultural development of spoken language was associated with an increase in the
size and shape of the inferior parietal cortex in H. sapiens that is not observed in pre-
modern hominids based on detailed morphometric analyses of available brain endo-
casts of extinct and modern hominids (Bruner et al., 2003; Bruner, 2004; Bruner
and Holloway, 2010). There was a correlated increase in left fronto-parietal cortex
in early hominids, but there is a novel change in size and shape of the parietal cortex
in modern humans not seen in any pre-modern hominid. The function of the fronto-
parietal areas for eye–hand coordination, understanding of gesture, and social com-
munication is likely to have served as a precursor for the development of these areas
as expressive and receptive modules for syntactical language in modern humans.

The first crude stone tools are known from 2.5 to 2.0 mya in Africa, indicat-
ing that the earliest toolmakers had the bodily proportions of an australopithecine
(Tattersall, 2008a, b). Early hominid toolmakers not only knew how to make tools
but also planned ahead. Their long-term planning is documented by evidence that
they carried the right kinds of rocks for miles before making them into tools, and
once made they carried the tools in anticipation of using them to butcher carcasses
when needed. In contrast, chimpanzees make and use stick tools with materials that
do not require long-term planning about things that are out of sight (Povinelli, 2000).
The reduced sexual dimorphism and narrowing of the pelvis in H. ergaster led to
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the emergence of the human nuclear family structure with pair-bonding, cooperative
and specialized roles of both parents in supporting the family and its children, and a
taboo against public sex unlike anything observed in monkeys or apes (Klein, 2009).

Homo heidelbergensis appeared in Ethiopia around 0.6 mya and in Europe
around 0.5 mya. Unlike H. sapiens, Heidelberg man had no chin and had a thick
brow ridge composed of vermiculated bone. The increased brain and body size of
H. ergaster and later hominids like H. heidelbergensis, Homo erectus, Homo nean-
derthalensis, and H. sapiens required a new way of obtaining nutrients to support
the greater energy consumption of a larger body and brain, particularly dietary fats
from hunting and later from fishing (Bartzokis, 2004; Eaton et al., 1997). There is
evidence of the acquisition of meat and marrow by hominids at least by the middle
Pleistocene 0.8 mya (Rabinovich et al., 2008) and perhaps as early as the Pliocene
2.5 mya (de Heinzelin et al., 1999). Much as in modern human societies, the hunt-
ing of big game by early humans may have been motivated in part by a desire to
show off as well as for nutrition. The social prestige of hunting by male hominids
is partly related to its importance for reproductive success and health of hunter–
gatherer groups. Although women may provide most of the food most of the time
in hunter–gatherer societies (Marlowe, 2005), provisioning by men is also crucial
for reproduction, particularly when women are unable to forage near the time of
child-delivery (Marlowe, 2003). Provisioning of food by men frequently benefits
the whole hunter–gather group because large quantities of food are cooperatively
shared when intermittently available (Mace and Sear, 2005).

The importance of prestige from hunting is evidenced by protein comprising only
a small portion of the diet of extant hunter–gatherers most of the time and the abil-
ity of hominids to survive without meat by acquiring essential nutrients from plants
alone, as is done by modern vegetarians (Speth, 1991). Nevertheless, the actual
nutritional value of hunting by omnivorous hominids is indicated by clear evidence
of the systematic butchering of the whole carcasses of deer by hominids around
0.8 mya in the Levant using technologies originating earlier in Africa (Goren-Inbar
et al., 2000; McBrearty and Brooks, 2000; Rabinovich et al., 2008). The planned
use of Acheulian handaxes and possible planned use of fire by hominids are known
from about 1.5 mya in Africa (McBrearty and Brooks, 2000). Later such planned
use of tools and fire spread by human movement along the migratory corridor in
the rift valley connecting Africa with Eurasia during the early Middle Pleistocene
(Goren-Inbar et al., 2000). In depth planning of tool use, controlled use of fire using
flint, systematic butchering of the whole carcasses of deer, preparation of nuts and
grains with hammers and cooking, and formalized conceptualization of the spatial
organization of living space are well documented at Gesher Benot Ya’aqov (i.e.,
“bridge of the daughters of Jacob”) on the river Jordan just south of Lake Galilee
in Israel around 750–800 kya, which is well before the emergence of anatomically
modern humans (Goren-Inbar et al., 2000, 2002, 2004, 2008; Rabinovich et al.,
2008; Alperson-Afil et al., 2009; Sharon et al., 2010). The controlled use of fire
and planned organization of ways of processing large game, nuts, and wild seeds of
barley and grapes indicates a well-organized hunter–gatherer culture by 790 kya in
pre-modern hominids (Goren-Inbar et al., 2004).
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Still later there is archeological evidence of further spread of hunter–gatherer
technologies to Europe. Wooden spears dating from about 400 kya were preserved
in a peat bog in Schoeningen, Germany along with cut-marked animal bones and
flint artifacts. Huts with hearths constructed by H. Heidelbergensis are also known
from 400 kya at Terra Amata in southern France.

Even later, pre-modern and modern hominids both existed at the same time and
had contact with one another, as shown by the evolution of divergent strains of
head lice (Reed et al., 2004). Around 80 kya pre-modern hominids were competent
hunters and fishers who planned their settlement choices around the seasonal avail-
ability of game and fish, such as the spawning of large catfish rich in omega-3 fatty
acids at the beginning of the rainy season in the rift valley (McBrearty and Brooks,
2000). The skills of pre-modern hominids in obtaining of an abundant source of pre-
formed omega-3 fatty acids from fish available from lakes and ocean sources appear
to have been important as a means of supporting the expansion of the pre-modern
hominid brain with nutrients essential for the more extensive and prolonged myeli-
nation of the modern human brain (Crawford et al., 1999; Bartzokis, 2004; Cunnane
et al., 2007). Thus pre-modern hominids showed in-depth conceptual planning in
their making and use of stone tools, spears for hunting, systematic butchering of big
game, domestication of fire, the building of shelters, organization of living spaces,
and flexible utilization of seasonal resources throughout the Pleistocene (1.6–0.1
mya), which are executive cognitive skills unknown in non-hominids (Tattersall,
2008a, b). The capacity for planning allowed pre-modern hominids to exploit the
flexibility inherent in their generalized digestive system to adapt to a wide range of
habitats and external conditions beyond their control, utilizing plants, game, or fish
according to whatever was available. Evidence for what happened to be abundant
when modern hominids emerged is indicated by nutrients that are essential for mod-
ern humans, such as plant and animal sources of omega-3 fatty acids, such as rift
valley catfish, for healthy brain development and functioning (Crawford et al., 1999;
Cunnane et al., 2007). The influence of an abundant contextual source of omega-3
fatty acids in the transition from pre-modern to modern human brain structure can
be understood as an example of context-driven actualization of potential in evolution
(Gabora, 2006). The influence of dietary context on evolution provides an example
of the pervasive importance of cooperative interactions in ecology and develop-
ment rather than selfish competition between individuals within social groups or
competition between socio-cultural groups (Weiss and Buchanan, 2009).

The executive cognitive skills and social life of early hominids were distinct
from both apes and modern H. sapiens. The prefrontal cortex (PFC) serves as the
senior executive system in hominids. In modern human beings, the PFC’s executive
functions include working memory (dorsolateral PFC, BA 11/46), evaluation
of internal stimuli (medial PFC, BA 8/9), long-term planning for a main goal
while problem solving and carrying out multiple intermediate tasks (anterior PFC,
frontal poles, BA 10) (Bengtsson et al., 2009; Burgess et al., 2000; Fuster, 2000;
Passingham et al., 2010; Rowe et al., 2007). Hence the emergence of evidence for
long-term planning and problem solving in pre-modern hominids suggests that the
development of the prefrontal cortex had an important role in pre-modern hominid
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development. The hypothesis of prefrontal development in pre-modern hominids
is supported directly by the increasing height and width of the frontal cortex in
the anterior part of hominid endocasts, which largely accounts for the increasing
total brain in the pre-modern hominid lineages (Bruner et al., 2003; Bruner, 2004;
Bruner and Holloway, 2010).

The development of the prefrontal cortex of hominids allowed improvements
in motor planning and control of manual gestures, which are important precur-
sors for the later development of vocal control and syntactical language (Corballis,
2003, 2009a). By the Middle Pleistocene (781–126 kya), there is direct evidence of
hominids hunting large mammals and indirect evidence of their social cooperation,
division of labor, and sharing of food (McBrearty and Brooks, 2000; Goren-Inbar
et al., 2002; Rabinovich et al., 2008; Sharon et al., 2010). The divergence of body
lice from head lice between 83 and 170 kya in Africa suggests that closely tailored
clothing were produced and worn by hominids at that time (Toups et al., 2010).
Adult men and women organized and divided their labor in a cooperative manner
in a hunter–gatherer culture (Zihlman, 1997; Marlowe, 2005). The greater size and
strength of men and the child-bearing ability of women led to gender-based division
of labor with both genders playing complementary and essential roles. The adult
women and children often gathered most of the food, and men provided defense
from predators and some hunting (Marlowe, 2005). Given difficulties in traveling
when pregnant and the short-life span at the time, women are likely to have main-
tained a temporary home base where young, weak, and sick could be nursed. The
bands of nomadic hunter–gatherers may have included 15–30 or so individuals.
Adaptations for bipedalism meant that the bipedal hominid foot could no longer
grasp the hair of the mother, so the mother had to hold infants actively. With nar-
rower pelvis and larger brains, much of the development of hominid infants occurred
after birth, leading to a need for extended child care (Klein, 2009). Hominid chil-
dren had prolonged periods of dependence on parental care for food, safety, and
education. Artisans could develop expertise in tool-making for hunters (McBrearty
and Brooks, 2000), and food could be processed and prepared by others in tempo-
rary camps or settlements (Goren-Inbar et al., 2002, 2008; Rabinovich et al., 2008;
Sharon et al., 2010). The division of labor was needed to care for the young while
providing a stable food supply and food preparation and storage for a cooperative
group of several adults and their dependents. H. ergaster and its descendents were
able to migrate widely throughout Eurasia during the middle and late Pleistocene.
To do so, they needed a way to survive injuries that would have precluded their
keeping up with a mobile hunting or gathering troop. Consequently, pre-modern
hominid social groups maintained temporary camps as a relatively secure home
base with a formal conceptualization of living space with specialized areas for
tool-making, food preparation, cooking, and sleeping, as is documented at Gesher
Benot Ya’aqov in the Levant around 0.8 mya (Alperson-Afil et al., 2009) and earlier
around 1.5 mya in Africa (McBrearty and Brooks, 2000). Such home bases pro-
vided for pregnant women, children, and the infirm as a conceptualized extension
of the anthropoid mother–infant attachment pattern in which a secure home base
is fundamental (Mineka and Suomi, 1978; Bowlby, 1983). The home base changed
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sprained ankles and fevers from fatal events to minor ailments, allowing hominids
to migrate more safely to areas without prior immunity to local diseases than could
apes. Chimps also hunt in cooperative groups that share meat with one another, but
the sharing of meat is reciprocal among hunters as an aspect of male social bonding
during times of food abundance and not for nutrition or sexual reproduction (Mitani
and Watts, 1999, 2001; Mitani et al., 2000).

Hence, the cooperative sharing and division of labor in hominids involved a
greater degree of long-term planning, intellectual awareness, and social organization
than the emotion-based reconciliation and social cooperation observed in monkeys
and apes (de Waal, 1996, 2000). The intellectual basis of cooperation in humans
meant that conflicts between social groups can be better reconciled than in mon-
keys and apes, whereas emotion-based reconciliation based on social affiliation
and prestige are effective within social groups but not between them (Southwick,
2000).

The division of labor between men and women for food acquisition, child care,
and defense is likely to have motivated customs that culturally reinforced sexual and
emotional predispositions that favor exogamy and the incest taboo in Pleistocene
hominids. All group-living primates and some other social mammals avoid mating
with familiar relatives and non-relatives with which they live in close conditions
(Lumsden and Wilson, 1980). Among nomadic hunter–gatherers, children were
often nursed and reared together in close domestic conditions that involve coop-
erative interactions among both parents, grandparents, and other members of the
group (Mace and Sear, 2005). Such domestic familiarity during childhood pre-
disposes modern humans to express a strong aversion to sexual intercourse with
familiar people later in life, even when customs and social pressures actually favor
it (e.g., marriage among children reared communally in kibbutzim) (Lumsden and
Wilson, 1980). The incest taboo is in part culturally constructed in hominids, even
though it depends on emotional disinterest or aversion to breeding with co-resident
kin, as well as on social dependency for status (Chapais, 2008). Social status in
anthropoid primates depends substantially on the ability to recruit social support
by means of alliances with both kin and non-kin (Chapais, 1988, 1995; de Waal,
2000). However, taboos are defined as customs and cultural expectations that create
concern for the cultural meaning that others in one’s social group give to particular
behaviors. The meaning-based nature of taboo in hominids is illustrated by the taboo
against public sex, which does not occur in apes but is likely to have emerged along
with reduced sexual dimorphism and pair-bonding that led to the emergence of the
human nuclear family in H. ergaster and all its later descendents (Wade, 2006).
Such culturally defined meaning may be biologically arbitrary or even unnatural
(e.g., fashion designers suggesting women should be ultrathin anorexics and that it
is shameful for women to be well-fed and reproductively fit) (Brinch et al., 1988;
Gendall et al., 1998). Thus culturally constructed taboos give both form and force
to social norms about what behaviors are likely to elicit social support or exclusion
(Krill and Platek, 2009).

Likewise, there was strong norm-favoring for peaceful negotiation that made
fighting within the group and war with other groups rare, as is the case among extant
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nomadic hunter–gatherers (Fry, 2009). Cooperation between neighboring bands of
hunter–gatherers would be favored by exchange of mates among neighboring bands,
thereby reducing fighting over territorial borders (Chapais, 1995). Cooperativeness
in women would also have favored their survival for reproduction, which may con-
tribute to the fact that women are substantially higher than men in the heritable
personality trait of cooperativeness (Cloninger, 1995). Likewise, communication
between groups of long-distance trading partners would have facilitated exchange
of mates, as well as the exchange of locally rare materials (McBrearty and Brooks,
2000). A custom of exogamy is suggested by the fairly frequent occurrence in the
Middle Pleistocene of hominids who had mixtures of robust and gracile morpholog-
ical features (Tianyuan and Etler, 1992). The existence of a taboo against public sex
during the Pleistocene cannot be proven, but the intellectual capacities that made
such customs possible and the social conditions that made them advantageous arose
at that time.

Hence it is likely that a hunter–gatherer culture with cooperative division of labor,
trade, sharing, norm-favoring, and taboo arose in pre-sapiens hominids before the
emergence of a “mythic” culture with totemism, animism, or a concept of the sacred
(Donald, 1991; McBrearty and Brooks, 2000; Marlowe, 2003, 2005; Mace and
Sear, 2005). Mythical, self-transcendent, or spiritual thinking requires a capacity
for autobiographical narrative, whereas taboo is a more instinctive aspect of intel-
lectual understanding of what is prohibited that may have arisen along with other
norm-favoring customs. Cultural norm-favoring is a strong component of social
cooperation in modern humans (Cloninger and Svrakic, 1997) and reproductively
advantageous (Mace and Sear, 2005; Chapais, 2008).

It is noteworthy that the hunter–gatherer culture of pre-sapiens hominids was
characterized by the accumulation of mechanisms for cooperation that facilitated
coping with the increasing size and complexity of social organization. Such pre-
disposition for cooperation makes it possible for human beings to be healthy and
reproductively fit when functioning coherently (as in states of calm allowing percep-
tion of unity). On the other hand, people also have predispositions toward violence
when reacting for the sake of physical survival (as in states of fear or hunger
promoting perception of separateness reminiscent of a tree shrew threatened by
an intruder). The conditions of a hunter–gatherer society favored a combination
of both self-directedness and cooperativeness in hominids, with some bias toward
assertiveness in men and cooperativeness in women for survival and reproductive
success.

Skill in walking and social cooperation facilitated the widespread migration of
hominids long before the emergence of any evidence of theoretical thinking char-
acteristic of syntactical language or scientific understanding of natural phenomena
in terms of uniform laws. The migration of hominids from Africa to Europe and
Asia occurred in successive waves of migration at 1.8–1.6 mya, 1 mya, 500 kya,
and 70–40 kya (Tattersall, 2008b). The first two waves of emigration by H. ergaster
led to the emergence of H. erectus in Asia. The adaptive radiation of hominids in
Europe following the emergence of H. heidelbergensis around 500 kya in Africa led
to the emergence of H. neanderthalensis. The emigration of anatomically modern
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hominids out of Africa around 50 kya led to the worldwide spread of modern
H. sapiens and the eventual extinction of other hominids (Krause et al., 2010; Ian
Tattersall, 2008b). The DNA of Neandertals differs equally from all groups of
modern humans, supporting the hypothesis that modern humans emerged as part of
an adaptive radiation of hominids in Africa independent of the radiation of hominids
leading to Neandertals in Europe (Ovchinnikov et al., 2000).

Neandertals functioned in small bands of 15–30 individuals that roamed from one
campsite to another when local resources were exhausted. They were highly flexi-
ble and able to survive the numerous climatic changes that occurred between their
emergence around 200,000 years ago and their extinction 27,000 year ago. They
had large brains, ranging from 1200 to 1740 cc in volume compared to the modern
human range of about 1000–2000 cc (Tattersall, 2008b). Neandertals appear to have
sometimes scavenged meat and at other times to have used ambush-hunting tech-
niques, resulting in frequent skeletal fractures (Trinkaus and Zimmerman, 2005).
Neandertals showed their capacity for planning by controlled use of fire, and begin-
ning about 50,000 year ago invented the tradition of burying their dead occasionally
and in simple ways without the grave artifacts characteristic of later Cro-Magnon
burials (Tattersall, 2008b). There is evidence at Shandigar cave in northern Iraq of
Neandertals surviving to advanced age despite severe handicaps (like a useless arm),
suggesting social cooperation with empathy for others (Tattersall, 2008b).

Anatomically modern humans appeared outside Africa for the first time about
90,000 ago. The Cro-magnons became widespread and produced impressive arti-
facts that indicate a new kind of awareness that allowed the development of art,
science, and spirituality. Geometrically incised ochre tablets were created in South
Africa 75,000 years ago. The earliest known cave paintings, musical instruments,
figurines, and notations were created by Cro-magnons in Europe around 34,000
years ago at the beginning of the Upper Paleolithic period. Cro-magnons buried
their dead with body ornamentation and grave goods beginning about 28,000 years
ago. Shortly afterwards, Neandertals became extinct, and Cro-magnons flourished
to achieve the unusual distinction of being the single hominid species in existence
(Tattersall, 2008a, b).

What Brain Structures Emerged Coincident
with the Functional Changes?

Ecological shifts elicited adaptive changes in brain structure and function, as
detailed elsewhere (Cloninger, 2009). The emergent brain structures and func-
tions for the lineage of craniates leading to human beings, detailed in Table 5.1,
will be briefly summarized to provide an overview of the major transitions in the
central integration of brain functions from the midbrain in early vertebrates, the
hypothalamus in reptiles, and the neocortex in mammals.

In early vertebrates (i.e., anamniotes, including fish and amphibia), the midbrain
is the dominant association center for integration of sensory input and regulation
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of motor output, including large optic lobes for processing visual input (Darling,
2010). The forebrain (including cortex dorsally, hypothalamus, and basal ganglia
ventrally) of anamniotes receives sensory input, particularly about smell, but exerts
no feedback control of sensory integration or motor output by the midbrain. The
hypothalamic–pituitary axis of anamniotes does regulate endocrine functions, much
as in amniotes (Goos, 1978). The basal ganglia of anamniotes have few cells and
receive little if any cortical input or dopaminergic input from the ventral tegmental
area (VTA) of the midbrain (Reiner et al., 1998). In contrast, in all amniotes (rep-
tiles, birds, and mammals) the basal ganglia are neuron-rich and receive extensive
cortical input and dopaminergic input from the midbrain, thereby allowing amniotes
to learn and execute a more sophisticated repertoire of behaviors and movements
on land than do anamniotes in water (Reiner et al., 1998; Reiner, 2002). It seems
likely that the common ancestor of amniotes developed greater forebrain organi-
zation of both the dorsal cortex and basal ganglia because the organization of the
basal ganglia of early vertebrates is less elaborate than that of amniotes. In partic-
ular, cortical-striatal-cortical loops (i.e., feedback connections between cortex and
basal ganglia) are present in all amniotes and are lacking in all earlier vertebrates
(Reiner, 2002).

The clade of amniotes are divided into two sub-clades: Sauris (i.e, reptiles and
birds) and Mammalia. The last common ancestor of sauropsids (i.e., lizard-like rep-
tiles and birds) and synapsids (i.e., mammal-like reptiles and mammals) lived in the
late Cretaceous period around 320 mya. Within the sub-clade Sauris, lizards and
snakes are grouped together in the order Squamata. In squamates and other reptiles,
the central regulation of brain function is invariably organized in the hypothala-
mus of the basal forebrain (Bruce and Neary, 1995; Nieuwenhuys, 1994). Sensory
information is first processed in the basal forebrain of lizard-like animals before
being relayed to their thalamus and dorsal cortex. Like earlier vertebrates, the dorsal
cortex and thalamus of lizard-like animals receive sensory input, but do not recipro-
cate with output that could modulate the hypothalamus (Butler and Cotterill, 2006;
Nieuwenhuys, 1994).

Hence squamates and their ancestors are probably limited to the experience
of mental images in the present, which is called “primary” or “perceptual” con-
sciousness (Butler and Cotterill, 2006). In squamates, the hypothalamus in the basal
forebrain is the dominant association center that integrates external and internal
sensory inputs and regulates motor output (Bruce and Neary, 1995; Nieuwenhuys,
1994). In contrast, both mammals and birds have developed forebrain systems that
permit higher level control of the hypothalamus by thalamic and cortical struc-
tures, although mammals and birds do so with structures that are only partly
homologous (Butler and Cotterill, 2006). The dorsal cortex of early mammals was
differentiated into a multilayered neocortex, and there is a progressive series of
transitions in brain function along the ancestral lineage from synapsids to human
beings whereby neocortex took control of central regulatory functions from the
hypothalamus (Cloninger, 2009).

Like mammals, the dorsal cortex of birds developed forebrain structures that
are not found in lizard-like reptiles and that are comparable in function to that of
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mammalian neocortex, including functional counterparts to mammalian prefrontal
cortex (Butler and Cotterill, 2006; Jarvis et al., 2005; Reiner et al., 2004). Unlike
their ancestors (i.e., fish, amphibians, and reptiles), birds have cortical-striatal-
cortical loops like the prefrontal-striatal-prefrontal loops that regulate movement
and emotion in anthropoid primates (Levy and Dubois, 2006).

Compared to reptiles, both mammals and birds have high brain–body ratios, fore-
brains with a relatively large volume of non-limbic cortex, and multiple cortical
association areas that process multi-sensory input and support executive planning
of movement (Butler and Cotterill, 2006). However, birds lack the multilayered
neocortical architecture of all mammals, as well as the claustrum and the highly
stratified organization of afferent innervation observed in therian mammals. The
supervisory thalamic-cortical circuits of birds support functions that have some-
times been claimed to be unique capacities of mammals or humans, such as working
memory, number sense, episodic memory in scrub jays and pigeons, complex vocal-
ization and communication abilities in songbirds and parrots, use of available twigs
as tools to obtain food in New Caledonian crows, and the capacity for deception
by jays and ravens (Butler and Cotterill, 2006). However, birds lack self-awareness
comparable to that of modern human beings. No single region on the avian brain has
been shown to be homologous to mammalian prefrontal cortex, but there are regions
that play analogous roles to prefrontal cortex in the complex cognitive functions
displayed by birds and not by reptiles or amphibians (Butler and Cotterill, 2006).

The homologies and functional analogies between mammalian and avian
thalamo-cortical structures and functions are examples of independent evolution
of similar higher level cognitive functions beyond perceptual consciousness of the
present moment. Here I will follow only along the human lineage without any claim
that the abilities that develop are unique to that lineage.

The five major transitions in brain structure and function in mammals are summa-
rized in Table 5.2. In early mammals and tree shrews, the major neocortical function
is facultative control of mating, which is reflexive in squamates (Emmons, 2000;
Wersinger and Baum, 1997). Primary somatosensory cortex is clearly developed in
tree shrews (clade designated here as 2b), but there is little or no differentiation of
sensory neocortex from motor neocortex (Kaas, 2006, 2008).

Compared to tree shrews, strepsirhines have greater motoric agility (e.g., adap-
tation for grasping and leaping) (Bloch et al., 2007; Szalay and Delson, 2001),
greater dietary flexibility (Chivers and Hladik, 1980; Hladik et al., 1999), more
maternal care of young (Broad et al., 2006), and more time spent in allogroom-
ing (Emery and Amaral, 2002; Emmons, 2000; Moynihan, 2006). These functions
involve regulation of material things like acquisition of food and related activities of
daily living. Unlike rodents, in primates there is no direct path from the brainstem
taste areas like the Nucleus of the Solitary Tract to the hypothalamus and amyg-
dala. Information about taste in primates, in contrast, reaches the amygdala and
orbitofrontal cortex from the primary taste cortex, which is in the frontal operculum
and insula (Verhagen et al., 2004).
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What is the Functional Architecture of Human Brain Functions?

Before continuing with a description of the evolution of brain functions in anthro-
poids, it is essential to describe the method of summarizing information about the
phylogeny of brain functions. Without a systematic way of organizing information,
patterns in evolution can be difficult to recognize. An outline of my proposed model
of the functional architecture of human beings is given in Table 5.3 as a matrix of
functional abilities that emerged in mammalian evolution.

Each of the proposed functional labels has been defined psychologically and
described in terms of comparative neuroanatomy and behavior. This information
will be published elsewhere because of space limitations here. The reality of human
evolution is a bushy nonlinear dynamic system as a whole (Wright, 1982; Tattersall,
2008a), but by following only the ancestral lineage leading to humans, it is ade-
quate as a first approximation to describe the local process as a linear sequence of
steps. The matrix given in Table 5.3 describes the functional organization of infor-
mation processing by brain circuitry as it emerges in phylogeny from lizard-like
animals to modern human beings. The matrix of functions represents the homol-
ogous modular structure of the human brain, which is comprised of domain- or
situation-specific functions organized in terms of information processing systems
with nested sub-systems and sub-subsystems (Cole and Schneider, 2007; Mithen,
1998). These brain modules are functionally dissociable but highly interactive, like
components of a quantum field (Eccles, 1989; Pribram, 1993). The theoretical spec-
ification of a general functional model in this way is designed to allow predictions
and interpretations of data from paleontology and anthropology that are ambiguous
when taken one fossil or one extant animal at a time.

What we present must be considered as a working model to be tested, corrected,
and refined. Such synthesis of data from psychology, cognitive neuroscience, and
phylogeny offers a way for anthropologists and psychobiologists to begin to make
adequate tests and interpretations of the wealth of data available about the evolution
of brain functions.

We want to emphasize the importance of the matrix structure: a nested matrix
structure is essential in order to take into account the holographic and modular
nature of human consciousness and brain functions (Pribram, 1993; Cloninger,
2009). The matrix structure has crucial dividends because it requires a system-
atic approach and also suggests a testable mechanism for cladogenesis based on
precursor functions that become generalized at transitions in response to adaptive
challenges and natural selection, as described in subsequent tables. The strongest
evidence for the matrix structure is the consistent evidence for the same brain
system to regulate converse functions (i.e., functions that are the reverse of one
another in the sense of involving the same elements but with the direction of effects
transposed). For example, handicraft, such as planning how to build stone tools, is
the material aspect of intellectual functioning (designated as 5–3, as explained in
the next paragraph), whereas its converse function, gesture, is communicating by
means of parts of the body (designated as 3–5). The same lateral prefrontal network
regulates planning of motor sequences in both handicraft and gestural expression
(Koechlin et al., 2000; Passingham et al., 2010). Such symmetries reveal a matrix
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pattern that helps to recognize the same causal processes as they are reflected in
converse or transposed situations.

The sequence of emergence of function involves the emergence of precursor
functions within a matrix prior to each major transition. For example, in early
mammals (stage 2a involving sexuality of the common ancestor of monotremes,
marsupials, and tree shrews), the most basic function regulated by neocortex is
mating (designated as functional sub-plane 2–2 in which the first number speci-
fies the plane and the second number specifies the sub-plane). Then in tree shrews
(stage 2b) there is emergence of an enhanced ability to restrain sexual activity
intentionally for other functions like feeding by neocortical regulation of the ventro-
medial hypothalamius (VMH). Tree shrews spend most of their time foraging and
do not reproduce unless they obtain sufficient nutrients for childbearing.

The emergence of neocortical modulation of taste in early primates was coinci-
dent with new adaptive functions regulating gratification (sub-plane 2–3, material
aspects of sexuality) and parenting (sub-plane 3–2, sexual aspects of material-
ity). Precursors of emotionality emerge in strepsirhines (i.e., stage 3b) including
enhanced sensory discrimination, enhanced maternal care, and preference bond-
ing, which are late emotional aspects of sub-planes 3–3, 3–2, and 2–3, respectively.
Accordingly, each stage is divided into an early phase that is followed by a late phase
in which there are precursors that provide a foundation for future major transitions.

Brain Development in Anthropoid Primates

Strepsirhines have well-differentiated sensory and motor neocortical areas in con-
trast to tree shrews. Detailed studies of galagos revealed several changes in brain
structure that support enhanced motor agility with advanced grasping and leap-
ing adaptations compared to tree shrews (Kaas, 2006, 2008). The findings include
greater topographical ordering of sensory input for the hands and feet, premotor and
supplementary motor areas, at least two motor areas in cingulate cortex, and feed-
back circuits among prefrontal cortex, premotor cortex, and primary motor cortex.
In addition, strepsirhines have an enlarged posterior parietal cortex for processing
visual, auditory, and somatosensory information to form and relay instructions about
hand and eye movements to premotor areas.

In anthropoids there is emergence of emotionality with patterns of mood regula-
tion, intimacy, motive, sensuality, and sensibility (see Table 5.3) that are similar to
human affectivity, as noted by Darwin, Bowlby, and others (Preston and De Waal,
2002; Sussman and Chapman, 2004). Related brain changes include the develop-
ment of prefrontal cortex for regulation of emotional functions (Semendeferi et al.,
2001), a distinctive system for interoceptive processing of sensual aspects of touch
(Craig, 2004, 2005, 2009), and the emergence of the mirror neuron system to pro-
vide rapid functional coordination of frontal and parietal cortical areas (Rizzolatti
and Craighero, 2004). The orbital prefrontal network regulates the sensory aware-
ness of the affective qualities of stimuli, and the medial prefrontal network organizes
emotional expression along with other visceral functions (Ongur and Price, 2000).
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The medial prefrontal cortex operates as a component of a brain circuit that first
emerges in anthropoids, called the “default mode network” (Raichle et al., 2001;
Rilling et al., 2007; Buckner et al., 2008). It is called the default mode because it
is most active in states of restful calm. The medial prefrontal network, but not the
orbital network, expands and differentiates in a multi-step progression of size and
number of areas and functions in the transition from anthropoid to human (Ongur
and Price, 2000). The expansion and differentiation of the medial PFC and the
default mode network are implicated in the stepwise progression from medial pre-
frontal regulation of emotionality in simians to that of symbolism in pre-modern
humans and the perception of unity in modern humans (Cloninger, 2009).

Apes represent the transitional group in which precursor functions emerge that
serve as a foundation for the emergence of intellectual learning (i.e., “meaning”
with objective problem solving and long-term planning) in early humans. The pre-
cursor functions for meaning observed in apes include intergroup proto-cultural
variation in traditions for courting, foraging, tool-use, food preparation, and groom-
ing styles (aspects of 4–3, motive) (Kawai, 1965; Whiten et al., 2007; Bonnie et al.,
2007) along with enhanced observational learning involving imitation (Beck, 1974)
and secondary representation including mirror self-recognition (see 4–3) (de Waal,
1996; de Waal et al., 2005), reconciliation after fights (de Waal, 2000), melodious
loud calls (aspects of 3–4, sensibility) (Geissmann, 2002), daydreaming (an aspect
of 4–2, intimacy), and the ability to recognize when others may not see what they
intend to do (de Waal, 2008), such as mating with a receptive partner when out of
sight of the dominant male (an aspect of 2–4, sensuality). Monkeys do show some
observational learning, as in for using tools and other skills and traditions (Beck,
1973a, b), but such learning in apes is more frequent and involves learning arbitrary
proto-cultural conventions independent of conditioning to obtain rewards (Beck,
1974; de Waal, 1999; Bonnie et al., 2007). These precursor functions emerged
as useful abilities in cooperative group foraging in anthropoid primates (Deacon,
1997), thereby setting the stage for the emergence of language and other unique
aspects of modern human cognition later in evolution (Tattersall, 2004).

In early hominids (i.e., members of the genus Homo), there is emergence
of neocortical regions with several unique functional properties, which has been
called “neo-neocortex” (Eccles, 1989). In addition to being late to emerge in
evolution, neo-neocortex is also late to myelinate in modern humans and has
delayed dendritic and synaptic developments when compared to the “old” neocor-
tex present in the sensory, motor, and emotional systems of non-hominids. When
lesions of neo-neocortical areas occur in young people, especially before puberty,
neo-neocortical development is able to compensate functionally by reallocating
functions to intact areas. The protracted development of these “terminal zones” of
associative neocortex is regulated by oligodendrocytes, which continue to differen-
tiate into myelin-producing cells late into the fifth decade of life (Bartzokis, 2004).
The unique metabolic demands of producing and maintaining the myelination of
the expanded hominid neocortex created an increased demand for essential nutri-
ents from fishing and the brains of game in hominids as sources of dietary fats,
such as omega-3 fatty acids (Eaton et al., 1997; Crawford et al., 1999; Cunnane
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et al., 2007). The nutrient and metabolic demands of neo-neocortex also resulted in
the vulnerability of unique human cognitive functions to Alzheimer’s dementia and
other uniquely human brain dysfunctions (Bartzokis, 2004).

The emergence of neo-neocortex is documented in early hominids by evidence
of cerebral asymmetry in brain endocasts and of right-handedness in the clock-
wise rotation of stone cores during flaking by 1.8 mya in Africa (Toth, 1985;
Holloway, 2009). In modern humans, there is marked lateralization of the func-
tions of neo-neocortex in the two cerebral hemispheres. The right neo-neocortex
carries out geometrical and spatial processing, and processing of music, prosody,
holistic images, and synthesis over time, whereas the left neo-neocortex processes
conceptual similarities and analysis of details over time algorithmically (Sperry,
1982).

The regions of neo-neocortex that function asymmetrically are terminal associa-
tion areas, which include the polar and medial prefrontal cortex, inferior temporal
cortex, and inferior parietal cortex, and other regions that are jointly activated
through the Default Mode Network (DMN). The rudimentary core of the DMN was
already present in anthropoids (Buckner et al., 2008), in which it regulates emo-
tionality (Drevets et al., 2008; Price and Drevets, 2010). In hominids, its functional
capacity expanded with emergence of neo-neocortex for intellectual functions that
are activated when hominids are in a state of calm (e.g., eyes closed resting) or pas-
sive alertness (e.g., passive visual fixation), as when meditating, in reverie, or in
fantasy (Raichle et al., 2001; Rilling et al., 2007; Travis et al., 2010). Later in evo-
lution, the functions of neo-neocortical regions expanded into a proactive functional
fronto-temporo-parietal circuit serving autobiographical memory and self-aware
consciousness in modern H. sapiens (Levine, 2004), rather than being functionally
active mainly at rest in pre-modern hominids (Raichle et al., 2001; Rilling et al.,
2007; Buckner et al., 2008). The potential for greater cognitive flexibility and cre-
ativity of modern human thinking under stressful conditions provided an adaptive
advantage that may explain the extinction of all other hominid species after the
emergence of modern H. sapiens. Hence the evolution of neocortex in hominids
involves not just quantitative growth in size, but a succession of two qualitative
functional shifts marked by the emergence of cerebral asymmetry in pre-modern
hominids and of self-awareness in modern humans.

Symbolic activity like symbol-based cognitive control and other executive func-
tions are possible with the neo-neocortical enhancement of the anthropoid Brain
Default Network in hominids, which allowed first-person perspective taking and
daydreaming, as when a person is letting his or her mind freely wander about inner
thoughts and feelings (Buckner et al., 2008; Raichle et al., 2001; Rilling et al.,
2007). Meaning builds on the emotion-regulating functions needed for cooperative
group foraging in anthropoids (Deacon, 1997). For example, H. erectus showed
executive skills and craftsmanship in the making of refined tools in their Acheulian
culture (Stout et al., 2000, 2008). These symbolic functions depend on processing
in the inferior parietal lobule (IPL), which is a convergence area for touch, hear-
ing, and vision, allowing cross-modal transformations important for symbolism and
language (Deacon, 1997; Eccles, 1989; McGeoch et al., 2007). In modern humans,
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the angular gyrus (BA 39) of the IPL in particular has an important role in the
comprehension of metaphor and allegory (Ramachandran, 2005). The core func-
tions of meaning or basic hominid symbolism involve cross-modal transformation,
such as capacities for taboo, metaphor, empathy, and intellectual problem solving
(Cloninger, 2009).

In modern human beings, the evolution of functional connectivity among all the
regions of neo-neocortex allows self-awareness and the transcendental apperception
of unity. For example, the emotional aspects of the perception of unity involve the
unique modern hominid perception of unity that can be described as “humanism”.
Humanism is composed of feelings of engagement and altruism. Such humanistic
engagement and altruism have been investigated in studies of child development
and of brain imaging while adults make voluntary charitable donations as a per-
sonal sacrifice. Modern human children are selfish at age 3–4 before their brain
network for self-awareness begins to mature, but then develop altruistic attitudes by
the ages of 5–7 years (Fehr and Rockenbach, 2004; de Quervain et al., 2004; Fehr
et al., 2008). Altruism, as measured by costly donations to humanitarian causes, was
strongly associated with activation of anterior prefrontal cortex (BA 10/11/32). The
subgenual cingulate (BA 25) was also activated by altruistically motivated decisions
and not by monetary rewards (Moll et al., 2006). The activation of the frontal poles
(BA 10) during altruistic acts by humans is noteworthy because there is no brain
region homologous to the human frontal polar cortex (BA10) in monkeys (Ongur
and Price, 2000).

Pre-modern hominids such as Neandertals and ancient H. sapiens represent the
transitional group in which precursor functions emerge that serve as a foundation for
the emergence of self-aware consciousness in modern human beings. The precursor
functions for self-aware consciousness involve activation of neo-neocortex in restful
states by means of the Default Mode Network, such as passive visual fixation or
ritualized burying of the dead by Neandertals and ancient H. sapiens.

Finally, modern human beings have the potential for stable self-aware percep-
tion of a sense of unity in all aspects of life, manifest by emergent capacities
for harmony, sublimation, aesthetics, science, spirituality, humor, and inventive-
ness (Cloninger, 2004). These integrative abilities give modern human beings their
potential in art, science, and spirituality, which sometimes lead to transcendent joy
about beauty, truth, or goodness (Mithen, 1996; Cloninger, 2004). The self-aware
perception of unity is fundamental for art, science, and spirituality. Modern human
art involves aesthetic qualities beyond the artistic craftsmanship observed in pre-
modern hominids. With modern aesthetic sensibility, art has become the creative
search for the awareness of beauty by an integrated representation and organiza-
tion of diverse parts that make up a harmonious whole (Merriam-Webster, 2003).
Science is the search for knowledge of general truth by systematic theorem-like
study of the operation of uniform laws to explain and predict particular events that
comprise a coherent model of space and time within the universe (Merriam-Webster,
2003). Science is described as “theorem-like” or hypothetical and deductive (i.e.,
If. . . , then. . . .) because it is a search for specific conditions that predict particu-
lar consequences, which depends on an understanding of the relationships of parts
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to one another in a whole. Likewise, spirituality with the capacity for transcen-
dence observed in modern humanity involves the search for personal knowledge of
what is divine or good by self-awareness of the universal unity of being, particu-
larly including what is beyond transient individual existence (Cloninger, 2007). As
a result of the transcendental unity of apperception (Kant, 1781), modern human
beings have the extraordinary Promethean potential to plan for the future while con-
sciously recollecting the lessons of their past, which is variously called foresight,
“pure reason” (Kant, 1797), “conscious time-binding” (Stebbins, 1982), or “mental
time travel” (Suddendorf et al., 2009; Tulving, 2001).

Such integrated awareness of unity in art, science, and spirituality is supported
by the auto-noetic system of learning and memory (Tulving, 2001, 2002). Such
self-aware consciousness allows a person to travel in space and time in their
recollection of episodic events, which is essential for self-awareness of a person’s
own life narrative. Such autobiographical or holistic thinking involves a distributed
fronto-temporo-parietal network (Levine, 2004) in which memory is encoded by
the left MPFC and hippocampus and is retrieved by the right MPFC (Tulving and
Lepage, 2001; Tulving, 2002). Essentially the visual projection system connects
regions of neo-neocortex in all tertiary association cortices so that the brain can
function as a coherent whole. Whereas in pre-modern hominids, the terminal asso-
ciation areas of neo-neocortex can be transiently engaged in states of calm passive
alertness, these areas can be stably coupled in self-awareness even under stressful
conditions in modern human beings.

Modern human language with syntax is an important example of the functions
that emerge with the perception of unity. The abilities that depend on the percep-
tion of unity emerge along with the ability to shift temporal perspective, as well as
the ability to recollect one’s personal past after age 4 years. In linguistics, view-
point aspect is the temporal organization of situations (e.g., events or states) and
temporal perspective (Smith, 1997). In music, harmony is the simultaneous com-
bination of notes into chords and the sequential temporal ordering of chords (i.e.,
chord progressions). Human children normally have implicit knowledge and abil-
ity to perceive the syntactic functions that typify harmony in music and viewpoint
aspect in language by age 6 or 7 years with no special musical or linguistic training.
In other words, they know what sounds good (i.e., consonant) and what sounds bad
(i.e., dissonant) (Schellenberg et al., 2005). Syntactic functions, such as the percep-
tion of harmony or the ability to appreciate shifts in viewpoint aspect (McColgan
and McCormack, 2008), depend on the perception of unity, which is the core func-
tion of the self-aware consciousness system. Self-awareness begins to mature after
age 4 years and is fairly well developed by age 7 years in most children at the
same time that harmony (Schellenberg et al., 2005), the theorem-like understanding
of grammatical rules (including rules for representation of contextual perspective,
such as tense and viewpoint aspect) (Crain, 2005; Lind and Bowler, 2008), and pref-
erences for egalitarianism (Fehr et al., 2008) emerge. The dependence of syntactical
and grammatical functions on the self-aware consciousness system suggests that the
meta-perceptual functions required for modern language emerged for the first time
in modern humans.
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The perception of unity permits the personal integration of values, thoughts, and
actions. Despite the capacity of modern human beings for integration, there are sub-
stantial differences between individuals in the development of their self-awareness,
humor, creativity, and well-being (Cloninger, 2004).

Implications for the Anthropology of Cooperation

The complex phylogeny of human functional abilities presents both opportunities
and challenges for both anthropologists and psychobiologists. Such core functions
never operate in isolation because adaptation involves the whole person, not separate
organs or functions. Accordingly, the emergence of a new functional ability leads to
interactions with all the individual’s other abilities. Detailed observational studies
are needed in other mammalian species in order to distinguish the functional abil-
ities that are possible with the brain structures of those species. For example, dogs
do not have the type of slow-conducting sensory nerves that allows anthropoids to
distinguish the affective quality of what is pleasant versus unpleasant. They can
experience pain and pleasure, but do not have the nervous system that allows pro-
cessing of affective valence in the same way as anthropoid primates (Craig, 2004,
2009). People can observe the behavioral expressions and responses of dogs and
may empathically project what another human being would feel if they showed the
same expressions and behavioral responses. However, dogs simply cannot have the
same affective experience that human beings can imagine they might be having.

As a result, we must be careful in deconstructing the components of coopera-
tion and suggesting what other species can or cannot experience. For example, it
is essential that we distinguish between altruism and the social affiliation seen in
anthropoids. I would reserve the word “altruism” for an attitude that is only possible
in an animal that has the capacity for self-transcendence, which requires identifica-
tion with what is beyond the existence of the individual. Altruism is an expression
of self-awareness that emerges for the first time in modern human beings along
with self-aware consciousness and the capacity for sublimation. Altruism depends
on brain structures that are only present in human beings and not in nonhuman pri-
mates. Altruism emerges in human beings along with other aspects of the perception
of unity, such as science, art, and spirituality. Hence animals without self-awareness
and a capacity for self-transcendence are incapable of altruism as defined here. Even
chimpanzees do not have the capacity for self-transcendence, as indicated by abili-
ties like “mental time travel” (Povinelli, 2000; Rilling et al., 2007; Suddendorf and
Whiten, 2001; Tulving, 2001). Of course the word altruism can be used for other
cooperative behaviors, but then what word can we use to distinguish “the inten-
tional practice of disinterested and selfless concern for the well-being of others”
from other kinds of cooperation seen in strepsirhines or the cooperation seen in hap-
lorhines? Even in modern human children, altruistic thinking, as commonly defined
(i.e., selfless concern for the welfare of others) only emerges between 4 and 7 years
of age along with the maturation of self-aware consciousness and the capacity for
theory of mind (Fehr et al., 2008).
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My point is that we need to use our knowledge of phylogeny and comparative
neuroanatomy to develop a systematic terminology with practical definitions and
descriptions of the terms so that we do not anthropomorphize our interpretations
of behavior in other species. Communication and understanding are compromised
when people attribute functions like intimacy to species that have no brain capacity
for emotionality, taboo or culture to species that have no capacity for symbolization,
or altruism to species that have no capacity for self-awareness. Likewise debates
about whether human beings are either prosocial or antisocial only serve to polar-
ize and confuse discussion when the reality is that human beings are capable of
peace and violence under different conditions. We all have the primitive functions
of an “inner tree shrew” within us, which may be expressed when we fail to utilize
the higher cognitive functions of human self-awareness that allow the perception
of unity even under stressful conditions, like when we are hungry, frustrated, or
threatened. The pretense that we can make theory-free observations is naïve, and
an understanding of brain-behavior relationships requires a theory that integrates
neurobiology and behavior in their joint evolutionary context. As Kant said, “intu-
itions without concepts are blind, and concepts without intuitions are empty (Kant,
1781).” Unless we have clear concepts of functional abilities in terms of the mode of
information processing and the situational context, then our observations are blind
and cannot lead to real understanding.
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Chapter 6
Cooperation and the Evolution of Social Living:
Moving Beyond the Constraints
and Implications of Misleading Dogma:
Introduction Part II

Marc Bekoff

“Evolution has produced a mind that evolves toward an
appreciation of the vastness of our collective design, and
emotions that enable us to enact these loftier notions. We are
wired for good.” (Dacher Keltner, 2009. p. 269)

The chapters in this section offer fascinating insights into the social behavior and
social organization of various primates. They emphasize the importance of long-
term fieldwork on identified individuals for learning about the evolution and ecology
of social behavior. As such, these essays are extremely valuable not only because
they review current information but also because they go beyond mere paradigm
and often lazy-thinking about the factors that influence group-living in free-ranging
animals. To wit, and in the spirit of the other chapters in this forward-looking and
very important book, the authors show that cooperation even among non-kin is very
important in structuring the social organization of different species living in different
environments. They emphasize that cooperation has not merely evolved to reduce
aggression or as a reaction to competition but serves a significant, perhaps a leading
role, in the evolution of social behavior and social organization. To simply put it,
cooperation is normal behavior.

Across species, individuals have a need to belong to a group and this drives the
evolution of cooperative group-living. The same can be said of humans. A num-
ber of recent books have been concerned with the importance and prevalence of
human cooperation, goodness, and empathy. These include Dacher Keltner’s Born
To be Good, Jeremy Rifkin’s The Empathic Civilization (2010), Frans de Waal’s
The Age of Empathy (2009), and The Compassionate Instinct (Keltner et al., 2010).
It is important to correct the misleading “nature red in tooth and claw” views
that dominate the literature and diminish cooperation and empathy to sideshows
in the evolution of sociality (Bekoff, 2007, 2010; Bekoff and Pierce, 2009). Sheratt
and Wilkinson (2009) see cooperation as being one of ten “big questions in ecol-
ogy and evolution.” It is safe to say that Charles Darwin (1871/2004) would also
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agree about the importance of cooperation in the evolution of group-living. Darwin
would not have been the least surprised if he knew what we have discovered in the
past decade or so about the emotional and moral intelligence in animals (Keltner,
2009; Bekoff, 2010). He believed that animals, like humans, could be moral beings.
Darwin suggested that human morality is continuous with similar social behavior in
other animals and he paid special attention to the capacity for sympathy, which he
believed was evidenced in a large numbers of animals.

While we still have a lot to learn about cooperation in free-ranging animals, the
chapters in this section provide a strong springboard for future research and for
reassessing existing data in light of a paradigm shift that gives more attention to
cooperation. While research on captive animals can provide important information
on social behavior when field observations are difficult or impossible, unnatural
social conditions (groups do not reflect the composition of natural groups in terms
of the number of individuals present or age/sex ratios and the lack of opportunity for
dispersal or integration of new members) and the atypical physical settings (small
cages, individuals cannot hunt or do not have to defend themselves, territories, or
food) in which animals are kept often preclude gathering relevant information on
the importance of cooperation (Bekoff, 2010).

A brief summary of the chapters in this section reveals fascinating new informa-
tion that challenges the current zeitgeist. Katherine MacKinnon and Agustin Fuentes
note the importance of cooperation and altruism in the evolution of social complex-
ity and social niche construction, and discuss the resurgence of group selection even
among people who previously argued that it was not a factor in the evolution of
social behavior (see also Bekoff and Pierce, 2009). They also discuss recent research
on inequity aversion that shows that an individual’s ability to sense and expect fair-
ness in social interactions is also important for cooperative group-living. Individuals
do not like being treated unfairly and will not do what is needed to maintain group
cohesion if they sense inequity (Bekoff and Pierce, 2009).

Paul Garber and Martin Kowalewski discuss the importance of collective action
and male affiliation in howler monkeys based on their field observations in
Argentina. They note “there is a growing body of evidence that increased fitness
benefits accrue to individual males and females that reside in a functioning, cooper-
ative, stable, and affiliative group.” It is important that we get out of the rut of giving
cooperation and fairness secondary roles in the evolution of cohesive and smoothly
functioning social groups. Garber and Kowalewski show that “resident males are
highly tolerant of each other across a range of contexts including feeding, foraging,
resting, and mating. It is likely that tolerance is achieved over time and through indi-
vidual experience during frequent and predictable social interactions.” Concerning
the importance of group stability mentioned above, they also note that in another
study of howler monkeys “males who were co-residents in the same group for over
four years were more likely to engage in collective action . . .” compared to resident
males who had not lived together for as long. Further, they conclude, “many forms
of cooperative behavior among both kin and non-kin may be explained in terms of
the mutual and reciprocal benefits that individuals receive maintaining coordinated,
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strong, and predictable social bonds that enhance group cohesion.” It is possible
that individuals who live together learn what to expect from other individuals in
different situations and develop theories of behavior and theories of mind about
group members with whom they are very familiar. In my own fieldwork on coy-
otes living in the Grand Teton National Park (Bekoff and Wells, 1986), individuals
were labeled as being fair or unfair players and were avoided by other group mem-
bers based on how they were classified (Bekoff and Pierce, 2009). As a result of
being avoided and not developing strong social bonds, coyotes who played unfairly
tended to leave their group and suffer higher mortality—fairness was related to
fitness.

Fieldwork on many species has shown that there is considerable plasticity in
social behavior, a trait that is not always apparent in work on captive animals. Based
on her long-term fieldwork on wild northern muriquis in Brazil, Karen Strier dis-
covered that there is a good deal of within-species flexibility and that these primates
“live in an unusually egalitarian society in which males are philopatric and the
majority of females disperse from their natal groups prior to the onset of puberty.”
Strier’s conclusion is one that we should all take to heart: “Local conditions can
favor cooperation or competition at different times in an individual’s lifetime. The
ability to move between cooperative and competitive modes, and social plasticity in
general, may be the underlying adaptation of primate evolution.”

In our fieldwork on coyotes, we also noted that speaking about “the typical coy-
ote” is misleading because of considerable within-species variability, a point made
by Karen Strier and also by Mary Pavelka in her discussion of social cohesion in
black howler monkeys. Following up on the work of renowned ethologist Robert
Hinde who argued that “each relationship is a set in a nexus of other relationships,
which mutually affect each other” with the social group “constituted by those rela-
tionships,” Pavelka argues that the various social relationships among individuals
hold the group together and are the mechanism of cohesion. Pavelka discovered
that black howler monkeys engage in very few social interactions and have no vis-
ible social relationships, but they live in perhaps “the most cohesive of primate
societies.” How is this so? Pavelka argues that there are two possible alternative
mechanisms “for social cohesion in species such as black howlers in which intra-
group social interaction and opportunities for reciprocity and altruism are rare:
behavioral synchrony and intergroup encounters.” She observed that in more than
85% of scan samples, all group members were engaged in the same activity (inac-
tive, forage, travel, social). Pavelka also argues that intergroup encounters consisting
of howling bouts with adjacent groups might also be important for group cohesion.
Social and cultural anthropologists have championed the “common foe” hypothe-
sis as an important mechanism favoring sociality. However, Pavelka also notes that
there are no “winners” or “losers” in these intergroup bouts and they “may have
more in common with sporting events than with warfare in humans.” Thus, com-
petition over resources does not drive the bouts, and a major effect is to develop
and maintain close social bonds within a group. This is a fascinating and novel
suggestion that needs further comparative study.
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Some Ideas for Future Comparative Research

Working toward a shared vocabulary: While we know more than we often realize
about the central role of cooperation in the evolution of sociality, more data are
needed and researchers in different disciplines have to agree about what they are
writing about. Thus, we need a shared vocabulary, an idea I have been working on
with my colleague and coauthor of Wild Justice, Jessica Pierce. The main reason we
need a shared language for studying the evolution and expression of cooperation is
that we need to be able to cross disciplinary boundaries and build bridges among
different fields of study. The interest of researchers from diverse disciplines is what
makes the study of cooperation so exciting and challenging. Some of the terms on
which we might focus include cooperation, altruism, empathy, sympathy, justice,
reciprocity, selfishness, moral emotions, moral cognition, intelligence, and morality.
As it is, many of these terms have no shared meaning, and for example, philosophers
and biologists tend to them quite differently (Bekoff and Pierce, 2009).

In terms of challenging presuppositions in science and philosophy (in addition to
challenging the central tenet that cooperation is only a by-product of competition)
Pierce and I also note that scientists and others should avoid looking for a linear,
sequential view of the evolution of cooperative/altruistic/moral behaviors. Just as
complex brains and cognition have evolved from simpler brains multiple times and
independently, so perhaps have cooperative behaviors.

We need to go beyond primates: In order to understand the evolution of cooper-
ation and other prosocial behavior patterns, we need to consider animals other than
nonhuman primates, a point we stress in Wild Justice. For example, we know that
mice show empathy and rats can be kind to one another (http://www.plosbiology.
org/article/info:doi/10.1371/journal.pbio.0050196). We began Wild Justice with
these examples that clearly show how cooperation, empathy, and compassion can
be found in diverse species:

A teenage female elephant nursing an injured leg is knocked over by a rambunctious,
hormone-laden teenage male. An older female sees this happen, chases the male away, and
goes back to the younger female and touches her sore leg with her trunk. Eleven elephants
rescue a group of captive antelope in KwaZula-Natal; the matriarch undoes all of the latches
on the gates of the enclosure with her trunk and lets the gate swing open so the antelope can
escape. A rat in a cage refuses to push a lever for food when it sees that another rat receives
an electric shock as a result. A male Diana monkey who has learned to insert a token into
a slot to obtain food helps a female who can’t get the hang of the trick, inserting the token
for her and allowing her to eat the food reward. A female fruit-eating bat helps an unre-
lated female give birth by showing her how to hang in the proper way. A cat named Libby
leads her elderly, deaf, and blind dog friend, Cashew, away from obstacles and to food. In
a group of chimpanzees at the Arnhem Zoo in The Netherlands individuals punish other
chimpanzees who are late for dinner because no one eats until everyone’s present. A large
male dog wants to play with a younger and more submissive male. The big male invites
his younger partner to play and restrains himself, biting his younger companion gently and
allowing him to bite gently in return. Do these examples show that animals display moral
behavior, that they can be compassionate? Yes they do.

So, in the future it is essential that researchers studying the evolution of social
behavior in different species talk with one another and not think that the animals

http://www.plosbiology.org/article/info:doi/10.1371/journal.pbio.0050196
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they study are unique. Sure Darwin’s ideas about evolutionary continuity mandate
such a comparative approach to the questions at hand.

Social Play in Mammals

My long-term research on social play behavior points to the importance of not
only studying animals other than nonhuman primates but also focusing on a
behavior that many mammals perform but one that has not been factored into dis-
cussions of the evolution of cooperation, although it is a natural fit (Bekoff and
Pierce, 2009; http://chronicle.com/article/Moral-in-ToothClaw/48800/; http://www.
scientificamerican.com/article.cfm?id=the-ethical-dog). One of the clearest places
to see how specific social rules apply is in animal play. Play has been extensively
studied in social canids (members of the dog family) like wolves, coyotes, and
domestic dogs; so it is a good example to use to examine the mechanisms of fair
play (Bekoff, 1975, 1977, 1995).

Although play is fun, it is also a serious business. When animals play, they are
constantly working to understand and follow the rules and to communicate their
intentions to play fairly. They fine-tune their behavior on the run, carefully monitor-
ing the behavior of their play partners and paying close attention to infractions of
the agreed-upon rules. Four basic aspects of fair play in animals are as follows: ask
first, be honest, follow the rules, and admit you are wrong. When the rules of play
are violated, and when fairness breaks down, so does play.

When dogs and other animals play, they use actions like biting, mounting, and
body-slamming one another, which are also used in other contexts, like fighting
or mating. Because those actions can be easily misinterpreted, it is important for
animals to clearly state what they want and what they expect.

In canids an action called a “bow” is used to ask others to play. When performing
a bow, an animal crouches on his or her forelimbs. He or she will sometimes bark,
wag the tail wildly, and have an eager look. So that the invitation to play is not
confusing, bows are highly stereotyped and show little variation. Play bows are
honest signals, a sign of trust. Research shows that animals who violate that trust
are often ostracized, suggesting that violation of the rules of play is maladaptive
and can disrupt the efficient functioning of the group. For example, among dogs,
coyotes, and wolves, individuals who do not play fairly find that their invitations
to play are ignored or that they are simply avoided by other group members. Long-
term field research on coyotes living in the Grand Teton National Park, near Jackson,
Wyoming, shows that coyotes who do not play fairly often leave their pack because
they do not form strong social bonds. Such loners suffer higher mortality than those
who remain with others.

Animals engage in two activities that help create an equal and fair playing
field: self-handicapping and role-reversing. Self-handicapping (or “play inhibition”)
occurs when individuals perform behavior patterns that might compromise them
outside of play. For example, coyotes will inhibit the intensity of their bites, thus
abiding by the rules and helping to maintain the play mood. The fur of young

http://chronicle.com/article/Moral-in-ToothClaw/48800/
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coyotes is very thin, and intense bites are painful and cause high-pitched squeals. In
adult wolves, a bite can generate as much as 1,500 pounds of pressure per square
inch, so there is a good reason to inhibit its force. Role-reversing happens when a
dominant animal performs an action during play that would not normally occur dur-
ing real aggression. For example, a dominant wolf would not roll over on his back
during fighting, making himself more vulnerable to attack, but would do so while
playing.

Play can sometimes get out of hand for animals, just as it does for human beings.
When play gets too rough, canids keep things under control by using bows to apol-
ogize. For example, a bow might communicate something like, “Sorry I bit you so
hard—I did not mean it, so let us continue playing.” For play to continue, it is impor-
tant for individuals to forgive the animal who violated the rules. Once again there
are species differences among young canids. Highly aggressive young coyotes bow
significantly more frequently than dogs or wolves before and after delivering bites
that could be misinterpreted.

The social dynamics of play require that players agree to play and not to eat
one another or fight or try to mate. When there is a violation of those expectations,
others react to the lack of fairness. For example, young coyotes and wolves react
negatively to unfair play by ending the encounter or avoiding those who ask them
to play and then do not follow the rules. Cheaters have a harder time finding play
partners.

It is just a step from play to morality. Researchers who study child’s play have
discovered that basic rules of fairness guide play and that egalitarian instincts
emerge very early in childhood. Indeed, while playing, children learn, as do other
young animals, that there are right and wrong ways to play and that transgres-
sions of fairness have social consequences, like being ostracized. The lessons
children learn particularly about fairness are also the foundation of fairness among
adults.

The parallels between human and animal play, and the shared capacity to coop-
erate and to understand and behave according to rules of right and wrong conduct,
are striking. They lead us to believe that animals are morally intelligent. Morality
has evolved in many species, and unique features of human morality, like the use of
language to articulate and enforce social norms, are simply modifications of broadly
evolved behavioral patterns specific to our species.

The study of animal play thus offers an invitation to move beyond philosoph-
ical and scientific dogma and to take seriously the possibility that morality exists
in many animal societies. A broad and expanding study of animal morality will
allow us to learn more about the social behaviors that make animal societies so suc-
cessful and so fascinating, and it will also encourage us to reexamine assumptions
about human moral behavior. That study is in its infancy, but we hope to see ethol-
ogists, neuroscientists, biologists, philosophers, and theologians work together to
explore the implications of this new science. Already, research on animal moral-
ity is blossoming, and if we can break free of theoretical prejudice, we may come
to better understand ourselves and the other animals with whom we share this
planet.
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The Compassion Footprint and the Jen Ratio: The Bigger,
Challenging, and Real Picture

We are born to be good: My work on the notion of the “compassion footprint”
developed in The Animal Manifesto (see also Bekoff, 2008) and that of Dacher
Keltner’s ideas about the Jen ratio overlap in many different ways and are related to
the “big picture” that emerges from these and other essays in this book. Keltner and
I agree we will learn a lot about the evolution of cooperation, goodness, fitness, and
compassion by going beyond humans and paying attention to how other animals
negotiate their social interactions. In many instances, one could substitute the word
“animal” where Keltner wrote about humans in Born To be Good, and “humans”
where Marc wrote about animals (recognizing of course that we are all members
of the animal kingdom and should be proud of that commonality) in The Animal
Manifesto. Keltner uses the Confucian concept of Jen, which refers to “kindness,
humanity, and reverence” to discuss our “good nature” and offers the concept of the
Jen ratio to “look at the relative balance of good and uplifting versus bad and cynical
in life.”

Basically, the Jen ratio is the balance of good and bad in one’s life and as the
value of one’s Jen ratio increases so does the humanity and meaningfulness in their
life. The Jen ratio can be likened to a ratio between one’s compassion footprint and
their carbon footprint. One’s compassion footprint is composed of the kindness and
respect she or he adds to the world by doing things to protect animals or not doing
certain things that harm them, whereas one’s carbon footprint can be viewed as
something “bad” in the world. As we expand our compassion footprint and reduce
our carbon footprint, we increase global Jen. We can perhaps look at the analy-
ses done by Robert Sussman et al. (2005) to operationalize the Jen ratio and the
compassion footprint.

Keltner and I argue it is in our nature to be cooperative, good, kind, and fair.
We know it feels good to be nice. We are often filled with warm feelings when we
cooperate. Neural imaging research on humans by James Rilling (Chapter 17, this
volume) shows that mutual cooperation is associated with activation of the brain’s
reward-processing centers, the dopamine system. Our brain releases dopamine when
we cooperate, giving us instant pleasurable feedback and reinforcing the behav-
ior. This is significant research for it posits that being nice is rewarding in social
interactions and might in itself be a stimulus fostering cooperation and fairness.

Is it rational to argue for inherent goodness? Renowned biologist and writer Matt
Ridley convincingly shows that there are reasons to be a rational optimist despite
global negativity. In his book The Rational Optimist (2010) Ridley argues that we
can get out of the messes we have created because people are kinder and fairer
than most believe. Mass media hype concentrates on our battles and the negativity
we bring to the world, and on occasion notes our goodness and kindness, usually
tagged on to the end of news broadcast.

People often criticize the idea that nonhuman and human animals are basically
good by looking at the data collected on competition and aggression in animals.
Surely, humans and other animals can be mean to one another. And yes, Jane
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Goodall (1986) did observe what could be construed as warlike behavior when a
group of male chimpanzees systematically hunted down and killed individuals in
another group. However, Goodall only observed this once in 50 years of research.

In Beyond Revenge psychologist Michael McCullough (2008) writes, “After
many years of believing that chimpanzees were mostly peace-loving and docile
. . . naturalists began to publish case after case in which chimpanzees from one
community went out of their way to seek out the members of other chimpanzee
communities, and then to maim and kill them.” But available data are actually quite
slim because of small sample sizes and a good deal of variability among different
communities of chimpanzees. To wit, in their review of comparative rates of vio-
lence in chimpanzees and humans Harvard anthropologist and chimpanzee expert
Richard Wrangham et al. (2006) note, “the relatively small sample size and great
variation among sites renders imprecise any estimate of violence-related mortality
rates for chimpanzees as a species.”

What do the data tell us? After carefully analyzing the social interactions of vari-
ous primate species, primatologists Robert Sussman and his colleagues came to the
conclusion that the vast majority of social interactions are affiliative rather than ago-
nistic or divisive. Grooming and bouts of play predominate the social scene, with
only an occasional fight or threat of aggression. In prosimians, the most ancestral of
existing primates, an average of 93.2% of social interactions are affiliative. In New
World monkeys who live in the tropical forests of southern Mexico and Central and
South America, 86.1% of interactions are affiliative, and likewise, for Old World
monkeys who live in South and East Asia, the Middle east, Africa, and Gibraltar,
84.8% are affiliative. Unpublished data for gorillas show that 95.7% of their social
interactions are affiliative. After about 25 years of research on chimpanzees, Jane
Goodall noted in her book The Chimpanzees of Gombe “. . . it is easy to get the
impression that chimpanzees are more aggressive than they really are. In actuality,
peaceful interactions are far more frequent than aggressive ones; mild threatening
gestures are more common than vigorous ones; threats per se occur much more often
than fights; and serious, wounding fights are very rare compared to brief, relatively
mild ones.” These do not appear to be animals whose social lives are defined mainly
by conflict. It is not really a dog-eat-dog world because dogs do not eat other dogs.

So, while human and nonhuman animals can be nasty, they are predominantly
good (http://greatergood.berkeley.edu/article/item/expanding_our_compassion_
footprint/), and we should keep this in mind when we interact with friends and
strangers. When one dismissingly says, “Oh, you are acting like an animal” the
correct response would be “Thanks for the complement.”

The challenges for the future are not only to get people to think about our good-
ness but also to act on it and do things that expand our compassion footprint and
increase our Jen ratio. If we believe we are inherently good, then it will be easier to
be proactively compassionate for the greater good.

The essays in this section and in the book as a whole will help us correct the false
message that has been put out concerning the behavior of nonhuman animals and
will allow for the development of models that have realistic assumptions. We need
to put out the message that is emerging from comparative research that emphasizes

http://greatergood.berkeley.edu/article/item/expanding_our_compassion_footprint/
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the importance of cooperation, one that will have wide-ranging implications for how
we view other animals and ourselves. Nature “red in tooth and claw” runs counter
to what we are rapidly learning about human and other animals.
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Chapter 7
Primates, Niche Construction, and Social
Complexity: The Roles of Social Cooperation
and Altruism

Katherine C. MacKinnon and Agustín Fuentes

The explication of altruistic behavior in primates remains complex. Gregarious,
socially complex primates are characterized by a diverse array of social behavior
patterns with seemingly altruistic behavior being relatively commonplace. Human
societies are a form of primate society but with much higher levels of social com-
plexity and extremely high levels of cooperative and apparently altruistic behavior.
It is likely that there are elements of primate (at least anthropoid) sociality that act
as baseline for subsequent expansion and elaboration during human evolution. Can
understanding patterns and contexts of primate social complexity and cooperation
help us understand human altruism? In this chapter we have two primary objectives:
to examine three nonhuman primate genera to show how social cooperation, social
bonding, and niche construction can affect our understandings of altruism and to
illustrate where we think that such nonhuman primate information is a good model
for humans and where it is not.

Theoretical and Historical Underpinnings

Although some argue that true altruism cannot occur (e.g., Trivers, 1971; Dugatkin,
2006), we believe it can and will use as a baseline for this chapter the assumption
that it is possible that some organisms do exhibit truly altruistic behavior. However,
altruism, strictly defined as acts that have a net loss of evolutionary fitness to the
actor but a net gain in fitness to the receiver, does not make sense if organisms
benefit by maximizing their own fitness as per basic assumptions in much current
evolutionary behavioral theory. Therefore, one challenge to anyone attempting to
examine altruism in a neo-Darwinian context is a theoretical justification for why it
might occur. Let us briefly summarize the salient positions on this point to date.
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Darwin saw social animals as, at least partially, structurally altruistic; “impelled
partly by a wish to aid members of their community in a general manner, but more
commonly to perform certain definite actions” (Descent of Man, p. 913). Wallace
saw altruistic and sympathetic behavior toward one’s fellow humans as a core adap-
tive pattern and competition between human groups as an essential factor in the
evolution of human behavior and cognitive capabilities (Richards, 1987). Spencer
noted that humans vary in their behavioral proclivities and moral senses (which
he divided into selfish instinct and sentiment of sympathy). He proposed altruis-
tic behavior as core to human evolutionary success. Spencer described two ways in
which altruism could arise and become a dominant behavioral characteristic. Unlike
Darwin and Wallace, Spencer saw the individual expression of altruism as having
a selfish motivation. He said that as humans relate to the misery of others (engage
in a sympathetic response) they act to alleviate others’ suffering in order to avoid
their own (Principles of Psychology, 1855, 1872). Spencer also allowed for a form
of altruism that can arise through a series of reciprocally beneficial acts between
individuals and then be “selected” for if these exchanges resulted in increased fit-
ness for the participants (The Principles of Ethics, 1893). Spencer did agree with
Darwin and Wallace that within-group altruism could arise via selection. He argued
that this type of altruism could arise via competition between groups, those having
more altruists most likely doing better over all than those with too few altruists. In
fact, he went as far as to suggest that the functional adaptation by such groups to
social conditions would allow those groups to reduce the impact that challenges of
the environment (natural selection) placed upon them. This perspective was even
cited by the cooperation advocate Petr Kropotkin as evidence in support of his
perspectives on the hyper-cooperative adaptation in humans (Richards, 1987). In
short, the “founding fathers” of evolutionary theory held that altruism was a core
feature of social animals, especially humans, and emerged out of either selfish
intent or between-group competition. This theme has been echoed ever since, but
the puzzle of a mechanism for such behavior was not elaborated by these early
theoreticians.

The evolutionary biologist Lee Dugatkin wrote “Eventually biology did solve
the puzzle of blood kinship and altruism in the form of a mathematical equation
developed by a shy, brilliant evolutionary biologist named William D. Hamilton”
(Dugatkin, 2006). This “solution” was the concept of “kin selection” and its corol-
lary: reciprocal altruism. For many theorists these hypotheses laid to rest that the
conundrum of altruism is social animals.

Kin selection, the behavioral favoring of your close genetic relatives (Hamilton,
1964), was proposed by William Hamilton to explain the dilemma posed by altru-
ism. While Darwin, Wallace, Spencer invoked a form of group selection, natural
selection acting at the level of intergroup competition, to explain why altruism
occurs, the theoretical work in genetics and evolutionary theory through the middle
of the 20th century produced a negative view of group selection (Williams, 1966).
The focus of selection shifted solely to the individual. Kin selection offers a sim-
ple equation predicting when an individual organism might behave in a manner
that looks altruistic: r × b > c, with r = genetic relatedness between the actor and
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receiver of the behavior, b = the fitness benefit to the receiver, and c = the fitness
cost to the actor. If the individual who receives the benefit from a behavior that
has fitness costs to the actor is a relative, then a certain percentage of the actor’s
genotype (depending on the degree of relatedness) also benefits from the action.
Relatedness is then calculated as a simple percentage given a sexual reproducing
system. Each offspring is assumed to share 50% of the unique genetic component of
each parent, while an uncle or aunt is then related at 25% to an actor. Here genetic
investment decreases as “relatives” become more distant (genotypically) from the
individual. Because close kin share much of their genotype, we would expect behav-
iors among them to be seemingly altruistic, as they frequently appear. This simple
equation, and its assumptions about genetic systems, forms an integral core to the
current paradigm dominating the understanding of altruistic behavior.

Robert Trivers published “the evolution of reciprocal altruism” in 1971 drawing
on ideas of Darwin, Spencer, and Hamilton, and proposing a set of mathematical
models with a series of predictive assumptions which he termed “reciprocal altru-
ism.” The reciprocal altruism model states that unrelated organisms can enter into
relationships that can be characterized as fitness value exchanges. Using a simplistic
genetic system as a model (like Hamilton), Trivers presents a mathematical equa-
tion for the relationship between an actor and a recipient in a series of reciprocal
exchanges using a prisoner’s dilemma style “payoff matrix.” The core of the hypoth-
esis revolves around the frequency and symmetry of potentially altruistic situations.
There are three main conditions that are relevant in the potential selection for recip-
rocal altruism. First, that there be many opportunities for altruistic action during the
lifetime of the actors. Second, that a given actor repeatedly interacts with the same
small set of individuals. And third, that pairs of altruists are exposed “symmetri-
cally” to altruistic opportunities so that over time two such actors are able to render
roughly equivalent benefits to each other while incurring roughly compatible costs.
These three conditions set the stage for the selection of a reciprocal altruistic sys-
tem. Some biological parameters that affect the form of the system include length of
lifetime (chances of reciprocal altruism rise with longevity), dispersal pattern (low
dispersal rate also favors reciprocal altruism), and degree of mutual independence
(group-living animals are more reliant on one another more frequently than soli-
tary ones). Other important biological factors include presence and type of parental
care, dominance hierarchy structure, and aid in combat. Trivers predicted that if the
three primary conditions are met and the biological parameters set favorable condi-
tions, then reciprocal altruism will evolve as an adaptation in that population. This
set of ideas is especially important as it had substantial influence on theoreticians
since the 1970s and forms a main basis for models of animal and human behav-
ior in many hypotheses. Recently, Trivers (2006) has argued (following deWaal and
Brosnan, 2006) that nonhuman primates who practice reciprocal altruism (capuchins
and chimpanzees in his example) develop a sense of aversion to inequity which can
be seen as a basal sense of “fairness.”

Challenging the four-decade-long aversion to group selection, Wilson and Sober
(1994), Sober and Wilson (1998), and more recently Wilson and Wilson (2007),
have proposed the insertion of multilevel selection as a core factor in understanding
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behavior that appears altruistic (especially for humans). The basic concept is that
the evolution of behavior can result from selection focusing at multiple levels: the
genic, the individual, and the group. In this conceptualization extensive interac-
tion within and between groups produces a context wherein multilevel selection
can result in widespread cooperative patterns. That is, selection at the group level
can favor groups that have a larger number of individuals who behave altruistically
(within group) over those that have fewer such individuals. This in turn can
have effects on the local gene pool shifting genotypic frequencies in accord with
these intergroup, or local population, level interactions and the selective environ-
ments/landscapes they create. This allows for such behavior to emerge without
having relied on either kin selection or reciprocal altruism, although both of those
might also be at play within groups. A version of this perspective is also promul-
gated by Richerson and Boyd (2005) to explain high levels of cooperation within
human groups and the concomitant competition between such groups. It is worth
noting that Darwin, Wallace, Spencer, and E.O. Wilson all proposed some form of
this within-group cooperation/altruism model as core to their views on human evo-
lution (Fuentes, 2009). Many past and current theorists see these intragroup versus
intergroup relationships as being major players in the augmentation of social com-
plexity with altruistic reciprocity playing a major role for the within-group dynamics
and between-group contest evolutionary success.

Thinking about the selective landscapes that such groups and populations inhabit,
the concept of “niche construction” takes on particular relevance. Building on work
of Richard Lewontin (1983), Ernst Mayr (1963), Conrad Waddington (1959), and
taking from the “extended phenotype” concept of Richard Dawkins (1982), F. John
Odling-Smee, Kevin Laland, and Marcus Feldman (2003) proposed “niche con-
struction” as a significant evolutionary force. Niche construction is the modification
by organisms of the functional relationship between themselves and their environ-
ment through an active change of one of the factors of that environment. “Through
niche construction organisms not only influence the nature of their world, but also
in part determine the selection pressures to which they and their descendants are
exposed, and they do so in a non-random manner” (Day et al., 2003). As organ-
isms respond to environmental selective pressures which are themselves modified
by the organisms, a feedback mechanism is created, and such feedback loops can
fundamentally alter the outcome of evolutionary scenarios. This mutual mutability
of organism and environment is a core consideration for primate species whose pri-
mary selective environments exist as complex social networks. Flack et al. (2006)
argue for a form of social niche construction in primates where social networks con-
stitute the essential social resources in gregarious primate societies. They posit that
“The structure of such networks plays a critical role in infant survivorship, emer-
gence and spread of cooperative behavior, social learning and cultural traditions.” If
this is the case and social interactions impact these networks, it could be argued that
social complexity, reciprocity, and even altruistic behavior could be active agents in
primate niche construction and major factors in their evolutionary trajectories (see
also Fuentes et al., 2010).
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Social Cooperation and Reciprocity: Can It Be Altruism?

There is little debate that strong social attachments are necessary for primate
survival. Social bonding and the manipulation of those bonds are characteristic
of all gregarious primate societies: complex sociality is a core primate adaptation
(Silk, 2007). Such relationships are traditionally examined via analyses of hierar-
chies, cooperative alliances, and long social histories among individuals. As such,
understanding social cooperation is a major element in primate studies. Cooperation
can be most generally defined as social interactions that have costs to an actor and
benefits to other conspecifics, and as Peter Kappeler and Carel van Schaik recently
put it “Cooperative behavior is the hallmark of the primate order” (Kappeler and
van Schaik, 2006).

The concepts of cooperation and altruism are closely related. However, while it
is commonplace to argue that forms of social cooperation characterize many pri-
mate societies, we still have a great deal to investigate in regards to specific patterns
of reciprocity and the possibility that altruism, outside of reciprocal exchanges,
occurs. Reciprocity is frequently measured by analyzing coalitionary behavior,
directionality/symmetry of grooming, food sharing, social association patterns, and
direct cooperation in task solving. deWaal and Brosnan (2006) suggest that we can
envision primate reciprocity along a continuum that ranges from Triver’s strong
reciprocal altruism at one end to a reciprocity reflecting simple social symmetries
at the other. They lay out three specific types of reciprocity: symmetry based, attitu-
dinal based, and calculated. In symmetrical reciprocity, there is no “score keeping,”
there is a strong mutuality of interactions, and a “strong aversion to major, lasting
imbalances in incoming and outgoing benefits” (deWaal and Brosnan, 2006). One
could argue that indeed, given the loose and general assessment of symmetry in
exchanges, this level of reciprocity may simply be altruism as a byproduct of a social
complexity that maximizes close social bonding amongst individuals within a group
(between non-kin). The second level of reciprocity, attitudinal based, reflects a mild
tit-for-tat strategy wherein individuals who generally have positive and predictive
relationships will invest in one another without close tabs on recouping investments.
deWaal and Bosnan refer to this as the “if you are nice, I will be nice” principle
where the level of reciprocity is based on simple assessments of recent interactions
between individuals. The final level, calculated reciprocity, is a full-blown Triver’s
style reciprocal altruism which involves relatively extensive individual “score keep-
ing” and the potential punishment of cheaters. If this continuum accurately reflects
the range of reciprocity, then the possibility exists that reciprocity and altruism are
behaviors that share a common origin and are differentiated by the types, contexts,
and patterns of relationships between individuals. This, however, does not leave
room for altruism occurring outside of familiar social partners in the nonhuman
primates. Might this be a distinct difference between humans and other primates?

At this point in the discussion, it is worth briefly discussing an alternative
approach to understanding cooperation: biological markets. Introduced nearly two
decades ago (Noe et al., 1991), the concept of biological markets as an analytical
tool has gained substantial popularity amongst primatologists (Barrett and Henzi,
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2006). The basal assumptions of this paradigm match those of free market capitalist
systems: (1) individuals control resources or can provide services—these are com-
modities that can be socially exchanged, (2) trading partners are chosen from the
social context via a mechanism of outbidding competition, maximizing social profit,
and (3) supple and demand determine the bartering value of the “commodities”
exchanged. In other words, cooperative interactions such as coalitionary support
and grooming are seen as commodities that can be traded on an open market with
market forces (social contexts) driving the value of the commodities. This approach
differs to an extent form the models of kin selection and reciprocal altruism in that
it sees the interchange between individual variation and group contexts as creating
the market driving differentiation of value in the “commodities.” This results in an
expectation of a good deal of individual flexibility in behavioral response across
contexts and time when cooperating (dependent on the “market” conditions at the
moment of exchange). However, under this rubric, there is no category for altru-
ism as market models inherently assume all transactions as having a value, and
while actors may not try to maximize, they do try to profit. Thus transactions are a
profit, a loss, or an equitable transfer, but no models including an option for “non-
tax deductable charitable donation” (altruism in this system) are recognized. Our
perspective on the biological market model is that it constrains analysis by limiting
the types of questions one can ask and by resting on assumptions of limited good,
costs, and profit taking that stem from a specific human paradigmatic world view
and not necessarily the organic world.

Social and Ecological Niche Construction and Hyper-Sociality
as Primate Heritage: The Social Mind, the Primate Mind
and the Cultural Mind

All members of the primate order are characterized by complex interactions between
their central nervous system (CNS) and the social/physical environments in which
they live (sensorimotor pathways). In particular, information crucial to primate sur-
vival is disseminated primarily through social networks. The physiological and
social correlates of this mandate are an extended period of infant development and
brain maturation, which allows for the acquisition of species-appropriate skill sets
and knowledge. Initiated during this period and extending for the life of the indi-
vidual, primates participate in a complex practice of social niche construction (see
Flack et al., 2006; Fuentes, 2009, 2011). One can envision that social complex-
ity itself acts as a niche-constructing tool causing the interface between individuals
within a group, individuals with their environment, and conspecifics groups within
that local population to be seen best as a mutually mutable process. The social
and biotic/abiotic ecologies are then modified by social behavior which is in turn
affected by the pressures of those same social and abiotic/biotic environments.

Primates are characterized by a specific type of “social intelligence” (Dunbar and
Shultz, 2007) such that “distinctive aspects of primate cognition evolved mainly in
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response to the especially challenging demands of a complex social life of constant
competition and cooperation with others in the social group” (Herrmann et al., 2007;
Silk, 2007) in addition to the external ecological pressures. There could therefore
be a ratcheting up of this social complexity in anthropoids, which is increased in
hominoids and exponentially enhanced in hominins. One might envision a scenario
wherein the basal complex sociality of mammals is enhanced in primates, and pri-
mates then use their social networks/contexts as a tool to meet and modify the
demands of the environment (the selective landscape). As the local environments
are being modified, selection pressures alter changing the selective landscapes for
the primate populations. Increased cognitive complexity in the hominoids facilitates
a faster or more intensive utilization of the social bonds and relationships as tools
to meet ecological challenges. This increased cooperation and reciprocity becomes
a central component of behavioral repertoires and is constantly engaging the social
and biotic ecologies in feedback scenarios resulting in niche construction and con-
comitant shifting/modification of selective landscapes. As broad and complex social
behavioral complexes (reliant on extensive cooperation) become commonplace in
the hominins, true altruism (actions engaging in a cost for self with other’s benefit)
arises as an emergent property of the system. Because of the extensive cooperation
and the generally intensive reciprocity in hominins/humans, multiple instances of
altruism can be experienced across the lifetimes of individuals without effectively

Fig. 7.1 A model for the relationship between social complexity, niche construction and the
possible emergence of altruism in primates and humans
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negative fitness costs. No individuals are uniformly altruistic but altruistic acts can
appear, even commonly, and not be selected against within the populations. Here
altruistic action emerges as a by-product of the physiological and behavioral adapta-
tions required to effectively negotiate high level and complex social networks where
coalitions, multi-party social negotiations, and reciprocity are the primary avenues
for social and reproductive success (see Fig. 7.1) (see also de Waal, 1996; Hauser,
2006; Tomasello, 2009).

If this model is accurate, we should be able to look to anthropoid primates, espe-
cially those known for very complex coalitionary behavior, broad geographic range
and behavioral plasticity, and see the basal components of this system. If these base-
lines occur, we benefit from their study and the comparative analyses of human and
other primate systems specifically in our attempts to understand the mechanisms
and evolution of behavioral systems that can produce altruistic acts.

Case Studies: Macaca, Cebus, Pan, and Homo

The Genus Macaca

Macaque monkeys (members of the genus Macaca) are among the most widespread
of any primate genus. The genus Macaca underwent a radiation in the Plio-
Pleistocene, about 2 million years ago, similar to that of the genus Homo at the same
time. The macaques spread across much of Asia and into central Eurasia and even
northern Africa. Macaques have encountered many diverse habitats. As a result,
they reflect responses to a broader range of environmental pressures than nearly any
other nonhuman primate group. There are about 19 macaque species, but they tend
to cluster into a few major species groups. Macaques are generalists in their feeding
patterns, preferring fruit but eating a wide variety of foodstuffs, including leaves,
insects, and occasionally vertebrates. They are full quadrupeds and frequently arbo-
real; however, most macaque species also use the ground for foraging and distance
locomotion.

The majority of macaques live in multi-female/multi-male groups that can num-
ber from 10 to more than 100 individuals. There are usually more adult females than
adult males in these groups, and social activity revolves around clusters of related
females (Thierry, 2011). Males tend to leave their natal groups and seek out other
groups to join. Females, on the other hand, are philopatric, and thus surrounded by
their female relatives throughout their lives. Female macaques spend a great deal
of time and energy associating and interacting with their maternal kin. A few adult
males do associate with these matrifocal units, but most males are relatively solitary,
remaining on the outskirts of the groups and occasionally interacting with females
and other males. Subadult males may be seen together in small subgroups that have
varying cohesion. An explanation for these social differences between males and
females can be found in the dispersal and dominance patterns of macaque societies.
Although there is a range of dominance patterns, from very strict linear (“despotic”)
dominance systems to relaxed, “egalitarian” ones, macaque grouping and overall
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social patterns are surprisingly cohesive but are characterized by a wider range of
behavioral variation across individuals (Thierry, 2011).

For female macaques, the main arena of social interactions involves female
maternal kin. Depending on the size of the overall macaque group, there are usually
from two to six matrifocal units within it. The dominant matrifocal units are usu-
ally able to displace the others from prime food sources, sleeping sites, and other
preferred resources. This is partly because the dominant matrifocal units are also the
largest. With more individuals in a cluster, they have a better chance of intimidating
or outcompeting other, smaller clusters of individuals. However, although there is
strength in numbers, individuals are not always dominant on their own. Macaque
females rely heavily on alliances with female relatives to gain access to resources
and win competitions. There are also dominance relationships within matrifocal
groups. Generally, a prime-age female (about 8–12 years old) holds the highest rank
within such clusters, with youngest daughters inheriting their mother’s rank.

Males have linear dominance relationships that can change rapidly. Due to their
dispersal patterns, males cannot rely on kin to assist them in conflicts and need to
form associations with other males and females in order to negotiate dominance dis-
putes. High-ranked males often form coalitions with other males to acquire/defend
social position and gain access to preferred resources. There are many ways for
males to attain a high dominance rank. Some males are extremely aggressive and
use fighting and conflict to move up the dominance hierarchy. Fighting in male
macaques can result in substantial injuries; however, it is not clear how often these
injuries result in deaths. Other males use association with females to form coalitions
to create strong social bonds with other individuals. These males participate in much
grooming and other social interactions with females and young, even including
holding infants. Overall most male ranks are fragile, and males may spend any-
where from a few months to many years at high rank (Bercovitch and Huffman,
1999).

For the macaques then, kin–kin interactions and non-kin intra- and intersexual
coalition formation and competition are the keystone components of their social
networks. Following Flack et al. (2006), we can envision the potential for social
niche construction, as individuals in macaque groups negotiate these social net-
works modifying their boundaries and internal landscapes in the context of changing
demographic and, potentially, ecological variables. For males, the social networks
need to be learned anew when moving between groups, and for females these net-
works are layered with intra and inter-matrifocal group relationships providing the
primary social landscapes. Because nearest neighbors and most frequent interaction
partners for females are often relatives, kin selection has been invoked to explain a
majority of alliance and coalitionary actions by female macaques.

Adult female–adult male coalitions are rarely kin based and thus reflect possible
circumstances for reciprocal altruism to occur. Such intersexual relationships could
also be seen as intersexual cooperation and competition with differential payoffs
to participants dependant on social skill, experience, and context. The proximate
social benefits of macaque intersexual cooperation could be different for males
and females. Females may receive active male assistance in dominance contests
(improving their access to contested resources), while males might be receiving
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social benefits such as increased grooming and social interactions. Both sexes may
receive reproductive benefits and suffer reproductive costs from such alliances.
Manipulation of the social networks can alter the selective landscapes (in terms
of both social and reproductive parameters) changing the pressures and payoffs for
all involved (social niche construction). For adult males, associations with larger or
more dominant matrifocal groups might offer increased mating opportunities and
an overall greater level of social interaction potentially ameliorating social stress
emerging from male–male competition. However, one does see aggregations of
young males who play together and spend large amounts of time in social activ-
ities such as grooming. In these cases reciprocal altruism or mutualism might be
invoked to explain these social and temporally variable associations, but one could
also as easily invoke a simple benefit of access to social partners. In this case, if
costs are moderate or negligible in regards to overall reproductive success, we could
see potentially altruistic acts emerge out of simply a high density of prosocial rela-
tionships amongst young males without any significant impact on fitness. This is
also the case with large matrifocial groups wherein some females might be distantly
related but extremely familiar and frequent social partners to others. In such cases,
we might also expect to see possible altruism on occasion as fitness costs for such
actions would be negligible, but the pattern of prosocial behavior within the whole
group would be high. Obviously, we would not expect to see frequent high-cost
altruistic acts in any of these cases, but one can envision in these macaque social
networks many opportunities for actors to engage in small costs that benefit others
with no social or physical negative repercussions.

The Genus Cebus

The genus Cebus traditionally consists of four species: C. apella, C. albifrons,
C. olivaceus (formerly C. nigrivittatus), and C. capucinus, with the recently dis-
covered C. Kaapori often included as a fifth species (Queiroz, 1992). There are
more than 30 subspecies recognized (Ford and Hobbs, 1996). More recently, some
have argued for three subspecies of C. apella to be listed as distinct species (e.g.,
Groves, 2001; Rylands et al., 2000; and see Jack, 2011 and Fragaszy et al., 2004
for reviews). All of these monkeys can be classified generally as arboreal, diur-
nal, medium-sized primates with robust bodies and semi-prehensile tails. The better
known species are commonly divided into two morphological groups, “tufted” (C.
apella) and “nontufted” (C. albifrons, C. olivaceus, and C. capucinus), based on the
degree of erect hairs on either side of the crown (Hershkovitz, 1949; Napier and
Napier, 1985). The primary differences between the four species are coat color, coat
pattern, and geographical range (Freese and Oppenheimer, 1981). They all are some-
what similar in diet and behavior. Capuchin monkeys are found throughout Central
and South America. C. capucinus ranges from Honduras to the northwestern part of
Ecuador (Rowe, 1996) and is the only Cebus species that occurs in Central America.
The other three species are found primarily in the Orinoco and Amazon River basins
of South America and have varying levels of sympatry. C. apella has the most exten-
sive range of any New World monkey and occurs throughout most of Amazonia, the
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Brazilian coastal forests, and northern Argentina. On the genus level, only Alouatta
has a more extensive range overall among Platyrrhines (Sussman, 2000).

All four capuchin species are moderately sexually dimorphic and live in
large multi-male, multi-female social groups of 4–36 individuals (Freese and
Oppenheimer, 1981; Fedigan and Jack, 2001). Average group sizes differ slightly:
C. capucinus with 16.4 members, C. albifrons with 19.8, C. apella with 18, and
C. olivaceus with 21 (Fragaszy et al., 2004). All species show linear dominance
hierarchies, with an alpha male and alpha female; however, it is often difficult to
determine specific individual rankings lower than beta in wild groups.

Capuchin monkeys are highly adaptable and occupy a wide array of habitat types
(lowland rain forest, cloud forest, tropical dry forest, living in proximity to humans,
etc). They are quite omnivorous, using a range of foods such as insects, fruits, and
vertebrate prey (Chapman and Fedigan, 1990; Panger et al., 2002; Fragaszy et al.,
2004). Capuchins are described as manipulative and extractive foragers: they can
exploit hard-to-obtain and hard-to-process resources including larvae from embed-
ded substrates, hard-shelled fruits and nuts, and fast-moving vertebrate prey such
as squirrels, tree rats, birds, and lizards (Fedigan, 1990; Rose, 1997; Panger et al.,
2002; O’Malley and Fedigan, 2005; MacKinnon, 2006). Consequently, they have
been characterized as eating foods that “fight back”. The documented studies of
tool/object use in Cebus (see Panger, 1998 for definitions, and Panger, 2007 for
review; but see Garber and Brown, 2002) describe how palm nuts are repeatedly
pounded against another surface until opened (Izawa and Mizuno, 1977; Struhsaker
and Leland, 1977; Anderson, 1990; Visalberghi et al., 2007, 2008), how marine oys-
ters are opened by the use of stones and other oysters (Fernandez, 1991; Parker and
Gibson, 1977), and how sticks are used to groom wounds or to contact a potentially
dangerous object (Boinski, 1988; Cooper and Harlow, 1961; Richie and Fragaszy,
1989; Visalberghi, 1990; Westergaard and Fragaszy, 1987). This combination of
manipulative skills and an opportunistic feeding strategy allow the highly adap-
tive Cebus species to exploit different habitats and diets. Juvenile capuchins are
skilled foragers from a young age and exploit many of the same foods as adults
(MacKinnon, 2006). Capuchins forage in a social context, and while there is much
debate about whether capuchins can truly imitate (e.g., Visalberghi and Fragaszy,
1990, 2002; Visalberghi and Limongelli, 1996; Custance et al., 1999; Visalberghi
and Addessi, 2003), young animals do intensely observe the behavior of others
around them. Therefore, varying group compositions and extended periods of juve-
nility might allow differing opportunities for observational learning (Whiten, 1989;
Custance et al., 1999).

Capuchin physical development is slow compared to other New World monkey
species, and the major life history stages occur later when contrasted to similar-
sized primates (Fragaszy, 1990; Robinson and Janson, 1987). For example, an adult
female Cebus capucinus in the wild first gives birth around age seven (Fedigan and
Rose, 1995; Fragaszy et al., 2004; Fedigan, pers. comm. and pers. obs). Males at
age 7–10 years are still considered subadult but are on the threshold of adult status
and are already engaged in sexual mountings with adult females.

Adult capuchins have an unusually large brain for their body size and have
well-developed cerebellum, neocortex, and dorsal thalamus areas (Bauchot, 1982;
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Passingham, 1973). The sensory and motor cortices that control the hand and the
visual cortex are particularly enlarged (Clark, 1960). Such enlargement provides
the skills needed for complex manipulative abilities and the construction of object
relationships (Gibson, 1990). Thus, capuchins may need a longer period of devel-
opment for brain growth and cognitive functioning associated with learning their
foraging and social behavior repertoires. Among primates, capuchins are especially
altricial at birth (Fragaszy et al., 2004). They acquire postural control, prehension
and locomotion later than squirrel monkeys, to which they are most closely related,
and even later than some Old World monkey species (e.g., baboons and macaques)
(Fragaszy, 1990; Bezanson, 2006). Skeletal development is not completed until after
the sixth year of life (Jungers and Fleagle, 1980).

As capuchins’ immatures develop, certain individuals are preferred for play
bouts, foraging partners, grooming partners, and carriers (see Sherrow and
MacKinnon, 2011). The juvenile stage is especially important for developing and
maintaining early formative relationships: play is common, strong bonds among
peers develop, and preferential relationships with certain older animals are formed.
As juveniles grow into adolescents, they will begin the transition to either assuming
an adult role in the natal group, if female, or transferring out, if male. During this
time, they may show an increase in conflict with adult members, rougher and more
boisterous play sessions, and an increase in allomothering by females.

Capuchins are a male-transfer species. Even after an individual leaves its birth
group, occasional encounters may occur between him and members of his former
group. He may leave and return many times or may be followed by a younger juve-
nile to a neighboring group (Jack, 2003). Parallel dispersal occurs in C. capucinus
and lasts through multiple migration events (Jack and Fedigan, 2004a, b). Females
may occasionally transfer, although it is rare by comparison. Intergroup encounters
are common in some areas (e.g., see Jack, 2001 for information on Santa Rosa
National Park, Costa Rica), and there is a high likelihood that not all individu-
als in these groups are strangers to each other. Adult females may have dispersed
offspring and siblings in neighboring groups, males may have mothers and sib-
lings, juveniles may have siblings, and adult males have been documented making
“visits” to a neighboring group for short periods of time. Male reunion displays have
been documented not only among males within a group who are separated for brief
amounts of time (captive data for C. apella: Phillips and Goodchild, 2005; Matheson
et al., 1996; Phillips et al., 1994) but also among males in different groups during
intergroup encounters (Jack, 2007; pers. obs.).

Across the Cebus species, males and females generally show egalitarian relation-
ships and are characterized as affiliative, with little physical aggression occurring
between the sexes. The alpha female usually ranks directly below the alpha male but
can dominate over all other males; in several species female coalitions form and can
displace the alpha male in context-specific circumstances (Fragaszy et al., 2004).
Kinship is an important factor in female–female relationships, although it may not
be as important a factor as in cercopithecines. While the overall characteristics
of female social relationships are generally consistent across groups and species,
male capuchins show extensive variation in their relationships with each other—
ranging from despotic to highly cooperative and affiliative. Such diversity reflects
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behavioral plasticity in these primates and may be based on shifting ecological
(resource abundance/defense) and social (kinship/familiarity) pressures (Janson,
1986).

Mating behavior in Cebus is best known in two of the four main species: C. apella
and C. capucinus and is highlighted by elaborately coordinated complex courtship
displays that can last for hours (Carosi and Visalberghi, 2002; Jack, 2011). Both
conceptive and nonconceptive mating occurs throughout the year, and these behav-
iors appear to have been co-opted in social exchanges of dominance, affiliation, and
perhaps reconciliation (Manson et al., 1997).

As with macaques, interactions based on biological kin, as well as non-kin intra-
and intersexual coalition formation and competition are evident components of
capuchin social systems (Perry, 1996, 1997, 1998). Because males typically transfer
out, social relationships need to be reestablished within their new groups, however
many times they switch groups in their lifetimes. Yet, there is evidence that males
may also exhibit extended networks of relationships among neighboring groups (see
Jack and Fedigan, 2004a, b). Female capuchins who stay in their birth group—and
live upwards of 20–30 years in the wild—have a dense constellation of intragroup
social networks to keep track of and maintain over the course in their lifetimes.
Primates that are highly plastic and variable in their behaviors, and that live in
large, multi-male multi-female social groups, have an intricate web of social rela-
tionships to remember. Each relationship has its own particular history of positive
and negative reinforcements, possible kinship and relatedness factors, and ongoing
dynamics. Thus, a form of social niche construction (see Flack et al., 2006) is likely
in this genus, given their longevity and complex social landscapes with multiple
changing variables.

Capuchins appear to be able to sense fairness in reward/trade situations and value
equitable behavior in cooperative situations over rewards in certain tasks (Brosnan
and de Waal, 2003, 2004a, b; Brosnan et al., 2006). They are also quite intent on
grooming sick/injured individuals of varying rank and are distressed when group
members die (MacKinnon, pers. obs.). Thus, they may be astute at empathizing with
others’ emotional states in varying social contexts—a precondition for altruistic
acts. Cebus and hominoids share many behavioral and morphological convergences.
Given that, do capuchins exhibit any of the core comparison facets (see Table 7.1)
for a basal potential for altruism? Recent work on social conventions/traditions in
the genus suggests they do. Complex coalitionary behavior exists across the Cebus
species, with frequent and sustained behavioral exchanges between individuals. For
example, males and females generally show egalitarian relationships and are charac-
terized as affiliative, with little physical aggression. Dyadic and triadic interactions
occur between and within the sexes; male capuchins in particular show extensive
variation in their relationships with each other, ranging from despotic to highly
cooperative and affiliative. Extensive visual monitoring and communication (pos-
tural, vocal, tactile, visual), grooming, solicited assistance during conflicts, and
long bouts of being in contact and/or proximity with others in the group are just
some of the daily components of capuchin repertoires. The genus also occupies a
broad geographic range, having adaptive success in a diverse array of environments
(tropical dry forest, primary rain forest, and living in close proximity to humans).
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Table 7.1 Core comparison facets for target primate groups in order to examine basal potential
for altruism

Facet

Complex
coalitionary
behavior

Broad
geographic range Behavioral plasticity

Extended period
of socially
mediated
learning

Importance A basal assumption
underlying the
potential for
altruistic behavior
is the occurrence
of frequent and
sustained
behavioral
exchanges
between
individuals

Broad
geographic
distribution of
a primate
group across
diverse eco-
types/habitats
indicates a
level of
adaptive
success
representing
some ability to
ameliorate
diverse
ecological
pressures,
possibly niche
construction

If we are trying to
model the
potential
emergence of
complex and
flexible behavior
patterns, then one
assumes that there
must be a strong
underlying
malleability in the
basal neurological
and physiological
infrastructure for
behavioral action

In order to
acquire the
social skills
and apparent
“theory of
mind”
necessary for
interpreting
others’
complex
actions,
presumed
intentions, and
emotional
states, a
prolonged
period of
learning in a
social context
is required

They exhibit a high level of behavioral plasticity. For example, in an examina-
tion of cross-site differences in foraging behavior in C. capucinus, long-term data
from three Costa Rican field sites (geographically close and ecologically similar)
identified 30% of shared food items that were processed differently (Panger et al.,
2002). Also, in a study that involved a 19,000-hour combined data set (13 social
groups, four study sites in Costa Rica, over a 13-year period), several social tradi-
tions were identified according to outlined criteria. It is hypothesized that capuchins
use these group- or clique-specific social conventions to test the quality of their
social relationships (Perry et al., 2003a).

Finally, the genus Cebus displays an extended period of socially mediated learn-
ing. Evidence suggests that they may need a longer period of development compared
to many primate species for brain growth and cognitive functioning associated
with learning their foraging and social behavior repertoires. Given the above, it
seems plausible that the genus Cebus possesses the fundamental and underlying
socio-cognitive architecture for basal altruism. . .at least potentially. Living in large
complex groups/networks, composed of long-lived, cognitively sophisticated, and
behaviorally plastic individuals capable of modifying their social repertoires and
histories, positions capuchins well within the range of primate trends discussed
here; including the genus Cebus in this context provides a Platyrrhine extension
to considering social cooperation and (potential) altruism as components of niche
construction and social complexity across primates.
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Genus Pan

There are two species of chimpanzee: Pan troglodytes and Pan paniscus, frequently
called the bonobo, found across central Africa (Stumpf, 2011). All members of the
genus Pan are heavily frugivorous (fruit-eating) and their lives are substantially
affected by seasonality and fruit abundance. Both species of chimpanzees live in
multi-female/multi-male communities ranging in size from 20 to more than 150
individuals. All these individuals are rarely, if ever, in the same location at the
same time, however. Chimpanzee communities are characterized by a fission–fusion
social pattern, meaning that individuals spend their time in various subgroups, which
have variable compositions across space and time. Both species are characterized by
female dispersal and male philopatry, although there is some female philopatry in at
least a few eastern chimpanzee populations (Stumpf, 2011).

Subgroups generally consist of mixtures of age and sex classes. Mother–
offspring subgroups are made up of an adult female and her dependent offspring
(usually a youngster under 7 years of age). Multi-female subgroups consist of mul-
tiple adult females and their offspring. Subgroups made up of clusters of related
individuals consist of females and their offspring, some of whom may be adult or
at least independent of the mother. All-male subgroups are made up of multiple
adult and sometimes subadult (teenage) males. Heterosexual subgroups consist of
adult males and females and frequently young individuals. Consort pairs are two
adult individuals (usually one male and one female) who separate themselves from
other individuals in the community and spend a good deal of time mating. Finally,
individual chimpanzees occasionally move around the range of their community by
themselves.

In P. troglodytes, males are, on average, dominant over females; however, both
males and females compete with others of their sex and establish hierarchical ranks
(Stumpf, 2011). Males attain high rank by forming alliances and coalitions with
other males (frequently those of similar ages) and by using spectacular displays and
other intimidation tactics, including serious fighting, to manipulate other members
of their community into ceding access to favored resources. Male competition for
rank can result in serious injuries and occasionally death. Some males attain rank
through extreme aggression and maintain that behavior once they are high rank-
ing. Others appear to rely heavily on coalition partners and mutual grooming and
social bonding to achieve and maintain dominance status. For females, dominance
is associated with substantially improved access to food sources and high infant
survivorship (especially in east African populations). High-ranking females tend to
have a large number of offspring in the group, and occasionally mother–daughter
pairs act together to achieve or maintain high rank. Females do achieve dominance
via aggressive displays and occasionally fighting, but they do not do so as frequently
or intensely as males. In east African P. troglodytes, both males and females who are
high ranking gain access to favored food sources and social partners and therefore
have increased reproductive success. In West African forms, rank does not always
result in increased reproductive success (Boesch et al., 2002; Stumpf, 2011).
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In P. paniscus, dominance contests, dominance relationships, and the overall
tenor of rank are different than in P. troglodytes. In this species, females are gener-
ally dominant to males and put on substantial dominance displays in which they drag
tree braches or other objects behind them (White, 1996; Furuichi, 1997). However,
dominance interactions rarely result in serious fighting. Rather, many of the domi-
nance interactions and other conflicts in this species are resolved via genital–genital
rubbing and other sociosexual behavior (Kano, 1992; Parish, 1996). Male bonobos
also have an intrasexual dominance hierarchy, but they are seldom dominant over
females. A male’s rank is frequently tied to that of his mother. Males do compete
with one another aggressively at times, but compared with P. troglodytes, bonobos
show lower overall rates of aggression (Furuichi and Ihobe, 1994).

Although females disperse in both species, strong bonds between unrelated
females are common in P. paniscus and fairly rare in P. troglodytes (Parish, 1996;
Stanford, 1998; Kano, 1992). This difference may have to do with the differences in
dominance systems and in the way that community members treat recent migrants
in the two species.

Both species of the genus Pan hunt and eat other mammals, but P. troglodytes
does so more frequently than P. paniscus. Hunting appears to coincide with times of
fruit abundance, suggesting that meat may not be merely a nutritional supplement.
Although females hunt in both species, it is an activity performed predominantly
by males in P. troglodytes. Populations of P. troglodytes in western Africa hunt in a
more coordinated manner than those in eastern Africa (Boesch et al., 2006; Stanford,
1998). Hunting success rates seem to be related to the size of the subgroup doing
the hunting, with larger parties being more successful. When kills are made, the
meat is frequently shared among a few individuals, usually the coalition partners
and allies of the successful hunter. Occasionally, if the kill is made by a low-ranking
individual, then a high-ranking male may steal the kill and not share any with the
actual hunter. Interestingly, infanticide (killing of infants) and cannibalism are both
reported for P. troglodytes. There are cases in which adult females and males have
captured, killed, and eaten infants from their own community and from females of
neighboring communities. When an infant is killed and consumed, it is treated very
much like a colobus monkey that has been hunted and captured.

In populations of P. troglodytes in eastern Africa, researchers have reported inci-
dents of intercommunity conflict that resulted in deaths. “Border patrols,” or groups
of males moving along the communities’ geographic boundaries, are reported for
most, but not all, populations of chimpanzees. It has been hypothesized that these
“patrols” are subgroups of males searching for small subgroups or lone individu-
als from neighboring communities. Occasionally, when these subgroups encounter
individuals from another community, they attack as a mob. It is hypothesized that
these attacks are an effort to increase the community’s access to desired resources
and that chimpanzees strategically assess the relative “power” of their neigh-
bors in attempts to increase their ranges (Stumpf, 2011; Wilson and Wrangham,
2003).
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Genus Homo

Homo sapiens are found distributed across nearly all habitable areas on the planet.
The species exhibits a startling high degree of morphological variation while
simultaneously demonstrating relatively little inter-populational genetic variation
(Fuentes, 2006; Long et al., 2009, Relethford, 2009). Humans live in mixed sex
groups ranging from less than 50 individuals to many thousands of individuals
in areas where they have undertaken substantial ecological engineering (villages,
urban zones etc.). Human behavioral, dietary, and social plasticity exceeds all other
living animals. Patterns of intergroup transfer, mating, alliances and coalitions
within and between groups, social hierarchies, politico-economic systems and all
manner of social structures vary in human societies across the globe. Humans
are amongst the slowest developing primates, with extensive social learning core
to a complex ontogenetic sequence involving linguistic and symbolic as well
and more general behavioral instruction. Tool use and manufacture along with
extensive extra-somatic manipulation of the environment is standard for all human
groups with massive niche alteration and construction ongoing throughout our
evolutionary history and more recently and regularly at an accelerated pace across
local, regional, and global levels.

Primate Trends and Human Patterns: Overlap, Differences,
and Evolutionary Implications

The above taxonomic examples highlight important facets of social complexity and
map to our notions of social niche construction and social networks. Specifically,
complex coalitionary behavior, inhabiting a broad geographical range, high levels
of behavioral plasticity, and an extended period of socially mediated learning are all
malleable and can change rapidly from one generation to the next (or stay in stasis).
Being able to accommodate such potential change underscores the adaptive advan-
tage of social networks in terms of functioning as a niche construction mechanism
(see Fuentes et al., 2010).

Humans are primates, yet we display a wide array of significant differences, espe-
cially at the level of social complexity and relative frequency of altruistic behavior
(or at least apparently altruistic behavior). How can we envision the derivation of the
modern human system in line with the phylogenetic connections to other primates?

The earliest human ancestors existed in multi-adult groups with a relatively high
degree of social complexity, patterns of social bonding between individuals within
the group, and a level of inter-individual cooperation and competition at least equal
to that found in ape and monkey societies. Individuals exhibited substantial behav-
ioral flexibility, at least as much as the modern apes, and a repertoire of vocal and
gestural communication, but not language. Rudimentary tool use and manipula-
tion of the environment was present as was sexual dimorphism in size, with males
being larger than females resulting in some differences in behavioral roles between
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males and females. However, specific patterns of dominance relationships between
individuals are not clear. These earliest human ancestors shared with their primate
cousins specific type of “social intelligence” (Dunbar and Shultz, 2007). Humans
stand apart via the vast amount of information that is disseminated socially through
space and time (via spoken/written language characterized by abstraction and sym-
bolism). In the relatively brief period of evolution for the genus Homo, we have been
able to dramatically alter/manipulate myriad environments (affecting our survival on
a populational level via predator avoidance, better food acquisition, cultural com-
plexity, increased infant survivorship, and overall group health) in a short amount of
time (Fuentes et al., 2010). We are also characterized by the most extended period
of infant dependency and development in our order, including a protracted period of
brain maturation. It has been suggested that an extension of the primate social intel-
ligence hypothesis to reflect the fact that humans are “ultra-social” would be useful,
resulting in what some have called the cultural intelligence hypothesis (Herrmann
et al., 2007). So, where all primates have evolved social-cognitive skills for coop-
erating and competing with group/community members, humans have also evolved
skills for establishing distinct cultural groups, with different physical and symbolic
markers (social institutions, artifacts, language, etc). While primates transmit many
behaviors socially (see Whiten et al., 1999; Panger et al., 2002; Perry et al., 2003a, b;
Preutz and Bertolani, 2007, and van Schaik et al., 2003), their species-typical cog-
nition does not require participation in specific cultural interactions in the same
way as it does in humans (Tomasello, 1999). Only humans have a species-specific
set of social-cognitive skills (that emerges early in ontogeny) for participating and
exchanging knowledge in cultural groups (see Herrmann et al., 2007). [However,
as Boesch (2007) points out, most claims of human cognitive uniqueness are based
on comparisons of White middle class Westerner humans (H. sapiens) with captive
chimpanzees (P. troglodytes).] Thus, the extent to which our biological and cultural
traits are intertwined and embedded in our species’ evolutionary history is unique
among primate taxa.

In summary, the potential for altruism—or even just the basal proclivity toward
an altruistic ability—is likely present in many primate lineages and potentially
reflects a gradient of the “cultural mind as niche construction” concept. We have
attempted to highlight here the plasticity and resulting adaptability in each of the
four genera and propose that bonding and cooperation play a significant role in
social niche construction among primates.
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Chapter 8
Collective Action and Male Affiliation in Howler
Monkeys (Alouatta caraya)

Paul A. Garber and Martin K. Kowalewski

Introduction

“Primates differ from many other animal lineages in that they show rather good evidence of
cooperation, especially in long-term relationships” (van Schaik and Kappeler, 2006: 13).

Traditional models of primate socioecology highlight female within-group feed-
ing competition and aggression over limited food resources as a primary driver
of primate social interactions. In this regard, several authors have argued that
within-group feeding competition is a pervasive cost of social group-living and
that individuals should live in groups that are small enough to avoid the costs of
aggression at feeding sites and large enough to benefit from predator detection and
reduced infanticide risk (Janson, 1988; van Schaik, 1989; Isbell, 1991; Sterck et al.,
1997; Chapman and Chapman, 2000; Crockett and Janson, 2000; Kappeler and van
Schaik, 2002). These models (ecological constraints, socioecological, intersexual
selection, infanticide) also focus on aggression among males, both within-group
and between-group over access to reproductive partners, and male sexual coercion
of females as major determinants of female mating patterns (Henzi and Barrett,
2003; Pradhan and van Schaik, 2008; Boyko and Marshall, 2009; Clarke et al.,
2009; Kitchen et al., 2009). Certainly within-group dominance relationships and
social hierarchies offer critical insight into the behavior of individuals residing in
the same group. However, Thierry (2008: 93) has recently argued that the traditional
socioecological model “now impedes the development of new lines of thought and
that the time has come to ask where the Emperor’s clothes are.” Given a series
of recent books and articles on the benefits to individuals of cooperative behavior
(Dugatkin, 2002; Clutton-Brock, 2002; Mitani et al., 2002; Sussman and Chapman,
2004; Sussman et al., 2005; Chapais, 2006; van Schaik and Kappeler, 2006; Kitchen
and Beehner, 2007; Sussman and Garber, 2007, 2011), there is a growing body
of evidence that increased fitness benefits accrue to individual males and females
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that reside in a functioning, cooperative, stable, and affiliative social group. Many
species of primates live in social groups composed of multiple adult males and
females. Although changes in group size and composition commonly occur, sets
of related and unrelated individuals may remain together in a group for periods of
months, years, and in some cases for decades (Sussman and Garber, 2007, 2011).
Group-living requires that individuals form predictable social relationships, explore
a common set of resources, defend a common range, and develop affiliative and
cooperative social bonds. We define cooperation as “joint action [by two or more
individuals] for mutual benefit” (Gilby and Wrangham, 2008).

Animals living in social groups commonly confront what has been described as
the “collective action problem.” The collective action problem represents an eco-
nomic model of social interactions designed to “investigate how the distribution of
benefits within groups motivates individual action” (Nunn, 2000: 192). The model
examines and describes the costs and benefits to individuals of joint or coordinated
action (alliance formation, cooperation, resource, mate, group, or predator defense),
as well as the costs and benefits to those group members who act as “free-riders”
or receive the immediate benefits of successful group action, but by not joining the
action incur none of the costs. For example, many primate species reside in multi-
male–multi-female groups in which some or all resident adult males act collectively
to exclude neighboring or extragroup males from entering the group (Nunn, 2000;
Cooper et al., 2004; Garber, 1988; Kitchen et al., 2004; Kitchen and Beehner, 2007).
It has been argued that under conditions in which the benefits to free-riders are high
(continued access to feeding sites and mating partners), and the costs are low (min-
imal social sanctions or retaliation), a collective action problem may arise resulting
in a breakdown of cooperative behavior as additional individuals adopt a free-rider
strategy (Nunn, 2000; Cooper et al., 2004). However, asymmetrical benefits of social
group-living are common in many primate species (Jack and Fedigan, 2007; van
Noordwijk and van Schaik, 1999; van Schaik, 1989; Noe et al., 1991; Cooper et al.,
2004; Kitchen et al., 2004; Kitchen and Beehner, 2007), and even in the absence of
direct coercion or aggressive retribution targeting free-riders, it is unlikely that indi-
viduals who fail to engage in cooperative behavior gain greater long-term benefits
than individuals who actively participate, especially in cases in which the number
of collective actors increases the success of the action (Kitchen and Beehner, 2007).
Moreover, dominant individuals may benefit from the presence of subordinate group
members who only occasionally engage in collective action, if their presence or their
actions serve to deescalate encounters with neighboring groups or lone intruders
(Kitchen et al., 2004). Finally, models of male collective action argue that kinship,
length of male–male associations, and the degree of within-group reproductive skew
represent critical factors in understanding the nature of male cooperative behavior
(Nunn and Lewis, 2001; Kitchen et al., 2004).

In this chapter, we present data based on a 21-month field investigation of within-
group social tolerance, cooperation, collective action, and mating strategies of male
black and gold howler (Alouatta caraya) monkeys in Argentina. New World mon-
keys differ from Old World monkeys in several important ways including (1) limited
sexual dimorphism in body size (Garber and Estrada, 2009), (2) an adult female to
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adult male sex ratio in established groups that more closely approaches 1:1 (adult
sex ratios in OWM are highly biased toward females (Jack and Fedigan, 2007),
(3) a greater prevalence of bisexual dispersal or female-biased dispersal (Strier,
1994), (4) lower levels of direct male sexual coercion of females (van Schaik et al.,
2004), (5) generally greater levels of within-group male intrasexual tolerance and
affiliation (Garber and Kowalewski, in press), and (6) less frequent takeovers and
eviction of an alpha males by invading extragroup males (Sterck and van Hooff,
2000). We argue that models of primate socioecology based on within-group repro-
ductive and feeding competition derived from studies of Old World primates fail to
adequately explain within-group male affiliation, mating strategies, and collective
action in many taxa of New World primates (Strier, 1994).

Alouatta caraya

Alouatta caraya is a sexually dichromatic species of howler monkey that exploits a
range of forest types including gallery forests, flooded forests, subtropical forests,
seasonal semideciduous fragmented forests, and less seasonal forests on island
ecosystems throughout northern Argentina, southern Brazil, eastern Bolivia, and
Paraguay (Brown and Zunino, 1994; Bravo and Sallenave, 2003; Kowalewski and
Zunino, 2004). Black and gold howlers commonly form multi-male and multi-
female social groups of 8–20 individuals and are characterized by female mating
promiscuity and collective male territory and mate defense (Kowalewski, 2007). In
A. caraya, as in A. palliata (but to a much smaller degree in A. pigra, van Belle et al.,
2009; A. seniculus, Agoramoorthy and Hsu, 2000, and A. guariba, Sousa Fialho and
Setz, 2007), females solicit copulations and mate with multiple resident and neigh-
boring adult males during fertile and non-fertile periods (Wang and Milton, 2003;
Kowalewski, 2007). In A. caraya, resident males appear to be extremely tolerant
of the social and mating activities of other resident males but highly aggressive to
nonresident males that attempt to enter the group or copulate with resident females
(Kowalewski, 2007). As in other howler species, both male and female A. caraya
are reported to disperse from their natal group. The result of bisexual dispersal (Di
Fiore and Campbell, 2007) is that individuals are likely to spend most or part of their
adult lives in social groups with non-relatives (but see Pope, 2000 for evidence of
paired migration and kin bonds in red howlers, Alouatta seniculus). Given the pres-
ence of stable multi-male social groups and a pattern of female mating promiscuity,
we explore how resident adult male black and gold howlers confront the collective
action problem of shared group and mate defense (Nunn, 2000) and examine the
role of between-group factors in strengthening within-group social bonds among
resident adult males. We argue that affiliative behaviors and social bonds that char-
acterize resident adult males are reinforced across a range of social and ecological
contexts, and offer important insights into the individual benefits that adult male’s
receive through their collective actions.
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Methods

Data on the behavior and ecology of two groups of black and gold howlers were
collected over the course of 21 months (December 2003–November 2004) on
Isla Brasilera near the confluence of the Paraná and Paraguay rivers in northern
Argentina (27◦20′S and 58◦40′W). The island represents an area of 292 ha without
permanent human settlement and is covered by continuous flooded forest and tem-
porary lagoons. At least 35 groups of black and gold howler monkeys (A. caraya)
naturally inhabit the island (Pave, pers. comm.). The climate is subtropical with an
average annual temperature of 21.6◦C and an average annual rainfall of 1,200 mm.
A more complete description of the site is provided elsewhere (Kowalewski and
Zunino, 2004, Kowalewski, 2007).

Over 1,465 h of behavioral data were collected on two neighboring groups of
black and gold howler monkeys. Individuals in each group were followed from
sunrise to dusk for 5 days a month. Group X contained nine members including
three to four adult males and three to four adult females (group size changed dur-
ing the study). Group G contained 11–12 individuals including four adult males
and four adult females. All adults in our study groups were marked with anklets
and ear tags to insure accurate identification. We recorded the social interactions
between individuals in our two study groups, as well as their interactions with
three neighboring groups (Group E, Group M, and Group LR) and one solitary
male who had emigrated from Group G in 2002 (Oklander, 2007). The population
density of howlers on Isla Brasilera is 348 ind/km2. This is considerably higher
than the density (104 ind/km2) reported for populations living in nearby anthro-
pogenically altered mainland forests (Kowalewski and Zunino, 2004; Zunino et al.,
2007).

Behavioral Data Collection

Scan sampling data (Altmann, 1974) were collected by dividing each hour into six
10-min periods. Data were collected at 2-min intervals during each 10-min period.
This was accomplished by having three trained researchers recording the behav-
ior, location, diet, activity, and nearest neighbor of all group members. Thus, we
obtained six data points per group member per hour or a total of 35,160 individ-
ual activity records for Group X and 39,555 individual activity records for Group
G. Our goal was to obtain information on all group members throughout the day
and to track the coordinated activities and social interactions of the entire group.
In this way, we are confident that we observed and recorded all social interactions
between individuals of the study group and between residents and individuals from
neighboring groups. All observers were trained together for a period of 15–20 days
prior to data collection in order to maximize accuracy and inter-observer reliability.
This study was part of larger study on social behavior and affiliative relationships in
A. caraya.
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Association Indices

In order to examine evidence of male intrasexual social bonds and alliances, we
calculated two indices of association. The first was based on patterns of spatial
association and nearest neighbor preferences. We assumed that individuals who
were each other’s nearest neighbors and spatially separated by a distance of ≤ 2
m comprised a strong affiliative dyad. The distance of 2 m represents a distance of
approximately 2–3 howler arm lengths. Crockett and Eisenberg (1987) have sug-
gested that spatial association is a strong measure of partner preference in howlers.
Our second measure of affiliation was based on grooming relationships and the
frequency of grooming bouts exchanged by individual males.

Using the scan samples, we calculated a Twice Weight Index of Association
for each pair of individuals in each group (Cairns and Schwager, 1987; Dias and
Rodriguez Luna, 2006). This index of association is expressed as follows:

IAB = #AB/(#A + #B − # AB)

IAB: dyadic association index of two individuals A and B
#AB: Number of scan samples in which A and B appeared together
# A: Number of scan samples in which A was present but B was not
# B: Number of scan samples in which B was present but A was not

The Twice Weight Index reduces the likelihood of overestimating the association
frequencies between dyads because it includes information both on the presence of
two individuals in the same subgroup as well as the absence of one of these indi-
viduals from a subgroup. Following Dias and Rodriguez Luna (2006), the dyadic
association indices were transformed into a relative measurement of association
(Newton-Fisher, 1999) using the following formula:

ZAB = (IAB − I)/s

where,

ZAB: dyadic association strength (deviations from the indices of all dyads are
outweighed by mean association levels across all dyads)

I: mean association index across all dyads
s: standard deviation of the sample

Association indices vary from 0 (never a given conspecific’s nearest neigh-
bor) to 1 (always that conspecific’s nearest neighbor). To test if the individuals
associated more with certain individuals than expected by chance, we used a permu-
tation test based on Monte Carlo procedures included in the software SOCPROG2.3
(http://myweb.dal.ca/hwhitehe/social.htm). The test compares the original associ-
ation indices against a series of results obtained by random permutations of the
original data set. We ran 20,000 permutations. At that number of iterations the
p values were stabilized.

http://myweb.dal.ca/hwhitehe/social.htm
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Grooming Interactions

Using scan samples, we also calculated an index of association based on grooming
for every pair of individuals in each group. Grooming was scored when an individual
(groomer) was cleaning and/or inspecting the fur of another individual (receiver)
using his mouth and/or hands. The index used is similar to the Simple Ratio Index
(Cairns and Schwager, 1987), with frequencies of both grooming bouts given and
grooming bouts received. It was calculated as follows:

IGAB = #AB/(#A + #B)

IGAB: Index of grooming interactions
#AB: Number of grooming interactions with AB
# A: Total number of grooming interactions for individual A
# B: Total number of grooming interactions for individual B

This index varies from 0 (no interactions between a potential dyad) to 1 (all
interactions were between these two individuals). To test if the individuals groomed
certain individuals more frequently than expected by chance, we ran a permutation
analysis using the SOCPROG software as in the previous analysis. We present the
intensity and direction of these interactions using sociograms constructed through
SOCPROG software.

Intergroup Encounters

An intergroup encounter was scored when two groups were within 50 m of each
other and in visual contact. We considered that two encounters with the same group
during the same day represented different encounters if either of the groups was
involved in an encounter with a third group or the two original groups were sepa-
rated by a distance of more than 100 m for more than 3 h between encounters, and
that during this interval, individuals were engaged in normal activities such as feed-
ing or resting. For each encounter, we recorded the identity of the groups involved,
duration, and location.

Mating Behavior

A copulation was scored when we observed a mounting, intromission, and a thrust-
ing sequence (Jones, 1985; Strier, 1997). Serial copulations were scored as a single
copulatory event, if they occurred in rapid sequence or during the same resting
period. Female sexual receptivity was determined by their sexual activity. A female
was considered sexually active on a given day if she was observed copulating.
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We considered her to remain in a sexually active state until a period of greater
than 2 days had elapsed during which she was not observed to copulate. Data
from other studies indicate that black and gold howler females conceive during a
3–4-day ovulatory period (Di Fiore and Campbell, 2007). Across several howler
species, gestation is consistently reported to be between 180 and 194 days (Colillas
and Coppo, 1986; Glander, 1980; Crockett and Sekulic, 1982; Shoemaker, 1979;
Kowalewski and Zunino, 2004—although one study reported a variation of 152–195
days [Calegaro-Marques and Bicca-Marques, 1993]).

We were able to determine the date of birth for each infant born in our study
group within 1–4 days (Kowalewski and Garber, 2010). Assuming an average ges-
tation length of 180 ± 7 days, we counted back to identify the likely period of
conception and pregnancy for all group females. We considered a female to be
potentially fertile and ovulating (PFO), if she was observed copulating during peri-
ods when she was not pregnant or lactating, including the 2-week period during
which she was likely to have conceived (assuming a gestation length of 180 ± 7
days). We considered a female to be non-fertile (NF) during periods in which she
was pregnant or nursing. Female A. caraya do not exhibit a conspicuous genital
swelling during ovulation. However, it is possible to detect a slight vaginal tumes-
cence and color change associated with mating receptivity (Zunino pers. comm.; see
also Alouatta palliata [Jones, 1985]). The term fertile period is used to describe the
period during which a female was judged to be PFO (we did not collect endocrine
profiles of adult females, and acknowledge that in using behavioral measures of
fertility, we are likely to have misclassified some periods during which sexually
active non-pregnant, non-lactating females were not ovulating [NF] as potentially
fertile periods [PFO]). Quantitative data on mating behavior, copulations, and social
interactions were analyzed and compared between PFO and non-PFO periods. We
considered sexual solicitation or female mate choice to have occurred when a female
actively pursued a particular male by grooming, touching, and following him, and by
displaying a characteristic proceptive posture in which the female faced away from
the male exposing her thighs, and then turned her head toward the male (Kowalewski
and Garber, 2010).

Results

Within-Group Male Affiliation

Although male black and gold howlers were highly aggressive to solitary adult
males or males from neighboring groups, they were highly tolerant of other resident
males across a range of social contexts. For example, adult males were each other’s
nearest neighbors (within 0–2 m) during 40% of fruit-feeding bouts, 53% of flower-
feeding bouts, and 56% of leaf-feeding bouts. During resting, which accounted
for 59% of the howler activity budget, males were each other’s nearest neighbor
(0–2 m), 70% of the time. Although grooming is not a common activity in
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A. caraya (accounting for only 4.6% of total activity budget), 12% of adult-
grooming bouts were between resident adult males. Resident male black and gold
howlers also were observed to engage in a behavior termed social embracing.
Social embracing appeared to serve an important function in reaffirming male–male
alliances during intergroup encounters and after bouts of within group male–male
howling. Male–male embracing occurred at a rate of 0.07 embraces per hour.
In total, 79% of male–male embraces occurred in the context of an intergroup
encounter. The central male of each group was involved in social embracing in 77%
of all cases.

In marked contrast to these patterns of affiliation and association, the frequency
of intrasexual agonistic interactions among the four resident adult males in each
study group was extremely low. On average, we observed only one aggressive inter-
action per resident male every 2 months (0.0036 agonistic interactions per hour per
male in Group X and 0.0068 in Group G). This pattern was consistent across both
howler study groups.

We also examined the strength of partner preferences within dyadic associations
among resident males. This was accomplished using measures of grooming fre-
quency and spatial proximity (Fig. 8.1a, b). Although males and females were each
other’s most frequent grooming partners, in Group G, Hermoso and Jose, both of
whom acted as central males during part of our study, groomed each other more
than each groomed any other male (Fig. 8.1a). In Group X, grooming patterns were
less clear. For example Jesus received more grooming from Primo (his preferred
partner) and from Gatti (the central male) than he provided to each of these other
males.

To explore these results more fully, we constructed sociograms based on pat-
terns of social tolerance or the amount of time individual males were scored as each
other’s nearest neighbor. Based on these data, there is evidence of strong individ-
ual partner preferences between resident adult males (Fig. 8.1b). In Group G, Jose
and Hermoso, and Ova and Rocky, respectively, were each other’s preferred social
partner across all behavioral contexts. Ova and Rocky were half-sibs (the sons of
Jose) and had matured in their natal group (Oklander, 2007). (After the death of
their father, Jose in 2005, both Ova and Rocky successfully emigrated into different
neighboring groups; Peker pers. comm.) In Group X, adult males Jesus and Primo
were each other’s preferred social partner. Resident adult males Primo and Jesus
were characterized by strong partner preferences during resting, traveling, and feed-
ing, whereas the central male of this group, Gatti, tended to have two adult females
(Ana and Josefa) as his most frequent partners (Fig. 8.1b). In both social groups, we
found that whereas the central male had an adult male as his nearest neighbor 46%
of the time, subordinate males had other adult males as their nearest neighbor only
34% of the time.

Overall, we found that the mean association indices between howler dyads dif-
fered significantly from random (p < 0.05 for all the six male dyads in Group
G and Group X, respectively), suggesting that dyads of male howlers associated
more frequently than expected based on the number of potential social partners
(for all analyses, the standard deviation of the original data set was greater than
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Fig. 8.1 Sociograms based on (a) grooming relationships and (b) nearest neighbor distances
(December 2003–November 2004). Composition of Group X. Adult males: Gatti, Primo, Jesus;
Subadult male: Tobi, Adult females: Ana, Josefa, Chiqui, Gorda. Composition of Group G. Adult
males: Jose, Hermoso, Ova, Rocky; Adult females: Tamara, Monga, Lola, Orejas; Juvenile males:
Jeremias, ad Dee. The thickness of the lines represent the strength of the relationship

that of the random data set; male data set—Group X: 0.063 vs. 0.026; Group
G: 0.060 vs. 0.017). In addition, we examined evidence for seasonal changes
in patterns of male social interactions and changes in partner preferences across
activities. This was accomplished by calculating association indices for each pair
of adult male residents. We found no differences in frequency of association or
in the strength of association across behavioral contexts (feed, travel, rest) for
male dyads in Groups X or G (Group X: Association Index Kruskal–Wallis test:
H(2, N=18)=0.43, p > 0.05; strength of dyadic association : Kruskal–Wallis test:
H (2, N=18)=3.82, p > 0.05; Group G: Association Index Kruskal–Wallis test: H(2,
N=18)=0.36, p > 0.05; strength of dyadic association : Kruskal–Wallis test: H (2,
N=18)=2.01, p > 0.05) (Fig. 8.2). A comparison of seasonal variation in resident
male–resident male association indices indicates that the amount of time males had
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Fig. 8.2 Variation in association index and the strength of associations of male dyads across
behavioral contexts (resting, feeding, and moving)

other males as their nearest neighbor remained constant across the entire year (Two
groups pooled data: Association Index Kruskal–Wallis test: H(3, N=42)=0.57,
p > 0.05; strength of dyadic association : Kruskal–Wallis test: H (2, N=18)=0.41,
p > 0.05).

Figure 8.3 displays the indices of association for male–male dyads during the
study. In Group X, Primo and Jesus were the dyads with the highest index of asso-
ciation. In Group G, dyads composed of Ova and Rocky and dyads composed
of Hermoso and Jose had the strongest associations. Moreover, during months of
the year in which within-group copulations increased, there was no evidence of
an increase in the frequency or severity of within-group adult male intrasexual
aggression (aggression over females was so low throughout the year that we could
not conduct statistical tests of changes in aggression during the period of female
fertility). Thus, despite seasonal changes in food availability as well as monthly dif-
ferences in female receptivity and fertility, male black and gold howlers maintained
strong and persistent affiliative social relationships.

Within-Group Mating Patterns

Our results indicate that adult male black and gold howlers were highly tolerant of
mating activities between resident males and resident females but highly aggressive
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Indices of
Association for
Group G (top) and
Group X (bottom).
The size of the
bubble is
proportional to the
value of the index
of association
between males in
each possibly
dyad.

Fig. 8.3 Indices of Association for Group G (top) and Group X (bottom) during the entire study
period 2003–2004. The size of the bubbles are proportional to the value of the index of association
between males in each possibly dyad

toward the mating activities of extragroup males. The eight resident females in the
two study groups were observed to copulate with resident males on 149 occasions.
Combining data for both study groups, resident females copulated with 3.5 ± 0.9
resident males during PFO periods that probably resulted in conception and
2.34 ± 1.5 resident males during non-fertile periods (pregnancy and gestation).
Overall central males engaged in the majority of copulations (78%) with resident
females, of which 69% were during potentially fertile periods. The central male
in each group was observed to engage in mate guarding and followed potentially
fertile females closely during a 2–3-day period. However, mate guarding by the
central male did not result in mating exclusivity, and resident females also copulated
with two or three other resident males during potentially fertile periods (59.5% of
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resident subordinate male–resident female copulations occurred during a female’s
potentially fertile period). In approximately 90% (51 of 56) of cases in which the
dominant male directly observed resident males copulating with group females (42
of these cases were during the female’s PFO period), he made no attempt to interfere
with or breakup the copulation.

Male Participation During Intergroup Encounters

Given their relatively small (6 ha) and overlapping home ranges (71% of the range
of each study group overlapped with three neighboring groups), A. caraya are
characterized by frequent intergroup encounters. Our two study groups engaged in
intergroup encounters every 5.7 h of observation (Group X = 1 encounter per 4.7 h
of observation; Group G = 1 encounter per 6.7 h of observation) or approximately
twice per day. On average, resident male invested almost 2 h per day in intergroup
encounters (Group X: 117.1 ± 94.4 min; Group G: 117.8 ± 94.2 min).

In A. caraya, intergroup encounters involved cooperative adult male boarder vig-
ilance (56%), howling (41%), and fighting (3%). During these encounters, resident
males acted collectively to expel intruder neighboring males from the group and
to interfere with mating activities between non-resident males and resident females.
On average 3 ± 0.8 resident males acted collectively during these encounters (Group
G = 3 ± 0.27; Group X = 3 ± 1). In both study groups, the central male was actively
involved in all cases of group defense. In Group G, 100% of intergroup encoun-
ters involved multiple resident males. In Group X, 89% of intergroup encounters
involved coalitions of males. In the remaining 11% of cases (18 of 156), the central
male of this group acted alone. In these 18 cases, we could identify no obvious or
consistent factor(s) (e.g., intruder number, location in home range, response to par-
ticular neighboring group, female reproductive state) that explained the behavior of
subordinate males.

We also examined the context of intergroup encounters. That is, whether these
encounters primarily represent a form of resource defense and occur in the vicinity
of a major feeding site. Our results indicate that Group X fed immediately before or
immediately after in the quadrat in which the encounter took place in only 3.2% of
cases. Group G fed in the same area before or after the encounter in 1.8% of cases.
This suggests that areas of intergroup encounters did not generally coincide with
the location of major feeding sites. In contrast, neighboring groups tended to exhibit
greater overlap in their use of joint areas of their range during periods in which
resident females were fertile. There was a significant positive correlation between
the number of fertile females per group per month and each groups use of overlap
quadrats (female fertility was determined based on counting back 180 days [aver-
age gestation length in Alouatta] from the birth of an infant) (Group X: Spearman
correlation N = 12, r = 0.58, p = 0.04; Group X N = 12, r = 0.59, p = 0.04). These
results indicate a pattern of increased use of overlap quadrats (greater intergroup
spatial proximity) by howlers during which periods females in neighboring groups
were fertile.
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On six occasions, we observed a solitary male or a male from a neighbor-
ing group approach the study group and attempt to mate with a resident female
(Kowalewski et al., 2006). In each case, resident males were highly aggressive
to intruders and acted in a coordinated fashion to expel the foreign male. When
engaged in coalitionary support, resident males chased and aggressively attacked
intruder males. In five out of the six cases, at least three same-sex group mem-
bers jointly attacked the intruder in what appeared to be a coordinated activity.
This behavior may represent one tactic used by resident howler males to aggres-
sively exclude same sex extragroup individuals attempting to mate with resident
females.

Discussion

Kin-biased affiliative behaviors and social bonds are well documented in primates
(Thierry, 2007; Arnold and Aureli, 2007). However, recent studies on several
species of nonhuman primates indicate that affiliative and cooperative behaviors also
are common among unrelated or distantly related group members (Goldberg and
Wrangham, 1997; Hashimoto et al., 1996; Mitani et al., 2002; Faulkes et al., 2003;
Silk, 2005, Chapais, 2006; Sussman and Garber, 2007; Kitchen et al., 2004; Garber
and Kowalewski, in press). For example, in common chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes),
measures of social affiliation among males, such as proximity, coalition formation,
meat sharing, and patrolling behavior occur more frequently among non-relatives of
similar age and rank than among close relatives (Mitani et al., 2002; Lukas et al.,
2005). Difficulties in separating the effects of familiarity, age, cohort, and rank in
influencing social interactions have led some researchers to call into question the
overall importance of kin selection in understanding social cooperation in primates
(Chapais, 2006, Colmenares, 2004). In particular, Chapais (2006) has argued that
social familiarity, partner competency, and partner reliability, irrespective of kin
relatedness, are perhaps the most significant factors affecting the costs, benefits,
and nature of primate social interactions.

Various forms of reciprocity and mutualisms have been proposed to explain
social bonding and cooperative interactions among both kin and non-kin (Trivers,
1971, 2006; de Waal, 2000; de Waal and Brosnan, 2006). Reciprocity occurs when
two or more individuals exchange beneficial services such as tolerance at a feed-
ing site or grooming (de Waal and Brosnan, 2006). Generally, the exchange of
benefits occurs over a relatively short period of time (i.e., days), and the cost to
the initiator of aiding a conspecific is low. This is analogous to Trivers’ (2006)
description of a “Tit-for-Tat strategy” in which each of two partners repeats the
last action of the other. Models of reciprocity do not require that individuals act
as long-term partners, although this sometimes occurs (Kitchen et al., 2004; de
Waal and Brosnan, 2006). Reciprocity does require that the direct benefits gained
by each partner through cooperative and affiliative interactions are relatively equal
over time and that individuals maintain predictable social relationships (Trivers,
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2006). Reciprocity associated with grooming, coalitionary support, and food shar-
ing between related and unrelated individuals has been reported in many primate
species (Muroyama, 1991; Rowell et al., 1991; Barrett et al., 1999; Silk, 1992, Silk
et al., 2004; Widdig et al., 2000; Horrocks and Hunte, 1986; Watts, 2000; Hauser
et al., 2003; de Waal, 2000).

Mutualisms represent another class of affiliative or cooperative behaviors in
which both the initiator and recipient receive a net benefit. These benefits need not
be equal or symmetrical. Unlike reciprocity, however, all participants involved in
mutual actions obtain an immediate and direct benefit. Perhaps the most common
form of mutualism is by-product mutualism (Dugatkin, 1997). By-product mutual-
ism is associated with affiliative, coordinated, and cooperative behaviors involving
low or no additional cost to the participants because each would perform that behav-
ior in the absence of a partner. Partners are expected to benefit from such coordinated
behavior because the collective action of several individuals is more effective than
the lone action of any single individual. These behaviors may include predator vigi-
lance or alarm calls, thermoregulatory behavior, group-, resource-, or mate-defense,
cooperative hunting, and foraging techniques such as prey flushing in which the
collective action of several individuals enhances capture rates. Again, these repre-
sent behaviors that an individual must perform regardless of living alone or living
in a group (Dugatkin, 1997). By-product mutualism may represent the most com-
mon and simplest type of cooperation because neither kinship nor “scorekeeping”
mechanisms are needed for its development (Dugatkin, 1997; Sussman and Garber,
2007, 2011). We argue that concepts of reciprocity, mutualisms, and the benefits of
collective action are central to an understanding of social tolerance and cooperative
behavior among male black and gold howler monkeys (A. caraya).

Our data on A. caraya indicate that resident males are highly tolerant of each
other across a range of contexts including feeding, foraging, resting, and mating.
It is likely that tolerance is achieved over time and through individual experience
during frequent and predictable social interactions. In the case of Alouatta pigra,
for example, Kitchen et al. (2004) found that males who were co-residents in the
same group for over 4 years were more likely to engage in collective action when
exposed to playbacks of howling from one or three adult males compared to resident
males who were characterized by a more short-term association.

Tolerance, spatial proximity, friendships, and trust (e.g., Gilby and Wrangham,
2008) among resident males appear to facilitate joint action. In A. caraya, males
were often each other’s nearest neighbor or preferred associate and engaged in bouts
of intrasexual grooming and embracing. In many cases, bonds among individual
males have persisted over long periods of time. In Group X, Gatti held that posi-
tion of central male for at least 6 years (Kowalewski, 2007). The other males were
residents of this group from 4 to almost 6 years. In Group G, Jose became the cen-
tral male in 2002 (Oklander, 2007). At that time he was at least 7 years old. As a
result of this change in his status, the previous central male transferred to neigh-
boring Group M (he became that group’s central male). In October of 2004, a natal
adult male Hermoso, who was 6–7 years of age and unrelated to Jose (Hermoso was
the son of a male in Group G who died in 2001 – Oklander 2007), began to act as
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a central male. During a 3–4-month period, Jose and Hermoso were codominant.
Thereafter, Hermoso became the group’s lone central male (Fernandez, pers. com).
This change in dominance was not associated with any major social disruption in
the group. Jose died while still a resident in Group G in June 2005. The remaining
two adult males have been residents of Group G for 5 years.

Strong and persistent social bonds and mating opportunities within the group
provide benefits to all resident males of collective action. Group defense by multiple
resident adult males occurred on average twice per day and had a duration of 2 h.
Given that groups were active for 12.2 h per day and resting accounted for 60–65%
of each groups’ daytime activity budget, male black and gold howlers devoted 41–
47% of non-resting hours each day to group defense. Collective action principally
involved relatively low-cost behaviors such as boarder vigilance (56%) and howling
(41%). Only 3% of intergroup encounters ended in fighting. Although the dominant
male of each group was found to engage in all intergroup encounters, 89–100% of
these actions involved coalitions of two or three adult males.

Collective action resulting in enhanced benefits to individuals residing in an
effective, cooperative, and coordinated social unit is an important component of the-
oretical models of primate sociality (Goodnight et al., 1992; Nunn, 2000; Altmann,
1990; Isbell, 1991; Sussman and Garber, 2007, 2011; Garber and Kowalewski, in
press). In the case of many species of atelines (howlers, spider monkeys, muriquis,
and woolly monkey), social interactions between resident males are affiliative and
cooperative, and resident males act collectively via patrolling or intergroup encoun-
ters to exclude neighboring and extragroup males from entering the group (Nunn,
2000; Pereira et al., 2000; Kowalewski et al., 2006; Strier, 2000; Di Fiore and
Campbell, 2007; Di Fiore, 2009). In these same species, females often transfer
between groups and solicit copulations from both resident adult males and extra-
group males during fertile and non-fertile periods. Given female promiscuity and
opportunities for females to mate with extragroup males (in A. caraya 34% of all
copulations were extragroup; Kowalewski and Garber, 2010), the collective action
of resident males may benefit each by increasing the likelihood that offspring are
sired by group males. Thus, between-group factors may act as primary drivers of
within-group male social affiliation and cooperation.

Under conditions in which the costs to females of mating are low, dominant
males face a set of behavioral options. These range from (1) aggressively excluding
all males from the group, (2) tolerating some number of resident males but rigidly
controlling their access to fertile females, to (3) forming mutually beneficial and
reciprocal social bonds and alliances with several resident males (Nunn, 2000). In
this latter case, even if the dominant male contributes disproportionately to the suc-
cess of the alliance, by soliciting the aid of other group males, the dominant male
can benefit by reduced risk of injury, increased probability of successful group/mate
defense, reduced male takeovers, and increased tenure in the group.

In the case of subordinate males, by acting singly, each is likely to have very lim-
ited competitive success against extragroup males (Connor and Whitehead, 2005).
Subordinate males benefit from acting together with the dominant male to take
advantage of their joint competitive ability, displaying traits and abilities that are
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attractive to females and increasing the probability of alliance success. Being a
member of a successful alliance increases individual opportunities to mate with res-
ident females and sire offspring. Moreover, as additional group males participate
in the alliance, the costs and risks of injury to each participant are reduced, espe-
cially if joint displays or vocalizations serve to intimidate single males or males
from smaller alliances (strength in numbers). This type of cooperation has been
described by Nunn (2000) as cooperation designed to promote the “collective good.”
Males that reside in groups with a greater number of males or a set of more strongly
socially bonded and affiliative males have advantages over solitary males, socially
intolerant males, or males living in groups with non-cooperative males, in increas-
ing the likelihood that offspring born in the group are sired by resident males and
survive to maturity. In addition, groups with affiliative and cooperative males may
attract a larger number of adult females if these groups offer females advantages in
increased group stability, access to multiple mates, opportunities for mate choice,
reduced infanticide risk, increased predator detection, increased infant survivorship,
and access to higher quality resources (Kowalewski and Garber, 2010). Based on an
examination of the size and age/sex composition of 29 howler groups representing
five different species, Treves (2001: 61) found that “groups with a greater propor-
tion of adult and subadult males contained more juveniles than expected from the
population average.” Thus, female reproductive success, and ultimately male repro-
ductive success, appears to be positively affected by the presence of several socially
tolerant males residing together in a group.

In some platyrrhine taxa, male philopatry, parallel male migration, or paired male
migration may contribute to the strength of male alliances by maintaining social
relationships and partner preferences over the course of years and in some cases
for decades (Strier, 1994, 2000; Jack and Fedigan, 2007; Garber et al., 1993; Di
Fiore and Campbell, 2007). However, the degree to which kinship alone can explain
many instances of male intrasexual cooperation remains unclear. In woolly mon-
keys, black and gold howler monkeys, and some groups of Ateles, Saguinus, and
Callithrix (Di Fiore, 2009; Faulkes et al., 2003; Kowalewski, 2007), resident males
are less closely related to each other than are resident females. Nevertheless, male–
male social tolerance and alliance formation remain strong. In this regard, many
forms of cooperative behavior among both kin and non-kin may be explained in
terms of the mutual and reciprocal benefits that individuals receive by maintain-
ing coordinated, strong, and predictable social bonds that enhance group cohesion.
In many instances cooperative and affiliative actions represent relatively low-cost
behaviors that offer immediate or near-term benefits to the actors (Dugatkin, 1997,
2002). Once these bonds are formed, they may offer group members ecological
and social advantages in terms of access to food resources and grooming partners,
opportunities for social learning, enhanced mating success (especially if females
are attracted to groups with several males), increased offspring survivorship, and
predator protection. We argue that although individuals may compete for access to
reproductive partners, greater attention needs to be paid to the role of non-aggressive
behavior such as sperm competition, socioendocrinological mechanisms of repro-
ductive suppression, female mate choice, and the advantages to both males and
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females of living in a more effectively functioning social group in evaluating the
costs and benefits to individual males and females of cooperative and collective
behavior (Garber, 1997; Sussman and Garber, 2007, 2011; Manson, 2007).
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Chapter 9
Mechanisms of Cohesion in Black Howler
Monkeys

Mary S.M. Pavelka

All diurnal primates live in social groups but with a great range of variation in
the types of groups they form. Primate societies vary in group size, composition,
dispersal patterns, levels of cohesion, and the extent of overt social interaction or
differentiation of relationships within the group. They also vary in the flexibility
seen in these aspects of social organization. For example, cross-population studies as
well as diachronic studies suggest that black howlers are constrained to live in highly
cohesive groups of no more than 10 individuals, despite considerable variation in
group composition (Pavelka and Chapman, 2006; Van Belle and Estrada, 2006).
Other species, such as Muriquis, reveal considerable flexibility in group size and
cohesion; an increase in population size over a 25-year period produced significantly
larger social groups and a shift from cohesive to flexible fission–fusion grouping
pattern in which members regularly fission and fuse into parties of ever-changing
size and composition (Dias and Strier, 2003).

The focus of this chapter is on cohesion and the question of what holds social
groups together. I also suggest two possible mechanisms of cohesion not previously
considered for primates. It is traditionally assumed that primate groups are held
together by the social relationships among group members. These relationships are
built and maintained by affiliative interactions such as social grooming (Dunbar,
1999; Cooper and Bernstein, 2000; Seyfarth, 1983). In the 1980s Robert Hinde
offered a framework for social groups in which interactions among and between
individuals, over time, developed into relationships among those individuals, and
the web of these relationships essentially formed the social group. This framework
began with the assumption that individuals are different, and their differences shape
their interactions and the relationships they form. In Hinde’s words “a first require-
ment for understanding the causal basis of social behavior is an understanding of
how individuals differ in their propensities to behave and in their behavior with
particular others” (Hinde, 1983:4). He describes a continuous dialectic between the
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natures of individual animals and the interactions and relationships in which they
participate, and the need for us, as researchers, to know how individuals are shaped
by their social experiences. “A second requirement for understanding the causal
basis of social behavior is a set of principles concerned with how interactions affect
subsequent interactions within the same relationship, and, more generally, with the
development of relationships” (Hinde, 1983:5). In Hinde’s model, “each relation-
ship is set in a nexus of other relationships, which mutually affect each other” and
the social group is “constituted by those relationships”. In other words, interactions
among individuals with different natures and life experiences lead, over time, to
relationships (specifically differentiated relationships) which themselves constitute
the fabric of the social group. These social relationships hold the group together;
they are the mechanism of cohesion.

For many well-studied species, Robert Hinde’s framework for the foundation of
social groups seems particularly apt. Japanese monkeys are a classic example of a
female-bonded or resident nepotistic society in which females remain throughout
their lives in their natal groups, and their social relationships are highly differen-
tiated by kinship, dominance, personality, and individual social and reproductive
history (Pavelka, 1993). Social groups are comprised of, and appear to be held
together by, an array of complex interactions and relationships. Large provisioned
groups with artificially enhanced and locally provided food supplies are proba-
bly somewhat inflated in terms of matriline size and social complexity, but even
smaller unprovisioned Japanese monkey groups on Yakushima Island have dis-
tinctly differentiated individuals and relationships (personal observation). This type
of social group, described by many who studied female-bonded cercopithecines, and
characterized by Hinde, was for some time regarded as typical of primates.

It is clear now that there is no “typical” primate (Strier, 1994) and that many
primate species are not female bonded. Some form groups in which females are
not related, and have undifferentiated, egalitarian relationships with weak social
bonds (van Schaik, 1989). However, from the perspective of Hinde’s framework, it
is unclear that how undifferentiated relationships, and weak social bonds, can hold a
group together. If unrelated females in a group interact little, what is the basis of the
relationships? And without strong relationships among group members, what is the
basis of the social group? How are groups comprised of unrelated, undifferentiated
individuals held together?

This question led me to switch, over 10 years ago, from the terrestrial, provi-
sioned, female-bonded old-world Japanese monkeys to wild, arboreal, bisexually
dispersing Central American black howler monkeys in Monkey River, Belize.
Compared to Japanese macaques, black howlers engage in almost no overt social
interactions (within the group). Other than juvenile play (with other juveniles and
with subadult males), they interact very little. They rarely groom or fight or displace
each other and exchange few if any visual or vocal social signals that are detectable
to observers. While they do regularly have intergroup interactions in which they roar
at the neighbors (see more below), it is rare for anything to happen within the group.
There are no apparent dominance hierarchies, since there are few interactions of any
kind. On very rare occasions, such as when a new monkey is trying to join the group,
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some fighting does occur among group members, but these are rare enough to prove
the general rule that they do not usually do much that is social.

But there is the following paradox: while they engage in extremely low levels
of social interaction, and thus have no visible relationships, they live in perhaps
the most cohesive of primate societies. Social groups are consistently small (<10)
with small group spread (rarely greater than 10 m). While resting (and they are
“resting” or inactive for 60–80% of the time), it is not uncommon for the entire
group to be in the same tree. They show very low levels of what are now called
fission–fusion dynamics (Aureli et al., 2008) and do not form subgroups unless
group size increases to beyond 10 individuals, which it rarely does. Considering
them from the Hinde framework and Japanese monkey (and baboon) perspective,
they beg the question – what is holding the group together in the absence of overt
social interactions or social signals? What is the mechanism of group cohesion in the
absence of active affiliation or coalitionary support? How do they manage extremely
high within group cohesion with extremely low levels of social interaction?

I suggest the following two possible alternative mechanisms for social cohesion
in species such as black howlers in which intragroup social interaction and oppor-
tunities for reciprocity and altruism are rare: behavioral synchrony and intergroup
encounters. I also present data supporting a climate-related constraint on group size.

In addition to the small group size and spread, black howlers are highly syn-
chronous in their behavior and highly coordinated in their activity. Our data show
that in over 85% of scan samples, all group members are engaged in the same activ-
ity (inactive, forage, travel, social). The group almost gives the impression of being
an organism in itself. Members sit tight in their sleeping tree until 9 am. Then the
whole group defecates, one after another, and the whole group moves off to find
food. They travel and forage together, within 10 m of one another, until they all
settle, often in the same tree, for several hours of inactivity. Two individuals doing
something social, such as playing, is the source of the non-synchronous scans.

Activity synchrony has not been considered as a possible mechanism of social
cohesion in primates; however, studies of other mammals (e.g., Muskoxen; Cote
et al., 1997; sheep, Michelena et al., 2006; Rook and Penning, 1991; and Ibex,
Ruckstuhl and Neuhaus, 2001) suggest that activity synchrony, the tendency for
all group members to engage in the same activity at the same time, may function to
maintain cohesion. Reproductive synchrony, the widespread tendency for individ-
uals to carry out some stage of their reproductive cycle simultaneously with other
members of the population, has long been viewed as a possible antipredator strategy
(Darling, 1938; Ims, 1990). Activity synchrony might function to increase cohe-
sion and reduce predation (Ruckstuhl and Neuhaus, 2001). Synchronizing activities
with other group members may be an adaptation to maintain contact with the group
(Jarman, 1974) and decrease predation risk by dilution and detection effects (Dehn,
1990). Activity synchrony helps to keep members of the group in close proxim-
ity since it prevents individuals being left behind when the others become active
(Dunbar and Dunbar, 1980). However, individuals of dissimilar body size to the
other group members might not be able to follow their optimal activity budget if
they are synchronized with other group members (Ruckstuhl, 1998, 1999). This
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may explain in part why males and females in sexually dimorphic social ungulates
segregate into single sex groups outside the breeding season (Main et al., 1996).
Within these groups, individual activity budgets are similar and synchrony of activ-
ities is generally high (Conradt, 1998; Ruckstuhl, 1998, 1999; Conradt and Roper,
2000).

In terms of cohesion, black howlers may be contrasted with the highly dispersed
fission–fusion societies of chimpanzees and spider monkeys, in which community
members form subgroups of changing size and composition in response to food
availability and predation risk. Black howlers and spider monkeys represent the
ends of a continuum, with the highly cohesive howlers at one end and the highly
dispersed spiders at the other, with much variation in between. Recognition of flex-
ibility in intragroup cohesion over time (e.g., Muriquis above) and of variation in
grouping patterns in other primate species (e.g., Hamadryas baboons range by day
in stable cohesive one-male units that fuse into “super-troops” at night) is lead-
ing to a rethinking of the dichotomous treatment of cohesive versus fluid groups
and to increased interest in the range of fission–fusion dynamics (FFD) that may
exist within and between species and the conditions that produce them. In a recent
paper in Current Anthropology, Filipo Aureli et al. (2008) have suggested that social
systems characterized by fluid (high FFD) versus cohesive (low FFD) grouping pat-
terns may be qualitatively different in their socioecology, social interactions, and
cognitive abilities. Different levels of cohesion, or fission–fusion dynamics, may
play an important role in determining the kinds of inter-individual behaviors seen in
different groups.

Do high or low cohesion levels favor the evolution of complex social signals
and intragroup dynamics, including, for example, the evolution of altruism or reci-
procity? On the one hand, high fission–fusion dynamics would presumably require
complex social skills as group members are constantly negotiating and renegotiat-
ing (sub)group entrance and membership. Individuals have to be able to keep track
of a large number of group members and relationships without the benefit of regu-
lar contact. On the other hand, where fission–fusion dynamics are high, individuals
may not need to develop such high levels of social skill and complexity since they
can use subgroup formation to get away from one another. Fission–fusion dynam-
ics are seen first and foremost as a means to avoid direct competition for food and
would likewise make it possible to avoid many kinds of social interactions. Animals
in captivity often display patterns, such as reconciliation, that are absent in their
wild conspecifics. In this vein, tightly cohesive groups such as black howlers might
be expected to show fairly complex intragroup dynamics and social signaling. But
they do not.

To address the question of what kinds of grouping require what kind of interac-
tions and signals, Aureli et al. (2008) have envisioned a social landscape with two
axes (degree of cohesiveness and degree of differentiation of social relationships)
and four quadrants. From the examples given in each of the quadrants, it seems
that the most socially and cognitively complex primates fall into the category of
least cohesive (high FFD) with highly differentiated relationships (quadrant IV).
Chimpanzees, spider monkeys, and humans fit this description and thus fall into this
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Fig. 9.1 Model of social landscapes related to amount of cohesion (from Aureli et al. 2008)

quadrant. Humans, for example, have highly differentiated social relationships and
social signals, yet are highly dispersed in terms of spatial cohesion. Whether in tra-
ditional foraging or modern societies, group members split up and spread out during
the daytime, although they may regroup regularly at night when the risk of predation
is highest. Primates characterized by high cohesion (lower FFD) and highly differ-
entiated relationships also exist (quadrant III). Many of the classic female-bonded or
resident nepotistic species, such as macaques, baboons, and cebus monkeys, fall into
this category. But what of the situation described in this chapter for black howlers:
high cohesion combined with undifferentiated relationships and few social signals?
In the social landscape of Aureli et al., this category exists but no primate examples
are given. The only example in the most cohesive and least differentiated quadrant
is schooling fish. Are black howler monkeys the primate equivalent of schooling
fish? High levels of synchrony maintain cohesion and act as a predator avoidance
strategy in schooling fish. If there are many biological and behavioral mechanisms
that humans and nonhumans primates use to reinforce social and cooperative behav-
ior, then behavioral and activity synchrony could be such a mechanism, operating in
the absence of strong bonds, differentiated relationships, and complex social signals
within the group.

There is also no real evidence of predation on the black howler monkey
groups at Monkey River. The monkeys exhibit very low levels of vigilance and
despite the presence of jaguars in the area, seem completely undisturbed by and
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even uninterested in researchers moving around on the forest floor beneath them.
Furthermore, disappearances of individuals in these very stable social groups are
rare. The apparent absence of predation combined with the very low levels of social
interactions and relationships begs the question as to why the monkeys do not wan-
der off to forage on their own. What is holding them together? The absence of
within-group feeding competition may reduce the costs of living in a group but in
itself does not explain what holds them together. Here one may need to look to
the deep at neurophysiological adaptations for sociality that are the subject of other
chapters in this volume. It may be as “simple” as the monkeys feeling anxious when
alone and thus preferring the company of known others (Louise Barrett, personal
communication).

Another of the multiple mechanisms for sociality may be, as social and cultural
anthropologists have long known, a common foe. The low levels of intragroup inter-
action of any kind in black howlers contrast with the quite high levels of intergroup
interaction. On an almost daily basis, group members engage in howling bouts with
adjacent groups. These can be quite dramatic and they are certainly loud. Primarily
adult males, but often adult females as well, will lunge and roar at the neighbors,
who are doing the same to them. Many researchers have attempted to identify
the cause or function of intergroup encounters, all basically assuming that these
interactions relate first and foremost to between group feeding and reproductive
competition. Results are mixed and many hypotheses exist to explain what might
be the motivation for individuals to engage in such energetically costly behavior,
which also brings the risk of injury. Observations of intergroup encounters in the
black howlers of Monkey River are particularly puzzling in that they do not appear
to result in any clear winners or losers. These dramatic encounters are generally
followed by both groups settling down to a period of peaceful inactivity, often in
adjacent trees. This may last for several hours after which one or both groups moves
off without incident. They occur in areas of home range overlap, which are quite
large, and thus within the normal home range of both groups. Notably, the members
of each group gather in a small area with small group spread. In other words, the
encounter appears to function to increase bonding and cohesion within each group
and to have few if any consequences in terms of territory holding, access to food
supplies, or changes in group membership. In this regard, apparently agonistic inter-
group encounters in the highly cohesive yet highly undifferentiated black howlers
may have more in common with sporting events than with warfare in humans.

Why do black howlers have such undifferentiated social relationships? Possibly
because they are folivores, with leaves comprising 60% of their annual diet.
Socioecological models of primate social groups (Wrangham, 1980; van Schaik,
1989; Sterck et al., 1997) have predicted that folivores should be characterized by
female dispersal and subsequent undifferentiated relationships between and among
the unrelated adults in the group, such as we see in the bisexually dispersing and
egalitarian black howlers. The evenly distributed food supply also permits the spa-
tial cohesion that we see, there being no reason for the animals to spread out to
find food. Even during periods of high frugivory in our study groups, small group
size means that all members can feed together in a patch. So the consistently small
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groups make it much easier to be spatially cohesive. But the small group size is
hard to explain, since we have found no evidence of feeding competition even in the
largest of our study groups (Knopff and Pavelka, 2006). The small group size makes
it possible for them to remain tightly cohesive, but what enforces the small group
size if not feeding competition?

The consistently small yet unexplained group size in Alouatta pigra, compared
with its geographic neighbor and close relative Alouatta palliata (that live in groups
of up to 40 individuals), was one of the main factors leading to its designation as
a separate species (Smith, 1970). A. palliata is found throughout Central America
while A. pigra has a very limited distribution on the eastern side of the Yucatan
peninsula in Belize, Mexico, and Guatemala. It is not clear why there are two such
closely related species living side by side in such a small geographic area.

In October of 2001, 3 years after we began the black howler study in southeast-
ern Belize, the study site was devastated by Hurricane Iris. The population was

Before Hurricane Iris After Hurricane Iris

Fig. 9.2 Study site before and after Hurricane Iris

immediately reduced by 40% and continued to decline for 3 years before stabilizing
(Pavelka et al., 2003; Pavelka et al., 2007; Pavelka and Behie, 2008). Prior to the
storm, eight stable social groups (53 monkeys) lived in adjacent overlapping home
ranges within a 52-ha study area. The storm devastated the forest and the monkey
population. The period of 12 weeks after the storm is best described as a period of
social chaos with solitary monkeys and small unstable groups wandering throughout
and in and out of the area. All food sources and known arboreal pathways were gone
and many individuals were gone. After 12 weeks, social groups began to coalesce.
We do not know to what extent these groups were new or contained fragments of
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the pre-hurricane groups. Interestingly, while social groups had reestablished them-
selves after 12 weeks, these groups did not settle into stable home ranges for almost
a year.

The effect of the storm on social behavior was harder to document, since for sev-
eral months we were unable to enter the forest. All trails had been destroyed and
deadfall, including many large fallen trees, and made access impossible. Procuring
local assistance to open new trails proved difficult since the local human population
was dealing with their own homelessness and lack of power or water. Our obser-
vations for the first 3–4 months were limited to what we could see from the river
and the road that border the site, and did not permit scrutiny of intragroup dynam-
ics, although we did observe a severe fight between two adult males that led to the
death of one. For the remainder of that next year, we did have good focal animal
data and these show no significant change in the amount of time spent in social
contact. The primary change was a significant increase in the time spent inactive
(Behie and Pavelka, 2005) which may have been due to the changes in the food sup-
ply (Pavelka and Behie, 2005), which led to complete folivory where the monkeys
had previously consumed almost 40% fruit annually. Furthermore, the low popula-
tion density and unstable home ranges lead to less contact between social groups, if
frequency of howling bouts is taken as an indication of these. Certainly the forest
became a comparatively quiet place compared to before the storm. It may be that
without stable home ranges, intergroup encounters were more risky, with outcomes
less predictable. The newly formed groups may have opted to avoid each other in
the forest for that first year before home ranges stabilized.

In addition to the dramatic reduction in population and group density, another
effect of Hurricane Iris was a significant reduction in the size of the already small
groups (from a modal group size of eight before the storm to a maximum group
size of five for several years after). In 1999, Pat Wright suggested that there might
be a connection between cyclones in the north of Madagascar and the consistently
small group sizes found in lemur species in this area (Wright, 1999). This led us to
ask the following question: is group size and species distribution in A. pigra related
to the weather patterns in their range? We conducted a preliminary investigation of
hurricane tracks in and around Central America over the past 150 years (NOAA,
2007), which shows a concentration of hurricanes crossing onto land in precisely
the range of A. pigra (see maps below). In fact, since 1858, 315 Atlantic hurricanes
and tropical storms have crossed into coastal regions populated by A. pigra (825 km
of coastline), where only 120 have crossed in the range of A. palliata (1360 km of
coastline), producing a hurricane to coastline ratio of 0.382 for A. pigra and only
0.088 for A. palliata.

These data raise the intriguing possibility that natural disasters play a role in
determining, or constraining, group size and perhaps even in explaining speciation.
We do not know of a mechanism by which storm frequency in an area might con-
strain group size; however, if group size is constrained by such an external factor,
high levels of cohesion might be permitted even in a folivore and in the absence of
social interactions among group members. In the case of black howlers, the small
groups permit high levels of cohesion, with all group members able to feed together
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Fig. 9.3 Distribution of A. palliata and A. pigra

Fig. 9.4 Hurricane tracks in and around Central America over the past 150 years
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Fig. 9.5 Hurricane tracks in relationship to the ranges of A. palliata and A. pigra

in a patch, and the absence of feeding competition within the group favors undif-
ferentiated relationships. To the question of what holds such a group together under
conditions of low levels of social interaction and indifferent “relationships”, activ-
ity synchrony and intergroup encounters are suggested alternate mechanisms of
cohesion, working in concert with the evolved neurophysiological adaptations for
sociality which are the subject of much of this volume.
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Chapter 10
Social Plasticity and Demographic Variation
in Primates

Karen B. Strier

Introduction

A basic assumption in contemporary models of primate behavioral ecology is that
the social patterns we observe in wild subjects are adaptations, or the products of
past evolutionary selection pressures. Yet, both ecological and demographic condi-
tions can change during the course of an individual’s life span, resulting in selection
pressures that fluctuate on shorter time scales than the generations over which evo-
lutionary processes occur. The varying fitness consequences of particular social
patterns under different conditions can result in behavioral polymorphisms within
populations and in high levels of intraspecific behavioral variation between popula-
tions (Strier, 2003, 2009). Social behavior is especially sensitive to local conditions,
which reflect the demographic histories of groups and populations (Sussman, 1977;
Strier, 1997a; Struhsaker, 2000, 2008; Henzi and Barrett, 2003; Sapolsky and Share,
2004) in addition to the phylogenetic histories of species. If evolution has favored
“expedience,” or “the ability to select whatever tactic is necessary to solve an imme-
diate problem, regardless of the possible long-term consequences of such action,”
as Barrett and Henzi (2005, p. 1868) have suggested, then a great deal of primate
social behavior may not be adaptive in a genetically determined, evolutionary sense.

Traditional approaches to investigating the relationships between social vari-
ables, such as levels of competition and cooperation, and ecological and demo-
graphic variables, have focused on interspecific comparisons (e.g., Sterck et al.,
1997; Nunn and Barton, 2001). These approaches have been effective in identi-
fying behavior patterns that segregate with phylogeny, such as the concentration
of female kin networks and matrilocality among the cercopithecines (Di Fiore and
Rendall, 1994; Strier, 1994). However, because the comparative method compresses
intraspecific variation into species-specific norms, it fails to take into account
the contributions of group and population histories in shaping variation in social
patterns among populations of the same species or within populations over time
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(Strier, 1997a). Longitudinal studies can provide data for evaluating predictions
about the ways in which primates adjust their behavior in response to changing
ecological and demographic conditions and therefore contribute to more dynamic
models that are sensitive to the fluctuating selection pressures under which primate
sociality has evolved (Strier, 2009).

In this chapter, I have used data on the demographic changes that have occurred
over a long-term field study of wild northern muriquis (Brachyteles hypoxanthus)
to explore some predictions about the ways in which their social dynamics might
be expected to change over time. Our long-term research on northern muriquis at
the Reserva Particular Pâtrimonio Natural-Feliciano Miguel Abdala (previously the
Estação Biológica de Caratinga) in Minas Gerais, Brazil, has revealed that they live
in an unusually egalitarian society in which males are philopatric and the majority of
females disperse from their natal groups prior to the onset of puberty (Strier, 1990;
Strier et al., 2006). Rates of aggression among and between males and females are
low compared to many, but not all, other primates (Sussman et al., 2005), and there is
no evidence of agonistically based dominant relationships among or between males
and females within groups (Strier, 1992). Females avoid direct competition with one
another over access to food by avoiding close proximity while feeding (Strier, 1990),
and there is no overt competition among males for sexual access to females (Strier,
1992). Females routinely mate with multiple partners (Strier, 1997b; Possamai et al.,
2007), and male access to females can best be described as scramble competition
(Strier et al., 2002). Indeed, the high proportion of time that males spend in close
spatial proximity to one another suggests that social monitoring plays an important
role in mating success of male.

The peaceful characteristics of the muriqui’s society have persisted, despite more
than a fivefold increase in the size of the study group and a corresponding increase
in the size of the population over the past 28 years (updated from Strier et al., 2006).
Nonetheless, demographic pressures have stimulated other behavioral changes in
this group. For example, we have previously documented a shift from cohesive
grouping patterns to fluid associations (Dias and Strier, 2003), similar to the fission–
fusion associations that reduce direct feeding competition in other primate and
non-primate societies (Aureli et al., 2008). More recently, we documented a 20-fold
increase in the muriquis’ use of terrestrial substrates, consistent with the expansion
of their vertical niche in response to increased population density and habitat satura-
tion (Tabacow et al., 2009a). Yet, despite these clear indications of their behavioral
plasticity and sensitivity to changing demographic conditions, the social dynamics
among group members have remained remarkably constant (Strier et al., 2000).

Ongoing evidence of group and population growth and a shift from female- to
male-biased infant sex ratios over the past 10 years are predicted to pose new social
challenges when members of these recent birth cohorts mature and enter the breed-
ing population (Strier et al., 2006; Strier & Mendes, In press). The 294 individuals
in the study population (as of February 2010) are distributed among four mixed-
sex groups, all of which are confined to a forest fragment less than 1,000 ha in
size. Although recent sightings of dispersing females from the study population are
consistent with the increase in population density in the forest (Tabacow et al.,
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2009b), the study site’s isolation precludes the recruitment of individuals from
other populations. Consequently, the increasing number of individuals and the
increasingly male-biased breeding sex ratio are occurring in the context of a closed
population, similar to those of other primates whose habitats have undergone exten-
sive fragmentation. These conditions provide a unique opportunity to evaluate
how the northern muriqui’s social dynamics, intergroup dispersal patterns, and life
histories respond to demographic changes.

Historical Background

Systematic observations were initiated in June 1982 on one of the two original
muriqui groups at the study site (Matão group), yielding individual-based behav-
ioral and life history data since July 1983. The Matão group has grown from 22 to
105 individuals, and the study population has increased from an estimated number
of 40–45 individuals (Valle et al., 1984) to the 294 individuals that comprise the
population as of February 2010. The other group present in 1982 (Jaó group) has
fissioned on two occasions, resulting in the establishment of the M2 group in 1987
and of the Nadir group in 2002 (Strier et al., 1993, 2006). Systematic observations
were initiated on these groups in 2002, yielding individual life history data on the
entire population since 2003. Currently (February 2010), these groups range in size
from 46 (M2 group) to 63 (Jaó group) and to 70 (Nadir group) individuals.

Muriquis are not territorial but, indicative of group integrity, they do engage
in agonistic intergroup encounters in areas where their home ranges overlap. The
Matão group shifted its home range to the south when the M2 group was estab-
lished (Strier et al., 1993; Dias and Strier, 2003), and there is extensive home-range
overlap among all of the groups except the Matão and Jáo groups, whose home
ranges overlap with the other groups but not with one another’s (Boubli et al.,
2005).

The growth of the population reflects its recovery from past disturbances and
the prohibitions against hunting that have been enforced since the mid 1940s, when
the ranch in which the forest is situated was established (Strier and Boubli, 2006).
Nonetheless, there are reasons to suspect that the population may be approaching
the carrying capacity of the forest. In addition to the high degree of home-range
overlap and the vertical niche expansion that we have documented in the Matão
group (Tabacow et al., 2009a) there has been a measurable decline in the density of
sympatric brown howler monkeys, which consume many of the same food species as
muriquis (Almeida-Silva et al., 2005). Although the muriqui population is still grow-
ing, habitat saturation and the increasingly male-biased infant sex ratios (which may
be a response to habitat saturation) suggest that the population may have reached or
is approaching the forest’s carrying capacity, and that its growth rate will be slower
in the future than it has been in the past.

The Matão group has been the target of numerous behavioral, ecological, and
reproductive studies since the onset of the project, with studies on the other groups
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beginning once their members were habituated (Strier and Boubli, 2006). Data on
adult male and female spatial relationships and social interactions were collected
during systematic observations of the Matão group over different years (males:
1996–1997; females: 1998–1999) and under different demographic conditions, and
include a combination of the same individuals, all natal males and three natal
females that matured in the group, and immigrant females. These behavioral data
provide a basis for generating predictions about the effects of projected demographic
changes on male and female social dynamics. In addition to their exceptionally low
rates of agonistic interactions, northern muriquis do not groom one another (Strier,
1992), and rates of affiliative interactions are low compared to those of many other
primates (Sussman et al., 2005). However, their spatial associations, particularly
during resting bouts, are indicative of their high levels of social tolerance and social
preferences (Strier, 1997c; Strier et al., 2002). Males are classified as adults from the
date on which they achieve their first complete copulation, defined as a copulation
that terminates with ejaculation (Possamai et al., 2005). Females are classified as
adults when they begin to copulate, which is coincidental with the onset of ovarian
cycling in this species (Strier and Ziegler, 2000).

Sex Differences in Social Patterns

Kinship: Male and female northern muriquis exhibit sex-biased social patterns that
can be attributed, at least in part, to the effects of male philopatry and female dis-
persal. Co-residence among philopatric males permits males to maintain lifelong
associations with one another and with their mothers, whereas females leave both
their parents and male kin behind when they disperse from their natal groups prior
to the onset of puberty. Females may transfer into the same groups with mem-
bers of their age cohorts, who may be paternally related sisters, or into groups that
older, familiar, maternally related sisters previously joined, but access to the more
extended kinship networks that are available to philopatric males is severed when
females disperse (Strier, 2004, 2008).

Despite the availability of familiar maternal kin, nepotism does not appear to play
a detectable role in the structuring of the muriqui’s social dynamics. Maternally
related brothers do not maintain closer spatial associations with one another or
engage in more frequent affiliative embraces than expected by chance (Strier et al.,
2002). There is also no evidence that mothers bias their associations in favor of their
juvenile or adult sons over other males in the same age classes, or that the variation
in the strength of associations between mothers and their juvenile daughters affects
their daughters’ subsequent dispersal decisions (Tolentino et al., 2008). Three of
some 34 females that have survived to dispersal age to date (Strier & Mendes, In
press) have remained and reproduced in their natal Matão group (Fig. 10.1), but only
one of the three mother-adult daughter dyads associated more often than expected
by chance (Tolentino et al., 2008). Intriguingly, this mother was also the only one to
engage in grandmaternal care when her daughter’s first son was born, but that may
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Fig. 10.1 A rare
mother–adult daughter
embrace. BS (back) embraces
her adult daughter (BR), who
is carrying her infant and
BS’s granddaughter. BR is
one of only three females that
have remained and
reproduced in their natal
group to date. Photo by C.P.
Nogueira

have been because she was not caring for an infant of her own like the other female
with maternal grandoffspring in the group (Assunção et al., 2007).

Despite the lack of strong kin bonds, the indirect evidence of close inbreed-
ing avoidance suggests that northern muriquis may recognize familiar, maternally
related kin. Copulations between mothers and sons, and between maternally related
males and the females that have remained in their natal group, have been extremely
rare compared to copulations involving non-maternally related individuals of similar
age classes, who would be similarly familiar with one another as maternal relatives
who avoid one another as mates (Strier, 1997b; Possamai et al., 2007). In addi-
tion, females have dispersed non-randomly into groups that are unlikely to include
related males (Strier et al., 2006). For example, females born in the Jaó and Nadir
groups have dispersed exclusively into the M2 and Matão groups, and with one
recent (November 2008) exception, Matão females have dispersed exclusively into
the Jaó and Nadir groups, thereby avoiding the M2 group, where a cohort of Jaó
males that previously made incursions into the Matão group and copulated with
Matão females now resides (Strier, 1997b; Strier et al., 2006). However, factors
other than maternal kinship and the histories and relationships among the groups
could affect female mate choices and dispersal decisions, respectively, and inter-
pretations about inbreeding avoidance, especially without knowledge of paternal
relatedness, should be treated cautiously.

Social and Spatial Dynamics: During the 1996–1997 study period, the 13 adult
males in the Matão group spent more than 60% of their time within a 5-meter radius
of at least one other adult male (Strier, et al., 2002). By contrast, during the 1998–
1999 study period, the 19 adult females in the group spent only about 50% of their
time in proximity to one another (Nogueira and Strier, Unpublished). Dyadic asso-
ciation indices (calculated as NAB/ (NA + NB + NAB), where NAB = the frequency
at which individuals A and B were seen together and NAand NB = the frequencies
at which individuals A and B were observed in proximity to other individuals in
their age/sex class without the other [Martin and Bateson, 1986]) were significantly
higher for male dyads (0.15 + 0.10, median = 0.13, range = 0.05–0.59, N=78;
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Strier, et al., 2002) than for female dyads (0.05 + 0.03, median = 0.05, range =
0–0.13, N = 171; z = 10.19, p < 0.0001; Fig. 10.2).

Dyadic embrace indices, calculated similarly to the association indices, also dif-
fered significantly between the sexes, with higher embrace indices among female
dyads (0.05 + 0.01, median = 0.0, range = 0–0.50) than among male dyads
(0.04 + 0.02, median = 0.03, range = 0–0.11; z = 4.98, p < 0.0001). However,
only 27% of the 171 possible female dyads engaged in embraces, 100% of which
were dyadic (n = 61). By contrast, 86% of the 78 possible male dyads engaged in
embraces, and 59% of male embraces were polyadic (n = 39).

Comparisons of association and dyadic embrace indices for individual female
and male dyads illustrate distinct, sex-specific patterns in their social dynamics
(Fig. 10.3). In general, female dyads associated relatively rarely, and females inter-
acted with fewer partners more intensively than males, who not only associated with
one another at higher rates but also distributed their interactions more evenly among
a higher proportion of the same-sexed partners available to them. Thus, females can
be described as interacting with only a few “best friends,” whereas males can be
described as interacting within extensive social networks.

The one exceptional female dyad involved a female (EL) who had immigrated
into the Matão group in 1995 and gave birth to her first infant in June 1998, and
another (MO) who was present as a nulliparous female in 1982 and gave birth to her
sixth infant in July 1998. While it is tempting to infer that EL and MO interacted so
often with one another because of their similar status as nursing mothers, neither of
the other two females that also gave birth in June 1998 interacted disproportionately
more often with one another or with EL or MO during this study period. The one
exceptional male dyad involved the two most popular males in the Matão group, one
(CL) being an older male whose popularity was a result of the high rates at which
other males approached him, and the other being a younger male (RB) whose pop-
ularity was a result of the exceptional initiative he took in approaching other males
(Strier et al., 2002). Interestingly, there are indications that at least some associa-
tions correspond with the ages of male and female dyads, and with the reproductive
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conditions of female dyads. However, younger males are generally more responsible
for initiating proximity with older males, suggesting that proximity and the access
it provides to interacting with other males in their extended social networks is an
important element in the social maturation and integration of males (Strier et al.,
2002).

Effects of Demographic Changes on Social Patterns

Increases in the Number of Social Partners: Considering the sex differences in
northern muriqui social patterns, demographic pressures can be predicted to affect
males and females in different ways. For example, an increase in the number of
possible social partners should impact female social dynamics less than those of
males, whose associations and interactions are based on extended, integrated net-
works. Consequently, while the number of female social partners might be expected
to increase proportionately with an increase in the number of females in their groups,
the number of male social partners should increase exponentially (Fig. 10.4).

Ecological or cognitive constraints might preclude the maintenance of male
social networks if the number of males in a group exceeds some maximum thresh-
old. Forest structure and canopy size may limit the number of males that can
maintain close spatial associations, while the time and energy required to moni-
tor a greater number of male group members may become prohibitive if doing so
interferes with the time and energy required to meet their basic subsistence needs.
Time constraints may play a particularly important role in limiting group size in
other primates in which social networks are important (Dunbar et al., 2009).
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Fig. 10.4 Predicted effects of increases in the number of social partners for male (upper solid
line) and female (lower dashed line) northern muriquis. Redrawn from Goldsmith and Zimmerman
(2001, Fig. 11.14)

Changes in Breeding Sex Ratios: Increases in the number of males would not nec-
essarily lead to the disruption of male social networks per se. Instead, male networks
might be predicted to cluster along the strength of their dyadic affiliations, becoming
more clique-like within the larger context of the group and ultimately be susceptible
to fissioning along these lines. Although we do not know whether males or females
were responsible for the two prior fissioning events of the Jaó group, in both cases,
cohorts of 6 and 14 males from the parent group maintained transient associations
until ultimately joining the newly established M2 and Nadir groups, respectively
(Strier et al., 2006). During the second group fissioning event, one cohort of Jaó
males remained in the Jaó group with a subset of females, another cohort of Jaó
males joined the subset of females that founded the Nadir group from the outset,
and a third cohort of Jaó males associated in an all-male unit that alternated between
associating with the Nadir group and ranging on its own. Although we lack data on
the social dynamics of members of the Jaó group prior to its fissions, it is clear
that both male and female relationships were sufficiently differentiated to diverge
when the group fissioned. Indeed, when efforts to habituate and identify individuals
in the Jaó group were initiated, experienced observers could recognize two distinct
subgroups based on the consistency of their associations at the time. When the Jaó
group clearly fissioned later that year, it did so along these predictable, previously
identified lines (Boubli et al., 2005).

Increases in the number of male muriquis should not affect levels of male–male
competition for access to mates unless they are accompanied by a decrease in the
relative number of females. Although the adult sex ratio in the Matão group has
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remained fairly stable to date, the recent shift from female- to male-biased infant sex
ratios in the population since 2000 implies that levels of competition will increase
when the members of these male-biased birth cohorts have matured. The mortality
costs of female dispersal, which are estimated to be up to 33% (Strier, In press), will
further exaggerate the effects of male-biased birth sex ratios on adult sex ratios in
the future.

Increasingly limited access to females can be expected to stimulate behavioral
responses by males, but an increase in overt competition is only one of the pos-
sible options. For example, rates of agonistic interactions could increase among
males, resulting in a shift from the tolerant, egalitarian relationships that have per-
sisted to date, to more antagonistic, hierarchical relationships. Other philopatric
male primates (e.g., spider monkeys and chimpanzees) compete for rank with one
another despite their cooperation in inter-community encounters (Aureli et al.,
2006; Langergraber et al., 2007). However, in contrast to these species, northern
muriquis lack the sexually dimorphic canines (Lemos de Sá et al., 1993) associated
with sexual selection pressures on canine size for male aggression or aggressive
displays (Plavcan, 1999). Whether intraspecific, inter-population variation in demo-
graphic conditions could lead to corresponding population differences in levels of
canine dimorphism is not so implausible considering that intraspecific variation
in other morphological traits has been documented in other primates (e.g., body
mass in howler monkeys [Glander, 2006]; testicular size in baboons [Jolly and
Phillips-Conroy, 2006]).

An alternative response to increased levels of male–male competition associ-
ated with male-biased breeding sex ratios would be a shift from male philopatry to
male dispersal. Secondary dispersal into groups with more favorable breeding sex
ratios and reproductive opportunities is common among male primates (e.g., ring-
tailed lemurs [Sussman, 1992]; Hanuman langurs [Moore, 1992]; howler monkeys
[Glander, 1992]), and one case of dispersal has been reported in male bonobos,
despite their typical pattern of male philopatry (Hohmann, 2001).

Whether the benefits of male muriqui dispersal would outweigh the costs would
depend on the extent of the variation in breeding sex ratios in other groups in the
population relative to the breeding sex ratio in their natal groups. It would also
depend on the risks of being targeted for aggression by philopatric male networks in
the groups they seek to join. Indeed, at least some of these risks might be avoided if,
instead of dispersing from their natal groups, males opportunistically or deliberately
can gain extra-group mating opportunities with other females in the population. The
episodic incursions of a cohort of Jaó males into the Matão group from 1987 to
2001 were usually met with agonistic challenges by Matão males, but copulations
between Matão females and extra-group males still accounted for 13% of the more
than 500 copulations observed during a 60-month period from July 1990 to June
1995 (Strier, 1997b). Although Matão males have never been observed to associate
or copulate with females in any of the other groups, the precedent for the behavior
in this population has been set.

A third possible response to increased competition would be either an
acceleration or a delay in the age of male sexual maturation. Males in the Matão
group have reached sexual maturity and entered the breeding population between
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5.21 and 8.36 years of age (mean + sd = 6.75 + 0.83, median = 6.62 years, N = 21;
Strier, In press). One of the two males that reached sexual maturity in 2007 was
among the youngest of these males (5.21 years), while the other male was older
(7.35 years) than the median age of male maturity in this group to date. Accelerated
maturation is associated with life history strategies in which adult survivorship is
low, whereas delayed maturation is generally associated with high adult survivorship
(Charnov and Berrigan, 1993). Declines in adult male survivorship could be caused
by increased competition over food as well as mates, as the population continues
to grow and the habitat becomes increasingly saturated, with similar advantages on
earlier maturation.

However, it is more likely that the effects of competition over access to food or
mates would result in delayed maturation before it could impact adult survivorship.
Passive exclusion from adult male social networks, or the inability of young males
to attract or gain cooperation from females, could also result in maturational delays.
During conception months, male age was positively and significantly correlated with
the proportion of copulations that terminated with ejaculation and negatively corre-
lated with copulation-to-ejaculation durations (Possamai et al., 2005). In addition to
age-related differences in male experience and in the rapidity of male physiological
responses, female preferences for older males might also play a role in shaping male
mating opportunities and hence the age at which male northern muriquis enter the
breeding population.

Currying female favor might be a fourth response to males faced with increased
levels of competition for access to mates due to unfavorable sex ratios in their
groups. Behaviors associated with gaining female favors in other male primates
include the care and protection of infants that may or not be their own (Smsuts,
1985; Paul, 1999). Past interactions between adult males and infants in our study
group were characterized by the indifference that males displayed on rare occasions
in which infants approached them (Guimarães and Strier, 2001). However, in recent
months, a number of different adult males have not only been observed to initiate
affiliative interactions with various infants, but in some cases, also have carried the
infants while the infants’ mothers were resting or feeding nearby (Kaizer et al., In
press).

None of the males were maternally related to the infants with whom they inter-
acted, raising the intriguing possibility that their recent interest in infants may be
a form of mating effort that has not been observed in this species before. Whether
males that attend to infants now will be preferred by the infants’ mothers as future
mates’ remains to be seen when the mothers resume cycling and copulate again
in upcoming years. Nonetheless, the high energetic cost of infant carrying, which
appears to be as expensive as lactation in this species (Guedes et al., 2008), suggests
that male contributions to infant care might be a sufficiently valued currency among
females to bias their mate choices in favor of male caretakers. Although it is difficult
to envision that current rates of male infant carrying are sufficient to increase infant
survivorship or reduce maternal energetic costs enough to shorten their parturition-
to-cycling delays (Strier, 1996), monitoring the variation in infant survivorship and
parturition-to-cycling intervals among infants that are carried and those that are not
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will provide further insights into the possible ways in which new behavioral patterns
among males can affect other components of the muriquis’ life histories.

Phenotypic Plasticity and its Significance for Social Evolution

Whether new behavioral patterns can be definitively attributed to demographic
pressures, or might be introduced through equally influential initiatives unrelated
to demography, remains to be evaluated. Nonetheless, by proposing some of the
alternative behavioral responses that muriquis might be expected to make as demo-
graphic conditions in their groups and population change, I have attempted to move
considerations of primate social behavior beyond commonly held assumptions about
its inherent adaptiveness. There is no a priori reason to assume that the muriquis’—
or any other primates’—responses to changing local conditions are necessarily
adaptive. To the contrary, the opportunism of phenotypic plasticity is as likely to
result in selectively neutral or even deleterious social patterns as it is in adaptive
ones. The assumption that adaptive responses will become fixed through selection
processes ignores the potential for them to become established as learned, non-
genetic local traditions. Particularly in long-lived, slow-reproducing species such
as primates, the social transmission of behavioral patterns may be a faster and more
efficient process, as well as one that can respond more effectively to fluctuations in
local demographic conditions.

Frequency dependent selection on learned behavior patterns may be a better
paradigm for understanding the range of social responses that primates make to
fluctuating demographic conditions. Local conditions can favor cooperation or com-
petition at different times in an individual’s life span. The ability to move between
cooperative and competitive modes, and social plasticity in general, may be the
underlying adaptation of primate social evolution.
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In everyday life, we clearly discern acts of altruism. There are goodness and
kindness in the world. Individuals partner with each other and make sacrifices for
others. They engage in charity and in the giving of gifts, resources, and knowledge.
Parents care for their offspring. Friends or strangers lend helping hands. Families
and communities take shape around cooperation and care-giving. There is probably
as much love as there is animus in the human condition. But altruism is a tricky sub-
ject. Here is the 64,000-dollar question (or, given the scale of global philanthropy
a la the Gates Foundation, the 64 billion). Is the giver, in giving, or the partner, in
cooperating, not acting in a way that, while seeming to sacrifice, maximizes that
individual’s fitness, status, prestige, or security? Is what appears on the surface to
benefit others or the common good indeed selfish?

Scholars attempt to understand the meaning of these acts, the influence of biology
and the environment on human behavior, and the function and purpose of altruism
in the organization and evolution of the species. At the heart of this quest to under-
stand what seems so apparently communal and sacrificial is an aporia, literally an
impasse. The undergraduate student who participates in community service projects
is also padding his/her resume and maximizing life chances. The corporation that
massively funds philanthropy in the areas of cancer awareness and research also
realizes a significant tax deduction and acquires symbolic capital through its public
relations. The parents who shower kindness on their children are ensuring that their
genes are promoted. Altruism is an aporia because the question of true motive is
indeterminate.

Lately it seems that the shoe has been dropping on the side of skepticism.
Research in fields such as economics and evolutionary psychology attempts to
explain all of human experience in terms of reproductive fitness and individual com-
petition. Even for cases that seem to confound a desire to pass along genes, there are
“just so” explanations. The gay man is a good uncle. The nun’s oath of chastity is a
strategy to ensure that scarce family resources go to her siblings or to communities
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in which her genetic materials reside. Adopting a child emboldens the emotional and
psychological well-being of the childless couple who are now better equipped to be
better relatives and members of a genetic pool. All individuals are out for number
one. Cooperative and associative behavior are reduced to being the means of indi-
vidual fitness rather than an essential part of what defines the human species, so
that competition ultimately drives altruistic behavior. “Slap one hypothesis down,”
R. Brian Ferguson writes in Chapter 10, “another pops up. True believers see confir-
mation of our evolved violent nature everywhere they turn, and they have forcefully
presented this bleak view to the public and policy makers.”

Trying to account for the fact that altruistic and solidaristic behaviors occur in
every human society “always leads to some variation of the same, rather silly, circu-
lar arguments,” an economic anthropologist notes. He illustrates the point with the
following fictional dialog:

Q: If people only act to maximize their gains in some way or another, then how do you
explain people who give things away for nothing?
A: They are trying to maximize their social standing, or honor, or prestige that accrues to
them by doing so.
Q: Then what about people who give anonymous gifts?
A: Well, they’re trying to maximize the sense of self-worth, or the good feeling they get
from doing it. (Graeber, 2001:8)

The search for hidden motives, something beneath the surface of human behavior,
has a deep intellectual history in Western philosophy and science. There have been
various well-known challenges to this kind of skepticism, such as the Cartesian cer-
tainty principle, Kant’s critique of pure reason, British empiricism, phenomenology,
and American pragmatism. But according to the French philosopher Paul Ricoeur
(1970), a distinctively skeptical approach, what he calls the “hermeneutics of sus-
picion,” defined the work of many of the major modern intellectuals. For Friedrich
Nietzsche cruelty and the will to power lie beneath appearances. When the judge,
magistrate, or landlord shows benevolence, like forgiving a debt, he is instilling
thankfulness and obedience, a more efficient form of power than physical force
(Foucault, 1977). For Karl Marx it was the profit motive. The factory owner pro-
vides the workforce with “free” coffee and cigarettes at break time, increasing
productivity while also inducing loyalties and massaging potential conflict (Mintz,
1986).

The particular brand of scepticism that most defines contemporary thinking
about evolution and how altruism fits into the picture is liberal political econ-
omy. Theories of the market that arose in the mercantile period have become the
dominant paradigm for thinking about all of human behavior. Research on human
evolution now looks quite similar to research done in microeconomics, and there
is exceptional synergy in fields like evolutionary psychology, where the underlying
assumptions about rational choice, decision making, and sociality come from classi-
cal and neoclassical economics. Adam Smith’s notion of the invisible hand serves as
a blueprint. In The Wealth of Nations (2000 [1776]), he famously observed that “it
is not from the benevolence of the butcher, the brewer, or the baker that we expect
our dinner but from their regard to their own self-interest. We address ourselves,
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not to their humanity but to their self-love.” Through such narrative sketches, Smith
shows how competition between actors free to pursue their own self-interests can
create efficiencies that benefit everyone. In his take on utilitarianism, it is not coop-
eration but competition that benefits the whole. “Every individual generally neither
intends to promote the public interest nor knows how much he is promoting it,”
Smith wrote, “he intends only his own gain, and he is in this led by an invisible
hand to promote an end which was no part of his intention.”

Marx might agree with the cynical reading of altruism. But he also wrote passion-
ately and sensitively about the diversity of pre-capitalist societies. Contrary to the
assumptions of liberalism, he did not understand self-interest to be the most founda-
tional aspect of human nature. Nor did he equate self-interest with the greediness of
maximizing economic behavior. Marx understood greed as a dangerous moral value
promoted and excused within a particular set of historical and social conditions and
then naturalized in the philosophies and doctrines of the academy. What liberalism
saw as natural, Marx argued, was in fact one concrete way of behaving in the world,
and with Max Weber and Emile Durkheim he was interested in enriching rather than
narrowing the epistemology of human nature and nurture.

Perhaps the most famous statement in social theory on altruism and one of the
most significant challenges to the liberal perspective comes from Marcel Mauss. His
book The Gift (1990 [1954]) argued that there is no such thing as a gift. Any act of
giving is part of a context of reciprocity in which some kind of return, whether mate-
rial or symbolic, is expected and delivered. A primary function of social institutions
is to continuously promote and maintain social solidarity through gift exchange.
Acts that are essential to the survival of individuals and social groups, such as the
provisioning of resources and the maintenance of ecological balance, are accom-
plished through the dynamics of reciprocity. The argument is not that people are
not self-interested. Mauss relished in the fact that social relationships are inter-
ested and motivated, and that the ecological and economical functions of exchange
masquerade behind such notions as uninterested gifts and unmotivated generos-
ity. Yet, he wrote against the reduction of gift exchange to any one impulse or
to individual motivation. Reducing altruism to a biological function, for instance,
misses the holistic social context in which altruistic behavior takes place and has
consequences. Solidarity is not the result of accumulated individual maximizing
decisions. Rather, the very ability of individuals to flourish depends on social and
environmental influences and nourishment from communities. This is a very differ-
ent portrait of human nature than what the methodological individualism of classical
liberal thought provides.

Whether or not something called altruism exists as part of human nature may
not be the best jumping-off point for debates about the function of cooperative,
sacrificial, or generous behaviors. It is not a question of whether an act is wholly
selfish or selfless, profane or sacred. “I do not think,” Walter Goldschmidt writes
in his chapter, “the word altruism fits into the scientific paradigm, and I believe it
should be replaced with the recognition of the dynamic role of love in social life.”
In other words, the question of altruism is really a question that involves appre-
hending and understanding a whole range of prosocial behaviors and their impact
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on the immediate lives of those involved as well as the longer range trajectory of
the species. An evolutionary perspective that takes prosocial behavior as natural is
better equipped to explain why people engage in particular kinds of altruistic acts
than one that relies on assumptions about individual fitness.

The first chapter in this part, by Bruce Knauft, begins with an argument regarding
the immense diversity of the use of lethal violence among humans, while also noting
that a distinctive pattern has developed over the past several centuries. In general,
current rates of human killing are higher in the most economically undeveloped
countries and lower in the most developed countries. “The ostensible peace dividend
of economic late modernity,” he writes, “has been complemented if not intensified
by the redirection, export, facilitation, and failure to forestall slaughter and human
wastage in poor countries, including by structural means and the exploits of the
international political economy, from which rich countries benefit.” The staggering
statistics and historical geography of combat and violence that he provides contest
the promise of perpetual peace that Kant envisioned in the Enlightenment.

Knauft then looks at the specific case of the Gebusi, a small-scale society in
Papua New Guinea. A group that once had some of the highest levels of homicide
in the ethnographic record, with killing closely linked to a culture of sorcery accu-
sation and compounded by high levels of predation from neighboring groups, now
has a very low homicide rate. Knauft explains the shift by examining the group’s
peaceful cultural revival in which long-standing customs and practices have been
reinvigorated and sorcery has become increasingly defunct. The shift occurred with-
out effective pressure exerted on Gebusi from government officials, development
workers, or missionaries. “As Gebusi linger on the margins of the global political
economy, their ‘undeveloped’ state does not please them,” he writes. “But they have
taken initiative on their own terms to craft what has been for several decades now a
positive way of turning marginality into their own meaningful and peaceful cultural
development.”

Douglas P. Fry’s chapter also emphasizes a need to contextualize patterns of
violence in terms of historical, social, and ecological processes. He draws on his
extensive work with present-day nomadic foragers to show how these groups, which
are often taken as stand-ins for human ancestors and used to supplement archaeolog-
ical and primatological research on human evolution, exhibit a set of social patterns
that defy the “Man the Warrior” stereotype that has been built up in much science
and in the popular culture. These social patterns include an emphasis on sharing and
cooperation, high levels of egalitarianism, including gender egalitarianism, minimal
material property accumulation, minimal private ownership of resources, loosely
defined territorial ranges, lots of reciprocal exchange among individuals as well as
within and between groups, a devaluation of physical aggression, lack of warrior
values, and the exertion of social control via cultural forms more often than through
violence. Fry argues that the flexibility and sheer diversity of these human groups
belie any single characterization, and that aggression, when it does manifest, is usu-
ally more personal, as in the case of spousal jealousy, than societal or organized.
“The actual ethnographic evidence does not support the portrayal of nomadic for-
agers as warlike,” he writes. “Such a view is a myth. It is out of touch with the facts.”
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Ferguson’s chapter likewise confronts myths found in the science of human
nature. He looks at violent behavior among chimpanzees and asks whether there
is in our common evolutionary heritage a predisposition to organized violence.
Challenging the dominant work in this area, the view of chimps as “natural born
killers,” Ferguson argues that primates have evolved a most flexible nature. The
presence of violence and warfare in primate populations does not for Ferguson indi-
cate the evolution of a violent brain, but rather a mix of impulses that includes
cooperation and prosociality and which, given particular ecological circumstances
such as food shortage, leads to cooperative efforts to engage in severe fighting.
The violence that is taken to be natural by many primatologists is thus linked by
Ferguson to the human impact on the contemporary environments of chimpanzees
and the processes through which chimpanzees and other animals are socialized
in those environments. The same analytical misstep he diagnoses has occurred in
cultural anthropology where colonial and other external impacts were ignored in
portraits of timeless cultures (Clifford and Marcus, 1986). The idea that violence
arises in response to increased resource competition and other disruptions is very
different than the idea that it is the normal expression of evolved propensities.
“Primatology should avoid that mistake,” Ferguson writes. “The way to understand
behavior is to examine responses to changing circumstances.” Working carefully
through evidence from primatology, archaeology, and field ethnography, Ferguson
offers a powerful challenge to the notion that humans and our closest primate rel-
atives are inclined to war and that the economy of reproductive success underpins
a common aggressive nature.

The chapters in this part attempt to reframe our understanding of human nature at
the same time as they raise questions about the ethics of the fields in which human
evolution is studied. The authors insist that other motivations besides economic self-
interest must be considered part of human nature, and human nature itself must
be understood as dynamic and entwined with the developmental contexts of the
social world. We should not forget that Adam Smith argued that just as important as
self-interest is the human passion of sympathy, what he called “fellow-feeling.” In
speaking of the dynamism of human behavior as a phenomenon which confounds
the binaries of nature and nurture, sacred and profane, the chapters also point to the
political and ethical dangers of scientific research which fails to reflect on its use of
narration and its capacities for reification.

In the final chapter of the section, Goldschmidt writes of the need to arrive
at an account of human nature for the “third millennium.” This involves a more
rounded appreciation of the role of cooperative social behavior. He provides consid-
erable evidence for the evolution of affection and creativity from the hominid fossil
record and the analysis of human language and cognition. The capacity for positive
affect to be transmuted through culture, and for natural survival impulses to be ori-
ented around generous, socially directed behavior, is an essential part of an adaptive
society. His effort to expand and temper the scientific view of human nature con-
verges with, among other intellectual currents, the rise of behavioral approaches in
economics. Behavioral economics is redefining the meaning of rationality by show-
ing that human psychology is not always adept at or geared toward maximizing
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individual economy. Some of the more interesting findings from the subfield include
the diverse meanings of utility across societies, the ways that individual attachments
to communities and identities promote social behaviors that would not be predicted
by neoclassical economics, and the fact that various kinds of cooperative behavior
exist alongside competitive impulses in business and markets. We also learn that
social and organizational environments significantly impact levels of cooperation
(Akerlof and Kranton, 2000; Akerlof and Shiller, 2010; Ensminger, 2002).

Goldschmidt’s approach also involves a critical, reflexive attitude about the mes-
sages and values that science communicates. His argument reflects the increased
awareness in fields such as cultural anthropology, the history and sociology of sci-
ence, and social theory about what Ian Hacking (1995) calls the “looping effect.”
The language used in science affects the empirical world and therefore the outcomes
of future research in human populations. “It is about how a causal understanding
can change character,” writes Hacking, arguing that audiences are influenced by
scientific reporting on human nature, such that science “can change the kind of peo-
ple that they are” (351). Meanwhile, the dominant ideologies of the wider culture
influence the theories that scientists develop, which are nonetheless purported to be
unbiased, timeless, and natural. Much of evolutionary psychology reflects the model
of human behavior that is espoused in neoliberal economics, which emphasizes
the contraction and marketization of state functions in order to unleash individual
entrepreneurship and competition in the private sector. In large measure, one scholar
comments (McKinnon, 2006), evolutionary psychology is the intellectual arm of the
global trade regime, espousing theories of “neoliberal genes” that underwrite harsh
policy measures.

Goldschmidt expands on this critique to show that theories about human evo-
lution, in neglecting to take full account of prosociality, can become self-fulfilling
prophecies and have a negative impact on the quality of life and capacities for cre-
ativity, adaption, and nurturance in contemporary societies. He counters with the
argument that because the nervous system of mammals is not completely devel-
oped at birth, acts of caring are in fact vital to human life, encouraging adaptive
biological, psychological, and social development. Goldschmidt’s phrasing is exact-
ing: “a social act is essential for the members of the species to have the physical
capability for psychosocial competence.”

All of the chapters in this section reiterate the key argument of this volume that
cooperative behavior is a powerful disposition in human evolution and behavior,
while also showing how the science of human nature has warped our understanding
to the point of naturalizing harsh social policies and economic systems. The chap-
ters collectively reiterate the point that while human behavior involves interesting,
motivating, and maximizing strategies, this is not simple or mechanical, but rather a
result of particular ecologies of circumstance in which nature and nurture are insep-
arable. There are powerful social and cultural influences that shape and channel
human biology so that we can perhaps speak of biology itself as being local, con-
tingent, and flexible. And local worlds can oftentimes be dangerous so that violence
arises not in spite of cooperation and cohesion but as a result of these forms of
sociality (Kleinman, 1998).
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Knauft shows that a diminishing reality and perception of external political threat
can be linked to reduced levels of aggression and violence in one society. Likewise,
Ferguson and Fry encourage an understanding of human and primate violence that
takes account of the relevant social and ecological contexts, the impact of exter-
nal forces, and the changing dynamics of subsistence, security, and vulnerability in
populations. Knauft connects this anthropological perspective to a critique of the
neoliberal order.

In the broader current context of macro-political economy and the direct and indirect export
or structural facilitation of high rates of violence in underdeveloped countries and world
areas, a similar point may be made. To the extent that world area powers and the interests
of the international community fuel the sense and the reality of external political threat
within and between underdeveloped countries, the rate of lethal violence tends to increase.
Polarizations, exploitations, and vested interests to maintain rather than reduce conflict
intensify.

Returning to the earlier discussion of classical liberalism, it seems necessary to
reintegrate something like Smith’s “fellow-feeling” into political economy and evo-
lutionary history rather than banishing sympathy from our understanding of who
we are and where we are going. The imperative to nurture, Goldschmidt writes, “is
inextricable to mammalian nature, but it must be developed, through social contact,
in each individual.” These chapters resonate with the work done on violence and
suffering in cultural and medical anthropology in recent decades. Anthropologists
have shown how violent behavior gets transmuted from generation to generation,
not through the simple mechanism of a rigidly violent “culture” (as in Oscar Lewis’s
old idea of the culture of poverty or in Napoleon Chagnon’s [apologies to Lewis]
sociobiological theory of culture) but rather through complex social and cultural
dynamics, such as the spread of bitterness and trauma throughout social groups, the
normalization of violence in a local moral order, and the trickle-down and trickle-out
impacts of macro forces of political economy, extractive industry, and environmen-
tal change (Kleinman et al., 1999). In many cases it is not that an imperative to
nurture is lacking but that the exact form that nurture takes can involve neglect
or the incitement of brutal and violent behavior (Scheper-Hughes, 1993). To view
urban gang violence or ethnic conflict as evidence of inborn aggression—as some
primatologists do, the chapters here critically note—tells us nothing about the com-
plexly woven circumstances that induce people to kill or do harm to other people and
leaves us with no traction in terms of changing those conditions. On the contrary,
it shovels tacitly racial stereotypes; forsakes the chance to scientifically understand
how environmental conditions shape biological conditions, human psychology, and
social behavior; and encourages bourgeois readers of popular science magazines to
take social distance from depraved and difficult life circumstances through the faux
experience of epistemological proximity.

If Goldschmidt is right that “mutuality is as important as antagonism for species
survival,” then these chapters should lead us to think with urgency about the global-
ization of values like greed and competition and all of the discursive work, scientific
and otherwise, that goes into making these values seem fixed. There is a great deal
of consent around the idea that we are individuals always and only looking out
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for number one. The Nobel-winning economist Gary Becker (1976) argued that
spousal contracts arise out of individual calculations of value made with an eye
toward utility and fitness maximization. We know from our intimate relationships
that they are not the simple outcomes of market exchange, and yet this jaded theory
has directly influenced our largest and most powerful economic systems. In helping
us to better understand the depth and scale of altruism in our genealogy, these chap-
ters should also encourage us to behave in more humane ways. They invite us to
think about how social systems might be differently organized precisely because we
are not irredeemably combative and competitive. They push us to consider how we
might treat each other with respect and dignity, how we might behave altruistically
while eschewing ulterior motives, because, as the late French moral philosopher
Emmanuel Levinas (1998) might say, we live not only with others but also for them.
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Chapter 12
Violence Reduction Among the Gebusi of Papua
New Guinea – And Across Humanity

Bruce M. Knauft

One of the striking variations across humanity is the degree to which people kill,
or do not kill, one another. The homicide rate in Japan, at 0.44 per 100,000 popu-
lations, is less than one-twelfth the U.S. homicide rate (approximately 5.4 killings
per 100,000 people). The U.S. rate is itself almost ten times less than the current
homicide rate in Honduras, at 58 per 100,000 per annum. Overall, homicide rates
across the world currently vary by a factor of approximately 133.

Human diversity in lethal violence is also amply evident over time. The rate
of killing from all sources in Europe during World War II—the bloodiest conflict
known to date—claimed between 50 and 60 million lives, resulting in a homi-
cide rate that can be estimated to be between approximately 455 and 600 persons
per 100,000 per annum. Against this, the homicide rate has in recent decades
been between 0 and 3 persons per 100,000 persons annually in Western Europe.
(Liechtenstein has registered a killing rate of zero out of a population of more
than 35,000 in most recent years.) The rate is somewhat higher in Eastern Europe,
between 5 and 10 per 100,000. Averaging out these figures and comparing them
against the mid-point of killings during World War II, it can be said that the rate of
lethal violence from all sources in Europe is currently less than 1/100th of what it
was during the 6 years between 1939 and 1945.

On a global basis, the rate of homicide, as reflected in international homicide
statistics of the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC), shows a
rather expectable pattern. The most economically developed parts of the world,
such as Europe, East and Southeast Asia, North America, Australia, have a dra-
matically lower rate of homicidal killing than does sub-Saharan Africa. At the same
time, however, rates of killing are also high in many countries of Latin America and
are moderately high also in Russia. In addition, homicide rates in the mid-East are
reported to be relatively low apart from violence associated with warfare and related
conflicts (Fig. 12.1).
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Fig. 12.1 Intentional homicide, rate per 100,000 population, by subregion, 2004 (from UNODC,
2010)

Questions can immediately be raised about the quality and coverage of such
data. Indeed a range of methodological challenges confront the comparative study
of human killing in modern times much less prehistoric or evolutionary ones (cf.,
Knauft. 1987c, 1991). Not only do modern governments generally keep violence
associated with warfare or other forms of state-sponsored violence separate from
interpersonal killings as “homicides” or “murders,” the relationship between vio-
lent deaths, reporting, registering of information, and national tabulation of killings
and their categorization is highly variable between as well as within countries.

Given what we know about these factors in general and qualitative terms, it seems
plausible to assert in general terms that current rates of human killing from all
causes are high and in some cases very high in the most economically undeveloped
countries while being low to very low in the most highly developed countries. The
economic rise of East Asia, including China, previously Japan, and now Southeast
Asia and India, is consistent with this trend, as is the continuing high rate of killing
in Sub-Saharan Africa as well as in Latin America, which harbors the greatest
economic disparity between rich and poor people of any world area.

In terms of large political units, it seems evident when comparing the first half of
the 20th century to the current period from the end of World War II to the present,
that bloody conflicts between major world powers—as also occurred between king-
doms or empires in the past —have now been sharply reduced, resulting in low rates
of killing in most developed countries. For instance, the United States has not been
afflicted by massive loss of life through violence since the Civil War, which claimed
between 600,000 and 700,000 lives. This toll amounts to many times more violent
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deaths than the United States has sustained cumulatively from violent deaths from
all causes since that time.

However, this reduction—the ostensible peace dividend of economic late moder-
nity —has been complemented if not intensified by the redirection, export, facil-
itation, and failure to forestall slaughter and human wastage in poor countries,
including by structural means and the exploits of the international political economy,
from which rich countries benefit. As Melko (1990), among others, has documented,
relative peacefulness among developed countries and world areas corresponds with
the increase and concentration of violence within poorer and less developed coun-
tries which are for the most part former colonies of Western political powers. These
processes variously involve proxy combat, covert support, and the indirect impacts
of violence—in addition to occasional direct invasion by foreign powers themselves.
This pattern of external exploitation is related to and complemented by internal
dissension, weak government, and bloody feuding between local or internationally
supported militias within many of the world’s most violent and unstable countries
and between factions across them. Even when violent conflict is not caused by
external threat and coercion, it is certainly exacerbated, sometimes exponentially,
by these.

In Iraq, for instance, detailed statistical calculations document that at least
601,000 Iraqis died in war-related violence between March 2003 and July 2006
(Burnham et al., 2006). Given that the population of Iraq during this period of three
and one-third years was approximately 26.5 million, the resulting homicide rate
is approximately 680 per 100,000 per annum. This is significantly higher than the
upper estimate of the rate of killing in Europe during World War II. Though it may
be debated how much of this violence was directly as opposed to indirectly caused
by the U.S. invasion of Iraq, the impact of American military invasion and its related
effects have resulted in a rate of killing that was more than 100 times greater than
the current U.S. homicide rate of 5.4.

It is not surprising that tallies and rates of killing are kept vigilantly separate by
state governments for actions sanctioned or supported by the state itself and those
considered voluntaristic or personal in nature. The latter are typically characterized
and publicized as “crimes,” whereas the former, when they are publically calcu-
lated and publicized at all, are considered legitimate acts of national security. It
should be noted in this respect that the United States intervened militarily against
24 countries since the end of World War II, an average of one country every two-
and-a-half years. Armed interventions in a range of countries, including Viet Nam,
Laos, Cambodia, Chile, El Salvador, and Nicaragua—as well as Afghanistan and
Iraq—have resulted in significant increased rates of killing in those countries dur-
ing resulting periods of political instability. These more formal military intrusions
are in addition to proxy interventions and “black-bag” wars by the United States
and other world areas across parts of Latin America and other world areas (e.g.,
Grandin, 2006). In a post-colonial era, such incursions are typically designed to top-
ple political regimes or, alternatively, repress political resistance rather than annex
new territory outright (see Knauft, 2007c). These interventions may not directly
cause or explicitly sanction ensuing national or regional violence, but they pave the
way for and abet its escalation.
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Patterns by which internal armed conflict is triggered, fueled, or facilitated by
the interests of regional and world powers beyond or in addition to the United States
are characteristic of a number of the world’s other major trouble spots. These promi-
nently include eastern sections of the Democratic Republic for of the Congo (DRC),
which provide a large treasure trove of mineral wealth that is easily exploited,
smuggled, and exported, and which creates huge profits for interests from Rwanda,
Uganda, the numerous forces of the United Nations forces (which have now been
asked to leave by the President of the DRC) as well as international interests, which
increasingly include the Chinese as well as Europeans, a few Americans, and those
from other African countries in addition to the Congolese army and a plethora of
local militia factions (see Reyntjens, 2009). These vested interests maintain political
instability and ensure a large area of effectively tax-free exploitation by continuing
to fuel devastating conflict in an area that has seen the most catastrophic loss of
human life in the world —now five-and-a-half million persons in East Congo—since
World War II and the Holocaust (IRC, 2008).

Immiserating conflicts that have decimated population in places such as south-
ern Sudan, Somalia, and Western Columbia, and Rwanda dovetail with this pattern
particularly insofar as regional and international interests support and polarize (if
not historically create) opposing sides and preclude effective resolution to conflict
(see Mamdani, 2001, 2009; Grandin, 2006). In a larger view, it is unsurprising that
the violent upheavals generated by the world’s “great powers” during the 19th and
early 20th century—what Niall Ferguson (2006) calls the calamitous “War of the
World”—has directly and indirectly exported violent consequences to the underde-
veloped world —at the same time that the developed world has itself, since World
War II, become increasingly “peaceful.”

The Gebusi: Past or Forward?

Against this macro-background, this chapter attempts to draw comparative impli-
cations from marked reduction in lethal violence in a small-scale decentralized
society—the Gebusi of interior Papua New Guinea (see Figs. 12.2 and 12.3).

In particular, this chapter charts, analyzes, and draws general implications from
striking and enduring changes in homicidal violence among the Gebusi people of
Papua New Guinea from (a) the late pre-colonial period through the early 1960s, (b)
the colonial and early post-colonial era of the late 1960s, 1970s, and early 1980s,
(c) a dramatic period of introduced cultural change during the late 1980s and 1990s,
and (d) challenges faced by Gebusi during a period of major economic decline and
closure of the region’s airstrip and government station in 2007–2008. In conclu-
sion, I consider the implications of the marked reduction of violence among Gebusi
for our understanding of human plasticity against assertions that human violence is
genetically determined or hard-wired, particularly among men. I also link a more
flexible understanding of human violence back both to our understanding of global
macro-patterns of contemporary violence and, on the other hand, to features of what
we know about the long-standing evolution of violence among humans as a species.
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Fig. 12.2 Location of Gebusi

Fig. 12.3 Gebusi in regional context, Strickland-Bosavi area, Papua New Guinea
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Distribution of adult Gebusi
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Fig. 12.4 Distribution of adult Gebusi deaths, c. 1940–1982

Expressed in colloquial terms, the Gebusi are remarkable in having gone from
virtually worst to virtually first concerning the extent of lethal violence documented
ethnographically in a small-scale human society.

During the pre-colonial era, Gebusi had one of the highest homicide rates doc-
umented in a decentralized society: at least 39.0% (97/249) of all adult men and
women (Knauft, 1985:116; cf. Knauft, 1987c). This homicide rate reduced to 23%
of adult deaths (224/103) during the period of Australian administration (1963–
1975) and then to 19% (8/42) of all adult deaths during the early post-colonial period
(1975–1982). Composite figures are graphed in Fig. 12.4.

In aggregate, the 163 homicides documented across these periods—verified and
cross-checked from genealogies of 15 clans that comprised 72% of the entire Gebusi
population —were a combination of raids against suspected Gebusi sorcerers by
the neighboring Bedamini people (21%) and the killing of suspected sorcerers by
and largely within Gebusi communities themselves (65%). Further back in the pre-
colonial period, a higher percentage of Gebusi homicides would likely have been
caused by massive Bedamini raids. In the sample, by contrast, only 5.5% of the
homicides resulted from battles or combat staged by Gebusi themselves, while 3%
were insanity related, and the cause was unknown in 5% of the cases.

For purposes of comparative method, as documented elsewhere (Knauft, 1985,
1987c), care was taken to document a maximal Gebusi population size against which
homicide rates could be reliably and conservatively ascertained on a per capital
basis per annum. The Gebusi rate of killing was found to be equivalent to 683
per 100,000 population per year during the pre-colonial era and still 419 during
the early post-colonial era. This rate is exceeded by estimates that can extrapo-
lated from information pertaining to a few other areas of interior New Guinea (see
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Fig. 12.5 Selected comparative homicide rates per 100,000 population/annum

Knauft, 1985:379, 1991; Steadman, 1971 concerning the Hewa and Kelly, 1993 con-
cerning the Etoro). But Gebusi homicide rates remain among the highest effectively
documented—and higher than the upper estimate of all killings in Europe (including
Western Russia) during World War II (see Fig. 12.5). The rate of pre-colonial killing
was almost exactly the same as that mentioned above in Iraq from 2003 to 2006.

Several caveats may be underscored. First, patterns of Gebusi violence are con-
texted by historical and cultural specifics that are not necessarily typical even within
the general context of the country of Papua New Guinea. As documented elsewhere
(Knauft, 1985, 1987c, 1991), Gebusi’s own patterns of pre-colonial violence evoke
the sporadic but sometimes intense internal violence of simpler human societies
and even bands of foragers more than they do the blood feuding and warfare clas-
sically associated with the so-called “big-man” societies of highland New Guinea
(cf., Meggitt, 1977; see more generally Knauft, 1990).

Second, Gebusi pre-colonial rates of internal killing were strongly influenced
by the impact of the larger and more densely populated Bedamini population, who
predated Gebusi in their less-fecund downstream rainforest environment. Indeed, if
it had not been for Australian pacification of the Bedamini between the mid-1960s
and mid-1970s, Gebusi would very likely have been reduced to a remnant population
or completely have been killed out and/or absorbed, losing their cultural identity.

As against this, Australian colonial intervention beginning in 1962–1963 even-
tually forestalled Bedmini incursion while having little immediate colonial impact
on Gebusi themselves, who were seldom directly contacted by the Australians and
hence left by and large to their own devices in their remote and marginal parts of
the rainforest. As a result, Gebusi were free to continue their own practices, includ-
ing their own internal violent sorcery inquests, while being spared many colonial
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and post-colonial intrusions that have been common in other world areas such as
significant land alienation, taxation, cash cropping, expatriate missionization, phys-
ical coercion, or expropriation of natural resources by either international or national
post-colonial forces, organizations, or agents. It is notable, for instance, that Gebusi
stands of timber in virgin rainforest are not quite plentiful or extensive enough, rel-
ative to other areas of interior New Guinea, to have yet been subject to logging or
deforestation.

Amid the large-scale portrayals made at the outset of this chapter, the specific his-
tory of the Gebusi is cautionary in underscoring, first, that not all external impacts
are necessarily negative in terms of facilitating or abetting violence, and, second,
that violence can often be the product of regionally endogenous causes, includ-
ing those of long-standing cultural proclivity. These facts do not contravene larger
trends—any more than singular counterexamples invalidate statistical generalities.
However, they throw into relief the significance of what the Gebusi case may reveal
by considering their changed patterns of violence over time.

Cultural and Social Context: 1980–1982

During my initial fieldwork, Gebusi were “traditional” in the sense of being unchris-
tianized and not exposed to significant Westernization. I was hence able to observe
and document substantial aspects of indigenous Gebusi social organization and
exchange, spirit mediumship; sorcery divinations and inquests; beliefs and practices
concerning sickness, health, healing, and death; myths and folktales concerning
supernatural beings and forces; and rituals of spiritual commemoration, initiation,
curing, community celebration, and for a host of other reasons and causes (see
Knauft, 1985, 1986, 1987a–c, 1989a+b, 1991, 1998a).

Intra-community killing of Gebusi sorcery suspects seldom corresponded with
outstanding social grievances adduced between the killer and the victim of homi-
cide; in only 9 of 69 intra-community, sorcerer-killings (13%) were a preceding
social cause attributed. Instead, the cause of the sorcerer’s purported anger was
simply that “he (or she) is just a bad person; he sent sickness and death just
because” (Knauft, 1987c:456; 1985:142–49). The sorcerer was believed to keep
animosities hidden and to be motivated by an irrationally malicious and generally
misanthropic spirit.

Gebusi cosmology in 1980–1982 encoded a mirror world and generally inverse
relationship between unseen spirits, including those of the natural environment and
the world of living humans. Communication with this world was variously possible
through spiritual mediums (or shamans) and through ritual practices and divinations
to commune, communicate with, benefit from the superordinate awareness of, and
enjoy the world of unseen spirits.

The flipside of the Gebusi’s generally positive and beneficent cosmological tie
between the human and unseen realms was a strong belief in sorcery, including
the belief that virtually all deaths by sickness or accident are in fact caused by
people. Gebusi exhibited a correspondingly strong commitment to take revenge
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against accused sorcerers. More than one-fourth (56/211, 26.5%) of all adult deaths
individually precipitated the killing of an alleged sorcerer or sorcery-related homi-
cide. At least 65% of adult Gebusi men had committed homicide, with an overall
average of 1.2 killings per man. Killing was preeminently determined by social
context, especially in the aftermath of a sickness death in the community. Outside
of that context, killing was rare, while within it, even the mildest man easily became
a killer.

Both victims and perpetrators of sorcery could be of either sex, and victims
could be of any age. Alleged perpetrators of sorcery could also be young or older
adults, but children were rarely accused (contrast Kelly, 1976), and young women
in teens and early 20s—the key segment of the population in terms of demographic
reproduction—were almost never accused or attacked. However, I obtained no evi-
dence that any Gebusi actually collected leavings, retained sorcery paraphernalia,
or conducted the alleged magical rites that sent sickness; the sending of sorcery
was an attributed and supposed cultural fact rather than a demonstrated behavioral
reality.

In practice, the likelihood of sorcery accusation increased with the age of the
alleged sorcerer, though some men and women were considered especially conge-
nial and slow to anger and were never suspected of sorcery as they got older. As
part of this pattern, Gebusi homicide did not appear to negate the demographic via-
bility of their society, though it did further deplete the number of able-bodied men
and women who would, in pre-colonial days, have been able to resist Bedamini
attacks.

In significant respects, sorcery attributions and killings among Gebusi func-
tioned as what Christopher Boehm (1999) has described in evolutionary terms as
a “reverse” or “counter” dominance hierarchy, whereby potential prerogatives of
seniority or leadership are undercut. This is consistent with Gebusi’s political orga-
nization, which is highly decentralized and had no position of “big-man,” headman,
or village leader. In practice, the spirit medium—who was in daily life a person with
no special rights, title, or prerogative —was key in congealing community consen-
sus concerning the identity of the sorcery suspect. This occurred especially in the
course of all-night spirit séances, which took place on the average of once every
11 days and considered a range of social and spiritual issues. Among these was the
identity of sorcery suspects and the proper inquests to validate their guilt and the
action to be taken against them.

Gebusi sorcery inquests and divinations were influenced and in some cases
directed by the spirits of the Gebusi medium, and they included corpse divination,
sago divination, searching for ostensible (but magically transformed) sorcery para-
phernalia, and other means. Inquest proceedings were scrupulously observed by the
kin of the suspect as well as by the community at large to ensure they were ostensibly
unbiased. By various means, indictment by the medium’s spirits was “objectively”
validated by divinations, in many of which the spirit medium himself played no part
(see Fig. 12.6).

Following an unfavorable divinatory outcome—sometimes very difficult to
avoid—the suspect could be killed on the spot or, more likely, told to “forget the
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Fig. 12.6 Armed Gebusi men witness the results of a sago divination undertaken by a sorcery
suspect, 1981. (Photo credit: Eileen Knauft)

matter,” after which he or she could be killed days or weeks later when accompanied
by only a few supporters or relatives deep in the forest. Sometimes suspects were
publicly tortured before being dispatched. After the killing, the body of the executed
sorcerer was traditionally cooked and eaten by the community at large—excepting
by close relatives, who were typically upset by the killing. As such, the person killed
was treated “just like a wild pig or cassowary” —since the deceased was consid-
ered to have become inhuman and having acted like an animal in resorting to lethal
sorcery.

In terms of larger cultural patterns, the killing of Gebusi sorcerers was a neg-
ative reciprocity dimension of their pronounced emphasis on exact exchange. This
included the ideal of direct exchange of women in sister-exchange marriage, sharing
and reciprocity between hosts and visitors at feasts, the exchange of the medium’s
spirit for those of the spirit world during séances, and direct reciprocity that
demanded the life of the accused sorcerer in exchange for the life of victim he or
she had allegedly killed by sickness.

Given this larger context, Gebusi perceptions of their own violence were cul-
turally unsurprising but striking from a Western perspective. Gebusi considered
themselves peace-loving and friendly people. And outside of the context of sick-
ness death and sorcery attribution, they generally were. Given the small size of their
dispersed settlements (26.5 persons, on average), the speed of generational turnover
(about 15 years), and the fact that each settlement sustained a killing on average
not more than once every 7 years, Gebusi did not consider homicidal violence to
be a significant problem. And it was directed, in their view, to eliminate rather than
perpetrate lethal violence, that is, to excise persons who had betrayed Gebusi trust
and become heinous sorcerers within their communities.
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Given these patterns and the strength of their beliefs, I considered it most
unlikely when I left the field in 1982 that Gebusi would substantially change their
orientations or practices in the future.

At the time, I sensed that Gebusi had internalized a pronounced sense of inse-
curity and ultimate suspicion of each other that had been intensified by their
decimation and occasional wholesale slaughter by raiding parties of the intruding
Bedamini. On one occasion in which Bedamini marched into my settlement of res-
idence, the man who was the target of their attentions quickly and fully agreed to
give up his one large domesticated pig for the Bedamini to kill and eat—in lieu of
the man himself. For several days after the Bedamini departed, the village was rife
with fears of sorcery attack, with mothers holding their children close and warn-
ings repeated about going into the forest activities without adequate armed escort.
Gebusi fears of sorcery were not caused by the Bedamini but they were intensi-
fied, further substantialized, and to an extent redirected among Gebusi themselves
in the wake of this powerful influence and impact. With the progressive cessation of
Bedamini raiding, these fears eased but were still strongly evident and appeared to
have become internalized among Gebusi themselves.

Major Changes: 1998

When I returned to the Gebusi in 1998, after a hiatus of 16 years, a principal research
question concerned developments in Gebusi patterns of violence and their beliefs
and practices of sorcery. On the one hand, between roughly 1940 and 1982, the
rate of homicide had declined from 39% to 23% to 19% of all deaths. But on the
other hand, Gebusi beliefs in sorcery had seemed very strong, and the comparative
evidence from other parts of Papua New Guinea suggested that tribal fighting—
as well as beliefs in sorcery—often intensified along with the increasing absence
of Australian colonial officials and their police, including in outstation areas (e.g.,
Zelenietz and Lindenbaum, 1981).

During my absence, Gebusi had undergone many changes (see Knauft, 2002a+b,
2003, 2007a+b, 2010). My community of residence had moved their whole settle-
ment several miles to reconstruct their village next to the Catholic Church, itself
built near the airstrip, government station, school, market, and other facilities of the
Nomad Sub-District Office (see Knauft, 1998b).

Changes included the following:

• daily weekday attendance at the Nomad school by Gebusi school-age children
• weekly attendance at church and also at other church meetings and teachings
• attendance by most women Gebusi of Gasumi Corners at the twice-weekly

Nomad market, including bringing heavy bags of forest and garden produce
to sell

• regular attendance and participation by men and boys at rugby, soccer, basketball,
and other games arranged in regular league competition at the Nomad sports field
(see Fig. 12.7)
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Fig. 12.7 Sports teams on
the Nomad ball field, 1998.
(Photo credit: Bruce Knauft)

• attendance at and active participation in government projects and meetings at the
Nomad Station, including various economic and development projects

• walking to Nomad to celebrate and materially participate in festivities for various
public holidays and related public festivities—especially at Independence Day,
Christmas, New Year, and Easter

• walking to Nomad for free clinic health care or hospital services
• visiting the Nomad police station to lodge complaints or check on the progress

of open investigations
• leisure pursuits at Nomad such as attending the Nomad video night, buying petty

items at the small Nomad stores, or simply taking a “spin” to the station to see
what was going on.

As titled in my 2002 book on the subject, Gebusi in 1998 said they were
“exchanging their past” for ways associated with Christianity and the modern
practices of the Nomad station and its educated outsiders, including government,
school, market, development projects, and market. In this sense, their notion of
direct reciprocity in traditional exchange was itself recast to exchange in a modern,
asymmetrical way—the past practices themselves for locally modern practices that
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were hoped to lead to new and successful ways of life. When I asked Nomad school
children to draw pictures of themselves as they envisaged their life in the future, their
pages burgeoned with bright color drawings of themselves as soldiers, police offi-
cers, heavy equipment operators, pilots, rock musicians, teachers, doctors, nurses,
and modern-dressed housewives (Knauft, 2002a:199–200). Only a tiny percentage
of the students drew their anticipated future selves as traditional farmers, dancers,
or villagers.

Amid this strong and powerful drive to access the future at the self-avowed
expense of the past, Gebusi also had strongly internalized a sense of political and
spiritual as well as economic dependency upon the authority, knowledge, and benef-
icence of outsiders. Their ability to lead or meaningfully influence developments
at school, market, government, or even the local church was trumped by educated
Papua New Guineans from other parts of the country.

Changes did not prevent continuation of traditional sensibilities in some areas of
Gebusi life, including in subsistence, forays to the forest, and interest in perform-
ing traditional dances (if mostly in government competitions at the Nomad parade
ground). But in comparison to my observations and understanding of Gebusi beliefs
and practices in 1980–1982, it did seem that major and transformational shifts
in so-called traditional cultural practices had taken place, as Gebusi themselves
emphasized.

The agents as well as the subjects of this conversion were primarily Gebusi
themselves. I use “conversion” here at one and the same time for both Christian
conversion and conversion of social life and orientations more generally to locally
modern forms. Indeed, it is difficult among Gebusi and perhaps among many
Oceanian peoples to divorce the notion of conversion in a religious sense from
that of adopting other forward-looking and locally “modern” practices (see Knauft,
2002c).

In collective social terms, changes to Gebusi culture included Christian baptism
of 84% of the population, and the associated demise and general discontinuation
of traditional spirit mediumship, divination (including for sorcery), ritual fights,
male–male sexual practices, traditional dancing, and initiation. Relatedly, there was
a pronounced decline in Gebusi killings or executions of sorcery suspects. With
demise of spirit mediumship, Gebusi averred generally that they had little way to
communicate with spirits or maintain effective contact with the unseen spirit world.

It is important to note that these changes were the primary choice and decision
of Gebusi themselves. Never subject to teaching by Western (white) missionaries,
Gebusi have been evangelized by a combination of Papua New Guinean preachers
from other parts of the country and by their own lay prayer leaders and teach-
ers. Revealingly, none of the outside church leaders realized or argued against the
persistence of Gebusi spirit mediumship or spirit séances, including in relation to
sorcery divinations and accusations. Rather, it was Gebusi themselves who consid-
ered “singing to God” in church to be inimical to and a replacement for “singing to
the spirits” in traditional Gebusi spirit séances. By 1998, Gebusi spirit mediums in
all but in the most remote villages had given up the practice and “cut their ties” to
the spirits in favor of becoming Christians and going to church.
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As seen in Fig. 12.8, the period 1982–1998 saw a significant decline in the
incidence of Gebusi inquest séances by the spirit medium following a sickness death
in the community, as well as a decline in divinations and the public naming of a sor-
cery suspect. The co-decline of death séances, divination, and sorcery accusation,
depicted graphically in Fig. 12.9, isolates the important role of the spirit séance
itself in influencing whether divination and sorcery accusation occur (see Knauft,
2002a:ch. 5 for details).
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Fig. 12.8 Changes in sorcery inquest following adult death, 1982–1998
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Reduction of Gebusi Homicide
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Fig. 12.10 Reduction of Gebusi homicide

It is consistent with these trends that the rate of Gebusi homicide also declined
markedly. As shown in Fig. 12.10 below, the rate of Gebusi killing dropped to 5.1%
between 1982 and 1998, with just three killings. Furthermore, all of these deaths
occurred during 1982 and 1988; since that time, the homicide rate in this commu-
nity of some 122 persons had been zero. This community was about 1/6 (16.2%) of
the enlarged Gebusi population of approximately 750 persons at the time. Analysis
of police records at Nomad as well as discussions with Gebusi in other communi-
ties suggested that the rate of homicide among Gebusi generally and indeed in the
Nomad sub-district as a whole had fallen off very dramatically, and among some
groups, as among western Gebusi, has declined to zero (Knauft, 2002a:64, 108).

This great reduction of homicide—and of violence more generally—is striking
given the depth of preceding Gebusi cultural beliefs in sorcery and the extent and
diversity of their violent retribution against alleged sorcerers. Though Gebusi often
privately admitted still believing or suspecting sorcery, especially when one of their
own close relatives died of sickness, they consistently agreed that there was lit-
tle means to verify, validate, or muster consensus around these suspicions or to
take concrete action against a presumed sorcerer in the absence of collective spirit
séances, divinations, and publically announced discussions and accusations.

Gebusi 2008

Against the backdrop of their social and cultural changes, a further twist in Gebusi
trajectories was evident during recent fieldwork in the winter of 2008 (Knauft, 2010:
ch. 12).
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At the time, the Nomad airstrip—the region’s life-line of supply to the outside
world—had been closed for most of a year. (I was fortunate to be able to hire a
chartered aircraft and an experienced bush pilot, and to make a test landing on the
Nomad airstrip, which was thereafter re-opened on a provisional basis with some
restrictions.) With no roads to anywhere, the Nomad sub-district—and the Gebusi
within it—had sustained a major downturn if not collapse of government services,
programs, development projects, trade, and income. The Nomad airstrip closure
echoed patterns that are increasingly common in outstation areas of Papua New
Guinea and other developing countries: lack of government infrastructure support
or funding, corruption of officials, inefficiency, unwillingness of local workers to
labor without pay, and departure of qualified officials and staff from remote areas
back to major towns or cities. In the case of Nomad, almost all salaried govern-
ment officials, health workers, and teachers left on the last departing plane flights
and continued to receive their pay for work at Nomad while residing in the town of
Kiunga or other locations in the province.

Upon arrival, I found that the elementary Nomad school was closed, the health
clinic was moribund, and the government officers and development workers had
left, including all police. With no salaries or significant monies coming in, the local
cash economy had collapsed, and there was very little wage labor. The market that
had been bustling twice a week at Nomad was desultory, with very few buyers and
very high prices for any outside goods. The sports leagues were defunct and the
large ball field at Nomad was covered with two-foot-high grass, with parts of the
goalposts taken for firewood. Government houses were boarded up (see Fig. 12.11).

A prime research concern was the legacy of Gebusi conversion, both Christian
and modern more generally. It was evident in short order that significant aspects of
Gebusi indigenous life had reemerged. A large traditional longhouse had been built

Fig. 12.11 Closed Nomad sub-district office building, 2008. (Photo credit: Bruce Knauft)
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Fig. 12.12 Gebusi man with
his children, smoking a
traditional tobacco pipe in
men’s section of the
community longhouse where
initiation was held, 2008.
(Photo credit: Bruce Knauft)

in my same community of residence, and a major traditional initiation had been
held to indoctrinate a large new cadre of young men. (A significant number in the
previous cohort, too old to participate, had never been initiated at all.) Practices of
customary male etiquette that had been highly developed and enthusiastically prac-
ticed in 1980–1982 but which had been moribund in 1998—including smoking and
sharing tobacco in large bamboo pipes, drinking kava (piper methysticum), and bois-
terous displays of male sexual joking—had all been resuscitated and were strongly
in evidence (see Fig. 12.12).

Within 2 days of my arrival, a traditional curing dance, with a visiting dancer
in full indigenous costume, was held within a few minutes’ walk of where I was
staying—something that had not happened anywhere in the community during the
6 months of my stay with the Gebusi in 1998 (see Fig. 12.13).

However, some features of customary religious and spiritual life were not
reasserted or re-established. Importantly, this included spirit mediumship and spirit
séance singing. No new spirit mediums had been initiated, and none had replaced
those who had died, retired, or “cut their ties” with the traditional spirits. As a result,
the incidence of sorcery divinations, accusations, and violent action against poten-
tial sorcery suspects continued to be nil. There had been no homicides since my
previous visit.

One major case of sorcery related dispute that had arisen was revealing. This
concerned a young man who had gone to work at a logging operation in a distant
other part of the province and who had not returned after the expected completion
of his contract. His family accused another young man in the community of caus-
ing his death by sorcery while he had been gone. However, the matter was brought
directly to the attention of the Catholic priest. He, in turn, was able through his
contacts to get tenuous radio contact with the young man himself through the log-
ging operations’ base headquarters. When the disbelieving parents of the young man
refused to believe that he was still alive, the Priest dispatched the man who had been
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Fig. 12.13 Dancer at a
traditional curing rite, 2008.
(Photo credit: Bruce Knauft)

considered to be his enemy to go to the distant logging camp himself and personally
retrieve the overdue worker. When the two returned safely together—and having
become friends in the interim—the matter was considered successfully resolved.
In the mix, the attribution of sorcery was demonstrated to have been a definitive
falsehood.

This case reveals not only that suspicions of sorcery linger but also that counter-
vailing awareness, actions, and interpretations forestall their coalescence at the same
time that effective means to orchestrate community consensus or action against
potential sorcery suspects is undercut.

Gebusi Revisited

During a period of approximately 50 years, Gebusi violence has changed from a
consistent pattern of intense intercommunity and intra-community lethal violence—
one of the highest rates of killing documented in the ethnographic record—to
exhibiting a homicide rate that has dropped to zero. The former pattern of highly
elevated homicide endured for a documented period of at least four decades—
attenuating somewhat but still surprisingly high through the early 1980s—followed
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by a sharp diminution in killing that has reached and persisted at a rate of zero for
20 years from 1988 to 2008.

Underscoring the significance of these changes is the fact that Gebusi have not
been particularly pressured much less coerced to initiate or maintain such alteration.
It is true that Gebusi were both impressed by and beneficiaries of the Australian
suppression of Bedamini raiding during the late 1960s and early 1970s. At the
same time, Gebusi were considered, as one patrol officer put it, “quiet tractable
people who have seldom given the Administration and difficulty” (Barclay, 1970–
71: unpaginated). They carried out their own inquisitions against sorcery suspects
internally but these often did not reach government attention.

Likewise, the choice of Gebusi in my community of residence to move near the
Nomad Station, to become Christian, and to engage whole-heartedly in the activ-
ities and life-style associated with the Nomad sub-district station during the late
1990s was of their own volition. Deep in the rainforest, there was little effective
pressure that was exerted or poised to bear on Gebusi from external sources. Unlike
many forest peoples, Gebusi have been free to return to their ways of life in the
rainforest—and they have indeed done so increasingly following the closing of the
Nomad airstrip and the collapse of the local cash and trade good economy in 2007.

Amid this tradition, Gebusi have resuscitated, rediscovered, and/or reinvented
many of their long-standing customs and practices, including traditional dances
and initiations, residence, and patterns of male etiquette and song-fests. But these
developments have consistently not included the practice of spirit mediumship, the
singing of séances, divinatory inquests for sorcery, the public accusation of sorcery
suspects, or the taking of violent action against them. All these practices continue to
be moribund and have become increasingly defunct over a period that now extends
to almost three decades. Increasingly during this same period, there is little state-
sponsored or other authoritarian or coercive force to prevent Gebusi from taking
up their historical patterns of accusing and killing sorcery suspects. If anything, the
Nomad police and its legal system have become more vestigial and non-functional in
terms of palpable village outreach than they have been at any time since Australian
patrol officers first arrived and founded the Nomad station in 1962–1963. Neither
have the Christian pastors nor priests been instrumental in combating or even identi-
fying the key role that spirit mediumship and séances have had in both the previous
maintenance of Gebusi sorcery beliefs and retributions and their later demise.

Both government officials and Christian leaders from other parts of the country
have been significant influences and role models. But these influences have not—
and especially in comparative terms —been targeted against the specific ways and
means by which Gebusi violence has operated. There has been little to prevent or
penalize Gebusi from taking up these practices again.

It is hard to escape the conclusion that directions of Gebusi cultural change—
their own distinctive version of becoming at one and the same time locally modern
and “traditional” —have been keys to their peaceful cultural revival. These devel-
opments have been initiated as well as mediated by the intentions and decisions
of Gebusi themselves: not through intrusions of coercion and constraint but rather
by Gebusi’s own willful volition. It may indeed be the relative absence of outside
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pressure—the ability of Gebusi to determine their fate and their local future in their
own terms—that has allowed them to avoid patterns of increasing violence that are
common if not overdetermined in many undeveloped and so-called impoverished
countries where such intrusion is more evident.

A major factor that has promoted these possibilities—and which highlights
Gebusi as exceptional amid patterns of polarizing violence in significant parts of
the underdeveloped world—is that their distinctive history of interaction with out-
side powers that has reduced rather than increased their susceptibility to external
threat, including in their local regional context. Rather than being subject to mas-
sive or violent intrusion—economic, political, religious, or military—Gebusi were
fortunate to have the predations of their tribal neighbors suppressed without having
these replaced by other effective political agents or organizations, including those
of state government, material resource extraction, or business interest.

As Gebusi linger on the margins of the global political economy, their “undevel-
oped” state does not please them. But they have taken initiative on their own terms
to craft what has been for several decades now a positive way of turning marginality
into their own meaningful and peaceful cultural development.

The Future of the Past

I conclude with two observations that link together Gebusi patterns, current trends
in violent world history, and our evolutionary past. The first is that human patterns
of lethal violence are extremely variable and malleable in character and in degree,
and in their intensity or absence. Given the adaptability and diversity of humans in
many other regards, this should not be surprising. These trends contravene the notion
that humans have an innate, genetic, or otherwise deeply predisposed nature to be
violently aggressive, including among males ( pace Wrangham, 1987; Wrangham
and Peterson, 1996; Chagnon, 1988).

Second, one of the greatest ways that human violence can be effectively dimin-
ished is to reduce the reality and the perception of external political threat. To
a significant extent, the high pre-colonial rate of Gebusi internal violence was
contexted and predisposed by the systematic predation visited against Gebusi by
Bedamini and neighboring groups. By contrast, agents of colonial intrusion were
generally viewed as positive rather than as negative or threatening to Gebusi; they
were seen as powerful benefactors if not saviors. The Gebusi’s giving up of sorcery
inquests, divinations, mediumship, and the intensity of their sorcery beliefs have
not been so much the product of coercive administration (or of Christianization) as
much as a response by Gebusi themselves to new opportunities and ways of life
that they have associated with an ability to reformulate their lives beyond their more
violent past.

In this sense, the particularities of colonial intrusion, pacification, and then
departure in this case created a distinctive space for Gebusi to engage and
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cultivate their own path of violence reduction. This contrasts to many parts of the
ex-colonial world, including large parts of the Papua New Guinea highlands, in
which resurgence of so-called tribal fighting has been common if not endemic. It is
beyond the scope of this chapter to address these differences in detail, but it may
be mentioned that the effective reduction of external political threat experienced by
Gebusi contrasts greatly with the continuing perception of risk from political rivalry
and aggression experienced by large ethnic groups in highland Papua New Guinea.

In the broader current context of macro-political economy and the direct and
indirect export or structural facilitation of high rates of violence in underdeveloped
countries and world areas, a similar point may be made. To the extent that world area
powers and the interests of the international community fuel the sense and the reality
of external political threat within and between underdeveloped countries, the rate of
lethal violence tends to increase. Polarizations, exploitations, and vested interests to
maintain rather than reduce conflict intensify.

These patterns are not inevitable or irreversible. To the extent that external
influences work not just in principle but in fact to reduce these external stresses,
including by depolarizing competing economic interests among militias or other
armed factions, the rate of internal violence is more easily and spontaneously
reduced.

In a sense, as Boehm (1999) has persuasively argued, the defusing of aggressive
domination and its polarizing politics is, in evolutionary terms, part and parcel of
the marked evolutionary tendency among humans as a species toward what he terms
counter-dominance hierarchies. These leveling mechanisms draw down rather than
build up the constituencies of rival alpha males and, on a larger scale, of rival polit-
ical powers. These tendencies are facilitated by widespread patterns of generalized
reciprocity in simple societies and, in complementary fashion, by aversive reac-
tions to the differential amassing of prerogatives—including disproportionate sexual
access or material resources—by some individuals as opposed to others. This does
not mean that violence is absent in simple human societies (Knauft, 1991, cf., Kelly,
2000). But it does mean that the potential for violent leveling mechanisms—as
developed by Gebusi under conditions of external threat and duress—are them-
selves managed, mediated, and subject to amelioration by prosocial exchange and
reciprocity.

Closing the loop among the understanding of violence in our species’ past, our
complicated present, and our willful future is not an easy task. But flexibility and
enormous variation not just in patterns of human violence but in its relative or total
absence in important cases are also very hopeful. Reduction of lethal violence is not
just a pipedream but a reality across the spectrum of many developed countries as
well as for peoples such as the Gebusi for whom such an outcome could scarcely
have been imagined or expected by Western scholars. How to extend and expand
this pattern, to reduce external political threat and economic exploitation rather than
increasing and polarizing these, especially where people are most at risk and least
able to combat and repel such pressures, remains not just a key issue but a plausible
human goal.
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Chapter 13
Human Nature: The Nomadic Forager Model

Douglas P. Fry

For more than 99 percent of the approximately two million years
since the emergence of a recognizable human animal, man has
been a hunter and gatherer. . . .Questions concerning
territorialism, the handling of aggression, social control,
property, leadership, the use of space, and many other
dimensions are particularly significant in these contexts. To
evaluate any of these focal aspects of human behavior without
taking into consideration the socioeconomic adaptation that has
characterized most of the span of human life on this planet will
eventually bias conclusions and generalizations. M. G. Bicchieri
(1972:iii, iv–v)

Smith (2007:81) asserts that “We’ve inherited our warlike nature from prehistoric
bands that were able to kill their neighbors and acquire their resources. These groups
flourished while the pacifists withered on the evolutionary vine.” In a similar vein,
Alexander (1979:222, 223) speculates that “At some early point in our history the
actual function of human groups—their significance for their individual members—
was protection from the predatory effects of other human groups. . . .Multi-male
bands. . .stayed together largely or entirely because of the threat of other, simi-
lar, nearby groups of humans.” Shaw and Wong (1989:17) assume that “warfare
propensities are deeply entrenched in human nature.” They portray human ances-
tors over the last one-to-two million years as living in “small, tight-knit groups”
of kin that they dub nucleus ethnic groups (Shaw and Wong, 1989:14). In their
view, “relationships between nucleus ethnic groups were shaped largely by conflict
in an environment of scarce resources,” and “intergroup competition and warfare
over scarce resources would have had to be widely prevalent throughout evolution”
(pp. 50, 54, italics added).
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Writings such as these portray a “Man the Warrior” view of humanity (Fry, 2006,
2007). We will see in this chapter that a “Man the Warrior” view is not supported
by the actual data on nomadic foragers. We will examine the data for patterns—
for recurring themes—among nomadic band societies and on this basis reconstruct
the likely social features of ancestral humans. The rationale for drawing nomadic
hunter–gatherer analogies is that the social and physical environments of current
day nomadic foragers are similar in many ways to those under which early humans
evolved. The task is to focus on recurring patterns, or themes, apparent across
nomadic hunter–gatherer societies, rather than to grab idiosyncratic ethnographic
tidbits from only a few cultures.

The first part of this chapter will consider several ways that the “Man the Warrior”
view does not match the available data on nomadic band societies. Next, the cen-
tral role of reciprocity within social relations will be discussed, which will lead into
a discussion of the types of conflict that are typical of nomadic forager societies.
It will become clear that most conflicts are interpersonal, not between groups, at
the nomadic band level of social organization. And in terms of predominate inter-
actional patterns, social life in band societies is built on principles of reciprocal
sharing, assistance-giving, and egalitarianism. Conflicts do occur, of course, but
the ethnographic data on nomadic forager societies show that most disputes and
grievances are dealt with without violence. Avoidance of adversaries and restraint in
the use of physical aggression are noteworthy responses to serious conflict. The final
part of this chapter will consider patterns of conflict management within nomadic
forager societies.

Two types of data on nomadic hunter–gatherers will be used in this chapter. The
Standard Cross-Cultural Sample (SCCS) consists of 186 societies worldwide and
includes 21 nomadic forager societies (see White, 1989). I have coded each of these
21 nomadic forager societies for variables dealing with conflict management and
aggressive behavior. Some basic frequency data will be reported for this sample of
21 forager societies. Additionally, ethnographic examples will be presented both
from societies in the sample and from some additional nomadic forager societies in
order to bring to life the forager patterns.

We will begin with some myth busting. One assumption of the “Man the Warrior”
view is that our nomadic foraging ancestors had a closed-off patrilocal, patrilineal
form of social organization which facilitated raiding by a group of related males
against other such groups. Wrangham and Peterson (1996:25) even propose that
“The system of communities defended by related men is a human universal that
crosses space and time.” As the imaginary bumper sticker says: “Males that raid
together stay together.”

Turning to the actual evidence regarding nomadic hunter–gatherer group compo-
sition and descent, we discover that this proposed system of closed-off patrilocal–
patrilineal communities is a myth. Examination of the 21 nomadic forager societies
in the SCCS shows that bilateral descent, not patrilineal descent, is most common
among nomadic foragers (Fig. 13.1). This finding replicates the results of a previous
study by Knauft (1991). Both studies also found that a solid majority of nomadic
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Fig. 13.1 Nomadic forager societies coded by Murdock (1981) as having bilateral or ambilin-
eal descent. Sample sizes are 39 societies for Knauft (1991) and 21 for Fry (2006), the latter
being the nomadic band societies in the SCCS. Clearly the majority of both samples figure descent
bilaterally, which contradicts a “Man the Warrior” assumption that nomadic foragers emphasize
patrilineal descent. Additionally, 72% percent of the Knauft sample and 86% of the SCCS sample
lack patrilineal kin groups of any type. For further discussions, see Fry (2006:166–168) and also
Marlowe (2005)
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Fig. 13.2 Nomadic forager societies coded by Murdock (1981) as having either patrilocal or vir-
ilocal residence. Sample sizes are 39 societies for Knauft (1991) and 21 for Fry (2006), the latter
sample being the nomadic band societies in the SCCS. Clearly, in contradiction of a “Man the
Warrior” assumption, patrilocality is not the most common form of residence among nomadic
foragers. For further discussions, see Fry (2006:166–168)

foragers, 72% of the Knauft sample and 86% of the SCCS sample, lack patrilineal
kin groups of any type. The “Man the Warrior” assertion of prevalent patrilocality
is not supported either (Fig. 13.2).

Marlowe (2005:60) points out that: “Bilateral descent, tracing kin through both
mother and father, is more prevalent among foragers (75%) than agriculturalists
(25%). . . .Most foragers are multilocal; the couple resides in camps with the
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wife’s kin at times, the husband’s kin at other times, occasionally with both, and
sometimes with neither.” Such a pattern can be seen as discouraging intergroup
hostilities and at the same time facilitating peaceful relationships among groups
because relatives can be found spread out across different bands. As Marlowe
(2005:60) explains, “an advantage of bilateral descent is that it maximizes the
number of kin ties across camps, which facilitates visiting, finding mates, and
moving to access seasonal resources.”

The foregoing data on patterns of decent and residence in nomadic foraging soci-
eties illustrate a broader phenomenon about “Man the Warrior” propositions: They
tend to be speculation-based and if they are checked against actual data on nomadic
hunter–gatherers, “Man the Warrior” propositions tend not to hold water (Fry, 2006).
We will now bust another “Man the Warrior” myth about nomadic foragers that is
of central importance: the assertion that nomadic foragers, past and present, are
warlike. Based on a much cited study by Ember (1978), Goldstein (2001:24) sees
support for a conclusion that we shall soon see is unfounded: “Of 31 gathering-
hunting societies surveyed in one study, 20 typically had warfare more than once
every two years, and only three had ‘no or rare warfare.’ . . .If typical gathering-
hunting societies found today represent the typical societies found before the rise of
the state. . .then those original societies were warlike.”

There are two major flaws with the Ember (1978) hunter–gatherer study that
invalidate the conclusion about the warlike nature of nomadic forager societies (Fry,
2006, 2007). First, readers of the 1978 article are not told that “war” is being defined
so broadly so as to include feuding and homicides if conducted by two or more per-
sons. By this definition, the following event among Alacaluf foragers, for example,
would count as an act of war. “A man once stole another man’s wife. The husband
tried to get her back by force, but was beaten off by his competitor. He returned
in the night with his brother [and left a warning that he would attempt to murder
the man]. The two brothers subsequently ambushed the rival and killed him with a
spear” (Bird, 1946:71). Is this how we usually conceptualize war?

The second flaw with the Ember (1978) study is that almost half of the societies
in the sample are not nomadic band societies. Twenty-three percent of this sam-
ple are equestrian hunters (Ute, Kutenai, Coeur D’Alene, Gros Ventre, Comanche,
Crow, and Tehuelche). The use of horses to hunt game, such as bison on the North
American plains, is a very recent cultural development, occurring only after the
Spanish introduced the horse into the Americas a few hundred years ago. Another
26% of the sample are sedentary or semi-sedentary societies (Sedentary: Aleut,
Yurok, and Bellacoola; Semi-sedentary: Squamish, Maidu, Nootka, Eastern Pomo,
and Pekangekum). Seven out of these eight societies also have some degree of
class stratification—a social feature reflecting complexity and lacking in egalitar-
ian nomadic foraging bands. The overall point is that almost half of the sample
(48%) are not nomadic hunter–gatherers at all. From a heterogeneous sample like
this one, it is fallacious to conclude that the nomadic hunter–gatherers of the evo-
lutionary past were warlike. When we also bear in mind the first flaw —that “war”
is defined so unconventionally as to include certain homicides and feuding—then
clearly we have a real mess to sort out.
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Are Nomadic Foragers “Warlike”?

To address this topic of “warlikeness,” the first step must be to untangle the different
types of hunter–gatherers. Kelly (1995:293, italics added) notes that the image of
simple nomadic foragers entails “small, peaceful, nomadic bands, men and women
with few possession[s] and who are equal in wealth, opportunity, and status.”
Kelly (1995:293, italics added, see also Binford, 2001:432) goes on to summarize
that “complex hunter–gatherers are non-egalitarian societies, whose elites possess
slaves, fight wars, and overtly seek prestige.” As mentioned, equestrian hunting
societies arose only a few hundred years ago, and hence they are not the best
model of ancestral bands. Lumping together nomadic foragers, complex foragers,
and mounted hunters, and then offering interpretations about the likelihood of war
in the nomadic past are sloppy endeavors doomed to create confusion from the onset.

Let us try a different approach. Hunter–gatherer societies overall can be opera-
tionally defined as those having at most 5% subsistence dependence on agriculture
and animal husbandry. By this criterion, the SCCS contains 35 hunter–gatherer
societies based on ratings in Murdock (1967, 1981). Murdock (1967, 1981) has pub-
lished codes for settlement type, whether or not a society has a class system and, if
so, what type, and, finally, whether horses are used in the society. An examination
of these Murdock codes reveals that the 35 hunter–gatherer societies can be divided
into three subgroups. The first group consists of nomadic or semi-nomadic societies
that lack domestic animals including horses and that lack class distinctions. This
is the type of social form that most closely resembles nomadic hunter–gatherers
of the evolutionary past. Complex hunter–gatherers are those rated as not nomadic
or as having social class distinctions. A third type of society of very recent ori-
gin are equestrian hunter–gatherers, those societies relying on horses for hunting.
These classifications yield the 21 nomadic hunter–gatherer societies that we are
focusing on in this chapter as well as nine complex hunter–gatherer societies and
five equestrian hunter–gatherer societies (Fry, 2006:Table 8.2). The essential find-
ing is that all the complex hunter-gatherers and all the equestrian hunters make
war, whereas a majority of the nomadic foragers do not (Fry, 2006:Table 8.3).
Both social complexity and adoption of the horse go along with warfare (see
Table 13.1).

A consideration of war intensity and severity in nomadic versus complex
and equestrian hunter–gatherers reveals an additional intriguing pattern: Warfare
among complex hunter–gatherers tends to be more serious than it is among
nomadic hunter–gatherers. Leacock (1978:249) writes of nomadic Montagnais-
Naskapi bands, for example, that “warfare was minimal or nonexistent.” Regarding
Gilyak bands, Shternberg (1933:247) singles out two motivations for “war” among
these nomadic hunter–gatherers: competition over a woman and avenging the death
of a clan member. “Indeed, what the Gilyak called wars in ancient times were
in fact nothing more than sporadic clan skirmishes motivated by vengeance or,
even more frequently, were over women. The Gilyak have never known war as a
profession. . . .”
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Table 13.1 Presence or absence of warfare and type of society

Hunter–Gatherers Nonwarring Warring

Nomadic !Kung Aranda Montagnais Gilyak
Hadza Copper Inuit Ingalik Micmac
Mbuti Andamanese Botocudo Kaska
Semang Saulteaux Aweikoma Yukaghir
Vedda Paiute
Tiwi Yahgan
Slave

Others Bella Coola Haida
Gros Ventre Yurok
Comanche Yokuts
Chiricahua Kutenai
Tehuelche Twana
Klamath Eyak
Eastern Pomo Aleut

n = 13 n = 22

Fisher’s Exact test (one tailed) probability, p = 0.0001.
Nomadic hunter–gatherers are in the top row. Other types of hunter–gatherers (complex and
equestrian) are in the bottom row. War is defined as involving armed combat between political
communities and not merely as feuding and revenge homicide

Turning to complex hunter–gatherer societies, we see, as a pattern, an increase
in the severity of fighting (Fry, 2006:106–107, Kelly, 1995). For instance, Murdock
(1934:241) calls the complex hunting-and-gathering Haida “the Vikings of the
coast” and reports that “they fight amongst themselves over real or fancied injuries,
and they wage relentless war, partly for revenge but mainly for plunder, against the
Tlingits, Tsimshian, and Bellabella.” Overall, we have a dual conclusion: Not only
is war more likely to exist in complex and equestrian hunter–gatherer societies than
in nomadic foraging band societies but also when warfare is reported for nomadic
foragers, the hostilities tend to be less severe than in other kinds of hunter–gatherer
societies. The overall conclusion is that nomadic bands are not particularly warlike
after all.

The Reciprocity Principle

Westermarck (1924) developed a model of moral emotions that gave reciprocity a
central position, and the nomadic forager data correspond with his theorizing about
the importance of reciprocity. Westermarck (1924) used the term retributive emo-
tions to refer to feelings associated with “paying back in kind,” either retributive
kindly emotions related to reciprocating good deeds or resentment for bad deeds.

To hazard a generalization, the preponderance of nomadic hunter–gatherer social
interaction involves the doing and reciprocating good deeds. Boehm (1999, 2000)
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points out that nomadic foragers have egalitarian moral communities. An extensive
survey of the ethnographic literature led Boehm (1999:72) to the conclusion that
members of egalitarian moral communities are expected to be generous, cooper-
ative, unbossy, and un-arrogant. The dominant cultural values among Australian
Aborigines of the Western Desert region, for instance, include unselfishness, kinship
solidarity, sharing, amicability, and peace (Tonkinson, 1974:57, 65, 79). Members
of nomadic bands, with remarkable consistency, are cooperative and moralistically
sanction deviants. “In effect, the band keeps a dossier on every individual, not-
ing positive and negative points” (Boehm, 1999:73). A prominent feature of the
nomadic hunter–gatherer group is “an ethic of sharing that selectively extends to
the entire group the cooperation and altruism found within the family” (Boehm,
1999:67).

The key example is that nomadic foragers reciprocally share meat. Meat given
today will be paid back tomorrow. Social life in band society involves a network
of reciprocal obligations to cooperate, share, and participate in exchanges (Lee,
1993). The ubiquity of reciprocal meat sharing in nomadic hunter–gatherer society
is unambiguous (Boehm, 1999:183; Knauft, 1991:393–394; Lee and Daly, 1999:4;
Lee and DeVore, 1968a:12; Marlowe, 2005:62–63; for examples see Clastres, 1972;
Endicott and Endicott, 2008:48–49; Honigmann, 1954:89; Leacock, 1954:7, 33;
Lee, 1993; Marshall, 1961; Service, 1971:75; Woodburn, 1982). The Guayaki of
South America have a rule for sharing manifested as a food taboo: a hunter should
never eat the meat of the animals he has killed. This taboo reinforces the fact that
people are interdependent and must share with each other; each hunter gives his
game to others and in return receives meat from other hunters (Clastres, 1972:169).

The participants benefit from positive, reciprocal social exchanges, such as meat
sharing, and sometimes their survival depends on them. Another aspect of nomadic
forager reciprocity is to allow access to resources in times of need. Lee and DeVore
(1968a:12) generalize:

Local groups as groups do not ordinarily maintain exclusive rights to resources. Variations
in food supply from region to region and from year to year create a fluid situation that
can best be met by flexible organizations that allow people to move from one area to
another. The visiting patterns create intergroup obligations, so that the hosts in one season
become the guests in another. We think that reciprocal access to food resources would rank
as equal in importance with exchange of spouses as a means of communication between
groups.

Tonkinson (2004:101) provides an ethnographic illustration of how reciprocal
access to resources benefits the participants. The Mardu of Australia’s Western
Desert strive to maintain positive relationships that facilitate the reciprocal shar-
ing of critical resources among bands. In Australia’s Western Desert, the rainfall is
predictably unpredictable. In a given year, some areas may get no rain whatsoever.

[This] necessitates a strong cultural stress on the permeability of boundaries and the main-
tenance of open and peaceful movement and inter-group communication within a huge area
of desert. In these circumstances, to permit inter-group conflict or feuding to harden social
and territorial boundaries would be literally suicidal since no group can expect the exist-
ing water and food resources of its territory to tide it over until the next rains; peaceful
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inter-group relations are imperative for long-term survival. . .It is not surprising, then, that
the Mardu have no word for either “feud” or “warfare” and there is no evidence for the
kinds of longstanding inter-group animosity one associates with feuding. The situation
is one of small and scattered highly mobile groups moving freely within large territories
rather than highly localized, solitary corporate groups contesting resources and maintaining
boundaries. . .Everyone is mindful also of how much their survival rests on mutual hospi-
tality and unfettered access to their neighbors’ natural resources in both lean and bountiful
times.

Intergroup sharing also occurs in times of local abundance (Wheeler, 1910:67;
Birdsell, 1971:346). When a coastal group of Australian Aborigines discovered a
beached whale with meat enough for many, they lit signal fires and neighboring
groups flocked to the site to share in the bounty. The reciprocal sharing of periodic
windfalls such as these among neighbors, in parallel to the ubiquitous sharing of
meat within bands, means that over the long haul everyone benefits more than had
each group simply hoarded abundant food.

Kelly (1995) (see also Birdsell, 1971; Cashdan, 1983) offers a thorough review of
land use and resource sharing and concludes that nomadic foragers regulate access
to resources though kinship, trade-relationships, spiritual beliefs, and various other
cultural mechanisms that have nothing to do with defending boundaries through
physical force, even when resources are limited. If we are looking for a suitable
catch-phrase to describe a prevalent characteristic of our nomadic forager ancestors,
“Reciprocal Sharer” is an appellation that matches the data on how nomadic foragers
actually behave whereas “Man the Warrior” does not.

Conflict and Its Management

We have seen that nomadic foragers, as a social type, actually are not “warlike.”
However, disputes do arise. What types of disputes do nomadic foragers have, and
how do they deal with them? To answer these questions, we will turn to the 21
nomadic forager societies in the SCCS and consider various ethnographic illustra-
tions. To foreshadow the findings, we will see that disputes tend to be very personal
in nomadic forager society. A frequent dispute scenario entails two men fighting
over a particular woman. Sometimes two women also fight over a man. Married
couples may also become embroiled in a conflict due to jealousy or infidelity.
Some fights involve the defense of honor as one party responds to an insult or an
injury. Most disputes do not lead to homicide but occasionally someone is killed.
The ethnographic data suggest that the most common reasons for homicide are the
avenging of a previous killing and sexual matters such as adultery or elopement. In
short, the data that we will examine are in tune with Service’s (1966:60) assessment
that disputes in band societies usually stem from “some kind of personal conflict,
often caused by an elopement, or an illegal love affair of some kind, or simply an
insult. There seems to be no evidence whatsoever in any of the band societies under
review that warfare is actually undertaken for economic reasons, such as for booty
or territorial acquisition.” We will begin by looking into homicide.
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Homicide

We should bear in mind the generalization that most disputes are nonlethal, and
many conflicts involve no physical aggression at all. For 7 out of the 21 band
societies, or one-third of the sample, ethnographers assessed homicides to be
uncommon, being described as follows: rare, very rare, never mentioned to occur,
none known, and unknown.

Some nomadic forager societies are nonviolent. The Paliyan, for instance, live
in accordance with a nonviolent ethos (Gardner, 1972:425; 1995, 2000a, b:93).
Aggression is incompatible with their emphasis on the values of respect, equal-
ity, and individual autonomy. Gardner (2004:58) found no evidence of homicide
and reports “a complete absence of feuding within Paliyan society and a corre-
sponding total lack of war.” Of the Jahai foragers of Malaysia, Sluys (1999:307)
writes that the, “Jahai are known for their shyness toward outsiders, their nonviolent,
non-competitive attitude, and their strong focus on sharing.”

Granted that the homicide rates are variable across nomadic forager societies,
a clear pattern is apparent in the descriptions of homicides: Men are usually the
killers and also the victims. Occasionally a woman may be a victim, but extremely
rarely does a woman commit homicide (Fry, 2006:221–222; Lee, 1979). The Pintupi
of Australia, as described by Myers (1986:253), illustrates this nomadic forager
pattern of sex-differences when it comes to homicide: “Pintupi men say, women
are ‘harmless.’ Though fights including women are common, I have no record of
deaths inflicted by women’s weapons. Men, on the other hand, are responsible for
the deaths of women as well as men.”

The most common non-mutually exclusive reasons for homicide reported for the
SCCS forager sample are as follows:

Revenge homicide 15 societies
Over a woman/adultery/sex 12 societies
Crimes (theft, rape, trespass, etc.) 7 societies
Execution (e.g., of a recidivist offender) 6 societies

Other less frequently mentioned reasons for homicide in the SCCS data include
self-defense (three societies), punishment for a taboo violation (two societies)
insults or “quarrels” (three societies), and due to starvation leading to cannibal-
ism (one society). Accidental killings are mentioned as occurring among 7 of the
21 societies.

Revenge is the single most common motive for homicide among these 21 band
societies. The revenge homicide pattern again illustrates the personal nature of
disputes at this level of social organization. It also illustrates, in the extreme,
Westermarck’s (1924) observation about the reciprocity of paying back a bad deed
with a bad deed. Someone is killed. The family of the victim may attempt to kill
the killer. If they succeed, this typically ends the matter. The two deaths cancel
each other (Fry, 2006:230). For example, the Montagnais-Naskapi thought that
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the appropriate pay back for committing homicide was death to the perpetrator
of the crime. The death sentence should be carried out by a close male relative
of the deceased (Lips, 1947:470). Among the Yukaghir of Siberia, traditionally the
brother or another close relative of a homicide victim could seek blood revenge. “He
does not kill directly, but requires from the murderer an explanation of his act, not
infrequently letting him off with a ransom.” (Jochelson.1926:132).

Among the Ingalik, when a person is killed, revenge may be exacted by the
victim’s father, son, brother, grandfather, grandson, or uncle, but not by more dis-
tant relatives. Once, in the heat of passion, a friend of a murdered man stabbed
his friend’s killer. His friend had no living relatives to avenge his death. Osgood
(1958:54) recounts how a couple of days after the second killing, the new victim’s
uncle, brother, and father arrived at the killer’s home and said:

“You had no business to kill that boy.”
“I know that,” he answered, “but he talked to me without politeness and having

already killed my friend, it made me mad and I killed him. You would do the same
in the circumstances.”

Osgood (1958:54) continues the narrative: “The relatives were impressed by the
statement and after considering the character of the one who had just been killed,
they concluded that perhaps it was better he was dead.” In this case, there was no
further killing.

In the SCCS sample, disputes over women, adultery, or elopement run a close
second to revenge as a reason for homicide in band society. Again, most such dis-
putes over a woman do not lead to homicide. At the same time, sexual jealousy,
adultery, and elopement would seem to be a very common, perhaps the most com-
mon, cause of conflict in nomad band societies, even in relatively nonviolent ones.
Some examples of sexual themes as recurrent reasons for conflict follow (see Fry,
2006).

Woodburn (personal communication, October 29, 2009) explains that Hadza men
fight for various reasons, but that “fights over women are a significant factor” and
that “murders occur.” At least some disputes among the Montagnais-Naskapi of
North America involve competition over a woman. For example, one hunter killed
another man and usurped his rival’s wife (Lips, 1947:470). A common cause of
disputes among the Ju/’hoansi is adultery which leads to fights between men over
a woman, between women over a man, and between wives and husbands (Lee,
1979:377). Lee’s ethnographic data demonstrate how adultery and sexual rivalry are
a theme reflected in some Ju/’hoansi homicides: “a man attacked and killed a non-
San [non-Ju/’hoansi] who had been sleeping with his wife. . . a man killed another
and ran away with his wife. . .a man who had slept with another’s wife was attacked
by the husband but killed the husband. . .and a man killed his wife in an argument
over her adultery” (Lee, 1979:392). Competition among Netsilik Inuit men over a
particular woman also was a recurring reason for disputes that sometimes resulted
in aggression (Balikci, 1970). In conclusion, these nomadic forager examples illus-
trate a broader pattern wherein many disputes within band society stem from sexual
jealousy or competition between two men over a particular woman. The example
we considered earlier of the Alacaluf husband, with the aid of his brother, spearing
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his rival also illustrates this recurring theme (Bird, 1946:71). Competition between
women over a man also occurs, although the later tends to be less injurious and
rarely results in homicide (Fry, 2006:222, 2007).

Community Sanctioned Execution

Thieves, rapists, and poachers are killed on occasion in band society. In fact, one
sure fire way to get yourself executed is to become a repeat offender, either by
establishing a long rap sheet of crimes or, to expedite your own demise, by commit-
ting several murders (Boehm, 1999; Fry, 2006). In band society, no one likes a bully.
The execution of overly violent men and bullies is a theme in ethnographic accounts
of band societies. Damas (1991:78), writing about the Copper Inuit, explains that
“Certain men were feared for their aggressiveness or violent tendencies, but they
almost invariably met with violent ends themselves.” Hoebel (1967:88) explains the
typical fate of a recidivist killer:

As a general menace, he becomes a public enemy. As a public enemy, he becomes the object
of public action. The action is legal execution: a privilege-right of the executioner. The
single murder is a private wrong redressed by the kinsmen of the victim. Repeated murder
becomes a public crime punishable by death at the hands of an agent of the community.

Hoebel’s observation that a recidivist killer is no longer killed simply due to
the revenge-seeking of a victim’s family but due to his status as a public outlaw
is interesting. It corresponds with Lee’s (1979:394) description of how a Ju/’hoansi
recidivist killer was put to death by group action. “He had killed two people already,
and on the day he died he stabbed a woman and killed a man. . . .No one came to
his aid because all those people had decided he had to die. . . .They all fired on him
with poison arrows till he looked like a porcupine.”

In another case (Lee, 1979:393), a Ju/’hoansi man named Gau was considered a
“lion” who “ate people.” After he had killed three people, Gau was stabbed in the
heart as he slept. He jumped up to attack his assailant but dropped dead in his tracks.
Based on an extensive review of the forager literature, Boehm (1999:82, italics
added) explains that “reports of execution of individuals who behave too aggres-
sively are available for Eskimos, North American Indians, Australian Aborigines,
and African foragers. . . .My suspicion is that the pattern may be generalized to
nomadic foragers in general.”

After reading many ethnographic accounts, I agree with Boehm’s assess-
ment. This observable pattern across widely separated forager societies reflects
Westermarck’s second type of reciprocity, which stems not from gratitude felt for
the good deeds of others but instead is based on feelings of resentment for bad
deeds. In band society, bullies, overly aggressive persons, serious troublemakers,
and especially recidivist killers, because they endanger everyone, sooner or later
receive their just desserts in accordance with this Westermarckian reciprocity prin-
ciple. The community overall considers the killings of recidivist offenders to be
morally justified.
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Contest, Ritualization, and Self-Restraint

How else do foragers deal with disputes? Animal aggression has been analyzed
in terms of evolutionary costs and benefits, and a similar orientation may shed
light on patterns of nomadic forager conflict as well (Fry, 2006:218–219). In the
extreme case, as we have seen, recidivist killers run a high chance of being exe-
cuted with the overall approval of the group. Overly aggressive individuals also
may suffer increased chances of injury and death due to their frequent involvement
in dangerous altercations and additionally may risk social penalties such as loss of
support and even ostracism from the group (e.g., Endicott and Endicott, 2008:43,
50; Lips, 1947:469). In other words, acting aggressively toward others may lead to
various negative paybacks as victims feel resentment and seek revenge against an
attacker in accordance with Westermarck’s (1924) reciprocity principle. For these
various reasons, it is not surprising that restraint in the use of aggression, which is
apparent in much animal aggression, also is apparent in various nomadic hunter–
gatherer contexts. Exercising restraint regarding aggressive encounters may well be
the outcome of strong selective forces operating over evolutionary time (Fry, 2006,
2007).

Gusinde (1937:887) provides one example of restraint for the Yahgan of South
America: “A person will literally foam with rage. . ..Nevertheless, he can muster
astonishing self-control when he realizes that he is too weak to stand against
his opponent.” Tonkinson’s (1978:124) observation pertaining to the Mardu of
Australia also illustrates a system of restraint: “When men fight each other, the
unstated aim. . .is to allow maximum opportunity for the dispute to be aired ver-
bally. This takes place in an atmosphere of great public drama and menace, so that
honor is seen to be satisfied, but with a minimum of physical violence.”

Researchers of animal aggression have pointed out how the ritualization of
aggression in many species prevents injuries among contestants (Archer and
Huntingford, 1994; Maynard Smith and Price, 1973). Among humans, contests with
rules that limit aggression can allow for the resolution of differences with less risk
of injury than might occur during less ritualized forms of fighting (Fry, 2005).

Contests have rules that promote restraint, and spectators take a role in enforc-
ing the rules if necessary. The metacommunicative context of contests is that they
are simultaneously serious yet not serious or at least not as serious as unbridled
aggression. Winning by the rules enhances esteem, but winning through cheating—
fighting unfairly—may have an opposite effect when the spectators and the social
group are one and the same (Fry, 2005). Contests or duels are reported for settling
disputes in 9 of the 21 SCCS nomadic forager societies.

Among the Siriono, Holmberg (1969:156) explains that disputes between men
may be settled through wrestling matches. The wrestling matches have rules that
limit aggression, and rivals for the most part adhere to the rules. If not, bystanders
intervene to enforce them. Holmberg (1969:156) recounts how “Eantándu when
drunk, struck an opponent with his fists. Everyone began to clamor that he was
fighting unfairly, ‘like a white man.’ He stopped immediately.”
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Hoebel (1967:92) concludes that contests serve as a means for handling conflict
without the loss of life in many Inuit societies. Contests are a form of socially insti-
tutionalized restraint. “Homicidal dispute, though prevalent, is made less frequent
in many Eskimo groups by recourse to regulated combat—wrestling, buffeting, and
butting. . .The object of the boxing and butting contests is not annihilation, but sub-
jection.” For example, the Netsilik Inuit utilize both physical and verbal contests to
settle disagreements with minimal danger to the participants. According to the rules,
two rivals stand opposite each other and take turns striking each other using blows
directed at the forehead or shoulders. Eventually, one man gives up. A Netsilik
informant explains that “After the fight, it is all over; it was as if they had never
fought before” (Balikci, 1970:186). Verbal song duels also are used by the Netsilik
to resolve disputes. Under the rules of song dueling, opponents have free range to
blast their antagonists with derogatory words (Balikci, 1970).

Moving to the opposite end of the planet, the nomadic Ona of Tierra del Fuego
also engage in wrestling contests. As among the Netsilik, wrestling provides a rel-
atively safe, nonlethal context in which to settle disputes or to assert dominance.
Gusinde (1931:645–646) describes Ona wrestling:

The occasions are insult, defamation of honor, or slighting another man, who will not put
up with such things. . . .[The wrestling] happens only if each believes he is a match for his
opponent; otherwise the weaker one avoids challenging the other to fight.

. . .The two move toward each other and seize each other tightly. The previous irritation
and the heightened jealousy cause each to attack boldly; they summon their utmost strength
and plant themselves against each other in desperate rage, until finally one must succumb,
either by being pressed against a tree or thrown on the ground. With this the existing dis-
agreement has been settled to some extent, at least for today, namely, to the disadvantage
of the one defeated. . . .One who had to leave as the one defeated took this dishonor very
seriously; his people also often reminded him of it.

To assess the degree of restraint during aggressive encounters, I coded the 21
nomadic forager societies in the SCCS pertaining to “rules for fighting.” The results
are as follows:

Persons fight in a “no holds barred” fashion 1 society
Rules for fighting are sometimes ignored 2 societies
For the most part, participants adhere to the

rules for fighting
7 societies

Insufficient information to code 11 societies

Unfortunately, for 11 or 21 societies, there was no relevant data for this variable.
Acknowledging this limitation, the findings do show that for the majority of these
nomadic band societies for which there is information on this topic, individuals tend
to show restraint and adhere to the rules for fighting. This restrained approach—
which parallels the widespread pattern of restrained intraspecific competition
across animal species—can be interpreted as evolutionary advantageous because it
minimizes risks, bodily and social, for individuals engaging in aggressive behavior.
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Avoidance

Avoidance is mentioned for 16 out of the 21 nomadic band societies in the SCCS.
Nomadic hunter–gatherers are renowned for “voting with their feet.” This approach
is relatively easy in nomadic societies. Of the !Kung (or Ju/’hoansi): “Conflict was
resolved by moving apart.” (Ritchie1986:314). If a dispute arises in a Paliyan band,
one party or the other will just leave for a week or so (Gardner, 2004). Balikci
(1970:192) refers to avoidance among the Netsilik as “a very important strategy for
conflict resolution.”

In short, members of nomadic bands often decide to separate in response to con-
flict. I should also point out that the regular use of avoidance by nomadic foragers
is another reflection of restraint. Woodburn (personal communication, October 29,
2009) emphasizes avoidance among the Hadza as the typical response to serious
conflict, such as between two men over a woman: “If a man stays in the social sit-
uation with a rival it is impossible to protect himself. When he is asleep or if off in
the bush, he can be ambushed. Self-segregation is the best, safest approach.”

Third Parties: Friendly Peacemaking and Mediation

Black (1993) coins the term friendly peacemaker to refer to a third party that inter-
venes in a dispute to distract or separate the disputants but who does not otherwise
address the issues of the dispute. If a third party delves into the problem in an attempt
to help the disputants find a mutually agreeable solution, then the third party is play-
ing a mediator role. Sometimes multiple third parties act as friendly peacemakers or
mediators.

Friendly peacemaking was mentioned for 12 out of the 21 nomadic band societies
in the SCCS. For these 12 societies, friendly peacemaking was coded as occurring
“nearly always” for five, and occurring “sometimes” for six, with one society lack-
ing sufficient information to allow a frequency assessment. In the nomadic foraging
societies of the SCCS, mediation was mentioned as occurring in 10 out of the 21.
Mediation was usually conducted by elders, other respected persons, or in some
cases the entire band.

Gardner (2000a:224) explains that among the Paliyan of India, “a self-appointed
conciliator distracts with wit or sooths with diplomacy, this is done in a respectful
way, never at the expense of the principals.” Various Australian Aborigine bands
hold meetings or hearings as ways of mediating disputes (Berndt, 1965:176; Berndt
and Berndt, 1996: Chapter 10; Tonkinson, 2004:102–104).

An example from Australia entails both mediation and friendly peacemaking. A
married Aranda woman ran off with another man. About a year later, the new couple
met up with the former husband’s group. The matter was discussed at some length
by others in the group while the husband and his rival remained silent and listened
to the discussion. Spencer and Gillen (1927:468–469) explain that after some while,
the wife-seducer got up, walked to an open space, and shouted to the husband:
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“‘I took your woman, come and growl.’ Thereupon the man got up, and standing
some distance off, threw spears and boomerangs at the first man, who skillfully
guarded himself with his shield, but made no attempt to retaliate.” The former hus-
band moved in and attempted to punish the man by cutting him with a stone knife.
The guilty party defended himself as best he could but did not retaliate against his
punisher. Others then stepped in as friendly peacemakers, and calling loudly “kulla
impara,” which means “enough, leave him,” they pulled the two men apart. Having
had the opportunity to attack his rival, the husband renounced his claim to his for-
mer wife by waving his stone knife in the air and shouting “You keep together, I
throw away, I throw away.”

The foregoing case illustrates how others, besides the disputants, convened a
hearing to air the grievance. To the extent that they were facilitating a resolution
of the dispute, they were engaged in mediation. After listening to the discussion,
the husband’s rival accepted that he was in the wrong and allowed the husband
to punish him bodily without attempting to retaliate. We see the onlookers acting as
friendly peacemakers when they pull the two men apart and declare that the husband
has now cut his rival enough. By allowing this type of resolution, the perpetra-
tor acknowledges that he should allow the man he has wronged to punish him. In
Westermarck’s scheme, the wronged husband gets to express his resentment over the
original bad deed he has suffered, while simultaneously getting even by inflicting a
just punishment. The next section focuses further on punishment of offenders.

Punishments and Social Control

Humans express moral disapproval and apply sanctions against those who violate
the social rules (Black, 1993; Brown, 1991:138). In band society, disapproval ranges
from nasty looks and malicious gossip through ridicule, sarcasm, and harangues
to the infliction of injury, ostracism, and, as we have already considered, execu-
tion (Boehm, 1999, 2000; Fry, 2006). Group members individually and in concert
effectively express moral disapproval and apply social control measures.

Among the Montagnais-Naskapi, social control was maintained by rewarding
and encouraging positive behavior—that is, by showing moral approval—and also
by applying ridicule and scorn that reflected negative public opinion—moral disap-
proval (see Reid, 1991:245; Speck, 1935:44). Such behavior is typical in nomadic
hunter–gatherer societies (see Boehm, 1999, 2000). In response to the most serious
transgressions, such as committing incest, constant troublemaking, or murder (if the
killer was not killed by the victim’s kin), the guilty party faced ostracism from the
band. Le Jeune observed in the 1630s not only the generous and cooperative side
of Montagnais-Naskapi life, but also, in accordance with Westermarck’s reciprocity
principle, the importance they placed on “getting even” with serious wrongdoers.
He wrote, “So enraged are they against every one who does them an injury, that
they eat the lice and other vermin that they find upon themselves—not because they
like them, but only, they say, to avenge themselves and to eat those that eat them”
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(Le June quoted in Leacock, 1981:194). In this example, we see that Westermarck’s
reciprocity principle is being applied even to lice!

Turnbull (1961) provides another illustration of how social control measures are
used to uphold rules and obligations, this time in African Mbuti society, as he
describes the antisocial behavior of one hunter. Cephu had flaunted the rules of
cooperative hunting and meat sharing as he attempted to cheat the others out of
some game. The band members responded with moral disapproval. They ridiculed,
insulted, criticized, lectured, and laughed at Cephu before finally suggesting that he
and his family could go elsewhere, a punishment that would have been disastrous
for Cephu and his kin because such a small group could not have hunted effectively.
When faced with criticism, ridicule, and the threat of ostracism, Cephu apologized
profusely and turned over all of the ill-acquired game to the others.

Among nomadic hunter–gatherers, good behaviors typically include generos-
ity, sharing, fulfilling obligations, and getting along with others without excessive
violence or repeated troublemaking. Social rules tend to promote desired acts of
generosity and respect for others. Among the Ju/’hoansi, for example, the ideal
son-in-law “should be a good hunter, he should not have a reputation as a fighter,
and he should come from a congenial family of people who like to do hxaro, the
Ju/’hoan form of traditional exchange” (Lee, 1993:81, italics in original). Tonkinson
(2004:94) writes that the ideal Mardu adult is “agreeable, unassuming, self-effacing,
unselfish, and ever ready to share with kin and fulfill ritual and kinship obliga-
tions without complaint rather than being egotistical or boastful to excess.” Social
rules exist that prohibit exploitative behavior such as Cephu’s greedy attempt to
cheat the others. Violators are punished in various ways. Disapproved behaviors
typically include theft, stinginess, rape, assault, and murder (see Boehm, 1999,
2000).

Conclusions

Modern humans possess a legacy of adaptations acquired over many millennia.
Until about 10,000 years ago, humans and their ancestors lived as nomadic hunter–
gatherers. As a supplemental approach to archaeology, an examination of recurring
patterns across extant nomadic hunter–gatherer societies can provide a basis for
drawing inferences about the human nature and the past (Boehm, 1999; Fry, 2006).
The existence of numerous recurring patterns in the social life of present-day
nomadic foragers strongly suggests that ancestral groups also exhibited such fea-
tures. Fry (2006:239) summarizes recurring patterns apparent in nomadic bands
from around the world based on the nomadic forager literature (e.g., Bicchieri, 1972;
Binford, 2001; Boehm, 1999, 2000; Endicott, 1999; Gardner, 1966, 1991; Guenther,
2002; Ingold, 1999; Ingold et al., 1988a, b; Kelly, 1995; Kent, 2002; Knauft, 1991;
Leacock, 1978, 1982; Leacock and Lee, 1982; Lee and Daly, 1999; Lee and DeVore,
1968a, b; Marlowe, 2005; Murdock, 1968; Myers, 1986; Service, 1966; Steward,
1968; Woodburn, 1982):
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Nearly universal features of nomadic foragers include relatively low population densities,
small band size (typically between 25 to 50 members), mobility, flexibility and fluctuations
in group composition, concentration-dispersion patterns, interconnections among bands
(especially among those that speak the same or similar languages), social emphasis on
sharing and cooperation, high values placed on individual autonomy, bilateral systems of
descent that emphasize connections both to maternal and paternal relatives, minimal lead-
ership within groups, no overarching authority among groups, high levels of egalitarianism
in both the ethos and as manifested in social relations, high levels of gender egalitarian-
ism, decision making by consensus, sexual division of labor, hunting as primarily (but not
exclusively) a male activity (with hunting large game being a male activity) and gathering as
primarily (but not exclusively) a female activity, minimal material property, minimal private
ownership of resources, loosely defined territorial ranges, patterns of reciprocal exchange
among individuals within and between groups, a tendency to find spouses in other groups,
the personal nature of disputes (e.g., involving sexual jealousy), group fission and/or inter-
personal avoidance as a response to conflict (especially serious conflict), a devaluation of
physical aggression, lack of warrior values, exertion of social control via gossip, ridicule,
withdrawal of support, and in extreme cases, ostracism and execution.

Based on observations of extant nomadic foragers, the rates of aggression in
the past probably were considerably variable from one group to the next. Much of
the aggression that did occur likely entailed no use of weapons, but less frequently,
attacks probably involved rocks, clubs, or spears. Third-party peacemakers and con-
flict resolution mechanisms are regular features of extant hunter–gatherer social life
and no doubt also existed in the past (Boehm, 1999; Lee, 1993; Fry, 2000; Gardner,
2004; Tonkinson, 1978, 2004).

To highlight nomadic forager patterns of aggression and conflict management, it
is important to recall that nomadic hunter–gatherers live in bands whose composi-
tion varies as people regularly transfer among groups. One implication of this type of
social organization is that—in marked contrast to “Man the Warrior” assumptions—
related males are spread out across the social landscape in neighboring bands whose
membership is flexible and changing over time. Nomadic foragers also have few
material possessions to plunder or fight over, are politically egalitarian, and tend to
be widely dispersed. The obvious pattern is that disputes are personal, not collective,
at the nomadic band type of social organization (Reyna, 1994; Service, 1966). The
data show case-after-case of men competing over a particular woman, not bands
of related men raiding other groups to capture women. The overall point is that
nomadic hunter–gatherer bands tend not to engage in war or have militaristic value
orientations (Fry, 2006; Steward, 1968; Kelly, 1995:Table 8.1). The actual ethno-
graphic evidence does not support the portrayal of nomadic foragers as warlike.
Such a view is a myth. It is out of touch with the facts.

Moreover, the amount of brawling and homicide varies within forager band soci-
eties. Some groups, such as the Paliyan (Gardner, 2004) and the Batek Semang of
Malaysia (Endicott, 1979; Endicott and Endicott, 2008:50, 124–126), have nonvio-
lent ideals, and physical aggression is extremely rare, whereas other band societies
experience regular fighting and periodic killings (e.g., Balikci, 1970; Lee, 1993;
Tonkinson, 1978, 2004). Boehm (1999) notes an overarching pattern wherein the
members of band societies do not tolerate overly aggressive persons. We have seen
that recidivist killers and otherwise dangerous persons are likely to be executed for
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the public good (Balikci, 1970; Boehm, 1999; Lee, 1993). Lacking authoritative
leadership, courts, police, and mental hospitals, nomadic band societies nonetheless
manage to deal with much conflict through avoidance, discussion, group meet-
ings, contests, ostracism, and other nonviolent or aggression-limiting ways (Boehm,
1999; Fry, 2006). Nomadic foragers are especially famous for voting with their feet.

In short, the aggression in nomadic band society is not as rampant as some-
times assumed. When it does occur, it rarely resembles warfare. Furthermore, many
nonviolent conflict management options exist as safer alternatives to aggression.
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Chapter 14
Born to Live: Challenging Killer Myths

R. Brian Ferguson

This chapter is an anomaly in this volume. It is about cooperation among primates,
but cooperation for deadly violence against others of the same species. It is about
warfare by chimpanzees and by humans. Whether chimpanzees make war depends
on your definition. Mine has always been elementary: organized, potentially lethal
violence against members of another group. Using this definition, there is no ques-
tion that chimpanzees have the capability to make war and have done so on occasion.
The patrols that often precede attacks, and the attacks themselves, display a high
degree of intelligent cooperation. Male coalitional aggression is the label that has
been aptly applied to chimpanzees and humans too.

What is very much in question is whether chimpanzees, and humans, are pre-
disposed to war, whether our common evolutionary heritage has selected into our
genes a tendency, a predilection, to attack and kill members of other groups. Just
that claim has been made by many authors, most notably by Jane Goodall (1986),
Richard Wrangham (Wrangham and Peterson, 1996), and Michael Ghiglieri (1999),
in many forums both scientific and popular. I argue that it is wrong, fundamentally
wrong. Chimpanzees—about which I am currently writing a book—have evolved a
most flexible nature. With human beings, living in immensely complex social and
symbolic worlds, that flexibility is squared. This is not to claim that we are born
noble and peaceful. We are not species-ifically inclined against war either. Our ori-
entation toward war, for it or against it, and our practice, depends on situations,
inclusively defined as running from basic environmental circumstances, through
social structures, to values and beliefs.

Challenging the myth of innate depravity, as Ashley Montagu (1968a) once
called it, is the academic equivalent of whack-a-mole. Slap one hypothesis down,
another pops up. True believers see confirmation of our evolved violent nature
everywhere they turn, and they have forcefully presented this bleak view to the pub-
lic and policy makers. Again and again, in this way and in that way, they claim
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that humans may be able to learn peace, but they are naturally inclined toward
war. Furthermore, they warn, if we do not accept this unpleasant truth, we doom
ourselves to unending violence.

I have been researching war for over three decades, and I think that anthro-
pology has some important things to say about mass violence in our world today
(see Ferguson, 1999, 2003, 2006a, 2009). But those points are covered over by
the smoke and mirrors of evolved predispositions to kill. This chapter takes a very
broad approach to assertions of an evolved war-proneness, touring through a number
of overlapping sorts of arguments. The basic point is that although psychological
Darwinist claims are extensive, they are not supported by evidence. What is sup-
ported is the basic premise of this volume, that it is human beings’ evolved nature to
keep themselves alive and well, by means of cooperation and altruism. Sometimes,
that means going to war.

Chimpanzees as Natural Born Killers

A demonic perspective on chimpanzees provides foundation for the current psycho-
logical Darwinist perspective on war. As Wrangham (1999a:6) puts it, “selection
has favored, in chimpanzees and humans, a brain that in appropriate circumstances,
seeks out opportunities to impose violence on neighbors. In this sense, the hypoth-
esis is that we have evolved a violent brain.” “Chimpanzees and hunter gatherers. . .
seek, or take advantage of, opportunities to use imbalances of power for males to
kill members of neighboring groups” (Wilson and Wrangham, 2003:384). “a neces-
sary and sufficient condition for intercommunity aggression is a perception that an
opponent is sufficiently vulnerable to warrant the aggressor(s) attacking at low risk
to themselves” (Wrangham, 1999b:15, my emphasis). And one more, to make clear
I am not making up a straw-man:

[S]election has favored a human tendency to identify enemies, draw moral divides, and
exploit weaknesses pitilessly across boundaries. Among hunter-gatherer societies, inner-
city gangs, and volunteer militias at the fringes of contested national territories, there are
similar patterns of violence. The spontaneous aggressiveness of humans is a harsh product
of natural selection, part of an evolutionary morality that revels in short-term victory for
one’s own community without regard for the greater good (Wrangham, 2005:19).

This scholarly version of this dramatic picture has been called the Rival Coalition
Reduction Hypothesis (Wilson et al., 2004). Any opportunity to kill males of another
group with impunity will be seized because loss of fighters reduces their ability to
compete over the longer term. No immediate conflicts of interest are necessary.
Against that, the RCRH, is the RCH or Resource Competition Hypothesis—where
severe fighting across chimpanzee groups is a direct effort to protect food resources.
I side with the latter to a point. My position is that heightened food competition, and
other disturbances, all linked to human impact—or the Human Impact Hypothesis—
are what lead to deadly conflicts between groups and other violence as well. This
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can be called RCH+HIH. (In this and later discussions of chimpanzees, summary
statements are based on a book manuscript in progress, Chimpanzees, Men and War,
and documentation will be provided there.)

Where did the idea of killer chimpanzees come from? It developed out of three
field situations. At Gombe in Tanzania, there was the Four-Year War from 1974
to 1977. The story is almost as familiar as Cain and Able. Beginning in 1972,
one intermingling community of chimpanzees split into northern and southern
groups. In 1974, members of the northern Kasakela community began entering
the rangelands of the southern Kahama group and brutally attacked individuals
from it, especially males, whenever they caught one alone. By 1978, Kahama was
entirely gone—presumed exterminated—and Kasakela began using their rangelands
(Goodall, 1986:503–514).

The second situation also occurred at Gombe, right after the Four-Year War.
From 1978 to 1982, the large Kalande community, formerly south of the now-
gone Kahama, gradually began expanding their ranging northward, encroaching on
Kasakela, which fearfully avoided the intruders. This “invasion from the south” is
portrayed as a violent repeat of the Four-Year War (Goodall, 1986:514–517).

The third situation occurred 60 km south of Gombe, at Mahale. Adult male chim-
panzees of K-group had disappeared over the years, one by one, starting in 1970.
By 1982, all but one K-group male was gone. The larger, ever encroaching M-group
assimilated K-group’s range and a number of K-group females who remained in
place. Little was made of the disappearances when they happened, but after the Four-
Year War became known, Mahale researchers reinterpreted these disappearances as
possible killings by M-group (Nishida et al., 1985). In many secondary sources, the
killing off of K- by M-group is reported as a documented fact. The invasion from
the South and the end of K-group were taken as confirmation of the dark vision that
it is in their nature for chimpanzees groups to war on their neighbors.

Margaret Power (1991) is the main critic of this view. Her work has been largely
discounted by chimpanzee researchers. I believe she was on the right track. Power
stressed that both Gombe and Mahale were subject to major artificial provisioning,
and that early observations there, and at Budongo and elsewhere, of non-provisioned
chimpanzees, showed them to be less exclusive and hostile then the later Gombe
portrait. But this difference between early and later observations has been blamed,
by others, on fission–fusion confusion—researchers were misunderstanding normal
separation and joining of individuals within one group, with two different groups
coming together (Ghiglieri, 1984:8, 173–174). Yet the specificity of early obser-
vations goes against that interpretation, such as known Gombe males observed
in the center of another group’s rangeland (Goodall, 1968:214) or geographically
distinct groups in the Ugandan Budongo Forest occasionally sharing a rich food
source with each other and then going back their on separate ways (Sugiyama,
1968).

Power sees this difference in reports as a record of social change driven by arti-
ficial food provisioning. At Gombe, violence centered on banana distribution got
so intense that it was cut back drastically via a series of experiments in controlled
distribution (Wrangham, 1974). Power hypothesizes that this reduction, and the way
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the new banana systems operated, led to intense frustration. That generated aggres-
siveness among chimpanzees which were already socialized to violence, and they
took it out on Kahama, the Four-Year War. Frustration led to aggression.

I follow all that, but go farther. My position is that the new ways of provisioning
led to a serious food scarcity, evidenced by sharply declining body weights, and that
a policy of banana-favoritism toward Kahama gave Kasakela a good reason to be
extremely hostile toward them. While the local Kasakela chimpanzees had to wait in
frustration for a bunch of bananas per week, the prodigal Kahama chimpanzees got
bananas whenever they showed up (Goodall, 1986:503) Plus, there was a lot of sex
and politics involved. (Now there is a good comparison to humans). Subsequently
at Gombe, the “invaders from the south” appeared to be drawn to the feeding station
(Goodall, 1986:516). Regarding Mahale, it seems that everyone agrees that what
pulled M-group into K lands was the researchers’ provisioning. I will return to this
topic of human impact.

Gombe and Mahale 1974–1982 were the basis of the idea that chimpanzees, and
so humans, are inherently warlike. It took time for this to reach maximum public
spread in major publications (especially in Goodall, 1986; Wrangham and Peterson,
1996; Ghiglieri, 1999). Paradoxically, during that time of writing and presentation,
violence dropped off, with only one clear outside adult male killing from 1983 to
1998. Doubts about the normality of those type-case situations began to grow. But
events since then, at several sites, especially at Gombe and Kibale in Uganda, seem
to support the demonic view. It is common to read statements such as, “A grow-
ing body of evidence suggests that lethal intercommunity aggression is typical for
chimpanzees across Africa” (Gros-Louis et al., 2003:341). However, if one sticks
with the cases, (and if one leaves aside highly artificial captive-introduction exper-
iments), there are only 13 instances where evidence indicates certain or very likely
intergroup killings of adult males, in over 200 years of reported observations.

Nine of the thirteen killings come from three short periods, Gombe 1974–77 and
2000–2004 and Kibale 1999–2004. My count (to be documented in Chimpanzees,
Men, and War) is as follows: at Gombe, 2 in 1974–1977 (Sniff and Charlie), 1
in 2002 (Rusambo); at Kibale, 5 from Ngogo in 2002–2004, at Kanyawara, 2, 1
in 1991–1992 (Ruwenzori) and 1 in 1999; plus 3 other singletons, 1 at Kalinzu
in 2003, 1 at Tai in 2005, and 1 at Loango in 2005. Highly noteworthy, but typi-
cally unnoted, some of those situations are characterized by other forms of intense
violence, not associated with the Gombe war vision: internal and external infanti-
cides, internal killings of adult males, severe violence against outside or inside adult
females, killing and eating of human infants, and markedly increased hunting. This
broad spectrum of bloodletting suggests chimpanzee populations under stress–stress
from humans.

Power’s emphasis on the impact of banana provisioning was countered by evi-
dence of territorial clashes and killings at unprovisioned sites, most notably Kibale.
Proponents of evolved warlike tendencies routinely equate human impact with
provisioning only. If no provisioning, then human impact is ruled out. There is
much more to human impact than that. Habitat loss in unprotected areas and
around or even within protected areas has eliminated chimpanzee rangeland. Snare
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poaching and retaliation for crop raiding has added to rangeland impaction,
even within Parks. This has led, I argue, to intensifying territorial competition.
Epidemics, some introduced through humans, caused major demographic disrup-
tion, and with social consequences we are only beginning to discern. Other huge
unknowns are the effects of research and tourism, which are often extremely
intrusive. We cannot specify their effects but are unwise to discount them.

The exclusion of human impact is part of a broader problem in field research,
the nearly complete separation of writings on scientific research questions from
discussions of human threats and conservation. Anthropology too was reluctant
to acknowledge that their study populations were far from “pristine”—“they were
hardly affected by the outside world when I got there.” Primatology should avoid
that mistake. The way to understand behavior is to examine responses to chang-
ing circumstances. This is very relevant to violence. Human impact on chimpanzee
populations has increased greatly in recent years. Note that 10 of the 13 intergroup
adult male killings occurred after 1998. As human impact intensifies in the future, I
predict substantially more male/male intergroup attacks, and more of other sorts of
violence, in sharp contrast to field observations from 1983 to 1998, just as colonial
intrusions intensified indigenous warfare in tribal zones all over the world (Ferguson
and Whitehead, 2000). As with human warfare, to be understood, chimpanzee vio-
lence must be seen in its historical context. If these acts of violence are seen as
expressions of a dark chimpanzee nature, international support for their protec-
tion may decrease. If, on the other hand, they are seen as a consequence of human
disturbance, support for protection may grow.

Unanswered Darwinian Questions

In an important sense, there is no necessary contradiction between my situational
explanation of collective violence and views that posit evolved tendencies. Now, we
are all nature–nurture interactionists. But in substance, the perspective that intense
chimpanzee violence is associated with increased resource competition and other
disruptions due to a human presence is very different from the idea that intense
violence in the normal expression of evolved propensities. After all, if the point of
the demonic and related arguments is not that chimpanzees and humans are born
inclined toward war, that this inclination is coded in their genes, then what is the
point? Yet, for all the emphasis on evolved tendencies, the evolutionary process
leading to fixation of these tendencies remains surprisingly fuzzy, on several counts.

The ABC of Darwinism is variation and selective retention. Some individuals
have a trait, some do not, and those that have it breed more. Add in consideration of
inclusive fitness, and it is not just individuals that get selected but gene-sharing kin.
Regarding chimpanzee wars, kin selection supposedly operates because males are
philopatric. They (usually) do not leave their natal group, and so it is surmised that
they share more genes with males of their own group than those of others, poten-
tial adversaries. This has not been demonstrated. Genetic comparisons showed no
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or only slightly higher relatedness of males within a group than among females,
who typically migrate in from outside (Vigilant et al., 2001). No one has specified
the demographic model that is supposed to select for demonic traits. It is by no
means obvious how such selection could occur. If females regularly move to neigh-
boring groups, generation after generation, then intergroup conflict means fighting
with uncles, cousins, and nephews. In most theoretical applications of kin-selection,
relatives that close would be working for common genetic interests.

Furthermore, the assumption that human hunter–gatherers are, like chimpanzees,
patrilocal—and so the unspecified selection model works for us too (Wrangham and
Peterson, 1996:65–66)—runs up against extensive evidence of residential variation
and flexibility among foragers (Fry, 2006:167; Chapter 13, this volume). According
to Wrangham and Peterson, one of the key parallels between chimpanzees and
tribal peoples—specifically the Yanomami—is that females leave their own group to
marry elsewhere. Unfortunately for that conclusion, the typical Yanomami marriage
is village endogamous and both males and females stay where they are (Chagnon,
1968:69–73). So any selection model based on chimpanzee patterns would have
only a variable potential application to simpler human societies.

Even if some statistical genetic benefit could be modeled for the very overlap-
ping “us vs. them” of chimpanzees, the competitive advantage supposedly gained
by eliminating individual males from neighboring groups could be swamped by
the large fluctuations in group size. Killing off one enemy warrior would not make
much difference in subsequent intergroup showdowns. The Gombe “invasion from
the south” was supposedly halted by the maturation of a few Kasakela males.

The idea that this unspecified selection process fine-tuned a particular predispo-
sition exemplifies an outmoded bean-bag image of genes, particular to particular
traits. We now know it is hardly that simple. Genes are expressed in complex layers
of interactions—systems of systems—all with external inputs. Their effects typi-
cally are not discrete. For instance, much attention has been given in humans to
SLC6A4, the so-called anxiety gene. But this gene has also been associated (in the
NCBI Entrez Gene database) with—alphabetically—aggressive behavior in chil-
dren, alcoholism, anorexia nervosa, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, autism,
chronic fatigue syndrome, depression, heroin dependence, longevity, lymphoma,
migraine, myocardial infarction, neuroticism, obsessive compulsive disorder, pul-
monary veno-occlusive disease, schizophrenia, sleep apnea, sudden infant death
syndrome, suicidal tendencies, and violent behavior. Select for one connection,
select for all the others too. A “gene for” any aspect of violent intergroup competi-
tion would affect many other areas as well. Any inclusive fitness benefit of selection
for intergroup violence would be weighed against countless other effects on lifetime
reproductive success.

Moreover, in the demonic perspective, what is asserted to have evolved is
not some single, simple tendency—such as a low-flash point for violence—but a
complex suite of behaviors, including stealthy patrolling of borders, entering neigh-
bors rangelands, careful monitoring of signs of adversaries, calculating numerical
advantage, and collectively attacking. This would involve many, many genes.
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Positing an inborn predisposition to this complex set of social actions stands
quite apart from most understandings of chimpanzee behavior, which for decades
has looked to flexible ecological adaptation rather than inherited tendencies. While
most social behaviors display ranges of variation, this war suite is said to be fixed. As
Wrangham puts it: “Does this mean chimpanzees are naturally violent? . . .Alas, the
evidence is mounting and it all points the same way. . . In this cultural species, it may
turn out that one of the least variable of all chimpanzee behaviors is the intense com-
petition between males, the violent aggression they use against strangers, and their
willingness to maim and kill those that frustrate their goals.” (Wrangham, 1995:7).

But why fix this set of behaviors, when evolution left the rest flexible in
responding to circumstances? What is the reproductive advantage of having the tem-
peramental dial set to attack, rather than in neutral? How does that expectably lead
to more genes in future generations than an open, unbiased disposition, to go with
whatever works best, be it violence, avoidance, or tolerance? The demonic view
holds that even when there may be advantages to getting along, chimps and humans
will opt for violence, start a war. What is the reproductive advantage of an orienta-
tion that leads to sub-optimal actions? How does that enhance fitness, individual or
inclusive?

The alternative for chimpanzees is that a violent disposition to others is acquired.
We are all aware of chimpanzees’ prodigious ability to learn. Different groups have
different learned traditions. (Some would say cultures but I would not). Some of
these traditions seem related to environmental conditions but many do not. Still,
that catalog of learned behaviors remains mostly limited to techno-environmental
interactions, much like the trait lists of anthropology a century ago. It is more than
possible that complex, patterned social behaviors can be learned and passed along,
for example, the differing degrees of bisexual bonding comparing Tai, Gombe, and
elsewhere, or even many of differences between chimpanzees and bonobos. What
would happen if a bonobo were raised among chimpanzees or vice versa? I expect
their behaviors would reflect the local custom.

Evolution of Violent Humans

Let us say for the sake of argument that chimpanzees are genetically predisposed to
war. What does that mean about humans? The basic idea of the chimpanzee/human
war analogy is that we share this violent predisposition—albeit much more elabo-
rated among humans—because we inherited it from our last common ancestor. That
ancestor was said to be pretty much a chimpanzee. As Wrangham and Peterson
(1996:63) put it, “modern chimpanzees are not merely fellow time-travelers and
evolutionary relatives, but surprisingly excellent models of our direct ancestors. . .
[C]himpanzee-like violence preceded and paved the way for human war, making
modern humans the dazed survivors of a continuous, 5-million-year habit of lethal
aggression.”
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Others see our apical ancestors quite differently. A behavioral synthesis in a
2008 issue of the Journal of Anatomy, explicitly focused on the last common ances-
tor, hypothesized “that the LCA displayed regional variation in certain behavioral
traditions, ‘self-awareness’, and an enhanced ability to follow the gaze of other
social agents. . . these behavioral characteristics are related to increased capacity of
executive control to inhibit conventional responses in favor of social tolerance and
seeking novel and flexible solutions to problems.” (Sherwood et al., 2008:431). The
chimpanzee model has been further undermined by recently released findings on
4.4-million-year-old fossil Ardipithecus ramidus, which showed less sexual dimor-
phism and smaller canine teeth than anticipated. As Owen Lovejoy (2009:74) puts
it: “Comparisons of the Ar. ramidus dentition with those of all other higher primates
indicate that the species retained virtually no anatomical correlates of male-to-
male conflict. Consistent with a diminished role of such agonism the body size of
Ar. ramidus was only slightly larger than that of females.”

This is not the first time that living primates have been imagined as our ultimate
progenitors. Baboon models were in vogue for some time (Jolly, 1970). A spirited
case was made for the more peaceable, sexy, and female-bonded bonobo as the
human template (Zihlman et al., 1978). The obvious point to be made is that no
species living today represents our common ancestor 5–6 million years ago. But
for argument, let us assume that our extremely great-grandpa did have an inborn
predisposition to attack and kill his neighbors. Would modern men have gotten it
from him, passed along over millions of bloody years?

If one considers all about those 5–6 million years, the huge unknowns that
alone should be enough to dismiss any assertion of continuity in specific behav-
ioral patterns. Wrangham and Pilbeam acknowledge this problem. Referring to
human/chimpanzee parallels in lethal raiding, Wrangham and Pilbeam (2001:13)
concluded whether this pattern of patrols and attacks was found in the LCA does
not matter: “phylogentic continuity is impossible to confirm when it must traverse
the great unknowns of 5 million years of hominid evolution. And more importantly,
it has no explanatory value. The reasons why a behavior is shared must still be
articulated for each species.” There you have it from the author of Demonic Males—
chimpanzee’s collective violence provides no explanation for human collective
violence, except, perhaps, by analogy.

Perhaps this proclivity was not passed down continuously from 5 million BP,
they acknowledge. Without reference to the not-yet-described Ardipithecus, they
note the reduction in both canine and body dimorphism in the later human line,
a trend which usually is taken as an indicator of reduced male–male competition.
Since later hominins thus appear to be comparatively nonviolent, they suggest that
the bloody proclivities of the chimpanzee-like common ancestor were selected out,
only to be selected back in at a more recent date. With bonobos, they were selected
away, never to return.

If recent ancestors were inclined to war, then one would expect to find warfare
present throughout the human archaeological record. That is what psychological
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Darwinists routinely claim to be so, repeatedly citing two books (Keeley, 1996;
LeBlanc with Register, 2003) which support that view. Those claims do not with-
stand scrutiny (Haas, 1999; Otterbein, 2004; Thorpe, 2003). They suffer from a
compound misinterpretation: they note ancient cases where signs of war are present
and extrapolate from them to the many more ancient cases where none are; they
conflate later archaeological records with earlier records; and they assume that
ethnographically recorded warfare of peoples in recent centuries is representa-
tives of people millennia ago (Ferguson, 2006b; Chapter 13, this volume). That is
assuming the ancient universality of war not documenting it.

War leaves archaeologically recoverable remains, in skeletal and settlement
materials, and sometimes in tools and art. Globally, the pattern is that war signs
are absent in the earlier archaeological records even where recovery of materials
is sufficient to show war. After time—chronologies vary enormously in different
regions—war signs unmistakably appear, and usually never go away. The appear-
ance or intensification of war usually follows some combination of preconditions,
including larger populations, greater sedentism (though not necessarily agriculture),
increased trade, hierarchy, social bounding, and often, environmental reversals. The
first established war findings date to around 10,000 years ago and gradually become
more widespread and more intense around the world, ultimately leading to the fre-
quently violent ethnographic universe recorded in recent centuries. The sum of early
archaeological records from around the world contradicts the idea that recent, in
evolutionary terms, human societies were characterized by violent competition and
war (Ferguson, 2006b).

These are all scholarly objections. For the larger public, “chimps R us” carries
the day. In the genes, they are 98% plus identical to humans. If we are so close in our
DNA, how different could we be? This is a key icon of modern biomythology. As
Marks (2003) details, and as post-genomic science continually updates, this figure
is meaningless for the kind of behavioral questions we are discussing, especially as
it seems gene regulation is the name of the game in our species’ differentiation.

In the churning sea of questions about human evolution, a few things are clear.
What separates humans from chimpanzees includes a vastly expanded neocortex and
cognitive abilities, and commensurate capacities for language and symbol. These
watershed differences provided the basis for culture, which—emergent—actualized
humanity’s “adaptive dimension” (Montagu, 1968b). The same human infant has
the potential for being a pre-industrial hunter–gatherer or an astronaut, for being a
genocidal slaughterer or a pacifist monk. That is pretty darn flexible, and humans
can do it because culture is our nature. It is culture that made possible human beings’
spectacular reproductive success. It is culture that enables us to live cooperatively
and interdependently, pooling our efforts to collectively cope with any environment
on earth. It is culture that provides the means for our material and reproductive
well-being. Yet in psychological Darwinism, even after this quantum leap in col-
lective flexibility, we remain inherently violent because violence increases inclusive
fitness.
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Violence for the Genes

But claims for evolved tendencies for war are reinforced by assertions that both
chimpanzees and humans actually do use deadly violence in ways that maximize
their inclusive fitness. That is the ultimate commonality claimed to span the two
species. The claim rests on little evidence.

For chimpanzees, if that were true, then certain kinds of killings should be
expected according to the logic of inclusive fitness and certain kinds not. Expected
would be killing not only of outside adult males but also of outside male infants.
Not expected would be killing of adult or infant males within the group, which
costs a present or future coalition member, or the killing of outside females of any
age, who might immigrate and thus help propagate male genes. What is the record
(in Chimpanzees, Men, and War)? Considering certain and very likely killings (and
once again leaving out the captive introductions), there are 23 consistent with max-
imizing inclusive fitness and 25 that go against inclusive fitness—pretty much of a
wash.

For humans, the violence-for-reproduction claim rests upon Chagnon’s (1988)
study of the Venezuelan Yanomami, which supposedly demonstrates that unokai—
which Chagnon equates with men who have killed enemies—have more children
than non-unokai. It would be hard to find a more thoroughly debunked claim in con-
temporary anthropology. Field ethnographers challenged Chagnon’s data (Albert,
1989; Lizot, 1989). Fry (2006:184–199) and myself (1989; 2001:106–108) have
taken on his statistical analysis. These rebuttals show that killers’ alleged repro-
ductive success is distorted by the following facts: (1) headmen, who have more
wives, are all in the unokai category, thus raising unokais’ apparent reproductive
advantage, (2) the likelihood of becoming unokai and of having more children both
increase with age, so age is a confounding variable that also inflates unokais’ advan-
tage, and (3) the sample is limited to living men. Known killers are often targeted for
revenge killings, and dying younger obviously lowers lifetime reproductive success.
If you only looked at the winners, then gambling would seem to be a good deal too.

Meanwhile, Moore’s (1990) study of Cheyenne war and peace chiefs shows
the latter had higher reproductive success. Dedicated warriors lived shorter lives
with fewer children. If war-proneness were under genetic control, and conditions
remained stable, the trait would be selected out quickly. Similarly, though on a
group level, Younger’s (2005) extensive computer modeling of social groups on
islands shows that those led by more aggressive leaders tend rapidly toward extinc-
tion. The notion that being inclined to war leads to greater reproductive success is
without empirical foundation.

Tooby and Cosmides (1988) posted an often-cited evolutionary psychological
explanation of war on their website. They ask, since warriors often die, and being
dead is bad for reproductive success, why would men risk combat? They posit three
necessary conditions that would make our supposedly modular mind compute war as
worthwhile in reproductive terms: “cheaters or non-participants must be identified
and excluded (or punished) . . . the participants are rewarded or punished in propor-
tion to the risks they have run, and in proportion to how important their contribution
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was to success.” They do not provide a single example where these three condi-
tions apply, so I (2001:110) considered them in relation to Chagnon’s descriptions
of Yanomami. None of the conditions hold true.

Mesquida and Wiener (1999) adopt Daly and Wilson’s (1988:168–171) concept
of a young male syndrome and apply it to war. They claim that wars are launched
by young men because it suits their reproductive interests, to obtain mates directly
or the resources needed for the attraction and retention of mates. For evidence, they
cite national statistics which associate larger numbers of young men with more fre-
quent or intense warfare. This association is real, as for example in Rwanda, and
a good explanation already exists: those bulges of rootless young men are easily
and cheaply recruited in political fights launched and controlled by older political
leaders (Collier and Hoeffler, 2004).

As for tribal societies—such as the Yanomami (Ferguson, 1995), the Meru
(Fadiman, 1982), the Cheyenne (Hoebel, 1978), or the Enga (Meggitt, 1977)—
military decisions are typically made by middle-aged or older men, not young
hotheads dreaming of glory and mates. In tribal combat, younger men generally
are supervised and protected by their elders until they mature in the ways of war.
Mesquida and Wiener’s claimed behavioral generalization crashes against ethnog-
raphy. In fact, one source they cite to show an association of intense warfare with
the presence of more young men is the article previously mentioned (Moore, 1990),
showing Cheyenne war leaders had lower reproductive success.

The biggest argument for war as reproductive contest is also the simplest: win-
ners often prosper at the expense of losers. True, large population benefits and
losses can accompany war. Evaluating that point requires consideration of a the-
oretical point of crucial significance. My longstanding materialist position is that
wars occur when those who make decisions for war believe it is in their prac-
tical self-interest to do so. Practical self-interest means protecting or enhancing
all the resources at one’s disposal, the costs of obtaining them, physical safety,
and—where such exists—political power (Ferguson, 1990). This is an all-important
difference from psychological Darwinism, which holds that in addition to mate-
rial well-being, humans also compete directly over reproductive success (Chagnon,
1990).

While that may seem to be a theoretical fine point, it leads to critically differ-
ent expectations and understandings. It means that even if there is no competition
over material resources, reproductive interests will still pit men against other men.
In a broad sense, this goes directly against the key point of this volume: that coop-
eration is the more common, “natural” tendency in human evolution and behavior.
More specifically, it means there is always a reason to make war. This is a testable
theoretical difference: are conflicts over practical material issues more predictive
of actual war than “reproductive” conflicts, even broadly defined. The basic goal
of my book Yanomami Warfare (1995) was to evaluate these contrasting hypothe-
ses against every reported case of warfare. Conflicts over access to the introduced
necessities of steel tools and other Western manufactures are predictive. Disputes
over women, in any form, are not predictive.
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Monumental Myths

All of the particular theories previously discussed carry weight in popular discus-
sions because they rest comfortably within larger cultural assumptions that humans
are, by evolution, by nature, born to kill others. This part considers several of these
larger, mythic frameworks. It could start with “Man the Hunter,” but in this volume
that is better left to others. Instead, it begins with the idea that men are “naturally
aggressive,” an opinion I frequently get from my students.

Research and speculation on the biology of aggression deal with individuals.
War is a property of social groups, with dynamics that can only be understood at the
group level. The disjuncture between the two is well-illustrated by Konner’s (2006)
state of the art review of the biology of aggression and war. He summarizes the neu-
rology of aggression, effects of brain trauma, heritability studies, etc. All of that is
dropped when he moves on to explaining war, where he invokes pseudospeciation
(below) and long-standing psychological research on mass psychology and author-
itarianism, which “does not contradict current views in evolutionary psychology”
(p. 23). Then psychology is somehow put in harness with Malthus, who, Konner
claims, explains the colonization of the Americas, both World Wars, creation of the
USSR, Vietnam, etc. Konner opens this article with the standard biological pitch:
“there is in human nature a natural tendency to violence and, additionally, to war,
and. . . the failure to fully recognize this tendency – a common failure in academic
circles – increases the risk” (p. 1). So it is instructive to read in closing, just how this
bio-realization is important: only if we concede that war is natural, like disease, will
the international community be sufficiently motivated to do something to prevent it
(28). How does that follow?

Konner and many others use biology to explain why war is a male activity. This
too is said to apply to both chimpanzees and humans. Wrangham titled his book
Demonic Males because female great apes were, in comparison, nonviolent. This
clear distinction has eroded because of accumulating evidence of severe attacks by
females. Still, it remains true that males do more of it.

For humans, collective violence usually is a male thing. Regarding whether or
what role biology plays in this, I am agnostic. Measures of male and female aggres-
sion vary. Domestic violence, in the current English-speaking world, is slightly more
likely to be initiated by females, though males are much more likely to do seri-
ous harm (Archer, 2000). Adult males have far more testosterone than females, but
testosterone levels rise and fall with social events and may be as much an effect as a
cause of aggression (Sapolsky, 1997). Young boys routinely test out as more aggres-
sive than girls, but this is already after significant gender socialization (Condry and
Condry, 1976; Sidorowicz and Lunney, 1980). We know, from many, many cases,
that women can both order and fight wars (Davis-Kimball, 2002; Edgerton, 2000;
Jones, 2005), so this cannot be a simple question of biological capabilities.

A solid, empirically grounded biosocial theory (Eagly and Wood, 2003) can
explain gender segregation in war, without invoking inborn predispositions. Two
prominent cases of warrior women lend it support. The famous women warriors
of early 19th century Dahomey had to bow to social mores, as they said they had
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become men (Edgerton, 2000). Contemporary women soldiers of Eritrea fought
with distinction and ruthlessness alongside men, enabled and encouraged by that
country’s revolutionary ideology. When the war ended and they went home, they
found great difficulty reentering the traditional female role (Bernal, 2001). In both
cases, women excelled as warriors, but they could not be warriors and culturally
defined “women” at the same time.

Perhaps men are more aggressive than women. What does that tell us about war?
Maleness is one part of biology. Biology is one part of aggression. Aggression is
one part of combat. Combat is one part of war. An explanation of a part of a part
of a part of a part of a social pattern says very little. It can be argued with at least
as much support, that it is militarism in society that conditions male proclivities
for violence (Goldstein, 2001). Could there be socialization for gender roles among
chimpanzees and bonobos?

If innate male aggression were an important cause of war, we might expect men
to relish the chance to kill enemies, to seek it out, as chimpanzees are alleged to.
The record of the US military is totally the opposite. Men seek to avoid killing
enemies and are traumatized when they do. A great deal of training is needed to
make even them shoot (Grossman, 1996). An article by an Army major (Pierson,
1999) in Military Review advised commanders to identify the less than 4% of troops
who are psycho or sociopathic because they are the ones who can be counted on to
willingly kill. (“[A] controlled psychopath is an asset on the killing fields” [p. 61])
A recent evolutionary psychology book (Smith, 2007), premised on the evolutionary
benefit of deadly violence, tries to deal with this conundrum by compounding inborn
mental modules. A people-making module makes us unwilling to kill, but that can
be overridden by other evolved modules compelling us to kill prey, predators, or
sources of infection. If so, why then is there so much psychological stress, what
turns the different modules on and off, and what is the “I” that puts all these modules
together?

It is a short step to the next biological shibboleth, “pseudospeciation,” the idea
that humans have an inborn tendency to categorize enemies as less than human,
and so to find it easier to kill (Eibl-Eibesfeldt, 1979:109–111). Dehumanization of
enemies frequently occurs in war, and Goodall even applied the concept at Gombe,
where Kasakela was said to “de-chimpize” Kahama (Goodall, 1986:532). But if this
were an inborn human propensity, then there would be no inhibitions against killing.
Obviously, in any war, a line must be drawn, which categorizes those on the other
side—often people one knows very well—as meriting death. That can happen in
many different ways and does not necessitate seeing enemies as less than human.
Idioms of witchcraft and revenge often provide both moral and emotional reason
to kill, but the concepts apply very clearly to human beings and only to humans.
Pseudospeciation, like so much biological reductionism, slaps a label on the more
complicated, and more interesting, practice of morally categorizing enemies.

Dehumanization takes us to the next mythic area, a big one—ethnocentrism.
This tendency seems firmly grounded in chimpanzee behavior. Adult male chim-
panzees routinely make agonistic displays at signs of outsiders—although there
are also instances of tolerance. Goodall (1986:531–532) posits “an inherent fear
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of, or aversion to strangers, expressed by aggressive attack.” There is more here
than mere xenophobia, she emphasizes. Gombe chimpanzees drew a line cutting off
known individuals, former friends, and “de-chimpized” them to make them suitable
to kill. But this is actually a theoretical challenge—not support—for the ethnocen-
trism explanation of war. The mother of all chimpanzee conflicts developed within
one group, which only became separate as the conflict intensified.

The idea of in-group amity and out-group enmity comes from Spencer, and the
term ethnocentrism from Sumner, both lead thinkers of Social Darwinism (Van der
Dennen, 1995:448–452). Their ideas were consistent with the Hobbesian images of
savages held by their contemporaries Tylor (1888:221) and Boas (1912). Skipping
ahead over decades, ethnocentrism was given a sociobiological stamp by Shaw and
Wong (1989) (also see Reynolds et al.,1987), who portray it as an expression of
genetic competition—“our kind” share more of “our genes” —and take it up through
ethnic and national conflicts. Ghiglieri makes the point with characteristic bluntness:

Unfortunately, every race, ethnic group, and tribe has its prejudices. Nearly all have led to
atrocities, many lethal, often including full-scale war. The message here is that the human
psyche has been equipped by kin selection to urge men to eliminate genetic competitors. . .
War itself, declared or otherwise, is often motivated by these instinctive genocidal goals.
I believe this happens because men are born ethnocentric and xenophobic by nature
(Ghiglieri, 1999:215).

This is not a fringe position. It is a cornerstone, for instance, of Niall Ferguson’s
(2006:xliv–xlv) recent book explaining “twentieth-century conflict and the descent
of the west.”

It is an erroneous position. Contra the social Darwinist imaginings, most tribal
war is not between culturally distinctive groups, but similar ones, as illustrated
by the segmentary forms of opposition so common around the world (Otterbein,
1973; Sahlins, 1961). The theoretical value of kin selection drops to practically nil
a few steps away from ego (Chapais, 2001). Self-sacrifice for “our kind” does not
make genetic sense in those terms, though it can be argued to do so in terms of
mutualism, cooperation, and altruism—principal themes of this volume. Cultural
assertions of common ancestry at the tribal level may be complete fictions, as one
recent genetic study of Central Asian tribes has demonstrated—they are no more
related within the tribe than the mean kinship of the regional population as a whole
(Chaix et al., 2004). The notion that recent “ethnic” or “sectarian” conflicts involve
longstanding cultural groups struggling against ancient rivals, has been debunked
thoroughly and repeatedly. I call these “identerest conflicts,” emphasizing their
highly variable fusions of identities and interests. Identerest groups are constructed
in conflict, and they are constructed opportunistically, using multiple criteria, by
political entrepreneurs seeking to forge a following (Ferguson, 2003).

Ethnocentrism, to some degree, exists in the very nature of culture. Humans
learn that the way their group does things is the way things should be done.
“Our ways” get the highest evaluations. But an empirical test of ethnocentrism
in East Africa demonstrates that in-group/out-group contrasts beyond that base-
line are extremely variable, concluding that Sumner’s image of natural and stark
oppositions—the image adopted today by psychological Darwinism—represents the
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negative pole in variable patterns of intergroup relations (Brewer and Campbell,
1976:144). “Social identity theory does find that [in our competitive society at
least], intergroup categorization in itself regularly produces favoritism toward the
in-group and discrimination against the out-group.” However, regarding actual inter-
group conflicts, this “subjective” tendency is seen as playing a secondary role to the
“objective” issues of history, society, economics and politics (Tafjel and Turner,
1986:14, 23). Intense ethnocentrism does not explain war, it accompanies war.

Which brings this tour of biological war myths to its last stop, territoriality. The
concept itself developed in the study of birds and fish and then spread to other
animals. As it spread, it became fuzzier. Does territoriality require active defense,
or just regular usage? Is there a line between defense and advertisement (Van der
Dennen, 1995:286–289)? Tinbergen (1968) projected the territoriality he saw in her-
ring gulls on to human beings. Ardrey (1966) spread the idea as in The Territorial
Imperative. It was a hit, a meme if you will, entering every day understandings and
language. One reason for its popularity is that—loosely defined—it seems to apply
to so many situations, as in Van den Berghe’s (1974) sweeping effort to “bring beasts
back in” to the study of human conflict.

Territoriality is a major interest of primatology. For chimpanzees, some question
if the concept applies since chimpanzee groups commonly share extensive overlap-
ping ranges (Mitani and Rodman, 1979). But agonistic displays in the presence of
others, and the specific behaviors at Gombe, convinced Goodall that the label fit.
She thinks that for chimpanzees, what truly departs from standard conceptions of
territoriality is the deadly violence involved. That, of course, is the link to humans
(1986:525–528). As put by Ghiglieri (1988:259), “Primitive hunting and gathering
societies the world over exhibit. . . territorial defense and warfare basically identical
in form and function to that of chimpanzees.”

With the expansion of field observations over the years, it is clear that different
chimpanzee groups relate very differently to the space they occupy. Some patrol
borders, others do not; some male ranges are much larger than females, others only
a little, etc. It is not too much to say that each study area has its own particular
patterns. In some cases, lethal violence has been observed, in other cases, not. If
lethal violence is seen as one variable aspect of territoriality, and if territoriality
itself is situationally variable, how can there possibly be an innate predisposition to
collective intergroup attacks?

Variation in human beings’ social orientations to space dwarfs that of chim-
panzees. With people, the concept always involves the added dimension of symbolic
construction (Ingold, 1987). In some cases, territorial defense seems a predictable
response to concentrations of resources (Dyson-Hudson and Smith, 1978). In
some cases it does not (Cashdan, 1983). Territorial identification is often more
about social incorporation than perimeter defense (Kelly, 1995:185–189). Among
Australian aborigines, foraging bands themselves are made up of members of mul-
tiple clans. Recognized clan titles to territory are not about restricting foraging
by others—which is allowed—but about limiting access to sacred sites (Layton,
1986:22). As one ethnographer put it, “one could say that to own is to have the
obligation to share” (Williams quoted in Ingold, 1987:134).
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What about territoriality and war? For Ardrey, it was relevant for defense, to
protect against intrusion, without which war would not occur. Tinbergen (1981),
who was an inspiration for Goodall at Gombe, took it further to planned conquest
and destruction of neighbors. The demonic perspective on apes and humans empha-
sizes territorial acquisition. Chimpanzees are said to go to war for “lebensraum,”
(Ghiglieri, 1999), to expand (Goodall, 1986:528; Wrangham, 1999b). In that they
are said to be just like humans.

Obviously, many human groups do gain territory through war. Some of the ear-
liest ecological models stressed this (Vayda, 1961). New Guinea warfare was at
first proposed to be a “struggle for land” (Brookfield and Brown, 1963). More
work, however, revealed that much New Guinea warfare lacked that dimension
(Knauft, 1990:268–272). The case for Amazonian warfare as territorial expansion
is even more tenuous (Ferguson, 1989b). In the ethnology of war, direct territo-
rial acquisition—conquest—comes to the fore with developed social hierarchy—
chiefdoms and above—where what is at stake is not the land itself, but the social
wealth produced by subjugated peoples. In contemporary ethnonationalist struggles,
land often becomes a potent symbol, worth killing for, not because there is too little
of it to farm, but because land can be a potent symbol for self-aggrandizing ethnic
entrepreneurs, a useful tool for mobilizing us against them. Territoriality is not a
first principle that somehow explains human warfare. Rather it is a variable, and
its expression and connection to intergroup violence is something that needs to be
explained.

All these big, vague ideas—man the hunter, naturally aggressive males, pseu-
dospeciation, ethnocentrism, and territoriality—are all too familiar aspects of our
existence. We can see examples with our own eyes, at least through the media, and
they repeatedly loom large in war. In that familiarity, they help create a public recep-
tive to a simple explanation, that war is the product of a human nature evolved to
struggle for reproductive superiority. These big notions provide a conceptual bridge
from humans to chimpanzees that lend credence to all the smaller hypotheses dis-
cussed. But these half-formed concepts are just vague metaphors, with the patchiest
empirical support. There is no evidence that they are orientations somehow encoded
in our genes.

Proponents of biological explanations of war do not say it is some kind of fixed
instinct. They always emphasize that our biological tendencies are mediated, chan-
neled, and even redirected by culture. They do say humans have a decided tilt toward
violence against outside groups, and that this leaning is a necessary factor for under-
standing war, from tribal peoples to world conflicts today. My position is that there
is no tilt, no predisposition toward or against war.

Human beings—oriented to cooperation with others, living in symbolically con-
structed and learned social universes, and possessing language and the ability to
communicate over time and space—are capable of almost anything. This, in my
view, explains our unique evolutionary success. In this way, we are born to live,
not to kill. But as Morton Fried (1973:355) once wrote on the idea of innate
aggressiveness and war, “you can’t kill a bad idea.” He was probably right.
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Still, anthropology does offer alternatives, very different answers to the question
of “why war?” What follows is my alternative, developed over a few decades of
studying war in many different contexts (see Ferguson, 1984, 1990, 1995, 2001,
2003, 2006a, 2009).

An Anthropological Alternative

With some oversimplification, my position holds that wars occur when those who
make the decisions to start fighting believe that it is in their practical self interest
to do so. Self interest is defined in terms of maintaining or enhancing: access to
important resources, their costs, safety, and where applicable power. This is the
position I have long argued against both biological reductionism, and those many
anthropologists who claim that war is the acting out of a particular culture’s symbols
and scripts, and is not about practicalities.

However, the symbolic dimension is very real and important. Particular cul-
tures have their own expectations about war. Purely cognitive factors affect who
is considered friend or enemy, within more fundamental structuring forces. They
establish what kind of actions are thought appropriate in war, and how war is emo-
tionally experienced, understood, and remembered. The practical and the symbolic
are integrated in war. For example, if one considers the warfare that follows Western
intrusions into indigenous areas over the past 500 years, patterns are very compara-
ble across world areas. Yet, any detailed investigation finds those war patterns are
informed and acted out according to understandings, symbols, and values that are
particular to one local culture. The general and practical—and the particular and
symbolic—as incomparable as they are, are joined in actual practice. How can we
understand this in theory?

My approach to that question goes under the label of moral conversion—practical
interests are converted into moral claims to persuade others and to justify oneself.
As a conflict situation builds, and different courses of actions are weighed, people
who participate in the decisions will convert their own perceived self-interest into
the highest applicable moral standards, whether that is preserving democracy or
avenging witchcraft. No one would tell others, “risk your life because it is good for
me.” They say, “if you are a man, this is what you should do.” This is manipulation,
but not just manipulation. People try to minimize cognitive dissonance, and I think it
is common, probably the norm, that those advocating wars that serve their interests,
come to believe those wars are righteous. As I say, this is an oversimplification, but
that is the gist of my approach.

To understand war, then, one must focus on the decision makers. That directs
attention to the sociopolitical structure of a society. What different kinds of people,
groups, and institutions contribute in what ways to decisions, and what are their
interests in a given situation? Those interests are as much, sometimes more, about
the decision makers’ position than concerned with the relationships between the
groups in conflict. How will one course of action or another, whether toward war or
toward peace, affect leaders’ standing among their own?
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In relatively egalitarian societies, every man decides for himself on war. Yet, even
there, there are often recognizable leaders, headmen, inconspicuous except in war,
able to persuade and cajole but not able to give anyone orders. Even at that level, by
virtue of their position, these elementary leaders have somewhat distinctive interests
in any conflict situation and greater influence than others. One of the most common
consequences of war is an intensification of control by those in leadership positions,
that is, unless things go wrong and they end up with their head on a pike. War
leaders’ positions get elevated in wartime. Often, leaders favor war, because war
favors leaders.

Among the relatively egalitarian Yanomami, fine-grained study reveals their
Machiavellian maneuvering (Ferguson, 1995). Among the more conspicuous Big
Men of New Guinea that maneuvering is easily seen (Sillitoe, 1978). With chief-
doms around the world, probably the most common explanation for their incessant
warfare is “chiefly ambitions.” With kings, it is almost too obvious to mention. In
the archaeological record, one of the preconditions contributing to war is the devel-
opment of hierarchy. The self-interest of leaders in contemporary world conflicts is
plainly evident for anyone who cares to look.

This is hardly a new idea. What rarely is recognized, however obvious, is that
this may be the central explanatory principle of war. Ask people why we have wars,
and many will reply, just like that, that it is in human nature. Very few will say
that it is because of the self-interest of leaders, although they will say “of course” if
asked about that directly. When reporters contact me, they want to hear about human
nature, not the machinations of decisions makers. But that is where we should be
looking. That is where we should direct the public’s attention. For me, this is the
biggest problem with biological “explanations” of war. They lay down a smoke
screen, closing out an alternative explanation which is much better grounded in
theory and evidence, that encourages citizens to foreground the question they really
need to ask. When leaders call for war, what is in it for them?
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Chapter 15
Notes Toward a Human Nature for the Third
Millennium

Walter Goldschmidt

The Quest for Man’s Nature

Every society needs to come to an understanding of what makes humans tick. For
millennia, religion was the primary frame societies had for finding the answers.
Theology assigned an outside influence on all behaviors; evil was the work of the
devil or the consequences of sin, good was the result of purity and piety. During
The Enlightenment, this quest left the hands of religious institutions and gradually
turned to scientific enquiry, leaving to the field of anthropology this particular quest.

Early seekers turned first to biology, ideas of inheritance, and soon to the new
genetics. These led to such ideas as “criminal types,” Kretschmer’s body types and,
above all, race. These ideas faded within the field because they did not stand close
scrutiny, and anthropologists turned to culture, the customs, and mores handed down
by oral tradition. But how to explain culture? The cultural anthropologists tried to
account for humanity’s quirks through Freud, Durkheim, and evolutionary ecology
with interesting findings but had little success at seeing the whole. Anthropologists
were sure that biology was not the answer and some thought it not even relevant. The
generation that came out of the dissidence of the Viet Nam war simply walked away
from the issue as if it was of no importance, declaring that no scientific paradigm
would work. They settled for saying that it was the nature of man to have culture—
an empty phrase.

That explanatory vacuum was quickly filled by students of animal behavior
and geneticists and by adherents to the emerging schools of Sociobiology and
Evolutionary Psychology. They did not recognize the reality of culture, calling
cultural phenomena “epigenetic” or reducing them to “memes,” a continuation of
biological evolution, but now transmitted by learning. While the concept of “human
nature” has largely disappeared from discourse, it is implicit in the assumptions
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of geneticists and evolutionists, who treat humans as being motivated solely to
preserve their genetic heritage (except for some motives sponsored by an “altru-
istic gene”), and economists, who assume humans are rational actors seeking only
material rewards. Both these notions are not merely wrong, they are harmful to the
preservation of the social order, for they sponsor social antagonism and are thus divi-
sive. It is time for anthropologists to take back the understanding of human nature
as our responsibility to social theory. This essay is my contribution to what I hope
will be an extended and fruitful discussion.

The Two Faces of Love

Love must surely be the most talked about, fought over, complex, and misunder-
stood word in the English language. It takes a lot of nerve to address it openly and
with the express intent not only to clarify it but also to say that it is even more impor-
tant than we have realized. The word is colloquially used very loosely, from the love
of God to the love of a rare and juicy steak. But these are merely analogical uses,
extending sentiments that are part of our biological heritage to more trivial matters.
There really are just two kinds of love that come to us from two separate evolution-
ary sources with very different functions calling for quite different sentiments. The
first is sexual (or romantic) love and the other is nurturant (or affectionate) love.
They both make us feel good, they both involve stimulation of some of the same
erogenous areas, and involve the secretion of the same hormones. Still, nurturant
love must be decoupled from sex.

Affect Hunger

The evidence for the role of affection in human social systems and of other social
mammals was sufficiently compelling to me over a half century ago that, in Man’s
Way (Goldschmidt, 1959) I postulated a “need for positive affect” as a universal
human characteristic. Growing evidence has emboldened me to be more straightfor-
ward and refer to it as “affect hunger.” Affect (with the stress on the first syllable) is
commonly used in psychology to refer to a feelings or sentiment, either positive or
negative, about a person, thing, or event. I am using the phrase to refer to an aspect
of human nature that is a biological imperative to seek gratification from affection-
ate responses. We all need to receive expressions of affect and this need is one of
the most powerful forces in the service of the social order. It is not only limited to
humans but also found among all social mammals from rodents to whales.

Unlike sexual love, which is as old as dual sexuality itself (and so far as animals
are concerned, that means virtually forever), affectionate love only entered into the
stream of evolution with the first mammals, when mothers had to take care of the
infants they had produced by means of that older kind of love. This second kind of
love lacks the drama and intensity of the sexual imperative, but is constantly at work,
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quietly, insidiously finding its way into every situation involving human interaction
and many where even that is wanting. It came into our heritage as part of the shift
from laying eggs to producing highly dependent living offspring. Caring for these
infants can reasonably be thought of as the evolutionary reason for the origin of
affectionate love using endogenous hormones, most notably oxytocin, which is an
opiate that induces pleasant sensations and euphoria.

The word hunger refers primarily to a self-engendered, strongly felt desire for
food, but the word is used more generically for any self-generated desire for life’s
necessities, such as water, oxygen, or sleep and, of course, food itself. Thus, to
say humans have “affect hunger” is a claim that humans have an inherent com-
pelling need for receiving demonstrations of positive feeling from other humans in
order to preserve their own humanity. This is a very strong assertion of a very basic
issue in the understanding of humanity and it deserves to have compelling support-
ive evidence. And we find a substantial amount of support—certainly, a lot more
than has been put forward for the current deus ex machina: a wayward gene for
altruism.

There was a time when received wisdom held that the brain was the one organ
that was complete at the time of birth, undergoing no modification later. This egre-
gious error has had remarkable staying power despite much information that leads
to contrary conclusions. It has long been known that the caring acts of at least some
social mammals are responsible for important modification of the nervous system.
Dog, cat, and rodent mothers lick their newborn infants to promote the full growth of
the dendrites and the synapses on the nerve endings; grooming among primates and
caressing among humans achieve the same results. This physical care is demonstra-
bly necessary less for sanitation than for a much more powerful need—to achieve
the mental potential of the newborn infant. We must recognize in this the fact that
among social mammals, a social act is essential for the members of the species
to have the physical capability for psychosocial competence. As if this were not
remarkable enough, we must also recognize that, contrary to our subliminal assump-
tion that structure comes first and behavior follows, in this instance behavior creates
structure. Please note that I am not making a guess or hypothesis here but merely
calling attention to the results of research by psychologists and biologists.

Subsequent research has built an increasingly persistent case for the imperative
need for social interaction to bring about the full potential of the individual. By
mid-century there was sufficient evidence for assuming the biological basis for these
universal social needs. For instance when the psychiatrist René Spitz had studied the
living conditions and medical records of a sample of orphanages and found that chil-
dren who were given fully adequate physical care but no affection had higher rates of
mortality, morbidity, and mental disorders. (Notice the use of the term “affection;”
this is a euphemism for the word “love” as there is a kind of taboo among psy-
chologists against having any contact with the emotion of “love.” Spitz’s work was
dismissed as Freudian psychoanalysis, while the Freudians frowned on empirical
research that might contradict their master’s teachings.)

The psychologist James Olds, who from the outset was concerned with the nature
of motivation, joined the laboratory of Donald O. Hebbs in the mid-1950s. In his
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very first empirical observations, Olds discovered the existence of an endogenous
reward system among mammals. This discovery was the first step in the direction of
understanding that mammals can choose to act in response to rewards and are not
merely preprogrammed machines.

A few years later, Harry Harlow, a psychologist at the University of Wisconsin,
initiated studies of affect deprivation among macaques. His most dramatic work was
on the reactions of infant monkeys to two constructed “wire mothers,” one with open
framework and a milk bottle at her breast, the other with the frame covered with
terrycloth but without the milk. It had long been known that baby monkeys hung
on to blankets and other rags, like Linus of “Peanuts.” These monkeys regularly
preferred contact with the cloth-covered surrogate mother over the one with food.
When frightened, they always ran to the cloth mother. The hunger for affection
appears to be stronger than for food.

Among the many experiments, Harlow and his team did were some on total
isolation in infancy that rendered the monkeys psychopathic. Females who were
completely deprived of affect would not copulate and when artificially inseminated
would not take care of the infant. The infants generally showed characteristic signs
of psychosis and suffered in health and in physical, sexual, social, and mental devel-
opment. One anomalous infant, however, was so persistent in demanding affection
that it finally stimulated its mother’s latent capacity for affection and she ended
up being an ideal mother. I find this incident particularly revealing. This event in
Harlow’s labs dramatizes the strength of these biological imperatives, mothering and
affect need. This mother, motivated by her insistent infant, was able to counteract
the destructive effects of her life experience. The nurturant imperative is inextrica-
ble to mammalian nature, but it must be developed, through social contact, in each
individual. Harlow was fully aware that he was tapping into the deep well of love,
and the public was intrigued. He was by nature a contrarian, and by publicly claim-
ing to be studying love, he put himself at odds with the contemporary treatment
of this emotion among the psychologists who were then pussyfooting around the
topic.

Harlow’s research made headlines, but it was also very cruel to the monkeys.
The pictures of young monkeys crouched in psychotic positions are haunting, and
brought an intense reaction from animal rights activists while Harlow’s disregard for
academic prejudices kept his fellow psychologists from coming to his defense. The
continuing harassment of the students who were continuing Harlow’s seminal work
after he died brought this seminal line of research to a premature end, and serious
examination of love among the monkeys was lost to science.

The British psychiatrist John Bowlby was the first to build on the deeper impli-
cations of Spitz’s and Harlow’s researches in his development of his theory of
“attachment.” Attachment is a social tie, much like bonding, but far more flexi-
ble, that infants and small children normally make with one or more adults. The
psychologist Mary Ainesworth devised a way to measure the “quality” of such
attachments and it became a measure for judging how well a child was adjusted.
The anthropologist Thomas Weisner pointed out that different cultures called for
different styles of attachment. Attachment measurement is now a regular feature
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of child development studies for it is a vital part of the mechanism for socializa-
tion. The infant wants—needs, really—a dependable source of affectionate care and
works hard to get it. On the cover of my book dealing with these issues (The Bridge
to Humanity, Goldschmidt, 2005) is a reproduction of an early Picasso depicting a
nursing mother making eye contact with her baby, transmitting both nurturance and
affection at the same time—a perfect symbol for the theme of that book.

Research on early infant behavior has uncovered a number of inherent traits that
are designed to promote affiliation with their caretakers, traits that appear just days
(and sometimes just hours) after birth. These include the tracking on the human face
(or a representation of one) when it will track on no other object, imitating facial
gestures, adapting to the rhythms and give-and-take as in adult “conversations”
in which mother and child exchange affect rather than information. Sarah Hrdy
showed that such manifestations of sociability and their appeal for affection had
survival value. Infant death through neglect or infanticide is not infrequent among
tribal peoples and throughout human history, as well as among the monkeys that had
caught Hrdy’s attention. Mothers are often responsible for such deaths. The infant
that endears himself or herself is less likely to meet such an end. Adults must also
be programmed to respond to these infantile blandishments, best exemplified by the
baby’s smile that, when it first appears, is a red-letter day for the family. All adults
are softened by this expression of the child’s pleasure. Look at ads for watches; they
are almost always set with the hands pointing to the ten and two; the smiley face
sells watches as well as babies.

These findings have not appealed to evolutionists, who have been so focused
on the competitive side of natural selection that they rarely see the collaboration
in the animal kingdom; the many living creatures that are huddled together in
swarms, flocks, herds, schools, or the like. Even microorganisms collaborate to form
mushrooms, while two alien species collaborate to create lichen. This suggests that
mutuality is as important as antagonism for species survival. It certainly is for most
primates and for humanity.

We have even more compelling evidence that it is no longer necessary to rely
on an imaginary Good Samaritan gene; instead, we have real chemicals that give
inducements or rewards for sociability. These are the oxytocin and vasopressin (and
perhaps other hormones) that give the “altruist” good feelings and even euphoria
when he or she engages in caring behavior. Oxytocin has long been known to be
involved in inducing mothering behavior, which we may think of as the original
purpose of and model for mammalian caring. Parental sacrificial acts have always
been seen as essential for genetic continuity. However, these hormones that serve
Olds’s endogenous motive are not merely concerned with mothering behavior but
with the whole gamut of social behavior, varying in detail from one mammalian
species to another. These peptides do the work that evolutionists have been seeking
to explain with a hypothetical “altruistic gene.” We must understand, however, that
the genes that are regulating these hormones are not creating altruists but are giving
rewards for affectionate acts. And in these rewards, we see that the research that
began with Old’s discovery of endogenous motivation has begun to reveal that the
biological mechanism for human sociality is love.
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It is almost inconceivable to me that it took so long for psychologists to explore
this phenomenon. A few years ago, when I was writing The Bridge to Humanity, I
got only one reference that hinted that oxytocin was an opiate that gave a seductive
reward for sacrificial behavior, but now it is being intensely investigated by science,
perhaps inspired by the marketability of a “Hormone of Love.” A 2005 review of
the studies on the neurology of social affiliation includes comments by 35 scholars
and scientists, who collectively cite over 700 references to field investigations and
laboratory studies of primate and rat behavior. Oxytocin appears in the title of 87 of
them. The authors say:

A broad range of evidence suggests a role for endogenous opiates in sociosexual behavior.
Endogenous opiate release or receptor binding is increased in rats, monkeys and humans
by parturition, lactation and nursing, sexual activity, vaginocervical stimulation, mater-
nal social interaction, brief social isolation, and grooming and other nonsexual tactile
stimulation such as play. (Depue and Morrone-Strupinksy, 2005, p. 323)

I do not think the word altruism fits into the scientific paradigm, and I believe it
should be replaced with the recognition of the dynamic role of love in social life.
This enables us to escape the fool’s errand of looking for a special gene, and turn
to what we know exists, namely a system of endogenous rewards that are found
throughout the mammalian world and have played a central role in establishing
the phenomenon of culture. This gives us the other side of the almost universally
recognized duality between the impulses that lead to self-aggrandizement and the
impulses that lead to the need for expressions of affection and approval from others.
We are genetically programmed to do mean and selfish things and to do kind and
generous things. The duality between selfish need and affection is found elsewhere
in the mammalian world. The new alpha male in the pack of wild dogs will imme-
diately kill newborn pups so the bitch will get in heat and deliver his, but he aids
all the dogs in the pack in their highly collaborative hunting, and shares the food
with them. Dolphins will gladly share the care of each other’s infants, but groups
of males have repeatedly been seen raping solo females. Homo sapiens has brought
this conflict into the realm of consciousness and, in the process, has given itself the
power of culture.

Human nature can be understood only if we recognize that this duality is human
nature and that the struggle to be human always involves finding the balance
between the selfish and the compassionate. It is no accident that most religions have
focused on this duality, because ambivalence lies deep in the minds and hearts of
people everywhere. One of the difficulties with the word altruism is that it tends
to obscure this duality, reducing our sense of love to a kind of “time out” from
self-interest.

Grammatical Language

We must now examine two elements characteristic of humanity that are distinct
from the issue of love and affection; these are the capacity to make original and
copied artifacts, and to articulate sounds according to grammatical rules that enable
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them to communicate things, real or imagined. The hominid fossil record shows the
continuous growth of the brain case; that is, of the brain. It is only reasonable to
assume that this growth enabled these two functions that are so distinctively human.
The logic that goes into step-by-step manufacture of things, and the articulation of
words into a complex message involve similar mental processes.

Hans Kummer (1971), in his classic Primate Societies, about baboon social
behavior describes an “argument” between the Alpha and Beta male over which
direction their trek for the day should go. This is all done with gestures, Beta run-
ning up the path he wants and Alpha merely sitting on his haunches and gazing up
the other path. It seems clear to me that these two animals had pictures in mind of
what they would find on the route they chose. I can imagine Alpha thinking, “he just
wants to see if there are some females ready for him in that band down there.” And
I can imagine Beta thinking, “the old guy doesn’t want to climb that steep hill on
that route.” But they cannot share these thoughts.

This momentary event that took place in Ethiopia many years ago shows us the
limitations of animal communication. These baboons can express their preferences
through sign language but cannot explain them. They may remember the hazards or
delights they experienced in the past and they may project images into the future,
but they have no way of sharing these images and expectations. Such limitations
make it impossible to create narratives—and culture is built on shared narratives.
The failure of the many scholars who have so assiduously attempted to teach vari-
ous other primates to use grammar and syntax supports the contention that this talent
is limited to the human biological heritage. Most, if not all, animals communicate
in one way or another whether by sound, smell, gesture, facial expression, or some
combination of these, and we also often use such devices in communication. But
human language is unique; it has grammar. Grammar is the device by which a com-
munication can place events discussed in time, location, context, and circumstances
and how the entities in the discourse relate to one another. None of these has ever
been done or taught to other animals, nor observed in the wild, yet all normal chil-
dren learn them in the first few years of life. All animal discourse is about events
taking place in the here and now. If there is no past tense you cannot discuss history
and therefore cannot shape a society; if you have no future tense, you cannot talk
about loans or interest and therefore cannot have an economic system and if you
cannot talk about what goes on elsewhere, you cannot gossip about what you saw
happening in the bushes and therefore cannot formulate a moral order. Humans can
do this. Moreover, the special genius of these abilities lies in the fact that what we
inherit is not the language or the culture, but the capacity to learn whatever language
and cultural rules are in operation in the place we happen to have been born.

Metamorphosis

We are in a desert; on the horizon are mountains with shale scree and giant bare boul-
ders overlooking the dry, almost barren plains, and we wonder that if anything can
live on this land, not even the kangaroo and other marsupials, primitive mammals
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appropriate to this primitive world. But the Aranda have, from time immemorial,
enjoyed a cultural life that is rich in ritual, story, and philosophy, knowing that when
they die their spirits will return to the “Dream Time” to join their ancestors until they
again return to the earth.

Think of yourself now as a baby born in this world, riding astride your mother’s
left hip as she goes in search of food on this desert, her naked body keeping you
warm in the early morning air. From the very beginning these outings make you feel
good, you find the smell and the rhythm of your mother’s body a kind of intoxicant
and you are storing all this in your “intrinsic memory,” as the psychologists call
things you remember from before you could speak, and in your future life these
memories may come to you unbidden and affect your mood. As your mother walks,
she tells you stories about each place you pass, sometimes pointing to plants and
naming them; sometimes pointing out where you can dig down to water or showing
you great craggy rocks and telling you which ancestor had thrown them there in
some heroic deed during the “Dream Time.” She has told you these before, but the
more she tells them the more vivid they become and certain you are that they are
true. This goes on almost daily, year after year, the lessons becoming more and
more explicit as your knowledge of the language grows. Like lacquer dripping on
a figurine, her words are slowly shaping your contours with layer after layer of
cultural sentiments, knowledge, beliefs, and manners. Without conscious volition,
you have learned the bases and presumptions that underlie the way of life of the
Aranda along with the language you speak.

One day, when you have lost your babyhood and are a young boy, a group of men
snatch you and carry you out of sight of the women. Over and over, the men toss
you as high as they can and hit you with switches as you come down, telling you
what you have done wrong and how you must now conduct yourself. With this brief
initiation you have become an Aranda man-child. You have crossed two lines you
had not known existed before, though you may have been dimly aware of them: one
between infancy and childhood and the other between the world of women and the
world of the men. You now learn what the men know about the desert, the hunting
rules and skills, and your ever-expanding role in the social order of your community.

This is the way every Aranda boy and girl imbibe the Aranda culture, though the
sexes each learn their own version. This is the way every normal Homo sapiens has
acquired his or her culture since the species originated.

Culture

We do not inherit our language nor do we inherit our culture. What we inherit is the
ability to learn the language and culture we are born into. Thus we can fit into the
ongoing society from the get-go. We who live in modern complex societies undergo
the same generic experience as our Aranda boy, but the specifics vary widely and
the baby in the crib next to ours will take a different journey.

Just as no two people see the same rainbow, so no two people have identical
culture. Even in the most homogeneous of tribes, each child learns his culture from
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a different person under unique circumstances and only later, through storytelling
and ritual, does the culture coalesce. Culture is the evolutionary solution to making a
species so adaptable that it can live in virtually every terrestrial environment. Homo
sapiens had to learn to find, prepare, and eat different kinds of food, it had to find
ways to make the world habitable throughout the seasons and it had to be flexible
enough to maintain social cohesion under diverse conditions.

Culture provides a system of motivations, highly flexible, that overlie or reshape
the fixed biological ones. The basic motive for living matter is survival, the pro-
duction of offspring and giving them their start in life. The struggle for survival is
riveting, and its inherent drama appeals to the macho outlook of the biologically
oriented scholars, so that they dwell on the competitive aspect of human culture
without regarding the quiet nurturance that fills our daily life. It is the desire for
nurturant love, which we have named “affect hunger,” that preserves our social
systems. The ancient heritage of antagonistic relationships among members of our
species, that originally served the assurance of the continued welfare of our progeny,
has been co-opted. The rivalry that is universally demonstrated among humans has
been turned away from its original biological purpose, and now reinforces the more
peaceable rivalries that make for social cohesion. This rivalry, centering on the social
rewards that in sum express one’s status in the community, fosters creativity that is
also a part of human nature; this creativity has also led to the technology that has
enabled the cultural evolution that has taken us so far away from our animal origins.
We can point to many self-serving traits that have been transferred to the service of
the social self by means of culture. This perception is fundamental to my whole take
on human nature. It is clear that the animal instincts are alive and well but that every
human being has the power to suppress them, to freely choose not to do harmful
things. The things culture empowers humans to suppress, territorialism, hostility,
sexual competitiveness, and violence, are the very traits that are emphasized by the
evolutionists and anthropologists who ascribe to the notion of the “selfish gene.”
These mammalian characteristics have been made subject to human control so that
humans can have humanity. This is the way Mark Solms and Oliver Turnbull (2002)
say it:

From the neuroscientific point of view, ironically perhaps, the essence of “free will” appears
to be the capacity for inhibition – the capacity to choose not to do something. What dis-
tinguishes human beings more than anything else from their nearest primate relatives is
the development of a higher-level “self” system, which is organized fundamentally on
inhibitory mechanisms. These mechanisms, which have their physical locus in the prefrontal
lobes (the crowning glory of the human brain), bestow on us the capacity to suppress the
primitive, stereotyped compulsions that are encoded in our inherited emotional memory sys-
tems. On this basis, the inhibitory prefrontal lobes may be regarded, with some justification,
as the very tissue of our humanity. (p. 281)

Thus we that find the dualism between good and evil, which forms part of the
philosophy of most religions and the subject of much debate in Western philosophy,
lies deep in our brains, the consequence of being human. We cannot cast aside our
biological heritage as if we had all arrived by immaculate conception, and we cannot
wish away the uniqueness of humanity by reducing ourselves to a variety of chimp.
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The spectacular growth in the size of the brain has distanced our species from all
others. These two resulting human features, grammatical language and making
things, are both open-ended and have infinite possibilities. This unending adapt-
ability is what makes culture possible; the beaver dam and the weaverbirds nest
are remarkable constructions but they were developed over time by the evolution-
ary process and now require only the ability to follow instructions. Some birds can
pick up new songs to imitate, but this ability is far removed from the self-generating
creativity of humans. The Japanese poet is challenged to write the perfect haiku,
the English poet to write the perfect sonnet, but each can face the other’s challenge
at will. This formulation lets us do away with Freud’s mystical sounding “pleasure
principle” and Dawkins’ mythic “gene for altruism” and imaginary “memes,” as
well as overriding economists’ assumptions about the bottom line. When the pre-
frontal lobe of the brain that Solms and Turnbull called its crowning glory is filled
with the neurons that control our speech and that inhibit our animal excesses, can
we really see culture as just bundles of memes? Should we continue to be caught in
the folk meaning of love as an ineffable force after we have deconstructed it, and
found that it has two separate origins, serves different social purposes, and evokes
different kinds of behavior?

Freud’s description of the dynamics of family life seems just right, but the bestial
violence of rape and murder he evokes to explain it does not. If the infantile desire
for the comforts of early nurturance is the kind of love each child desires, then
Oedipus is not the appropriate model. But the sibling rivalry and father–son conflict
are still an insightful perception of the social dynamics of family life.

The Fundamentals of Human Nature

We are now in a position to articulate the underlying features that characterize
Homo sapiens. All human beings are guided in their social interaction, perhaps in
all action, by two sets of mutually inconsistent directives, one from the biological
imperative for genetic survival and the other learned from the people taking care of
him during his extended dependency. This appears to be the opposition of good and
evil but that is an over-simplification. The former directives prompt the actor to serve
his own interests with strength and passion and the latter induces a more generous,
socially directed behavior. Passionate self-interest can be put to good purpose and
should not automatically be labeled evil. The actual behavioral syndromes found
in diverse societies vary; for example, the British suppresses the free expression of
affect while the Italians encourage it. Again, the readiness to confront and fight an
antagonist as against a readiness to negotiate is shaped by this alternative choice of
action; the Plains Indians welcome violent conflict while the Pueblo dwellers of our
Southwest are reluctant warriors. In our culture we have both; we call them “hawks”
and “doves,” and they are products of different socialization in our complex society.
This duality, enigmatic and pervasive, is the core feature of human nature, reverber-
ating through all philosophies and all religions. Trust no one who says “it is human
nature to do [any single thing].”
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The second core feature is the human need for the company and approval of
other humans; what I have called “affect hunger.” It is a need that must be met in
childhood if the individual is to survive and flourish. It will continue to be needed
throughout life in the process of becoming competent in the local culture and to
preserve one’s sense of self as one grows older. Affect hunger never dies.

The third feature of the species is the capacity to believe. Humans innately create
a constructed world that is inseparable in our perception from the physical one. I
doubt that a cultural world could exist without this human attribute. When you stop
to think about it, language itself depends on belief; we have to accept as given from
the very start that the words actually mean what we have been told they do. These are
merely the first products of the “self-fulfilling prophesy,” as Robert Merton labeled
the quality of believing that establishes itself as true by the very act of believing it
to be true.

But believing is not really that simple. Believing, like other traits of humanity,
must remain flexible to serve the adaptability so essential to the cultural way of life.
As with the concept of love it deserves close examination. At the same time that
there is belief there is doubt – there are changes of mind or of heart, there is even the
capacity to “sincerely” believe mutually contradictive things, things which cannot
both be true at the same time. The scientific world has given inadequate attention to
this vital, enigmatic, aspect of human nature.

I think these three covert elements are universal to the species and make our
peculiar and unique mode of life possible. I have passed over some of the more
overt traits such as the capacity to learn both language and culture and to internalize
rules and expectations and undoubtedly many others, but I see my task as being no
more than to open the discourse on this overlooked topic with the hope it will entice
many of you to join in.
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Chapter 16
Behavior Meets Neuroscience: Achievements,
Prospects, and Complexity: Introduction Part IV

Jane Phillips-Conroy

This volume has as its goal to address the evolution and nature of cooperation
and “altruism”. This perspective challenges the pervasive public perception of
Darwinian evolution as a process necessarily “red in tooth and claw”, a view often
promoted by media looking for an attention-getting headline to lead with in the
evening news or on the front pages of a popular magazine. Aggression and violence
are emotions with high valence and thus easily attract attention. Any of us who has
experienced a powerfully aversive event recalls it readily and with little effort can
easily retrieve the emotions, even though the event may have occurred in the far dis-
tant past. Positive experiences and emotions rarely have the same salience—nor do
they receive the same attention in the popular media. The dark appeal of aggression
has found a receptive audience and is translated into a conviction that this is how the
world works, that aggression, is fundamental and, most important, that it forms the
dominant explanatory base for theories that deal with the origins of human behavior
and sociality.

Evolutionary biologists, of course, are aware that the popular view of how nat-
ural selection works is at best only half of the story. Though natural selection
necessarily involves competition—there are winners and losers in the game of
differential fitness—competition by no means always implies hostility, let alone
physical violence or aggression. It may even involve cooperative and apparently
altruistic behaviors—that appear on average to cost the actor more in fitness than
he or she gains by the act. Nevertheless, it could be argued that even evolution-
ary biologists have been overly focused on aggressive and violent behaviors and
the hormonal and genetic substrates that underlie them. This volume offers a multi-
dimensional approach, with a broad reach, to correct this bias. It incorporates studies
of contemporary human and nonhuman primate populations, and extant recon-
structions of ancient life ways from the archeological and paleoanthropological
records. The offerings in other parts of this volume confirm the pervasiveness of
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cooperation among social mammals including humans and other primates and
make the case that cooperation, not aggression, is the default option in most social
behavioral interactions, not a socially strategized position. But if these observa-
tions are correct, and our social nature is at its base cooperative, can we identify
the neurological pathways and underlying genetic substrates that promote coopera-
tive behaviors? Such mechanisms should be ancient, detectable in our primate (and
non-primate) relatives. Genes “for” aggression and violence have attracted much
attention. For instance, individuals with low activity of the monoamine oxidase A
gene (MAOA) may present with a more aggressive behavioral phenotype and are
described as having “warrior genes” (McDermott et al., 2009). The perpetrator’s
genotype has been offered (and accepted) in some legal domains as a mitigating
factor in cases of lethal aggression. Of course, the very fact that we recognize
such genotypes as abnormal presupposes the existence of a “normal” genotype,
promoting prosocial behavior, that is shared by most of the population.

Current thinking also emphasizes the developmental complexity that is concealed
by an expression like “a gene for violence”. Like much of our current knowledge of
the relationship between the now-sequenced human genome and disease, our under-
standing of the pathway between gene and behavior is incomplete and prospective.
Little is known about influences that are active between gene and phenotype, the
complexity of individual (and life-history) variation, and perhaps most important of
all, the pervasive influence of epigenetic interactions (Jiang et al., 2008).

The presentations in this part of the volume all focus on this aspect of cau-
sation, often called “proximate”, and distinguished from the “ultimate” causation
that is expressed in terms of Darwinian selection and adaptation. As such, they
represent the comparatively recent resurgence of the study of proximate causes
and mechanisms, undoubtedly stimulated by the many new, tools in the biologist’s
physiological and genetic armamentarium. Studies of neuropeptides and steroid hor-
mones in the context of behavior speak to the biological underpinnings of social
fundamentals (Snowdon); neuroimaging studies allow us to situate behavior in a
functional anatomical context and to localize areas within the brain that are key
in certain classes of behavior (Rilling), and the interplay of early experience and
later brain function and neural connections are addressed by Pollack. These new
techniques have spawned fields with new names (e.g., “social neuroscience” and
“neuroeconomics” inter alia) that address proximate causes or the mechanisms
directly underlying the behaviors.

In their contribution to the superb volume from a 1996 New York Academy
of Sciences meeting “The Integrative Neurobiology of Affiliation” (Carter et al.,
1999), Levine et al. (1999) comment that, as a stand-alone topic, affiliation had seen
relatively little attention for many years. However, in the two decades preceding
the conference, there was a 10-fold increase in the affiliation literature published
in Medline. It is not coincidental that in these years, there was also a tremen-
dous increase in the understanding of the mechanisms of social bond formation
and notably the roles of neurotransmitters and hormones in behavior. The com-
bination of studies of New World primates and the now-famous story of prairie
and mountain voles, with their differing social systems and correlated levels of
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oxytocin (in females) and vasopressin (in males), has offered an enriched perspec-
tive. Information on the neurochemical underpinnings of behavior, combined with
studies of the localization of the relevant receptors in the brain, and responses of
particular brain regions to cooperative, conflict, or altruistic behaviors, have made
it possible to examine complex behaviors along with their hormonal-neuropeptide-
and neuroanatomical correlates.

In this volume, Snowdon addresses a series of behavioral and neuroendocrine
mechanisms that support and enhance sociality. Grooming, so widely found among
most primate taxa, is shown to reward both groomer and groomee, with evidence
that it not only stimulates the production of oxytocin but also it has other salubrious
effects. Studies have shown that intranasal administration of oxytocin can increase
levels of trusting behavior in humans, and that oxytocin, trust, and affiliative behav-
ior are causally linked. Sexual behavior, in itself intrinsically rewarding, results in
elevated oxytocin levels which function in forming and cementing social relation-
ships. Similarly, the effects of oxytocin in the central nervous system can be seen in
fMRI studies: oxytocin reduces activation of the amygdala and therefore the fear (or
lack of trust) response; by contrast, fMRI studies show that activation of the caudate
reinforces cooperation. Cooperation is immediately rewarding because these cen-
ters receive input from the mesolimbic dopamine system. Clearly, the formation
and maintenance of oxytocin-mediated pathways by which collaborative behavior
is rewarded have often been favored by natural selection in the evolutionary history
of primates and other vertebrates.

Recent work also shows that the role of other steroid and peptide hormones is
less straightforward than is often assumed. Testosterone, so often reflexively allotted
to the category of hormones implicated predominantly in aggression, has a role as
an estrogen precursor. In species where males care for infants, prolactin, typically
implicated in maternal care, is elevated in males to levels comparable to those found
in females.

These papers collectively demonstrate the unique value of laboratory-based stud-
ies, which, by allowing for manipulation of variables in a controlled social setting,
offer prospects for arriving at the proximate causes of behavior. As a primatologist,
I inevitably reflect how the promise and accomplishments of the perspectives pre-
sented in these three papers can translate into our efforts to understand affiliation,
cooperation, and aggression in wild primates. The challenges posed by individual
and life-history variation are obvious, as is the complexity of getting at the bases of
these behaviors in large groups of animals, living in highly uncontrolled social envi-
ronments. But given these caveats, to what extent is it possible to apply hormonal
and neuroscience approaches to the study of wild primate behavior? The conditions
imposed by fieldwork are significantly more challenging than that by laboratory
studies, and obviously limit the types of studies that can be done. We cannot import
an fMRI machine into the field, and behavioral experimentation, while not con-
fined to laboratory environments, is far more difficult to be achieved in the field.
Nonetheless, the divide between lab and field is narrowing, and adaptations of these
approaches have become increasingly common as field researchers recognize how
these lab-based methods may aid in addressing their research questions as well.
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Studies of baboons that my colleagues and I have carried out in the field illus-
trate some of the ways this integration can be achieved. Baboons come in many
forms (we recognize six species). Decades of study, by many researchers, have
established that there are basic features of social behavior shared by baboons, and
many other monkeys also—female philopatry, polygynandrous mating, large multi-
male groups, and so on. But there are also crucial inter-populational differences in
behavior. An example is the Kinda baboon, a small form found in Zambia, Angola,
southwest Tanzania, and the Democratic Republic of Congo. Before we began our
research, little or nothing was known about their ecology or social behavior. In
our work in Zambia over the last 6 years, we have observed hitherto unsuspected
behaviors in Kindas (Phillips-Conroy et al., 2009a, b; Weyher, 2010). In particular,
Kindas seem distinctly different from other baboons in their patterns of affiliation:
male Kindas groom lactating females at frequencies not seen in any other baboons
(Kinda males are the active partners in 70% of all grooming interactions compared
with values ranging from 1 to 20% in all other baboon taxa). This male behavior
is seen in the larger context of Kinda small body size (adult males are the size of
adult female chacma baboons), correlated low-size dimorphism, and the increased
engagement of females in vigilance behavior. The overall picture is of a baboon
with reduced levels of somatic and behavioral dimorphism. We suspect that these
seemingly distinctive patterns of affiliative behavior are part of a suite of morpho-
physio-behavioral features characteristic of Kindas. In our planned field program,
areas of investigation will include comparisons between males and females in their
levels of testosterone, assayed from feces, and prolactin, assayed from serum, both
of which have been implicated in competitiveness vs. affiliativeness and parenting
(Ziegler et al., 2009; Shur, 2009; Beehner et al., 2009).

The classic example of species-specific behavioral variation in baboons is, how-
ever, the hamadryas, and its social organization, which is based upon close-knit,
harem-like One Male Units. Our study has focused on the differences between
hamadryas and the neighboring population of anubis baboons, which show more
conventional baboon behavior. We were able to use techniques in the field that
enabled us to examine levels of neurotransmitter metabolites in cerebrospinal fluid.
Such studies—requiring animals to be captured and sampled by cisternal puncture—
are comparatively unusual. Until our studies on the baboons of Ethiopia, only one
other study of a naturally functioning population (involving provisioned, semi-free
ranging macaques) had been undertaken (Mehlman et al., 1997).

There are clear contrasts in the ontogeny of behavior of male anubis and
hamadryas baboons: Anubis males disperse from their natal group at puberty;
hamadryas males, by contrast, normally remain for life in the group where they were
born. Adult anubis males form temporary consort relationships with periovulatory
females, while hamadryas males are typically bachelors without harems as young
adults; only as they age are they successful in accumulating females. Bachelor
males attempt to find mating opportunities by sneaking copulations or by trying
to form harems by kidnapping juvenile hamadryas females. These inherently risky
strategies, however, are not typical of mature adult hamadryas males.
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We sampled CSF from 49 anubis and 54 hamadryas males. Dental eruption
sequences and dental wear patterns allowed us to estimate the ages of individuals,
and therefore to explore the relationship between levels of these neurotransmitters
and age. Our working hypothesis was that 5-HIAA, reflecting serotonin activity,
would be low in anubis males, as had been found in rhesus monkeys that left their
natal group earlier than average (Mehlman et al., 1997). Contrary to our predic-
tion, we found that, overall, adult anubis males had a lower HVA/5HIAA ratio
(and therefore relatively higher serotonin) than adult hamadryas males (Jolly et al.,
2008). In male anubis, the dopamine metabolite (HVA) drops markedly relative to
that of 5-HIAA, the serotonin metabolite, in adulthood. By contrast, young adult
male hamadryas’ have a high HVA/5-HIAA ratio, which apparently falls in later
adulthood to levels comparable to those seen in anubis.

Comparative studies on humans and rhesus monkeys enabled us to provide a post
hoc explanation for the unpredicted finding. High central serotonergic activity has
been linked to positive social interactions in human subjects (Knutson et al., 1998)
and in male macaques (Botchin et al., 1993; Higley et al., 1992). Some researchers
report the ratio of the dopaminergic to serotonergic metabolites to be particularly
predictive. Departures from normal HVA/5–HIAA balance, in either direction, are
associated with behavioral problems (Oades, 2002; Roy et al., 1986). In particu-
lar, Soderstrom et al. (2003) associate a low HVA/5–HIAA ratio in human subjects
with impulsivity, irresponsibility, and outward-directed aggression. Such traits are
regarded as reprehensible in human males, but might represent a viable reproductive
strategy for a young adult male hamadryas, living in the permissive environment of
his natal group, and mating opportunistically as he attempts to accumulate a harem
of his own.

When he becomes a harem holder, the hamadryas male demonstrates less
impulsive, more measured, and socially responsible behavior. This transformation
from “bachelor” to harem-holding male generally has occurred by the time the
male reaches the age at which his HVA/5–HIAA levels have seemingly dropped
considerably.

The male anubis’ social trajectory is quite different. He typically does not breed
until he has joined a new group, and he never accumulates a “harem”. Success
throughout his reproductive life is therefore dependent upon effective social negoti-
ation with animals to whom he is unrelated: with females for admission to the group
and for collaboration in mating, and with other adult males, for tactical alliances and
status. Impulsivity is unlikely to bring consistent reproductive rewards at any age.
Thus, our interpretation of these differing trajectories is based on the dispersing and
philopatric ontogenies of anubis and hamadryas males, respectively. Interestingly, as
hamadryas males develop the social skills similar to those required of adult anubis
males, their metabolite levels reflect that change and the initially divergent paths of
metabolite ratios of young anubis and hamadryas adult baboons begin to converge.

The Zambian and Ethiopia projects exemplify the application of endocrine and
neuroscience approaches to field studies, testing hypotheses suggested by work,
such as that reported by Snowdon, in the complicated context of wild animal behav-
ior. In particular, they illustrate the fact that both “aggressive” and “affiliative”
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behaviors are likely to shape natural social systems and that the contexts in which
each is manifested are likely to be very taxon-specific and to differ even among very
closely related species. Without information about behavior and population structure
in a natural setting, interpretation of this variation would be very difficult—and is
likely to be written off as “noise”.

The flow of inspiration and information between lab and field should, however,
go in both directions. Much as the laboratory-generated findings of correlations
between neurotransmitters and behavior suggested this field study, so too can field
studies suggest relevant laboratory investigations. The differences between anu-
bis and hamadryas male behavior with regard to their interactions with females
(hamadryas mate-guarding, while anubis typically form estrus-dependent tempo-
rary consort interactions) might well be reflected in differing patterns of oxytocin
and vasopressin receptor localization and densities in the brain, as has been found
in voles (Insel and Shapiro, 1992). Similarly, differences we observed in wild
Ethiopian baboons may well be reflected in contrasting features in the serotonin-
and dopamine-relevant regions of the brain. While earlier experimental approaches
using autoradiography involved sacrificing animals, PET imaging studies using
radioactive ligands for specific transmitters (Rilling, 2008), in theory, now can allow
pursuit of these questions via neuroimaging methods.

While Rilling’s and Snowdon’s studies suggest links between neuroendocrine
factors, neural regions and behavior, more complex pathways are presented in
Pollack’s study. Pollack examines the ontogenesis of appropriate social adaptation
and the factors that cause it to derail. While the presumption is that some basic
neural circuitry is “preconfigured” in the human brain, Pollack highlights the impor-
tance of social experience in configuring human brain function. Behaviors that allow
the developing individual to survive in a negative environment often set the stage
for adverse outcomes and deviant behaviors in later life. While the patterns of these
behaviors suggest a possible genetic basis for aberrant behavior, these early events
prime future behaviors by altering set points for sensory thresholds. For example,
abused children show greater attention to angry faces than to those with less emo-
tional valence, and when presented with faces with ambiguous expression, they
interpret the expression as one of anger. The “acquired salience of certain emotional
signals” is associated with the failure of regulatory capabilities in individuals who
have received strong social stressors early in life, together with neural correlates
such as reduction in the size of cortical areas responsible for cognitive function.
But—and this is the important and exciting finding—potential negative behavioral
outcomes that this might predict can be offset by supportive social intervention.

The stress regulatory system, centered in the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal
axis of the limbic system, is fundamental in this pathway, with glucocorticoids
being the major players. Pollack’s relating of how social environment, regulation,
and neural circuitry interact calls to mind the elegant experiments of Meaney et al.
at McGill. Over many years they have been exploring the link between the behavior
of mother rats and their offspring—as infants and in later life—and more recently
have extended their findings to human behavioral pathology as well (Fish et al.,
2004; McGowan et al., 2009). Their findings clearly show that even variation in
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normal maternal behavior affects their infants’ response to stress and their regula-
tion of the stress response. “High-care” mothers show high levels of licking and
grooming and they nurse their pups in an arched-back posture that facilitates access
to the nipple. Their offspring show lower levels of the stress hormones ACTH and
corticosterone and a muted response of the HPA axis to stress. While a number of
behavioral pathologies have had a genetic component attributed to them, in these
studies cross-fostering of pups’ shows that it is a maternal behavior, not genes,
which is responsible.

How is it that these lower levels of stress hormones were produced? The whole
story is a complex one, featuring the intricate interplay of molecules, physiology,
and behavior. Meaney et al. discovered that the state of methylation of the glu-
cocorticoid receptor promotor in the hippocampus is key. Reduced methylation is
correlated with increased glucocorticoid receptor production; more receptors bind
more GC and thus yield a reduced stress response. While pups of both low-care
and high-care mothers are born showing equivalent amounts of methylation, this
condition changes in the first week of life. In infants of high-care mothers, the GR
promoter is significantly demethylated which, in turn, leads to increased production
of glucocorticoid receptors and consequently a less-reactive behavioral phenotype
in the infant. These changes are stable over life; thus infant females of high-care
mothers themselves become nurturant mothers. Thus the mother’s behavior influ-
ences gene expression of the offspring, and the changes that ensue are heritable
via non-genetic pathways. (This has been described as “non-genomic transmis-
sion of individual differences in stress reactivity across generations” (Weaver et al.,
2004). Should there be any lingering believers in the reality of the nature-nurture
dichotomy, this wonderful demonstration of epigenetic interactions should certainly
persuade otherwise. Their more recent work on stress, depression, and suicide in
humans, shows similar processes at work: the hippocampus of abused individuals
who committed suicide had higher levels of DNA methylation and lower levels of
GC receptor expression than that seen in non-abused individuals who committed
suicide, or in individuals who had died suddenly but not of suicide (McGowan
et al., 2009). These studies thus suggest a common regulatory mechanism in rats
and humans

Conclusion

The advances in the fields of neuroendocrine and neuroimaging studies, together
with their integration with behavioral studies in humans and nonhuman primates,
make this potentially an exciting and exceptionally productive time both for anthro-
pology and for functional neuroscience. Neurochemistry is being woven into stories
with larger and complex contexts: a recent study proposes connections among
intermittent food scarcity in human evolution, with consequent varying levels of
dietary cholesterol, serotonin levels (cholesterol being a precursor to serotonin), and
aggression (Wallner and Machatschke, 2009). Whether or not this particular
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scenario is eventually confirmed, such formulations attest to a growing awareness
of the complex interactions among human ecology, neurophysiology, and culture.

One of the exciting implications of recent advances in neurobiological tech-
nique and understanding is that new light may be thrown onto historically important
debates in the study of human and primate evolution. One such is Dart’s notion
of early hominins as “killer apes,” whose intraspecific aggressiveness was rooted
in a new-found, habitual carnivory. The scenario has been highly influential, but
its archeological foundation has been severely shaken by reinterpretation of the
supposed osteodontokeratic material culture (Shipman and Phillips-Conroy, 1977;
Brain, 1981; Chapter 3, this volume). Ethologists, meanwhile (Hart and Sussman,
2009; Chapter 3, this volume), have pointed out that, in habitual mammalian carni-
vores, the fixed action patterns involved in hunting are quite distinct from those seen
in intra-specific aggression. Lorenz famously suggested that social carnivores are
more likely than “peaceable” omnivores to have evolved effective behavioral mech-
anisms to defuse aggressive impulses (Lorenz, 1952). Developments in primate
neuroscience should make it possible to test this hypothesis at the physiological
and neuroanatomical levels, and in species whose carnivory is opportunistic, and
whose biological heritage and general physiology is much closer to our own.

Similarly, Snowdon’s argument that sexual behavior stimulates sociality (through
the common medium of oxytocin), though very different in its details, harkens back
to Zuckerman’s argument, advanced some 70 years ago or more (Zuckerman, 1932),
that sociality and sexuality were intimately intertwined. However, today, we under-
stand that neurochemical mediators are released in sexual behavior that promote
trust and affiliation and hence allow for social bonding.

Finally, and on a somewhat lighter note, it is instructive to see how the popular
culture manages to adapt new scientific findings to accord with its own obsessions—
inevitably, money, power, and sex. Oxytocin is touted as a magical antidote to social
failure—a “hormone of love” or “cuddle hormone.” A visit to the Verolabs site
(http://www.verolabs.com/) offers the following voice-over for its prime product
“Liquid Trust:” “Imagine for a moment that everyone trusted. . . .you! You would
sell more, love more, and accomplish far more than you imagined.“ Its narration
in somnolent, honeyed tones adds to the image and message: your genes may have
made you in one way; but a mere inhalation of our product can make you into a trust-
ing, cooperative individual. One of the (many) things left unsaid is that a number of
studies of the oxytocin system suggest that altruism and some forms of aggression
(i.e., “defensive” aggression) may be quite closely related. This has been observed
in studies of prairie voles, where neonatal exposure not only induces pair bonding
but also affects mate-guarding behavior (Bales and Carter, 2003). Similar findings
derive from a recent experimental study in which administration of oxytocin during
a prisoner’s dilemma game was observed to promote not only in-group trust and
cohesion as expected but also defensive (not offensive) aggression toward the out-
group (De Dreu et al., 2010) The authors conclude that the “parochial altruism”
induced by oxytocin administration both influences social bonding AND makes
individuals ready to defend the group. Such studies, and studies as are exemplified
by the following three contributions, highlight the promise—and the challenges—to
be faced by scientists in this research area.

http://www.verolabs.com/
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Chapter 17
The Neurobiology of Cooperation and Altruism

James K. Rilling

“There is no duty more indispensable than that of returning
a kindness. All men distrust one forgetful of a benefit.”—Cicero

Much of the cooperation and altruism observed in nonhuman animals is directed
toward genetic relatives. However, cooperation among non-relatives also occurs,
particularly in social mammals such as lions and meerkats, as well as in sev-
eral species of primates. Most examples of cooperation among non-relatives in
nonhuman animals are best explained by mutualism, in which both partners gain
immediate benefits from their behavior (Clutton-Brock, 2009b). For example, in
wild dogs, cooperation between hunting partners can increase their per capita suc-
cess in catching or defending prey (Creel and Creel, 2001). An alternative form of
cooperation among non-relatives is reciprocal altruism, in which providing assis-
tance has net costs at the time it is provided which are offset by subsequent benefits
(Trivers, 1971). One significant difference between mutualism and reciprocal altru-
ism is that selection can favor cheating and exploitation in the latter but not in the
former. It may be this barrier to the evolution of reciprocal altruism that accounts
for the limited number of documented cases of reciprocal altruism among nonhuman
animals. In contrast to the situation in nonhuman animals, however, reciprocal altru-
ism is pervasive in human society (Clutton-Brock, 2009a), as evidenced by massive
holiday gift exchanges and by the social debt we feel after having accepted a favor,
as reflected in the commonly heard phrase, “I owe you one.” Our penchant for reci-
procity is also the very foundation of the division of labor upon which our economy
is based.

At the most basic level, altruism toward non-relatives is an evolutionary puzzle
since individuals who sacrifice personal fitness to increase the fitness of others will
be selected against. However, a number of potential explanations have been offered
for the evolution of altruistic behavior in humans. One is that the short-term costs
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of altruism can be outweighed by the benefits of future reciprocity, either from the
original recipient (i.e., direct reciprocity) or another group member (i.e., indirect
reciprocity). Another is that altruism will evolve if there are people or systems in
place that will punish non-altruistic behavior. A third explanation is that altruism is a
costly signal that attracts mates and therefore allows altruists to out-reproduce non-
altruists (Fehr and Fischbacher, 2003; Henrich and Henrich, 2006; Ridley, 1996).

But why is it that reciprocal altruism among non-relatives seems to be so much
more common in humans than in other primates? The explanation may be related to
the fact that reciprocal food sharing is a critical adaptation for survival in traditional
hunter–gatherer populations such as the !Kung Bushmen, whose lifestyle is simi-
lar to that of our ancestors throughout much of human evolution. Meat from wild
game constitutes a significant proportion of the Bushman diet. But meat is a very
clumped, unpredictable resource, so a hunter cannot be guaranteed success on every
outing. Hence, it is critical that he be able to rely on his friends to share their bounty
in his time of need so that he can feed himself and his family. If the Bushmen
reveal something of the environment in which humans evolved and the selective
pressures they faced, then we can imagine that our penchant for reciprocal exchange
evolved in the context of the need to share meat in order to survive on the African
savannah.

Fig. 17.1 The neural basis of human altruism. Overall model of the neurobiology of human
altruism. DLPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; VMPFC, ventromedial prefrontal cortex; Lat
OFC, lateral orbitofrontal cortex; Amyg, amygdala; A. INS, anterior insula; Vstr, ventral striatum;
OT, oxytocin; aOFC, anterior orbitofrontal cortex
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As originally suggested by Trivers (1971), the evolution of human altruism would
require the evolution of a suite of psychological adaptations to support it. Reciprocal
altruism, for example, is inherently unstable, first because both parties are tempted
to act in their short-term self-interest by accepting but not reciprocating a favor,
and second because both parties fear the selfish impulses of their partner. Thus, the
evolution of reciprocal altruism required the evolution of psychological adaptations
(1) to overcome the temptation to accept but not reciprocate a favor and (2) to trust
social partners and overcome the fear of betrayal. Additional psychological adap-
tations to support human altruism include (3) a tendency to discriminate against
non-reciprocators, (4) a motivation to punish “free riders” who would subvert large-
scale cooperation, and (5) a sensitivity to social punishment that can be used to stifle
the expression of selfish impulses. Below I discuss potential neural substrates sup-
porting each of these psychological adaptations. A model of the neurobiology of
altruism is summarized in Fig. 17.1.

Biases Toward Reciprocating Altruism

In relationships based on reciprocal exchange, there is of course an obvious temp-
tation to accept but not reciprocate a favor. While this may be beneficial in the
short term, it quite likely will not be beneficial in the long term because it will dis-
courage the altruistic from granting future favors. Throughout the animal kingdom,
the bias for immediate gratification is strong (Kagel et al., 1995) likely due to its
adaptiveness when foraging. In some cases, this bias prevents us from establishing
stable, cooperative relationships with each other. However, at least some of the time,
humans are able to overcome these biases. How does the human brain accomplish
this? Part of the answer seems to be that the short-term social reward associated with
mutual cooperation can in some cases outweigh the short-term material rewards
from cheating. That is, the subjective utility of mutual cooperation exceeds that of
unilateral defection. fMRI studies of human subjects engaged in Prisoner’s Dilemma
(PD) or related trust games have shown that reciprocated cooperation is associ-
ated with activation of two brain regions involved in reward processing, the caudate
nucleus and the orbitofrontal cortex (Delgado et al., 2005; Rilling et al., 2002, 2004)
(Fig. 17.2). Moreover, the strength of response in the caudate predicts the degree of
future cooperation (King-Casas et al., 2005; Rilling et al., 2002) suggesting that acti-
vation of this brain region positively reinforces cooperation. By rendering mutual
cooperation immediately rewarding, evolution effectively removes the need to delay
gratification. Although the material payoff from mutual cooperation may be realized
down the road, the social payoff can be immediate. The areas that are activated by
mutual cooperation are areas that receive dopamine projections from the midbrain,
the “mesolimbic dopamine” system. This is an ancient system found in all primates
that is involved in learning contingencies between actions and rewarding or punish-
ing outcomes (O’Doherty, 2004). The system likely originally evolved to support
efficient foraging (Panskepp, 1998) and retains that function in all primates but was
apparently also exapted for reciprocal exchange in humans (see also Cloninger and
Kedia, Chapter 5).
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Fig. 17.2 fMRI activation in ventral striatum and orbitofrontal cortex associated with mutual
cooperation in the Prisoner’s Dilemma game. From Rilling et al. (2002). Fig. 5a

The mesolimbic dopamine system may also be involved in altruism without
the expectation of reciprocity. In recent studies, the neural correlates of altruistic
behavior have been examined outside of reciprocal exchange, in tasks where play-
ers must decide whether to donate money to charitable organizations. In one study,
the decision to voluntarily donate real money to actual charitable organizations was
associated with activation in the ventral striatum, another mesolimbic dopamine
system target involved in reward processing (Moll et al., 2006). In another study,
subjects showing stronger ventral striatum activation to mandatory charity donations
were more likely to voluntarily give to the charity when given a choice, whereas sub-
jects showing stronger ventral striatum activation to payments to themselves were
less likely to voluntarily donate to the charity (Harbaugh et al., 2007).

But, of course, there is variation in the extent to which people find altruism
rewarding. While some people may cooperate for the “warm glow” it provides
(Harbaugh et al., 2007), others may cooperate for strategic reasons. That is, they
realize that they will benefit materially in the long run by enduring the short-term
cost of behaving altruistically, and they consciously override impulses to cheat.
Within the prefrontal cortex, the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) is involved in emo-
tionally guided decision-making (Bechara, 2004; Bechara et al., 2000), whereas the
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) is involved in the exertion of cognitive effort
to overcome prepotent response tendencies (Miller and Cohen, 2001). In a recent
fMRI study, most subjects activated OFC when choosing to cooperate and DLPFC
when choosing to defect, suggesting that cooperation was the prepotent emotional
response tendency and cognitive effort was required to override that tendency and
defect. However, those subjects who scored highest on a measure of psychopathic
personality showed the opposite pattern, that is, OFC activation when defecting and
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DLPFC activation when cooperating. For these subjects, cognitive effort may have
been required to override an emotional bias to defect (Rilling et al., 2007).

Trust in the Brain

Of course, cooperation cannot be initiated or sustained without trust. How does the
human brain allow us to trust others and overcome our fear of betrayal so that we
choose the social risk of cooperation? Recent studies suggest that the neuropep-
tide oxytocin promotes trust in humans. Oxytocin (OT), which is synthesized in
the hypothalamus, is released into the general circulation via the posterior pitu-
itary where it promotes contraction of breast and uterine tissues during lactation and
labor, respectively. However, oxytocin is also released into the brain where it func-
tions as a neuropeptide. In rodents, central oxytocin is involved in the formation of
social bonds (Young et al., 2005).

Neuropeptides, like OT, cross the blood–brain barrier after intranasal adminis-
tration, bypassing the bloodstream (Born et al., 2002). This has made it possible to
assess the effects of central OT levels on human brain and behavior. In normal sub-
jects, central OT has been linked with increased trusting behavior in an interactive
game (Kosfeld et al., 2005). In this two-player game, an “investor” is given an ini-
tial sum of money and has the option to transfer a portion of the sum to a “trustee,”
in which case the transferred amount is tripled. The trustee then has the option to
back-transfer a portion of his sum to the investor, thereby reciprocating his trust.
In one study, intranasal OT infusion increased the initial monetary transfer by the
investor, a measure of trust (Kosfeld et al., 2005). Interestingly, intranasal OT did
not increase risk-taking in a nonsocial task.

Intranasal OT administration has recently been combined with fMRI to assess
the impact of OT on the neural response to fearful/threatening faces and scenes
(Kirsch et al., 2005). The amygdala is a gray-matter nucleus within the medial
temporal lobe that is highly responsive to dangerous or threatening stimuli (Dolan,
2000). Compared with placebo, OT decreased activation in the amygdala for both
types of fearful stimuli. Elements of the previous two studies were combined in
a recent study that imaged subjects with fMRI as they played a trust game either
with or without OT treatment. Compared with placebo, OT treatment both increased
trust and decreased amygdala activation during the decision-making portion of the
game (Baumgartner et al., 2008). These results are consistent with evidence that OT
reduces stress and anxiety (Heinrichs et al., 2003; McCarthy et al., 1996) and sug-
gest a potential mechanism by which OT could increase trust by reducing the fear
of betrayal (Fig. 17.1).

Detecting and Avoiding Cooperation With Non-reciprocators

Psychological adaptations to trust and to reciprocate the trust of others con-
stitute only a subset of the human adaptations that support altruism. Humans
must also possess adaptations to avoid cooperation with non-reciprocators. It
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has been suggested that the human mind is uniquely specialized for detecting
non-reciprocators or “cheaters” in reciprocal social exchange (Cosmides and Tooby,
2000). This notion is based on informed speculation of the evolutionary selective
pressures that shaped our species (e.g., reciprocal food sharing), as well as empir-
ical evidence that humans are better at reasoning about social exchange than other
nonsocial rules (Cosmides and Tooby, 2000). Further evidence for this specializa-
tion is provided by the finding that people have enhanced memory for faces of others
who are described as untrustworthy (Mealey et al., 1996; Chapter 19, this volume).
This tendency to remember non-reciprocators may be related to a more generalized
aversion to “free riders” (i.e., those who accept benefits without paying expected
costs), as suggested by behavioral economics experiments in which people often
choose to punish free riders, even if the punishment is personally costly (Fehr and
Fischbacher, 2003; Fehr and Gachter, 2002).

As mentioned above, mutual cooperation in the PD game is associated with
activation of the caudate nucleus. On the other hand, cooperation by the player
combined with defection by the partner is associated with deactivation of the cau-
date nucleus (Rilling et al., 2002, 2004). Mesencephalic dopamine projections to
the caudate are hypothesized to carry “teaching signals” that allow us to learn con-
tingencies between our own responses and either rewarding or punishing outcomes
and adjust behavior accordingly (Montague et al., 1996; O’Doherty, 2004; Schultz,
1997; Schulz et al., 1997). Thus, just as the activation within the caudate seems
to positively reinforce cooperating with a reciprocating partner, deactivation may
discourage cooperation with a non-reciprocating partner.

Cooperation by the player combined with defection by the partner is also
associated with activation of the anterior insular cortex, which may be a neural
correlate of an aversive response to free riding (Rilling et al., 2008) (Fig. 17.3). The

Fig. 17.3 fMRI activation in
the anterior insula in response
to unreciprocated cooperation
in the Prisoner’s Dilemma
game. From Rilling et al.
(2008). Fig. 7
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anterior insula is involved in sensing the state of the viscera (e.g., heart, lungs, gut).
It is activated in response to a variety of negative social interactions, from social
exclusion (Eisenberger et al., 2003), to receiving an unfair offer in an Ultimatum
Game (Sanfey et al., 2003), to watching a loved one receive a painful stimulus
(Singer et al., 2004). Anterior insula is also responsive to physically painful stim-
uli and its activity is correlated with skin conductance responses (Critchley et al.,
2000). These results and others suggest that the anterior insula is involved in map-
ping physiological states of the body, including pain, touch, and visceral sensations
of autonomic arousal (Craig, 2002, 2003; Critchley, 2005). The right anterior insula,
in particular, is thought to be a cortical station for interoception that may play a role
in decision-making by instantiating valenced subjective feeling states (Damasio,
1994). Finally, recent fMRI data implicate right anterior insula in aversive condi-
tioning (Seymour et al., 2004). Collectively, these findings suggest that the anterior
insula may be involved in marking negative social interactions as aversive so that
individuals learn to avoid such interactions in the future. Although the magni-
tude of activation in anterior insula does not by itself predict subsequent defection
by the player in future interactions with the same non-reciprocating partner, cor-
related activity (i.e., functional connectivity) between anterior insula and lateral
orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) does. This finding is consistent with evidence that lateral
OFC is involved in the evaluation of punishing stimuli that may lead to behavioral
changes (Kringelbach and Rolls, 2004) (Fig. 17.1).

Additional evidence with respect to brain regions that may be involved in cheater
detection comes from the study of a brain-damaged patient who showed selective
deficits in reasoning about social exchange (Stone et al., 2002). This patient suffered
damage to orbitofrontal cortex, temporal pole (anterior tip of the temporal lobe),
and amygdala, suggesting that these areas may be involved in detecting violations
of social contracts.

Motivation to Punish Free Riders

Although humans as a species are highly cooperative, there is significant hetero-
geneity in the cooperative tendencies among individuals, including some free riders
who accept the benefits of public goods without paying the costs. Behavioral eco-
nomics experiments suggest that large-scale cooperation depends on the willingness
of at least some individuals to endure the costs of punishing free riders (Fehr and
Fischbacher, 2003; Henrich and Henrich, 2006). How does the human brain mediate
this so-called “altruistic punishment”? Two recent neuroimaging studies have shown
that brain-reward regions, including the caudate nucleus and related structures in
the ventral striatum, are activated when subjects successfully punish others who
have previously treated them unfairly in a trust game or a PD game (de Quervain
et al., 2004; Singer et al., 2006). In one study, the effect was observed for male
but not female subjects, but among males, activation in reward areas in response
to punishment of the non-reciprocator was correlated with self-reported desire for
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revenge (Singer et al., 2006). In the other study, subjects showing stronger activation
of reward areas were willing to incur greater costs in order to punish the non-
reciprocating partner (de Quervain et al., 2004). Thus, the motive to altruistically
punish is correlated with and perhaps causally related to activation in brain-reward
systems (Fig. 17.1).

Sensitivity to Social Punishment

Both ethnographic evidence (Sober and Wilson, 1998) as well as experiments in
behavioral economics have shown that some people will cooperate only under threat
of punishment for not doing so (Fehr and Gachter, 2002). Thus, sensitivity to the
threat of punishment is an important motive for cooperation in some people. In a
recent fMRI study (Spitzer et al., 2007), subjects were imaged while playing two
different games. In one game, which resembles a dictator game, subjects (player A)
received a monetary endowment that they could distribute freely between them-
selves and another player (player B). In this game, player B is a passive recipient of
player A’s monetary transfer. In the other game, player B could choose to pay money
to financially punish player A after having been informed of player A’s decision.
Player A transferred substantially more money to player B in the punishment com-
pared with the non-punishment condition. Those subjects who showed the largest

Fig. 17.4 Lateral orbitofrontal cortex activity is correlated with the extent to which subjects adjust
their altruistic behavior under threat of punishment. From Spitzer et al. (2007). Fig. 6
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change in monetary transfer from the non-punishment to the punishment condition
also showed the greatest increase in activation of the lateral orbitofrontal cortex
across conditions (Fig. 17.4). As mentioned above, lateral OFC is involved in the
evaluation of punishing stimuli that may lead to behavioral changes (Kringelbach
and Rolls, 2004). This study suggests that lateral OFC motivates altruistic behavior
in response to the threat of punishment (Fig. 17.1).

Evolution of the Neural Substrates for Cooperation and Altruism

Although both the anterior insula and the caudate nucleus are involved in altruis-
tic behavior, they are also involved in nonsocial decision making such as avoiding
physically noxious stimuli and foraging, respectively. These neural systems likely
initially evolved to support these more fundamental aspects of behavior. When
social skills became more crucial with the evolution of primates, these systems may
have been exapted for new functions such as detecting harmful social stimuli and
learning when, and to whom, altruism should be dispensed. However, in the process
of adapting these old systems to novel demands, they may well have been modified
and social pressures may have left their imprint. The exact nature of the neurobi-
ological adaptation that allows the human caudate nucleus and anterior insula to
support and regulate altruistic social behavior is uncertain at this time due to limited
comparative data but could relate to greater cortical and subcortical responsiveness
to social stimuli that drives autonomic responses that are then sensed by the insula,
as well as changes in the cortical inputs to the caudate.

The Neurobiology of Cooperation in Social Mammals

Are the neural mechanisms supporting human reciprocal altruism discussed above
relevant to explaining cooperation in nonhuman animals? Although reciprocal
altruism appears to be uncommon in nonhuman animals, cooperation among non-
relatives does occur in some species of social mammals. In most cases, this
cooperation takes the form of mutualism in which the benefits of cooperation are
immediate and/or guaranteed rather than delayed and uncertain as they are in recip-
rocal altruism. This synchrony of costs and benefits means it is rarely possible to
reap a benefit without paying a cost, and consequently selection pressure to deter
cheating may have been weak. Still, it is possible that the mesolimbic dopamine
system is involved in reinforcing mutualistic cooperation among nonhuman mam-
mals, just as it is involved in supporting reciprocal altruism in humans. Given the
synchrony of costs and benefits in mutualism, there may also be less need for trust
in nonhuman cooperative relationships compared with human reciprocal altruism.
However, just as OT appears to promote trust in human relationships, it is also the
foundation for pair-bonds between unrelated adult male and female prairie voles
(Young et al., 2005, see also, Chapter 18, this volume). Chimpanzee females will
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collectively punish unruly males that threaten group stability (Waal, 1996), and it is
possible that this behavior, like human altruistic punishment, is motivated by acti-
vation of the mesolimbic dopamine system. To the extent that these males adjust
their behavior in response to such punishment, this behavioral change may be moti-
vated by activation in the lateral OFC, a brain region involved in the evaluation of
punishing stimuli that may lead to behavioral changes. This is all pure speculation,
however, until actual data come to bear on this question.

Summary

Reciprocal altruism is much more common in humans than in other primates.
Human reciprocal altruism may be dependent on prepotent emotional biases for
cooperation, represented in the medial orbitofrontal cortex, combined with exapta-
tions of both brain-reward systems to reinforce cooperation with reciprocators and
the pain system to discourage cooperation with non-reciprocators. The neuropeptide
oxytocin may also promote human cooperation by decreasing amygdala responses
to potentially threatening stimuli, which may reduce the fear of betrayal and increase
trust. Activation of the brain-reward systems also appear to be important for moti-
vating altruistic punishment of free riders that can subvert large-scale cooperation,
and the lateral orbitofrontal cortex is involved in responsiveness to altruistic punish-
ment that motivates norm-abiding behavior. It remains to be seen whether some of
these mechanisms also support cooperation among social mammals.
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Chapter 18
Behavioral and Neuroendocrine Interactions
in Affiliation

Charles T. Snowdon

Affiliations take many forms in the social relationships of both human and nonhu-
man primates. Which relationships are most important will vary as a function of
the social structure and breeding system that is typical of a species and will also
vary with life history stages within a species. For example, in species where males
disperse and females remain, it is likely that the primary relationships (due to both
genetic relatedness and social experience) will be between female kin with both
mother–offspring and sister–sister relationships having a high priority. In species,
where females disperse and males remain, there will be a strong affiliation between
brothers as well as between mothers and offspring. In pair-bonded biparental and
cooperatively breeding species, there is a strong affiliation or attachment between
pair mates and between infants and their primary caregiver. For example, in exper-
imental studies with biparental titi monkeys (Callicebus moloch), Mendoza and
Mason (1986) have shown that when given a choice between mate and infant, the
parents will choose each other and when given a choice between parents, infants
will choose their fathers which have been the primary caregivers. In cooperatively
breeding species such as the cotton-top tamarin (Saguinus oedipus), where fathers
and older siblings provide substantial infant care through carrying and food trans-
fers, infants who have become independent will, when frightened, preferentially
seek the individual (father or older sibling) that had been most active in carrying
and food transfers (Kostan and Snowdon, 2002).

Affiliative relationships may vary with life history stages. An infant’s primary
relationship will often be with its mother (though in species with biparental or
cooperative care, it may be a father or sibling). As infants become independent
of adult caregivers, primary affiliative relationships are likely to be established
with other same-aged peers in species where multiple breeding females are present
within the same group or with older siblings in species with only one breeding
pair. Following puberty, individuals in multi-male, multi-female groups are likely
to form affiliative relationships with same sex individuals with the intensity of the
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relationships being greater in the non-dispersing sex. In species that form pair-
bonds, a strong heterosexual relationship is likely with affiliation being the greatest
in the initial stages of relationship formation and the lowest as the pair moves from
courtship to parenthood where affiliation with infants will become important. These
many social relationships, which change with life history, are sustained through a
variety of proximate mechanisms both behavioral and neuroendocrine. This chap-
ter reviews several of these mechanisms and are as follows: (1) social grooming,
(2) non-conceptive sex, (3) social support and tolerance, (4) parenting with spe-
cific mechanisms that begin for males in some species even during their mates’
pregnancies, and (5) cooperation, prosocial behavior, and teaching.

Social Grooming

Social grooming plays an important role in maintaining social relationships with the
most common finding that subordinate animals are more likely to groom more dom-
inant animals than the reverse, presumably as an indicator of status since grooming
is rewarding to the recipient (see below). Furthermore, Dunbar (1991) has argued
that there is a direct relationship among group size, number of social interactions,
brain size, and amount of grooming behavior.

Whereas these patterns of grooming are common in many terrestrial Old World
primates, New World primates provide some interesting exceptions. First, there
is a negative correlation among body size, group size, and amount of grooming
(Snowdon and Cronin, 2009) with the smallest species living in the smallest groups
[marmosets and tamarins grooming up to 21% of the day (Lazaro-Perea et al.,
2004)] and the largest species living in the largest groups not grooming at all
(Brachyteles arachnoides muriquis, Strier, 1992). Furthermore, there is evidence
of grooming down the hierarchy in both capuchin monkeys (Cebus apella, Parr
et al., 1997), common marmosets (Callithrix jacchus, Lazaro-Perea et al., 2004),
and cotton-top tamarins (Saguinus oedipus, Ginther and Snowdon, 2009). In the
cooperatively breeding marmosets and tamarins, breeding adults groom alloparents
more than the reverse, and in cotton-top tamarins, the amount of grooming by a
parent is directly related to the amount of infant care the recipient provided in the
previous litter. Mothers groom most the alloparents that had carried most on the pre-
vious birth and fathers groom most those who had carried the least on the previous
birth (Ginther and Snowdon, 2009). One explanation for these different responses
by fathers versus mothers is that the carrying of mothers is reduced significantly
with a single additional helper, whereas the workload of fathers (and paternal weight
loss, Achenbach and Snowdon, 2002) is reduced linearly with each additional helper
(Zahed et al., 2010). Thus, mothers may be rewarding those who provided the most
help in a previous birth, while fathers are grooming to recruit additional helpers with
the next birth.

In both wild common marmosets (Lazaro-Perea et al., 2004) and in captive
cotton-top tamarins (Ziegler et al., 2004), breeding males groom their mates
significantly more than they are groomed by their mates. However, Löttker et al.
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(2007) found the opposite asymmetry in moustached tamarins (Saguinus mystax),
with pregnant females grooming males more frequently. If grooming provides some
sort of reward to the recipient, then a sexual asymmetry among pair-bonded species
may reflect greater male investment in maintaining the relationship due to paternal
uncertainty or of greater female investment to retain males for infant care.

The assumption is that being groomed provides some sort of reward. Grooming
has been shown to release endogenous opioids in the brains of monkeys that have
been groomed (Keverne et al., 1989), and work on the role of touch and massage
in both rats and humans shows that these behaviors release the hormone oxytocin
(Uvnäs-Moberg, 1998). Thus, there is a neuroendocrine basis for suggesting groom-
ing is rewarding to recipients. The heart rate of recipients of grooming is also
lowered in both pigtail macaques (Macaca nemestrina, Boccia et al., 1989) and
rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta, Aureli et al., 1999).

A recent study by Shutt et al. (2007) measured fecal hormonal samples from
Barbary macaques (Macaca sylvanus) in relationship to grooming and found a con-
verse effect, namely that glucocorticoid levels were lower in the animal doing the
grooming than in the recipient. These results taken together suggest positive neu-
roendocrine effects for both the groomer and the recipient of grooming, supporting
the hypotheses that grooming has a rewarding and calming function.

Non-conceptive Sex

Many primates engage in sexual behavior at times when conception is not possi-
ble. Why should animals mate when conception cannot occur? In captive macaques
one explanation relates to enclosure size. When females can move away from or
escape a male, sexual behavior is frequently concentrated at the time of ovulation
(Wallen, 1982). Female solicitation of sex and receptivity is controlled by ovarian
hormones which may play a critical role in male–female affiliation in macaques.
In one noteworthy study, several ovariectomized females lived in a large indoor–
outdoor enclosure with several males. Over several years of observation, there were
no observed social interactions between males and females. They behaved as sep-
arate species. Then one Friday the females were injected with ovarian hormones
and by Monday morning when the researchers returned, the males and females
were close together, engaging in mounts and grooming (Tannenbaum and Wallen,
1997). In this case affiliative behavior between sexes was initiated by female gonadal
hormones.

However, there are many other examples in field and captive studies of primates
where sexual activity extends well beyond a period of fertility. Thus, female chim-
panzees and baboons have a conspicuous sexual swelling around the anogenital
region that signals ovulation but is present for up to 2 weeks prior to ovulation.
In a series of ingenuous studies, Bielert (1982) showed that swellings are estro-
gen dependent and that males are sexually aroused by the swellings, increasing
masturbation rates as swelling increase in size; but the males do not show any sex-
ual response even if housed in the same room as the female if unable to see her
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swelling. Females solicit mating from many different males throughout this period.
The adaptive significance of this behavior for females living in multi-male, multi-
female groups is that mating with many males confuses paternity, reduces threat of
infanticide, and increases the likelihood that several males will support the female
and her offspring. However, recent work using paternity testing has shown that male
baboons preferentially display positive behaviors toward infants that they have sired
(Alberts, 1999; Buchan et al., 2003) suggesting that the extended non-conceptive
sex does not really confuse paternity.

In socially monogamous species where a strong relationship is formed between
mates, non-conceptive sex is thought to also confuse male paternity. In this case,
ovulation is concealed (it seems) and it was thought that by concealing ovulation,
a specific male would have to stay with its mate for long periods of time and
thus be available to the mate to help care for infants (Burley, 1979). However, a
male could still benefit from mating with other females if he deserted his mate
as soon as he could detect any signs of pregnancy, so the concealed ovulation of
pair-bonded species must have some other function. If infant survival is depen-
dent on male parental care, then the male should stay with the female regardless
of whether the female conceals ovulation or not. Is ovulation truly concealed in
socially monogamous primates?

We found that our captive cotton-top tamarins had a conception rate of 85% in
the postpartum estrous, but we could find no visual or behavioral evidence of ovu-
lation. Females do not menstruate, so there could be no way for a male to calculate
when ovulation might occur. There was no change in the rate of scent marking or in
the rate of male investigation of scent marks over the ovarian cycle. My long-time
colleague and collaborator, Toni Ziegler, and I had a friendly argument. She thought
that there had to be some cues to when ovulation occurred in order to explain the
high rate of conception. I countered that all one needed to do was have sex at least
once a day in order to ensure a high rate of conception. Ziegler devised a very clever
experiment where scent marks were collected each day from an ovulating female
who was unfamiliar to all of the test subjects. Each day the scent marks were intro-
duced to pairs of animals where females were pregnant and, thus, not ovulating, and
the behavior of the pair was observed. During the periovulatory period of the scent
donor (the day before, the day of, and the day after ovulation determined by hor-
monal measures), the recipient pairs showed increased rates of male erection and
increased mounting of each other. In contrast, there was no change in the rate of
investigation of marks as a function of the ovulatory cycle (Ziegler et al., 1993).
Thus, although ovulation was concealed to us as human observers, it was not at
all concealed to the monkeys. A subsequent study on pygmy marmosets (Cebuella
pygmaea) also found behavioral evidence that males could identify ovulation in
their mates (Converse et al., 1995). Both marmoset and tamarin males can detect
when ovulation occurred and the signal appeared to be through qualitative changes
in scents in tamarins. But I was also correct. Paired tamarins mate an average of
at least once a day throughout the ovulatory cycle and during pregnancy. So why
is there so much non-conceptive sex in both pair-bonded primates and in baboons,
chimpanzees and some other species?
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In order to answer this question, I need to digress to consider some other
species. One of the greatest stories in neuroendocrinology over the past two decades
concerns the role of the neuropeptides, oxytocin, and arginine vasopressin in pair-
bonding behavior. These classic studies looked at monogamous and polygamous
species of a small rodent, the vole. Prairie voles are monogamous and form close
pair-bonds and males not only defend a territory but also are active in caring for
infants. Montane voles are polygamous and males neither defend territories nor do
much with respect to infant care. Carter et al. (reviewed by Carter, 1998) showed
that brain oxytocin receptors were activated in pair-bonded female prairie voles,
and brain vasopressin receptors were activated in pair-bonded males. Injections of
oxytocin to the brain of females would lead to formation of a paired relationship as
much as natural courtship behavior and injections of an oxytocin antagonist would
prevent a bond from occurring. Similar results were seen with vasopressin injections
and vasopressin antagonists in male prairie voles.

What is the natural way in which a pair relationship develops in prairie voles?
Voles spend a great deal of time mating when they first encounter one other.
Copulations occur as often as every 10 or 15 min throughout the first 2 days of
cohabitation and it appears to be after this period that brain oxytocin receptors are
activated in females and brain vasopressin receptors are activated in males. But why
so much sex? This extended period of sexual activity goes well beyond what would
be needed for fertilization. Both hormones are known to be involved in social learn-
ing and memory. Voles maintain a preference for the partner with which they have
copulated and/or experienced changes in brain neuropeptides suggesting that voles
become conditioned to aspects of their mates (odors, vocalizations, visual cues) dur-
ing sexual activity. This conditioning process may be important in identifying and
staying with one’s mate.

Similar processes may occur in humans. In some remarkable studies in Germany,
Krüger et al. (e.g., Krüger et al., 2003) collected serum samples from men and
women during both masturbation and coital sex and found a surge of oxytocin and
another neuropeptide, prolactin, at the moment of orgasm. If orgasms lead to an
increase in these peptides in humans and can also be conditioned to stimuli from
one’s mate, then humans may be experiencing a process that is not much different
from prairie voles.

In cotton-top tamarins, we also saw a high rate of sexual and other affiliative
behavior when pairs are first formed (Savage et al., 1988) and using a recently devel-
oped urinary oxytocin assay, we have found a great increase in oxytocin levels from
pre-pairing baselines, when animals are paired (Snowdon et al., 2010). In collecting
informal anecdotes from humans, it appears that sexual activity is similarly high at
the start of a relationship, decreasing thereafter.

These results may also suggest an alternative interpretation of the extended mat-
ing periods seen in baboons and chimpanzees. If males in these species are able
to identify their progeny, then females mating with multiple males may have little
to do with paternity confusion to avoid infanticide. Rather, at the proximate level
mating with multiple males may help females induce positive relationships with
other group members. If a coherent group structure has benefits to members in terms
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of more efficient foraging, or better predator defense, then non-conceptive sex may
function to reward other group members much as grooming was hypothesized to
reward alloparents in cooperatively breeding species.

Non-conceptive sex may also function to restore a relationship that has been per-
turbed in some way. In several studies done for other purposes, we have noted an
increase in non-conceptive sex following perturbations of the relationship. As noted
above, when we transferred odors of a novel, ovulating female to a pair, we observed
a significant increase in mounting relative to the rate seen to the odor of the same
donor female when she was not ovulating (Ziegler et al., 1993). But the rate of
mounting to the odors of a non-ovulating female was also significantly greater than
baseline levels of mounting one’ own mate. In another study involving odor trans-
fers from reproductive, cycling females versus reproductively inhibited non-cycling
females, there was again an increase in mounting as well as an eightfold increase
in female solicitation behavior (Washabaugh and Snowdon, 1998). In another study
we separated pairs for 30 min and found increased rates of vocalizations and agita-
tion behavior during separation. On reunion, we observed an increase in mounting
(Porter, 1994). Common to all of these examples is a social manipulation that might
be viewed as threatening an established relationship. The increased sexual arousal
(erections by males, solicitations by females) and increased mounting suggest that
non-conceptive sex functions in established pairs to restore a relationship after some
disruption. The well-known sexual responses of bonobos (Pan paniscus) to inter-
individual or group tensions suggest a similar function of non-conceptive sex in a
quite different species.

One of the most exciting results to emerge from the work on voles was the
comparison between monogamous and polygamous species. Presumably a strong
pair-bond is most important in a monogamous species where the female must
depend on the male to assist with infant care, and the male before investing energy
into infant care should be relatively confident about paternity. In the polygamous
species where males do little, if any, infant care and males would have little, if any,
paternal certainty, these mechanisms would have less value. So it is not surprising
to find differences between monogamous and polygamous voles not only in levels
of oxytocin and vasopressin but also in the distribution of receptors in the brain (see
Carter, 1998 for review).

Similar results have been found in a related pair of rodent species studied
by Marler et al. (Marler et al., 2003 for review). California mice (Peromyscus
californicus) are not merely socially monogamous but genetically monogamous
(Ribble, 1991). The white-footed mouse (Peromyscus leucopus) is polygamous.
Male California mice actively defend territories and care for infants and they have
much higher brain levels of arginine vasopressin than do white-footed mice with
a different distribution of vasopressin activity in the brain. Cross-fostering stud-
ies between species show that male white-footed mice will acquire some of the
aggressive and paternal behavior of California mice as well as a more similar brain
distribution of vasopressin.
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Between-species variation in levels of neuropeptides is exciting, but these
demonstrations do not address an even more interesting question: Is there individ-
ual variation within a species? Can similar mechanisms be shown to be involved
in regulating individual differences? Recent work on male prairie voles has found
within-species polymorphisms in the promoter region of the arginine vasopressin
1-alpha receptor (AVPR1a) gene. A greater number of repeats in the promoter region
are associated with greater affiliation and mate fidelity (Hammock and Young,
2005). Recently, a similar result has been reported for men (Walum et al., 2008).
Three types of repeat polymorphisms on the AVPR1A gene were observed with one
type, RS3, being negatively related to several measures of pair bonding. Males with
one or more alleles carrying RS3 were rated as less bonded to their partners, more
likely to have experience a marital crisis or threat of divorce and more likely to be
cohabiting than married. Partners of these men reported lower levels of affectionate
expression.

In pairs of cotton-top tamarins, we observed great variation in the amount of
affiliative behavior. Some pairs had a high degree of affiliative behavior (contact,
grooming, and non-conceptive sex), whereas other pairs had very low levels. We
hypothesized that this variation in affiliation may be reflected in levels of prolactin
and oxytocin as well. In an initial study, we measured levels of affiliation and urinary
prolactin levels in female tamarins and found a close positive correlation between
sexual and affiliative behavior and their prolactin levels. In a replication, we studied
both males and females and found a similar correlation for each sex as well as
between the mean values for a pair and affiliative and sexual behavior (Snowdon
and Ziegler, 2007).

We have developed and validated a urinary oxytocin assay and studied pairs of
tamarins with no offspring. We collected samples from males and females over a
3 week period to encompass the complete ovulatory cycle and we simultaneously
observed a variety of social behaviors. Both oxytocin levels and affiliative behav-
ior showed a 10-fold range of variation. We found significant positive correlations
between oxytocin levels and affiliative behavior for males and females separately
and when analyzed as pairs (Snowdon et al., 2010). We found no difference in mean
oxytocin levels between male and female tamarins. In the related common mar-
moset, Wang et al. (1997) found no sex difference in the distribution of oxytocin
immunoreactive cells in the brain, so it may be likely that in cooperatively breeding
primates both sexes are equally responsive to oxytocin.

A multiple regression analysis of the components of affiliative behavior on oxy-
tocin levels showed that amount of contact and grooming behavior explained a
significant amount of variance in female oxytocin levels, whereas sexual activity
explained a significant amount of variance in male oxytocin levels (Snowdon et al.,
2010). Furthermore, in pairs with high oxytocin levels, females solicited sex more
than in other pairs and males initiated bouts of huddling and grooming more than in
other pairs. It is as though each mate is providing the behavior most needed by the
other to maintain high oxytocin levels. There appear to be two different mechanisms
that explain variation in oxytocin levels that differ by sex, but to the extent that oxy-
tocin can serve as a proxy for relationship quality, the combination of grooming
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behavior and non-conceptive sex may be the proximate mechanisms jointly needed
for maintaining positive relationships.

The amount of affiliative behavior may also directly affect reproductive success.
Silva and Sousa (1997) studied sexually naïve common marmosets in newly formed
relationships, and the pairs where a female conceived within 10 weeks after pairing
exhibited significantly more affiliative behavior and behavioral coordination than
the pairs that failed to conceive within 10 weeks.

Studies on humans also suggest a role for oxytocin in relationships. Women
asked to recall a negative experience of loss or abandonment showed decreases in
oxytocin levels that were proportional to the amount of negative emotions expressed
(Turner et al., 1999). When engaging in affiliative cues, but not sexual cues, with
their partners women had correlated increases in oxytocin levels (Gonzaga et al.,
2006). These results are parallel to the findings on tamarins that affiliative cues are
more important than sexual cues in female oxytocin levels. Parallel studies on men
are needed. Grewen et al. (2005) did look at both sexes and reported higher oxytocin
levels in relationships with strong partner support.

Social Support and Tolerance

An alternative to direct affiliation through grooming or sexual behavior in pair-
bonded species is social support and social tolerance in relationships not charac-
terized by pair-bonds. Abbott et al. (2003) examined data on social support, rank
differences, and cortisol levels in a variety of species ranging from cooperatively
breeding marmosets and tamarins to rhesus macaques and baboons. In coopera-
tively breeding species, only one female is typically able to ovulate and breed within
a group, creating a clear reproductive dominance, yet the reproductively suppressed
females showed low levels of cortisol that were not different from those of the breed-
ing adults (Ziegler et al., 1995). The highest levels of cortisol are seen in newly
paired marmosets and tamarins when they begin to breed. In contrast, in baboons
and macaques, there is clear evidence that subordinate animals have much higher
cortisol levels. Abbott et al. (2003) argue that social support coupled with infrequent
dominance displays lead to the low levels of cortisol seen in subordinate marmosets
and tamarins.

As noted earlier, we have observed that breeding adults of both wild com-
mon marmosets and captive cotton-top tamarins groom subordinate group members
more often than they are groomed in return (Lazaro-Perea et al., 2004; Ginther and
Snowdon, 2009). Furthermore, we have observed a high degree of tolerance of sub-
ordinate male sexual behavior in tamarins. Unlike adult daughters, adult sons show
no signs of reproductive suppression (Ginther et al., 2001) and exhibit levels of
sexual activity as great as reproductive males, but they direct sexual behavior to
brothers, sisters, and even mothers. Yet, even in the extreme case of sexual behav-
ior toward the breeding female, we see no evidence of aggression from breeding
males or females. A son who has just attempted a mount with his mother is 95 times
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more likely to be groomed by a parent than to receive aggression. This extraordi-
nary tolerance of sexual activity by adult sons may be an expression of tolerance
that functions to retain the infant-carrying services of subordinate animals (Ginther
and Snowdon, in preparation). Supporting this idea of tolerance between fathers and
sons, an analysis by Price and McGrew (1991) of which types of departures from
monogamy were stable in groups of captive cotton-top tamarins showed that only
father–son polyandry led to stable groups with successful reproduction. Baker et al.
(1999) found that father and son pairs of common marmosets lived together and
shared copulation with an unrelated female without any aggression.

At the opposite extreme of the primate world is the mountain gorilla (Gorilla
berengei berengei). Long thought to live in harems dominated by a single silverback
male, many groups have two or more silverback males. Hormonal sampling revealed
clear differences in testosterone levels between the dominant and subordinate sil-
verback male but no differences in cortisol (which was low in both dominant and
subordinate males, Robbins and Czekala, 1997). Behavioral relationships between
adult males are characterized by extremely low levels of aggression and high lev-
els of social tolerance, even to the extent of both males copulating with the same
female within a short time of each other (Robbins, 1999). Paternity analyses of 48
gorillas indicated that the dominant male sired 85% of the individuals, whereas the
subordinate male sired 15% (Bradley et al., 2005). That both males are able to sire
offspring in the same group while showing tolerance, but not aggression, provides
another example of tolerance.

Analyses of long-term records of mountain gorillas, at the Karisoke Research
Station in Rwanda, indicate that a subordinate male has greater potential reproduc-
tive success by remaining in the group compared with males seeking reproductive
opportunities elsewhere and that the sons of dominant males are more likely to mate
successfully if they grow up in a group with multiple silverback males (Robbins,
1995). Furthermore, although infanticide has been observed in mountain gorilla
groups with a single male when the male dies, infanticide has never been observed
in groups with multiple adult males. Thus, by exhibiting tolerant rather than aggres-
sive relationships, silverback male mountain gorillas benefit proximally from low
levels of stress and ultimately from attaining greater reproductive success.

Parenting

Parenting can be considered as a special case of affiliation, and although all mam-
malian mothers must exhibit some form of affiliative relationship with their infants,
the involvement and even attachment of other family members with infants are
of special interest. We rarely think of mammalian males as having relationships
with infants, so, when they do, their behavior and the mechanisms leading to that
behavior are of considerable interest.

For a long time, it was difficult to find specific mechanisms for maternal care
since birth is characterized by a drop in maternal estrogen and progesterone levels.
Prolactin, which is involved in preparing the mammary glands for milk production,
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has been shown to be a critical hormone for the behavioral control of infant care as
well (reviewed by Rosenblatt, 1990). The production of prolactin is stimulated by
the high levels of estrogen that are present during pregnancy. In addition, the hor-
mone oxytocin which is involved in uterine contractions and the milk let-down reflex
in nursing is also stimulated by estrogen (Sprangers et al., 1989; Ochedalski et al.,
2007) and oxytocin stimulates maternal behavior in virgin females (Pederson &
Prange, 1979).

Estrogen also stimulates the growth of neurons in the hippocampus, an area
important to spatial learning and memory as well as stress regulation (Woolley and
McEwen, 1992, 1993). Following on these results, Kinsley et al. found that primi-
parous and multiparous mother rats had better performance on a spatial maze task
than females with no maternal experience (Kinsley et al., 1999) and that motherhood
reversed the cognitive decline seen with aging compared with age-matched virgin
controls (Gatewood et al., 2005). The brains of multiparous females had signifi-
cantly less amyloid precursor protein known to be involved in Alzheimer’s disease
in humans. Multiparous mothers were more able to multi-task and showed more
exploratory behavior and less fear of novelty than did virgin controls (Love et al.,
2005). Oxytocin has been proposed as a mediator of the increased spatial learning
seen in mothers (Tomizawa et al., 2003).

Much less is known about the paternal brain than the maternal brain, but sev-
eral interesting parallels emerge in recent work. The California mouse (Peromyscus
californicus) is one of the few mammals known to have genetic as well as social
monogamy. Male California mice also showed increased prolactin levels after infant
birth (Gubernick and Nelson, 1989) and experienced male California mice, but not
pup-exposed males of a polygamous species, showed increased neuronal growth in
the hippocampus (Franssen et al., 2009), and male California mice showed greater
oxytocin immunoreactivity in brain areas related to paternal care than polygamous
mice (Everette et al., 2006, 2007).

Testosterone has been thought to be involved in aggressive behavior leading to
the Demonic Male hypothesis of Wrangham and Peterson (1996). In monogamous
males that exhibit a high degree of paternal care, it would be logical to expect
low levels of testosterone and one could hypothesize that removing testosterone
might make a male even more to nurture its infants. However, when Trainor and
Marler (2001) castrated male California mice, they found a reduction in paternal
care. Castrated males were poorer at parenting than intact males. How could this
be? Trainor and Marler reasoned that testosterone might be converted to estrogen
in paternal males and when they blocked the enzyme that converts testosterone to
estrogen in gonadally intact males, they observed a disruption of paternal behavior.
When estrogen was given to castrated males they showed high-quality paternal care
(Trainor and Marler, 2002). Thus, testosterone appears to be an important hormone
in male paternal care and does not necessarily lead to demonic males.

Many parallels have been observed in cooperatively breeding marmosets and
tamarins. Kozorovitskiy et al. (2006) reported dendritic changes and increases in
arginine vasopressin receptors in the prefrontal cortex of male marmosets with
extensive paternal experience. The prefrontal cortex in humans is activated by
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stimuli from one’s own infant and is the location for receptors of many of the
affiliative hormones such as vasopressin, prolactin, and oxytocin. Male marmosets
also have elevated prolactin levels especially when they have been recently carrying
infants. Dixson and George (1982) first reported this increased prolactin and Mota
et al. (2006) subsequently replicated the study with both fathers and alloparents,
reporting increased prolactin levels in both types of males immediately after carry-
ing infants. Mota et al. (2006) also reported no differences in basal prolactin levels
prior to birth compared with levels obtained when males were not carrying infants
after birth suggesting that elevated prolactin is a direct response to infant carrying.
Roberts et al. (2001b) also found increased prolactin levels in subadult marmosets
after they carried infants. Roberts et al. (2001a) manipulated prolactin levels by
injecting bromocriptine to subadult animals and found some disruption of infant
care. However, Almond et al. (2006) gave a different prolactin blocker (cabergoline)
to paternally experienced male marmosets and found no effect on male infant care.
Their only finding was that males showed greater interest in infants when injected
with the prolactin blocker.

There are several differences between the studies—experienced fathers versus
subadults, two different blocking agents, and an experimental test with unrelated
infants versus observations of fathers in natural situations. But one intriguing pos-
sible explanation is that for males without infant care experience, prolactin may be
a necessary stimulus for infant care whereas for experienced fathers, prolactin is no
longer needed to initiate infant care, but serves to reward fathers for care. In this case
the fathers in the Almond et al. (2006) study may be seeking additional infant con-
tact to make up for the missing prolactin reward. (Remember that prolactin levels
increase in humans at orgasm suggesting a potential reward function.)

Fathers experience other neuroendocrine and behavioral changes. When com-
mon marmoset males were presented with the odor of a novel ovulating female,
many males showed increased erections and increased sniffing and licking at the
scent compared to a vehicle control odor. Blood samples were collected 30 min
after the stimulus presentation and in many males there was a significant increase in
testosterone. There was considerable individual variation, but when males were cat-
egorized by whether they were fathers or not, none of the fathers showed any interest
in the odor and none showed increases in testosterone levels. The entire effect was
due to the response of non-fathers (Ziegler et al., 2005). Experienced fathers and
non-fathers were tested with odors of infants versus vehicle control with a blood
sample taken just 20 min after stimulus presentation. Testosterone levels in fathers
decreased significantly after encountering an infant’s odor whereas there was no
change in hormonal levels in control males (Prudom et al., 2008). Thus, something
about the experience of fatherhood changes the father’s neuroendocrine responses
to odor cues from novel, ovulating females and to odors from infants.

Marmoset fathers also show great interest in infants whether their own or some-
one else’s. It is difficult to examine directly the behavior of fathers in the context
of a family group since other group members often compete to carry infants and
fathers generally reduce infant care with increased number of alloparents. To study
paternal interest in infants more directly, Zahed et al. (2008) created a test chamber
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where males could be tested with infant stimuli separately from the rest of the fam-
ily. Fathers were tested with their own infant or an unrelated infant present and
also tested with vocalizations of their own and an unrelated infant. Strikingly, father
responded equally to their own infants and to novel infants, but the novel infant
rejected all attempts by the male to pick it up. Fathers also did not distinguish
between the calls of their own versus strange infants. In contrast, when parentally
inexperienced males were tested with a strange infant or a vocalization, they showed
relatively little interest compared with fathers (Zahed et al., 2008). Thus, fatherhood
also affects the responsiveness of a male to infant cues.

Both common marmoset males and cotton-top tamarin males show weight gain
during their mate’s pregnancy that is out of phase with maternal weight gain mean-
ing that males are not just eating when their mates are eating (Ziegler et al., 2006).
This raises the question of how males “know” that their mates are pregnant. As noted
above, female hormones change throughout pregnancy leading to the production of
hormones critical for nursing and other infant care, but are there changes in male
hormones during pregnancy and, if so, what triggers these hormonal changes? Many
of the effects of fatherhood described above have compared males with no paternal
experience with males that have been fathers multiple times. Are there differences
between first-time fathers and experienced fathers?

We monitored hormones in cotton-top tamarin males through urine samples
and therefore could not get fine detail on whether prolactin levels were elevated
transiently as a result of carrying infants. However, like Mota et al. (2006) we
not only found that pre-partum prolactin levels in males did not differ from post-
partum levels but also found a positive correlation between prolactin concentration
and the number of births a male had been involved with (Ziegler et al., 1996).
Furthermore, male prolactin levels prior to birth were as high as those of nurs-
ing mothers when nursing. Taken together, the results suggest that male hormone
levels may be changing prior to birth and that there may be differences between
experienced and first-time fathers.

We followed 10 pairs of tamarins throughout their mate’s pregnancy: half with
multiple previous pregnancies and half which were first-time parents. There were
clear differences between the two groups with hormonal patterns of experienced
fathers beginning to change in mid-pregnancy, whereas hormones in first-time
fathers did not change until the last month before birth (Ziegler et al., 2004).
Experienced fathers had higher levels of testosterone, estrone, and cortisol in the last
month of pregnancy than first-time fathers, and experienced fathers had higher lev-
els of prolactin in all months except the month prior to birth when both experienced
and first-time fathers had high levels. We also made behavioral observations on the
pairs over the pregnancy and saw little affiliative behavior in the experienced pair.
However, in the month prior to birth, first-time parents showed a significant increase
in sexual and affiliative behavior, suggesting that these affiliative interactions may
have been important in increasing the first-time father’s prolactin levels.

However, we still need to explain the changes in hormones in experienced fathers.
We examined female hormone levels to see if we could identify a potential cue.
Midway through pregnancy, all mothers whether experienced or first time showed
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a significant peak in excretion of glucocorticoids, and in experienced fathers, but
not first-time fathers, there was an increase in glucocorticoids within a week of the
female excretion. Thus, changes in female excretion of glucocorticoids may be the
trigger for the hormonal changes that subsequently occur in experienced fathers
(Ziegler et al., 2004).

Where do the maternal glucocorticoids come from? One intriguing possibility is
that the fetal adrenal gland becomes active in mid-pregnancy and a mother would
benefit from clearing these excess glucocorticoids from her body. If this is the case,
then it is the fetus working through the mother’s body that is providing the signal to
prepare the father’s hormones for parental care.

However, in this study, there were two possible confounds. The experience of
mothers co-varied with that of fathers and many experienced parents had recent
infants to care for during the pregnancy. To control for both of these confounds, we
paired experienced fathers with first-time mothers with no infants present and we
replicated the original results with experienced fathers. First-time mothers showed
the mid-gestation peak in glucocorticoids and their experienced mates immediately
responded with changes in their hormones (Almond et al., 2008).

To summarize, parental care is a critical form of affiliative care for mammalian
females as well as for males in biparental and cooperatively breeding species.
Similar hormonal and neural changes occur in both sexes with fathers appearing
to anticipate infant births with endocrine changes occurring during pregnancy. In
both California mice and tamarins, testosterone appears to play an important role in
paternal care likely through being converted to estrogens, which in turn stimulate
the production of prolactin and oxytocin. In first-time pairs of tamarins, the hor-
monal changes do not occur until the end of pregnancy at a time when sexual and
affiliative behaviors increase. But experienced fathers appear sensitive to changes in
female urinary glucocorticoids, likely produced by the fetus. It is not clear whether
prolactin is a necessary hormone for inducing paternal care or whether it serves to
reward fathers for carrying infants, or both. Parental experience may play an impor-
tant role in understanding the role of prolactin. Fatherhood changes male brains
in similar ways to how motherhood changes female brains, and neuroendocrine
responses to cues from novel females and from infants work differently in fathers
versus non-fathers serving as a potential proximate mechanism to maintain mate
fidelity and responsiveness to infants.

So far I have considered parenting from the perspective of parents, but infants
are also an important factor. We examined the care infants received and, across
a wide variation in group size and in parental experience, the infants received an
equal amount of care—both nurturing and rejecting. One consequence of multi-
ple caregivers is the reduction of variation of what infants experience (Washabaugh
et al., 2002). And infants develop attachments to the individuals who provided the
most infant care. Kostan and Snowdon (2002) recorded which family members were
most involved in carrying infants and in transferring food to them and then when
these infants were independent juveniles, we presented a brief threatening stimulus
(a standard test of attachment). In all cases, the infants ran to be close to the individ-
ual that had spent the most time with that infant. In no case was the mother involved.
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The primary affiliative relationship of juveniles was established with the one who
provide them as infants with the greatest affiliation.

Cooperation, Donation, and Teaching

There have been several recent studies examining variation in cooperative behavior
in nonhuman primates. Experimental studies of cooperation seek whether animals
will jointly work to solve a problem that cannot be solved by one animal alone.
Typically this involves the use of an apparatus to obtain food where two animals
must work together simultaneously in order to obtain food. Early studies were
on chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) and orangutans and reported that cooperative
problem solving occurred but typically with a dominant individual coercing a sub-
ordinate with the dominant individual receiving more than 90% of the rewards
(Chalmeau, 1994; Chalmeau et al., 1997a).

Research with capuchin monkeys led to ambiguous results, with one research
group finding no evidence of cooperative behavior, suggesting that any solutions
occurring were accidental due to the attraction of both individuals toward food
(Chalmeau et al., 1997b; Visalberghi et al., 2000), whereas Mendres and de Waal
(2000) found that capuchin monkeys would cooperate to obtain a food reward. In
the latter study, capuchin monkeys appeared to understand the role of the part-
ner since they would not attempt to solve the problem when the partner was not
present and not visible. Coussi-Korbel and Fragaszy (1995) have argued that the
social dynamics of a species or population will have an effect on social learning
and cooperative activities. In species with high levels of competition and aggres-
sion, there will be low levels of social tolerance and, therefore, slower rates of
social learning and reduced cooperative behavior. Conversely, the reverse would
be true in species with high degrees of social tolerance and behavioral coordination.
Indeed, research on chimpanzees illustrates that they perform better in social situa-
tions where competition is involved (Hare and Tomasello, 2004), whereas the more
socially tolerant congeneric bonobo (Pan paniscus) performed more successfully in
cooperative tasks than chimpanzees (Hare et al., 2007).

Cooperatively breeding species should be among the best performers in cooper-
ative tests since they have a high degree of social tolerance as well as coordination
of behavior in order to share duties of infant care, food locating, and vigilance
(Snowdon, 1996). Indeed cotton-top tamarins rapidly acquired cooperative behavior
with an apparatus that required simultaneous pulling of trays to obtain food (Cronin
et al., 2005). When one animal was separated, the other animal still showed interest
in the apparatus but attempted to solve the task at a significantly lower rate indicat-
ing an understanding of the need of the partner to solve the task. In the original task,
both individuals received food rewards simultaneously. In subsequent studies, the
animals still performed at a high rate even when only one food reward was avail-
able (Cronin and Snowdon, 2008). Successful performance decreased from 99%
to 75% when only one animal at a time received all of the rewards on a single
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day in alternation with the other animal receiving all the rewards. Pairs sustained
reciprocal behavior even with up to 11 days elapsing between test sessions. In a
final study, food was placed adjacent to one individual but rolled down a ramp to the
other individual. Over 10 sessions, cooperative behavior was maintained by the ani-
mal receiving no food. The overall performance of 99% on two-reward sessions and
75% on one-reward session contrasts with the non-cooperatively breeding capuchin
monkey results of 75% on two reward trials and only 38% on one-reward trials.
Even though some capuchin monkeys can solve the cooperative task, they do not
perform as well as cooperatively breeding tamarins.

Another way to examine prosocial behavior such as cooperation is to see if one
animal will voluntarily donate food to another, both when there is no additional cost
to the donor and when the donor receives no reward. Using the first paradigm, Silk
et al. (2005) and Jensen et al. (2006) found that chimpanzees would not preferen-
tially provide food for a conspecific even when there was food for the actor as well.
In a follow-up study using a more stringent paradigm where the potential donor
receives nothing and only the partner is rewarded, Vonk et al. (2008) found no evi-
dence of donation. In contrast, Warneken and Tomasello (2006) did find evidence of
altruistic behavior in chimpanzees comparable to that of young children when the
tasks did not involve food. Perhaps chimpanzees are so distracted by food that they
can express altruistic behavior only in situations that do not involve food.

Burkart et al. (2007) reasoned that cooperatively breeding species would be more
likely to show prosocial or donation behavior than other species and they found
that common marmosets would readily pull a tray that delivered food only to a
partner with no reward for the actor. At the same time, we designed a virtually
identical study with cotton-top tamarins using the same rationale. We tested both
the paradigm where an animal could donate food to its mate while receiving food
itself as well as the more stringent test of having only a single reward for the partner.
Surprisingly, despite having a similar apparatus, similar training, and similar testing
techniques, we found that cotton-top tamarins would not preferentially donate food
to their mates (Cronin et al., 2009). Further support for the lack of prosocial behavior
comes from the finding that tamarins were even less likely to donate food when the
partner gave food vocalizations or reached toward the food (Cronin et al., 2009).

It is difficult to account for the contradictory results between marmosets and
tamarins, especially when the training and testing paradigms were so similar. There
may be something different between the two species that is not captured by the vari-
able of cooperative breeding or there may have been environmental differences. For
example, the tamarins were tested in home cages where they could do many other
activities, whereas marmosets were tested in smaller, more confining test cages.

Temporal dynamics may also affect when and how donation behavior is
observed. Cronin et al. (2010) developed a paradigm using the same tray-pulling
apparatus as Cronin et al. (2009) but with a single tray. One tamarin pulled the tray
to provide food for itself as well as to its mate for 5 min. Roles were immediately
reversed, and the recipient could now pull the tray but only the mate received food.
A negative condition consisted of placing a block on the tray movement so that
food was visible to both animals but neither could receive food, and then roles were
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reversed. A nonsocial control consisted of having both animals receive rewards, but
then instead of reversing roles, the previous donor was moved elsewhere and the
previous recipient had an empty cage. In the first 100 s after role reversal, tamarins
presented food to their mate significantly more often after having received food than
not having received food, but they also pulled just as often after a positive experi-
ence when there was no recipient in the adjacent cage. The tamarins did not show
reciprocity but rather initially reacted positively independent of whether a recipient
was present or not. However, by the last 100 s of the 5-min test, tamarins, regardless
of whether they had a positive or negative experience with the mate, donated food
equally often to the mate and significantly more than in the nonsocial condition.
The dynamics of donation changed with time, but eventually tamarins demonstrated
prosocial behavior without requiring reciprocity.

What mechanisms can sustain cooperation and donation behavior? Perhaps dona-
tion and exchange of cooperative behavior simply engender good feelings and do
not require much cognitive ability (as in the first part of the Cronin et al., 2010
study). Studies of rats by Rutte and Taborsky (2007, 2008) found that rats will
maintain what they call “generalized reciprocity.” If a rat has recently experienced
an interaction with another rat in which it has received a reward, it will then act to
provide a reward to the individual rat that had provided a reward previously. Rutte
and Taborsky argue that being the recipient of something good may engender good
feelings that are simply transferred to the next interaction.

What is the biological source of feeling good? Recent studies in humans sug-
gest that oxytocin is associated with generosity in humans (Zak et al., 2007)
and that oxytocin also increases trust in humans as evidenced by performance on
games involving cooperation and trust to maximize rewards (Kosfeld et al., 2005;
Zak et al., 2005; Chapter 17, this volume). Thus, if being the recipient of a gift
leads to increased oxytocin which in turn makes one more generous and trusting,
we can imagine a scenario whereby altruistic behavior can be sustained without
requiring the positing of any complex cognitive mechanisms. The role of oxytocin
increasing trust compares with the results reported earlier on how grooming and
non-conceptive sex increase oxytocin levels suggesting that a variety of socially
administered rewards serve to increase trust and well-being between individuals.

Teaching represents another example of altruistic or prosocial behavior. Caro
and Hauser (1992) have provided an operational definition of teaching behavior that
requires some specific behavior directed toward another that incurs a cost toward
the animal performing the behavior that leads to long-term change in the behav-
ior of the observer. Teaching is more than simple social learning which can occur
through observation alone since teaching requires some directed action on the part
of another.

King (1994) has observed that in most nonhuman primates, mothers do not teach
young about foraging skills or what foods to select. The infant observes the mother
closely, but there is no direct action by the mother to improve the performance of
the infant. King suggests that the only nonhuman primates to show teaching are the
marmosets and tamarins. In these species, it is commonly observed that an adult
will offer food or tolerate scrounging from an infant (Brown et al., 2004). In a
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longitudinal study of food transfers in cotton-top tamarins, Joyce and Snowdon
(2007) found that adults initially offered food to infants, but as the infants became
older, the adults tolerated food transfers less. Adults made a specific vocalization
that was observed only in the context of food transfers, and food transfers with
infants were successful only when the adults vocalized. Adults began food trans-
fers significantly sooner with twin infants than with singletons suggesting a greater
cost to nursing twins. Furthermore, infants who received food transfers at an earlier
age were feeding independently significantly sooner than infants with food transfers
beginning at a later age (Joyce and Snowdon, 2007). Thus, food transfers may be a
form of teaching since adults provide specific cues to infants; sharing food is costly
for adults and infant behavior changes as a function of the age of onset and intensity
of adult food transfers.

This is not an artifact of captivity. Rapaport (2006) studying golden lion tamarins
(Leontopithecus rosalia) found that whereas juveniles could readily eat fruit on their
own, they were much less successful foraging for insects. She documented a high
level of food vocalizations and food transfers of insect food toward juveniles that
decreased with the age of the juveniles. Furthermore, she documented (Rapaport and
Ruiz-Miranda, 2002, 2006) several cases of scaffolding behavior where an animal
would give food vocalizations but not offer any food when the juvenile approached.
The juvenile searched in the proximity and found an insect nearby. So adult tamarins
do not simply provide food transfers to infants and juveniles, but appear to system-
atically provide less assistance to their young as they develop skills. Cooperatively
breeding meerkats also demonstrate teaching behavior by adults stunning poten-
tially harmful prey before transferring them to the young (Thornton and McAuliffe,
2006).

We have found similar results in a captive experimental study of cotton-top
tamarins (Humle and Snowdon, 2008). We developed an apparatus from which food
could be obtained through one of two methods and trained one parent in each fam-
ily group with one of the methods. Juvenile tamarins (aged 25–36 weeks) were
then tested one twin with each parent. Most of the adult demonstrators gave the
infant food transfer vocalizations during the tests, even though their young had been
feeding independently for several months. Ironically, the most successful juvenile
learners were the ones who received transferred food least often. Once a juvenile
successfully solved the problem, the adult demonstrators vocalized and engaged
in food transfers significantly less often. The results parallel the field results of
Rapaport. Adult tamarins reinstated food transfers with juveniles during a novel
foraging task and they ceased food transfers as soon as the juvenile was successful
by itself. When we replicated the same task with adults, we found no evidence of
food transfers but most adults learned the task more readily than the juveniles and
with shorter amounts of direct observation (Dillis et al., 2010). Taken together, these
results suggest that tamarins adjust food transfers and accompanying vocalizations
according to the skill level of their companions, a rudimentary form of “theory of
mind”.

These results on tamarins contrast sharply with a parallel study on ant-dipping
behavior in chimpanzees at Bossou in Guinea. Even though driver ants can inflict
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considerable pain when they bite, mother chimpanzees gave no evidence of assist-
ing their infants and juveniles as they learned to ant-dip (Humle et al., 2009). In
this case, chimpanzees must learn difficult foraging skills on their own with no
assistance from a parent.

Summary and Conclusions

In this chapter, I have examined the behavioral and neuroendocrine mechanisms
involved in a variety of affiliative interactions. Grooming and other physical contact
are obvious in a wide variety of social relationships and can induce neuroendocrine
changes such as increased endogenous opioids and oxytocin levels, reduced lev-
els of glucocorticoids and reduced heart rate. Together the physiological changes
induced by grooming activate brain reward systems and induce calming behavior.
Furthermore, the act of grooming may itself bring benefits to the groomer as well as
the groomee.

Non-conceptive sex is seen in species with many different social systems.
Although non-conceptive sex is often thought to function primarily to confuse
paternity, the finding that males of socially monogamous species are able to detect
ovulation and still engage in frequent non-conceptive sex suggests other functions
must be involved. The findings that levels of the neuropeptides prolactin and oxy-
tocin are elevated at orgasm in men and women suggest that non-conceptive sex may
function to reward partners, and thus be critical in forming and maintaining rela-
tionships. Increased sexual behavior in response to social perturbations in tamarins
suggests that non-conceptive sex may also play an important role in restoring rela-
tionship equilibrium between mates. Basal oxytocin and prolactin levels are directly
related to the amount of affiliative behavior seen in tamarin pairs with variation in
male oxytocin levels being explained best by sexual activity and variation in females
being explained best by contact and grooming behavior.

Social tolerance is a less active form of affiliative behavior, but subordinate indi-
viduals in species with high social tolerance have significantly lower levels of stress
hormones than subordinates in species with low levels of tolerance.

Parenting is a special form of affiliative behavior but because maternal care is
obligatory to all mammals, there has been relatively little attention to maternal care
as a specific form of affiliation. However, since care by fathers and alloparents is
often not as obligatory as maternal care is, the mechanism leading to male infant
care is of interest. Fatherhood significantly changes the brain and neuroendocrine
system, with increased dendritic growth and vasopressin receptors in the prefrontal
cortex, a lack of testosterone response to odors from novel females and a decreased
testosterone response to scents of infants compared with non-fathers. Experienced
fathers respond avidly to infant cues and do not appear to discriminate between their
own infants and unrelated infants.

Fathers show hormonal changes prior to the birth of infants with experienced
fathers showing the changes sooner than first-time fathers. Experienced fathers
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appear to begin a cascade of hormonal changes within a week of the pregnant
female excreting increased glucocorticoids, likely from the activation of the fetal
adrenal gland, making it likely that the fetus is changing the hormones of its father
to prepare him for infant care. This appears to be a learned response since first-time
fathers do not respond to the increased glucocorticoid levels. However, first-time
parents showed a significant increase in grooming, contact, and sexual behavior
in the month before birth suggesting that an increase in affiliation might lead to
hormonal changes in first-time fathers.

Testosterone, often thought to be involved exclusively in aggressive behavior is
also necessary for male parental care. Some of the testosterone is metabolized into
estrogen which in turn is critical to stimulate prolactin and oxytocin. Thus, testos-
terone plays a critical role in the affiliative and nurturing behaviors of infant care.

Species differ greatly in their ability to display cooperative and altruistic behav-
ior. Those species that are less aggressive show more social tolerance, and more
coordination of social behavior appears more likely to exhibit cooperative behav-
ior and to donate resources to others. It is possible that prosocial exchanges lead to
changes in hormones like oxytocin, producing good feelings that can be conditioned
to specific partners or can lead to an overall increase in generosity.

Teaching behavior is rare among most nonhuman primates even under conditions
of risk to the infant, but it is clearly evident from cooperatively breeding species and
from golden lion tamarins, cotton-top tamarins, and meerkats that adults adjust their
teaching to the skill level of their offspring.

Affiliative and altruistic behaviors now pose many interesting questions and
deserve to be studied as much as competition, dominance, and aggression have
been studied historically. Affiliative and altruistic behaviors play an important role
in group cohesion and infant development. We are just beginning to understand the
sources of variation in affiliative and altruistic behavior as well as the neural and hor-
monal mechanisms involved. But understanding the behavioral and neuroendocrine
mechanisms of affiliation is an important task for future research.
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Chapter 19
Early Social Experience and the Ontogenesis
of Emotion Regulatory Behavior in Children

Seth D. Pollak

Emotions are complex processes that organisms use to evaluate their environments,
rapidly assess the significance of environmental changes, and adjust their behaviors.
Over the course of (normative) development, these processes interact seamlessly and
rapidly, affording successful adaptation to a variety of demands. Yet, problems in
emotional functioning can lead to pervasive problems in mental and physical health.
A central assumption in the study of human emotion is that we are born with certain
basic, normative emotions (at least those referred to in Western cultures by words
such as anger, sadness, fear, disgust, and happiness) and that some rudimentary
neural circuitry for emotion is preconfigured in the human brain. But increasingly,
the role of social experience in configuring human brain function has shed new light
on the emergence of emotional behavior. The issue of how adverse social expe-
riences alter and shape children’s social and emotional development has become
center-stage for the exploration of the relative contributions of nature and nurture
in child development. Our research has examined the ways in which children’s
developing biology is shaped in a manner that may be adaptive to their immedi-
ate environment, but confers risk for a host of negative developmental outcomes.
Such an approach raises issues about the role of social factors in the construction
of typically observed as well as statistically deviant behaviors. Current research is
examining the ways in which environmental experiences influence the complex sets
of neural circuitry underlying emotional behaviors. One way to address these ques-
tions is to focus on the development of children, rodents, and nonhuman primates
who receive poor or inadequate parental care; each species allows exploration of
a different level of analysis. Maltreatment of human children is notoriously diffi-
cult to define, measure, and investigate empirically. Nevertheless, this phenomenon
has provided an important forum for investigating the role of environmental stress,
individual differences, and developmental factors in the ontogenesis of social behav-
ior. In this article, I begin by reviewing the kinds of emotion-regulatory problems
experienced by maltreated children that appear to reflect alterations in underlying
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biological processes. The second half of this chapter focuses on the neurodevelop-
mental mechanisms that may account for how early experience influences affective
processes. Our initial investigations underscored how these groups of children
develop sets of behavioral problems that are specific to the features of their social
environment (Pollak et al., 2005; Pollak, 2008). More recent research from our
group, employing neurobiological metrics such as electrophysiological, neuroimag-
ing, and neuroendocrine indices, has assayed potential neurobiological mediators of
these social difficulties.

Neurobiological Consequences of Child Maltreatment

Maltreated children experience high rates of physical and mental health problems
including conduct disorders/aggression, depression, anxiety, and substance abuse;
they also lag behind their peers in social skills (Mulvihill, 2005). Not surprisingly,
child abuse co-occurs with a host of genetic and environmental risk factors that
affect child, parent, and family functioning. It is thus difficult to evaluate where to
place the occurrence of child maltreatment in the causal chain leading to behavioral
problems. Experiments with nonhuman animals have provided the opportunity for
careful modeling of the effects of inadequate nurturance, leading to studies of the
neuroanatomical and neurophysiological substrates of emotion processing that are
not feasible with humans.

Generalizations about the biological processes underlying emotional behaviors
across species require caution for a number of reasons. Animal models do not
always mimic human emotional disorders; brain development, structure, and func-
tion are not identical across species; there are chromosomal differences between
species; and the actual behaviors exhibited by parents and the way these behaviors
are received and experienced by offspring are not identical across species. But there
are phenomena that do occur across species—such as poor or inadequate parental
nurturance—that provide critical clues about the biological effects of child abuse.
Indeed, the developmental outcomes of infant maltreatment among nonhuman pri-
mates are strikingly similar to those reported in maltreated children (Sanchez et al.,
2007).

It is possible that heritable factors that co-occur with maltreatment, rather than
maltreatment per se, are responsible for the behavioral difficulties observed in
children. As in humans, physical abuse in rhesus monkeys has a high preva-
lence in some family lineages, suggesting inter-generational transmission. However,
evidence from rhesus cross-fostering studies (in which infants are raised by unre-
lated surrogates) suggests that behavioral problems observed in monkeys are due
to the postnatal experience of maltreatment rather than to genetic heritability
(Maestripieri, 2005). Consistent with this view, behavioral and molecular genetic
analyses support the view that the experience of abuse has a causal role in the emer-
gence of behavioral problems in maltreated children. Current data are consistent
with the position that genetic risk, in combination with early traumatic experiences,
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dramatically increases the likelihood of children developing mental health problems
(Kim-Cohen et al., 2007).

The early experience of maltreatment appears to establish developmental tra-
jectories of risk. One recent report revealed that individuals who were abused
earlier in life demonstrated higher levels of anxiety and depression in adulthood,
whereas individuals who were older at the time of the maltreatment were more likely
to evince symptoms associated with aggression and substance abuse (Kaplow &
Widom, 2007). To excavate the developmental processes associated with early life
stress, it is also necessary to examine patterns of emotional behavior that may appear
before the onset of psychological disorders. Thus, the phenomenon of early stress in
the form of child maltreatment now figures prominently in considerations of the rel-
ative contributions of nature and nurture in development, and has focused attention
on the neural mechanisms through which social experiences influence emotional
functioning.

Mechanisms Underlying Altered Emotion Regulation
in Maltreated Children

Cognitive Processing Mechanisms

A critical question concerns how early experiences relate to the wide range of
health and behavioral outcomes associated with child maltreatment. One current
hypothesis is that children’s early experience alters sensory thresholds in ways that
undermine effective regulation of emotion. Consistent with this view, when abused
children performed a task that required them to distinguish faces that had been mor-
phed to produce a continuum on which each face differed in signal intensity, abused
children displayed enhanced perceptual sensitivity to angry facial cues. Unlike non-
abused children, abused children judged ambiguous facial expressions (blends of
two emotions) as “angry.” Yet abused children’s processing of other facial expres-
sions was generally similar to that of non-maltreated children (Pollak & Kistler,
2002). These findings are consistent with the view that infants and children adjust
or tune their pre-existing perceptual mechanisms to process aspects of their environ-
ments that have become salient through learning from their social experiences (see
Fig. 19.1).

This acquired salience of certain emotional signals undermines abused children’s
attentional control. Non-maltreated children and adults attend to happy, fearful, and
angry faces similarly. However, physically abused children display relative increases
in brain electrical activity when actively searching for angry faces, and show rapid
orienting to, as well as delayed disengagement from, anger cues. The degree of
children’s attentional differences correlates with both the magnitude of abuse the
child endured and the child’s degree of anxiety symptoms (Shackman et al., 2007).
This point is illustrated in Fig. 19.2, which shows how physically abused children
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Fig. 19.1 Abused children’s accuracy at identifying happy (left graph) or angry (right graph) faces
at progressive levels of image clarity compared to that of controls. Abused children’s accuracy is
shown in red; controls are shown in blue. The figure depicts children’s accuracy as the image came
into focus (the angry-face example is shown at top) with 95% confidence intervals around each
group’s mean

automatically attend to threatening cues at the expense of more contextually relevant
information.

The critical point about these studies is that while it is adaptive for salient envi-
ronmental stimuli to elicit attention, successful self-regulation requires flexibility
and control over these processes. We suspect that failure of regulatory capacities
is a proximal link between early experience and abused children’s troubles, and
makes what is adaptive within an abusive environment maladaptive in more norma-
tive social settings. Physically abused children’s processing abnormalities appear to
be specific to anger rather than being general information-processing deficits. It is
thus unlikely that these effects are secondary to more global aspects of deprivation
such as poverty, poor nutrition, or inadequate health care.

Neglected children also have difficulties differentiating between and respond-
ing to expressions of emotion and formulating selective attachments to caregivers
(Wismer Fries et al., 2005). These social and emotional difficulties may reflect neu-
ropsychological difficulties due to alterations in brain maturation (Prasad et al.,
2005). Indeed, impaired cognitive functioning in monkeys reared in isolation is
associated with decreased white matter in parietal and prefrontal cortices as well as
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Fig. 19.2 N2 response of the event-related potential (recorded from electrodes at the frontal region
of the scalp) for children who were instructed to attend to emotional faces while ignoring angry
voices. N2 is associated with inhibitory control and conflict resolution. As indicated by the arrow,
abused children (red line) showed a larger N2 when trying to suppress their responses to angry
voices that were irrelevant to the task than did controls (blue line). Topographic maps for control
(top) and abused (bottom) children are presented alongside the waveforms and illustrate the general
location of the inhibitory effect. The magnitude of this effect was related to the severity of the abuse
children received

alterations in the development of hormone receptors that underlie fearful and anx-
ious behaviors (Sanchez et al., 2007). A recent brain-imaging study of children with
maltreatment-related PTSD revealed smaller sized regions such as the prefrontal
cortex and right temporal lobe in comparison to sociodemographically matched con-
trols; these effects suggest that early stress may delay brain development (Tupler &
De Bellis, 2006). Future studies using prospective high-risk designs may be able
to rule out the possibility that these brain differences reflect a vulnerability to the
effects of, rather than the result of, maltreatment.

One recent study (Pollak et al., 2005) examined attention regulation in phys-
ically abused preschoolers presented with interpersonal hostility, a situation that
predicts abuse in these children’s home environments. Autonomic measures such
as heart rate and skin conductance were measured in abused and non-abused chil-
dren while they overheard two unfamiliar adults engage in an argument. The abused
children maintained a state of anticipatory monitoring of the environment, from
the time the actors began expressing anger throughout the entire experiment—even
after the actors had reconciled. This response was quite distinct from that of the
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non-maltreated children in the study; they showed initial arousal to the expres-
sion of anger but were better able to regulate their responses once they determined
that it was not personally relevant to them. This lack of regulatory control over
emotion processing is likely to guide children’s social behavior in ways that are
maladaptive.

Stress Regulatory Mechanisms

Studies of nonhuman animals have long provided evidence that adverse parental
care shapes the development of the neural systems believed to underlie emotional
problems. Perhaps the most frequently examined system is the limbic hypothalamic
pituitary adrenal axis (L-HPA). The L-HPA axis is one of the threat response sys-
tems that is particularly open to modification by experience during early life. The
L-HPA system mediates neuroendocrine responses to stress, resulting in the release
of steroid hormones from the adrenal gland. These hormones, glucocorticoids, affect
a broad array of problems experienced by abused children, including energy mobi-
lization, immune responses, arousal, and cognition. In a recent study, we found that a
high degree or severity of neglect experienced by children was associated with long-
term regulatory problems of the stress-responsive system (Fries et al., 2008). Not
surprisingly, alterations in pituitary and adrenal function have been associated with
illnesses common among previously abused individuals, including depression, anxi-
ety, post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), fibromyalgia, hypertension, and immune
system suppression.

In addition to stress hormones, other neuroactive peptides such as arginine
vasopressin and oxytocin are emerging as important regulators of stress responses
and critical mediators of affiliative behaviors and social recognition and memory.
Oxytocin, for example, plays a critical role mediating affiliative behaviors such
as maternal attachment and social bonding; it also reduces anxiety and HPA axis
responses to stress. The effects of maltreatment experiences on oxytocin neural cir-
cuits have been recently confirmed in humans as well, as demonstrated by evidence
that children who experienced severe early neglect showed lower levels of salivary
oxytocin reactivity compared with controls (Fries et al., 2005). Similarly, women
with histories of childhood maltreatment had lower cerebrospinal fluid levels of
oxytocin than did controls (Heim et al., 2006). The study with children and the one
with adults both suggested that the functioning of the oxytocin system was corre-
lated with severity of maltreatment experienced by the individual. Reduced oxytocin
activity could have a detrimental effect on affiliative behaviors and stress regulation
in individuals who experienced early adversity.

Another way to evaluate brain plasticity is through the immune system, which
must learn to respond to environmental pathogens encountered after an individual
is born. Indeed, early life stress appears to have continued effects over develop-
ment, with individuals continuing to show poor immune competence—a long-term
reflection of heightened stress—years after stress has ended. For example, monkeys
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with high levels of maternal rejection show high inflammatory markers and low
concentrations of serotonin (Sanchez et al., 2007). Similarly, adults who retrospec-
tively recall maltreatment show sustained effects on immunity in a pattern (altered
B- and cytotoxic C-cell numbers and inflammatory markers such as C-reactive pro-
tein) consistent with psychological states of physiological arousal (Danese et al.,
2007).

Neuroanatomical Mechanisms

A related neural system of relevance to abused children’s emotion regulation is
the circuitry of the amygdala, implicated in threat responses. Hariri et al. (2002)
used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to directly explore the rela-
tionship between a common regulatory variant in the serotonin transporter gene
(5-HTTLPR) and emotional behavior in adults. Subjects performed a simple per-
ceptual processing task involving the matching of fearful and angry human facial
expressions. People carrying the less efficient 5-HTTLPR short allele exhibited
increased amygdala activity in comparison to subjects homozygous for the long
allele. Thus, increased anxiety and fearfulness may reflect the hyper-responsiveness
of the amygdala to relevant environmental stimuli. In rhesus monkeys, high rates
of maternal rejection, which co-occur with infant maltreatment, affect the devel-
opment of brain serotonergic systems, resulting in increased anxiety (Maestripieri
et al., 2006).

Consistent findings are emerging in studies of abused children. Maltreated chil-
dren with the 5-HTTLPR short allele and little social support had high levels of
depression. However, maltreated children with the same genotype and similar levels
of maltreatment but who had access to social support from adults showed mini-
mal depressive symptoms (Kaufman et al., 2004). These findings are consistent
with research in adults showing that 5-HTTLPR variation moderates the develop-
ment of depression after stress and suggest that negative outcomes may be modified
by environmental factors that confer risk for or protection from psychological
disorders.

Conclusions and Future Directions

The phenomenon of child abuse has been of interest to clinicians, educators, and
public policy leaders for decades because of the clear associations between child
abuse and poor mental and physical health outcomes. Contemporary research has
cast important light on specific mechanisms that are responsible for the social and
health risks seen in maltreated children. Drawing from neurophysiologically pre-
cise nonhuman primate studies, it appears that the modulatory role of hormonal
and neurotransmitter systems may help explain risk to maltreated children. Because
of their regulatory role in reactivity to threat, the prefrontal cortex and infralimbic
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regions appear to be central candidates for explaining the ways in which experience-
dependent fine-tuning of attention, learning, emotion, and memory systems affect
emotion regulation.

Important directions for future research include prospective longitudinal studies
in humans that can determine whether the neurobiological correlates of early adver-
sity are enduring long-term changes, whether short-term responses to early stress
serve as risk factors for the onset of other stressors or developmental problems, and
how early effects on brain and behavior may be reversed or remediated. In addition,
a better understanding of how treatments work will also inform understanding of
basic emotion processes in children. Developmentally informed models of the links
between early experience and subsequent behavior will also require more detailed
specification about how behavioral outcomes relate to variations in children’s expe-
riences, including variations in the nature, severity, and duration of stressors, as well
as more fine-grained examination of the ages at which children experienced them.

Understanding the processes through which early social experience affects
child development increases the likelihood of developing effective prevention and
intervention programs. Studying children who have experienced atypical emotion-
learning environments, such as maltreated children, also yields valuable knowledge
about fundamental issues in psychological science. These include a focus on the
neural circuitry and neurobiological regulation of emotion and their subsequent
implications for behavior, as well as understanding adaptations and sequelae of
chronic social stress exposure on affective neural circuits—especially during peri-
ods of rapid neurobiological change during which the brain may be particularly
sensitive to contextual or environmental influences. Because existing data have not
rendered it possible to reach firm conclusions about whether emotion is innate, we
have examined the development of emotion among children whose environments
have differed in important ways from a species-typical care giving environment. The
general principle behind these studies is that examining the ways in which the aber-
rant environments influence biobehavioral development may highlight the nature of
the learning mechanisms underlying emotion. Studying this question across species
and across typically and atypically developing populations of children may highlight
learning mechanisms that may not be obvious when emotional development is unfet-
tered. Ongoing research in this area is focusing on defining and specifying ways
in which the environment creates long-term effects on brain and behavior, includ-
ing potential corrective experiences that might foster recovery of competencies and
promote health.
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Chapter 20
Human Altruism and Cooperation: Needs and
the Promotion of Well-Being in Modern Life:
Introduction Part V

Juan E. Mezzich

The remarkable journey that this volume represents on the exploration of the origins
of altruism and cooperation reaches its last station, one that is eminently human.
Altruism may be seen as the unselfish concern for or devotion to the welfare of oth-
ers. Cooperation involves joint activity for a common purpose or benefit. Together,
these concepts denote high forms of prosocial behavior and illustrate forms of pos-
itive health or well-being (Cloninger, 2004; Cloninger & Zohar, 2011; Mezzich,
2005).

A brief analysis of the scope and implications of the above health concepts may
be helpful for understanding their bases better and advancing their fulfillment.

Despite the conventional modern emphasis on pathology or ill health, the World
Health Organization (1946) has affirmed since its establishment that health is a state
of full physical, emotional, and social well-being and not merely the absence of
disease or infirmity. The growing recognition of the importance of specific and
unspecific prevention and health promotion makes this definition of health not only
tenable but also compelling.

A reasonable theoretical framework for understanding health may involve several
levels of analysis, that is, not only the traditional biological, psychological, and
social frames (Engel, 1977) but also the cultural and spiritual (Fabrega, 1975; Cox
et al., 2007). This is also in line with the existential perspectives of Ortega y Gasset,
I am I and my circumstance. This circumstance may include both cross-sectional and
historical perspectives and be multidimensional along the lines mentioned above.

A fundamental set of considerations for understanding health and advancing
health care involve human relationships. As documented well by Finset (2010)
and Van Dulmen et al. (2007), clinical communication can be enhanced when it is
engaging, empathetic, and informative. This speaks of the importance of attending
to human needs and concerns and not merely managing a disease.
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Empowering persons to assume responsibility for their own health (beyond the
responsibilities of society in their various forms) is emerging as strategically crucial
for dealing with the growing epidemics of chronic diseases. Empowering is also
ethically compelling as related to respect for the person’s autonomy (Christodoulou,
2010). Another important aspect of clinical communication is respect for the per-
son’s dignity. This is a fundamental ethical imperative regardless of the person’s
condition or level of health.

Also emerging as a crucial clinical strategy is the establishment of effective part-
nerships at all relevant levels. Concerning health professionals, this usually involves
an interdisciplinary team approach. This requires a high degree of communication
and an attitude of cooperation among professionals of various specialties and disci-
plines. Most crucial is the partnership among clinicians, the patient, and the patient’s
family. This is not only essential in regular clinical work but also valuable for organi-
zational purposes, as exemplified by trialogues among professionals, service users,
and relatives (Amering, 2010). In connection to fundamental clinical processes,
the abovementioned partnerships find expression in conceptualizing and organizing
diagnosis as shared understanding and treatment planning as shared commitment
(Fulford, 2010).

Many of the concepts and procedures outlined in this brief chapter find an
umbrella in the initiative on person-centered medicine cultivated since 2008 through
annual Geneva Conferences organized by the International Network for Person-
centered Medicine in collaboration with the World Medical Association, the World
Organization of Family Doctors, the World Health Organization and 20 other inter-
national health institutions. It places the person as the center and goal of health
care. Its purposes may be summarized as promoting a medicine of the person (of the
totality of the person’s health, including its ill and positive aspects), for the person
(promoting the fulfillment of the person’s life project), by the person (with clinicians
extending themselves as full human beings, well grounded on science and with high
ethical aspirations), and with the person (working respectfully, in collaboration, and
in an empowering manner through a partnership of patient, family, and clinicians)
(Mezzich et al., 2009).

David Hay in the first chapter in this book section examines altruism and spiritu-
ality as aspects of relational consciousness. This relational consciousness is posited
as a quasi biological basis of the higher attributes. As such, this article represents a
bridge between biological substrate and altruism. Contraposed to related conscious-
ness is individualism, which Hay perceives as product of European circumstance
and inimical to both altruism and spirituality.

Kevin Cloninger authored the second chapter, “Hope rekindled: Well-being,
humanism and education” cogently projecting the book arguments to the broad field
of human development and learning. Building on Western civilization examples, he
posits that educating people has always involved helping them to attain well-being.
Furthermore, he argues that in education we need to work toward the cultivation
of the whole person, quite consistently with the proposals advanced earlier in this
introduction.
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Lauren Munsch and Helen Herrman address in the third chapter promoting well-
being in health care. They note that cooperative behaviors are fundamental to health
and well functioning in individuals and populations, that the prevailing disease-
based medicine often sees human beings as little more than faulty machines that
need repair, and that such medicine usually fails to focus on the whole person and
how the person may have a healthy and happy life. They plea for new approaches to
personal health and public health seeking to promote the full development of human
potential.

In the final chapter, Dan Blazer proposes moving beyond the nature–nurture
distinction. To this effect, he discusses the value of transdisciplinary research to
understand the social, behavioral, and genetic factors interacting to influence health.

The findings and arguments formulated in this volume on the origins of cooper-
ative behavior have been amplified in this section with special reference to human
perspectives. Emerging person-centered approaches to health and health care and
the four extensive chapters in this part have clarified the cruciality and scope of
cooperative and other positive behaviors for the survival and flourishing of human
beings.
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Chapter 21
Altruism as an Aspect of Relational
Consciousness and How Culture Inhibits It

David Hay

Avarice, envy, pride,
Three fatal sparks, have set the hearts of all
On Fire. – Dante Alighieri, The Divine Comedy (1314)1

No man is an island, entire of itself. . .any man’s death
diminishes me, because I am involved in mankind; and therefore
never send to know for whom the bell tolls; it tolls for thee.
– John Donne Devotions upon Emergent Occasions (1624)2

It is not from the benevolence of the butcher, the brewer or the
baker that we expect our dinner, but from their regard to their
own interest. We address ourselves, not to their humanity but to
their self-love, and never talk to them of our necessities but of
their advantages. – Adam Smith The Wealth of Nations (1776)3

The point is, ladies and gentleman, that greed – for lack of a
better word – is good. Greed is right. Greed works. Greed
clarifies, cuts through, and captures the essence of the
evolutionary spirit. – Gordon Gecko in Wall Street (1987)4

We have to fight uphill to rediscover the obvious, to counteract
the layers of suppression of the modern moral consciousness.
It’s a difficult thing to do. – Charles Taylor Sources of the Self
(1992)5

1Translation by Henry Francis Cary. Currently available in an edition published in 2006 by Hard
Press, Lenox, MA.
2In, Devotions upon Emergent Occasions/Death’s Duel, Vintage Books, 1999.
3See Penguin Classics Edition (edited by Andrew Skinner), p. 119.
4Starring Michael Douglas in the role of Gordon Gecko. Directed by Oliver Stone, written by
Stanley Weiser and Oliver Stone. First shown in 1987.
5Sources of the Self: the Making of the Modern Identity, Cambridge University Press, 1992.
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Introduction

The concept of relational consciousness emerged during an investigation of the
plausibility of the hypothesis that Darwinian natural selection underlies the cultural
phenomenon of religion. This conjecture originated with Sir Alister Hardy FRS,
who was the Head of the Zoology Department in Oxford University between 1946
and 1961 and founder in 1969 of the Religious Experience Research Unit, originally
based in Manchester College Oxford.6 Hardy’s initiative is not well known in the
United States, so I will begin with some background information as a preliminary to
clarifying my own hypothesis about the connection of relational consciousness with
altruism.

When Hardy came up to Oxford in 1914 to read zoology he ran headlong into
controversy, for his appointed tutor was Julian Huxley, the grandson of Charles
Darwin’s most powerful advocate, T.H. Huxley. Hardy wrote in his unpublished
autobiography about the disturbance he felt when he encountered the conflict
between Darwin’s ideas and the religion of his boyhood. He was troubled because
of his conviction that Darwin was right but that somehow (and at the time he did not
know how) this did not entail the discarding of his spiritual experience as nothing
more than a delusion. His discomfort led him at the age of 18 to make a solemn vow
to work at resolving the clash, a commitment he maintained throughout his career as
an orthodox student of organic evolution and a passionate but unorthodox religious
believer.

Shortly after his retirement from his Chair in Oxford, Hardy was invited to give
the Gifford Lectures7 in Aberdeen University. It was there, during the sessions of
1963–64 and 1964–65, that he gave the first detailed account of his biological inter-
pretation of religion. In his view, as part of the process of consciously investigating
their environment, our prehistoric ancestors discovered their relationship to a tran-
scendent dimension of reality akin to that described by the poet Wordsworth, in his
Lines written above Tintern Abbey:

I have felt
A presence that disturbs me with the joy
Of elevated thoughts; a sense sublime
Of something far more deeply interfused,
Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns,
And the round ocean, and the living air,
And the blue sky, and in the mind of man,
A motion and a spirit, that impels
All thinking things, all objects of all thought,
And rolls through all things.8

6Renamed The Religious Experience Research Centre, the Unit is now based in the University of
Wales at Lampeter. See the website: http://www.alisterhardyreligiousexperience.co.uk.
7The lectures were published in two volumes, the first concerning evolution entitled The Living
Stream, appeared in 1965, and the second, on the biological basis of religion, entitled The Divine
Flame, came out in 1966, both published in London by Collins.
8From, ‘Lines composed a few miles above Tintern Abbey, on revisiting the banks of the Wye
during a tour. July 13, 1798’ See Collected Poems published by Wordsworth Editions Ltd. in 1994.

http://www.alisterhardyreligiousexperience.co.uk
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Hardy had in mind a biological endowment that is not a construction of cul-
ture, though from his perspective, discourse about this form of consciousness is
universally manifested, primarily but not exclusively, in the world’s religions. As
an orthodox Darwinian, he claimed that the reason for the natural selection of this
predisposition is that it has survival value for the individual. My work over the past
30 years has been concerned with testing the resilience of Hardy’s hypothesis, and
on that basis I will expound an argument to show the following:

(1) Altruism is the outcome of a process of natural selection during organic evolu-
tion and, along with spiritual awareness, is a facet of relational consciousness.

(2) A sequence of historical events unique to Europe has culminated in the socially
constructed suppression of relational consciousness. Consequently, altruism
has become problematic, along with ethics and religion, in societies strongly
influenced by post-Enlightenment European thought.

Part I: Relational Consciousness as the Biological Basis
of Altruism

Research Leading to the Concept of Relational Consciousness

Hardy’s view of the religious impulse as a human universal might seem implausible,
for when he first put forward his proposal, formal religious adherence had already
been in steep decline in most of Western Europe for many years. Currently, statistics
show that in the United Kingdom less than 8% of the population are regular atten-
dees at a religious service.9 It is therefore important to note the distinction between
adherence to a formal religion and personal spiritual awareness.

In contrast to church attendance figures, national surveys of reports of spiritual
experience suggest that a large majority of adults in Britain claim such awareness
and the proportion has increased over time. Between 1987 and 2000, there was at
least a 60% rise in report of spiritual experience (from 48% to 76% of the adult
population), as measured by a device developed by Hay and Heald,10 whilst over
approximately the same period, regular church attendance fell by more than 20%.11

Judging from data gathered by the European Study of Values (ESV),12 there is a

9See Peter Brierley’s report Religious Trends No. 1: 1999/2000, London: Christian Research
Association, 2000. For an account of the decline of the religious institutions in the UK, consult
Steve Bruce’s provocatively titled book, God is Dead, published by Blackwell in 2002. See also,
Callum Brown, The Death of Christian Britain, published by Routledge in 2001.
10See, David Hay and Gordon Heald, ‘Religion is good for you’ New Society, 17 April. 1987; also,
David Hay and Kate Hunt’s The Spirituality of People who don’t go to Church. Final Report, Adult
Spirituality Project: Nottingham University, 2000.
11Brierley, op. cit.
12Lambert, Y. (2004). ‘A turning point in religious evolution in Europe’, Journal of Contemporary
Religion, 19(1), 29–45.
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similar pattern of formal religious decline and increasing report of spiritual expe-
rience in much of Western Europe. The same phenomenon has been reported for
Australia.13 Even in the United States, which most obviously bucks the trend of
institutional decline in Western countries, the work of Zinnbauer et al.14 suggests
that there are parallels.

Focusing on the Nature of Spiritual Experience

Even if the proportion of people reporting spiritual experience is very high, as in the
United Kingdom,15 a substantial minority still deny that they have ever encountered
such awareness. If Hardy’s hypothesis is correct, then we need to explain the short-
fall. As a first step, let us take it that like any other primordial competence, spiritual
awareness can be interpreted in numerous ways, determined by the culture to which
the experient belongs [a parallel might be found in language, where Chomsky sug-
gests the existence of a biologically inbuilt Language Acquisition Device (LAD),
upon which is constructed the multitude of human languages]. In a secularised cul-
ture, this primordium would not disappear but be labelled according to non-religious
criteria sufficiently plausible to be accepted by the individual. Assuming for heuris-
tic purposes that this is so, an investigator can proceed to look directly at reports
of experience, with a view to disclosing something of the substantive nature of the
primordium.

In response to this requirement, and as part of a more general investigation of
the nature of contemporary spiritual experience, I set up the Children’s Spirituality
Project in the United Kingdom during the mid-1990s. I reasoned that in a culture
highly critical of religion, the place to find spiritual experience most easily must
be amongst children because they have not yet assimilated the sceptical canons of
the adult world. We chose to study the spiritual lives of 6-year-old and 10-year-old
children in primary schools in two large industrial cities in England, Nottingham
and Birmingham. Prior to our research, there had been some studies of children’s
spirituality, based in Europe and North America, where the terminology through
which spirituality has traditionally been expressed is overwhelmingly Christian. If
Hardy is right, such an assumption may be excluding – spiritual awareness should

13See David Tacey, The Spirituality Revolution: the emergence of contemporary spirituality, Hove
and New York: Brunner-Routledge, 2004 (see also Poll, 1983).
14See Bryan Zinnbauer et al. ‘Religion and Spirituality: Unfuzzying the fuzzy.’ Journal for the
Scientific Study of Religion, 76(4), 1997, 549–564. I should add that, at the time Hardy was writing,
the distinction between ‘religion’ and ‘spirituality’ was not as clear as it is today and he himself
was inclined to confuse the two.
15Data from surveys of reports of experience are summarised and commented upon in my book
Religious Experience Today: studying the facts, published by Cassell in 1990. See also Hay (1994,
2006, 2007); Hay and Morisy (1978, 1985); Hay with Nye (2006); Hay and Socha (2005). ‘“The
biology of God”: what is the current status of Hardy’s hypothesis?’ International Journal for the
Psychology of Religion, 4(1), 1–23. There are complex problems concerning comparability of data
in a field where definitions of the subject matter are diverse. In a short chapter, there is not space
to cover this question adequately. For more detail, see, D. Hay, ‘Asking questions about religious
experience’, Religion, 18, 1988, 217–229.
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be species-wide and affect all of us, whether or not we have religious beliefs. How
in such circumstances does one recognize spirituality in a secularized culture? We
needed to devise a research procedure that would allow us to leap over boundaries
created by cultural construction.

At first, we attempted to produce a formal definition of spirituality by setting up
a seminar group of theologians, philosophers, and other specialists on the spiritual
life. The seminar was a failure. There were profound disagreements between the
experts about the subject under discussion. Furthermore, the language they were
using was remote from the world of the child, partly not only because of its techni-
cal nature but also because in Britain religious language is alien to many children.
Nevertheless, whilst the seminar group could not agree on a definition, all of them
said that they recognised spiritual experience when they came across it and could
specify examples of the kinds of circumstances that were conducive to it.

Following that hint, we decided to focus our research on certain practical situa-
tions rather than theoretical definitions. We identified three types of commonplace
situation where, if there is such a thing as spiritual experience, it will be likely to
manifest itself. At the time, we were thinking about children, but as the categories
evolved, we realised that they applied to children and adults alike.

Awareness of the here-and-now: The Edinburgh psychologist of early child-
hood, Margaret Donaldson, reminds us that babies under 18 months or so appear
to have no memory of an extended past stretching out behind them. Nor, apart
from the briefest anticipations, do they appear to have any conception of the future.
Donaldson talks about this ‘here-and-now’ awareness as the ‘point mode’. She iden-
tifies it as the most basic mode of the mind’s operation and as such it continues
to have prominence in children even when they have partially achieved the ‘line
mode’; that is, the ability to focus on the ‘there and then’ of the past and future.16

This immediacy of awareness also lies at the heart of meditation and contemplative
prayer. It is celebrated and taken to very high levels of sophistication in the practi-
cal life of religious cultures, both East and West. In the Christian tradition, this is
most obviously seen in the practice of contemplation and those approaches to prayer
that stress awareness of the presence of God in all things. The 18th-century French
Jesuit, Jean Pierre de Caussade, speaks directly of the ‘sacrament of the present
moment’,

We are well instructed only by the words God speaks to us personally. It is not by reading or
historical study that we become wise in the science of God: such methods alone produce but
a vain, confused and self-inflating science. What instructs us is what happens from moment
to moment. . .17

To summarise, at the same time as the ‘point mode’ is the object of widespread
and sophisticated religious interest, it is also universally available in childhood.

Awareness of mystery: There are aspects of our life experience that are in prin-
ciple incomprehensible and about which we feel we can say nothing. To take the

16See her book Human Minds published in London by Allen Lane at the Penguin Press in 1992.
17In Self Abandonment to Divine Providence (trans. Algar Thorold), London: Burns Oates, 1933.
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mystery that obsesses many a person lying sleepless in the middle of the night, why
is there something rather than nothing? Another way mystery is brought to our atten-
tion is in occasional feelings of disorientation. ‘Isn’t life strange’, we sometimes
say, to which an appropriate reply might be ‘Compared with what?’ For young chil-
dren, the distinction between the commonplace and the profound may not yet have
any meaning. Their sense of mystery can be awakened by down-to-earth and famil-
iar phenomena, simple events such as the appearance of a flame when a match is
struck, or when a light comes on at the flick of a switch, or when the operation of
a tap produces water. In adult life, technical explanations learned in school obscure
the underlying question of Being to the extent that it is forgotten, as pointed out by
Martin Heidegger in Sein und Zeit.18 I suggest that children’s perceptions of mys-
tery, in situations where from an adult perspective there is a simple explanation,
arise from as profound an experience as those of the contemplative philosopher or
the theologian.

Awareness of Value: Feeling is a measure of what we value. Those things that
matter to us most are associated with feeling at its most profound. As someone
trained in the methods of empirical science, I know that the supposed objectiv-
ity of scientists is in fact driven by feeling, related to sensed meaning. Children
readily express their ideas of worth or value in the intensity of their everyday expe-
rience of delight or desolation. Much of this is connected with the endless curiosity
and meaning making of children. The following adult example seems to me to
put explicitly what is implicit in childhood and is drawn from the archive of the
Religious Experience Research Centre:

One day years ago, I went for a walk in the fields with my dog. My mind suddenly started
thinking about the beauty around me, and I considered the marvellous order and timing
of the growth of each flower, herb and the abundance of all the visible growth going on
around. I remember thinking ’Here is mind’. Then we had to get over a stile and suddenly
I was confronted with a bramble bush which was absolutely laden with black glistening
fruit. And the impact of that, linked with my former reasoning, gave me a great feeling
of ecstasy. For a few moments I really did feel at one with the Universe or the Creative
Power we recognize. I know it was a feeling of oneness with something outside myself, and
also within. I must have been confronted with the source of all being, whatever one should
call it. I have often told my friends about it, though it seems too sacred to talk about. The
experience has never been forgotten. It was quite electric and quite unsought.

There is much more in this quotation than the logical deductions of natural the-
ology. It is an expression of spirituality in which the person, perhaps consciously,
uses some of the language of natural theology to refer to direct intuitive knowing but
does not wish to relate it to conventional religion. Children of course are filled with
intuitive longing to know. Questions are raised which are essentially spiritual: Who
am I? Where do I belong? What is my purpose? To whom or what am I connected or
responsible? These apparently cognitive signs of spiritual activity are in many cases

18Published by Basil Blackwell as Being and Time, (trans. John Macquarrie & Edward Robinson)
in Oxford in 1962.
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the secondary products of spiritual stirrings found in awareness sensing, mystery
sensing and value sensing.

Talking with Children About Spirituality

My then doctoral student Rebecca Nye spent many hours talking with children indi-
vidually, gently introducing the areas of our interest, yet without the use of religious
language unless it appeared spontaneously. To avoid being directive in that way, she
stimulated conversation with a set of photographs of children in situations akin to
the three categories mentioned above:

• a little girl sitting gazing into the fire in the dark of the evening
• a small boy sitting on his bed and looking out of the window at a star-filled night
• a girl crying as she looks at her dead pet gerbil in its cage
• a boy looking skywards with his hands spread out after dropping his packed lunch

onto a wet pavement
• a boy standing in a school yard alone, with bowed head and apparently ignored

by other children.

Rebecca asked the children questions like, ‘What do you suppose the girl is think-
ing as she gazes into the fire?’, or ‘what is the boy thinking about as he looks up at
the stars?’ The children’s replies showed that they were projecting themselves into
the situation and offering their personal thoughts and experiences.

All the children with whom Rebecca spoke, without exception, had a spiritual
dimension to their experience, and over a 1000 pages of transcribed research con-
versations resulted. Rebecca undertook a computer-assisted analysis of the units of
meaning in the text, using the NUDIST program,19 a forerunner of IN VIVO. The
purpose was to use the program’s technical speed in producing a hierarchically orga-
nized tree of meanings, to see if it was possible to identify an overall word or phrase
which drew together what was common to all the spiritual talk of the children. After
Rebecca’s extremely laborious line-by-line analysis, the phrase that increasingly
dominated her awareness as she examined the data was relational consciousness.
By this we mean,

a generalised awareness of intimate relationship to reality, whether other people, the
environment, to the depths of ones’ self or to God.

At first this finding disconcerted us because we had a preconception of spiritual
practice as an isolated, private matter, and I thought we had scriptural warranty for it
(cf. In the Gospels: ‘When you pray, go to your private room and shut the door’; in
the Bhagavad-Gita: ‘Let the yogi find a secret place in the forest’; etc.) On thinking
more deeply about the question, the primary purpose of physical privacy became
clear; it is to cut down the tendency to be distracted from the ‘point mode’ – looking

19See the User’s Guide for QSR.NUD∗IST published by Sage software SCOLARI in 1996.
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directly at one’s relationship with immediate reality – by the temptation to posture
or display oneself.

Empirical Evidence of the Biological Basis of Altruism

I suggest that relational consciousness is the primordial, inbuilt precursor of publicly
expressed (and hence socially constructed) spirituality. It is thus a biological reality
and, as I will explain below, it is the immediate source of altruism. I thus dissent
from the modern repudiation of spiritual experience as delusory. The latter view
originates as a corollary of Ludwig Feuerbach’s claim that religious belief is the
result of a projection, as discussed in The Essence of Christianity, first published in
1841.20 In his Lectures on the Essence of Religion given in Heidelberg and published
in1851,21 Feuerbach dismisses claims to religious experience as due to ignorance
and stupidity, asserting that there is no ‘organ of religious experience’:

We should be more justified in assuming the existence of a specific organ of superstition.
Religion, that is, the belief in gods, in spirits, in so-called higher invisible beings who rule
over man, has been said to be as innate in man as his other senses. Translated into the
language of honesty and reason, this would only mean that . . .superstition is innate in man.
But the source and strength of superstition are the power of ignorance and stupidity22

During the past decade, empirical evidence has begun to accumulate that contra-
dicts Feuerbach’s assertion. Two areas of investigation are proving to be particularly
interesting, neither of them available to the science of Feuerbach’s day. I have
in mind the use of twin studies to discriminate between genetically and environ-
mentally mediated features of living organisms and the development of scanning
devices to investigate metabolic changes in soft tissue, especially in the field of
neurology.

Twin studies have been used for many years in distinguishing human charac-
teristics that are inherited from those that are acquired from the environment. The
methodology has only recently been applied to the study of spirituality, presum-
ably because the dominance of Feuerbach’s assumptions made it seem a redundant
exercise. The work of Lindon Eaves at the Virginia Institute for Psychiatric and
Behavioral Genetics is particularly interesting, especially the report published in
1999 on research done in cooperation with Katherine Kirk and Nicholas Martin at
the University of Queensland.23 The team examined more than 2,200 pairs of iden-
tical and non-identical twins. In assessing spiritual awareness, they were able to use
a measure of self-transcendence devised by Robert Cloninger as one of the character

20See the translation by George Eliot and with an introduction by Karl Barth, published in
New York by Harper Torchbooks in 1957.
21Translated by Ralph Manheim and published in New York by Harper & Row in 1967.
22Lectures on the Essence of Religion. Op. cit. pp. 219–221. Kant makes a similar assertion
in Religion Within the Limits of Reason Alone, published in 1793. See the 1960 edition (trans.
Theodore M Greene & Hoyt H. Hudson) published in New York by Harper & Row, p. 163.
23See Katherine Kirk et al. ‘Self-transcendence as a measure of spirituality in a sample of older
Australia twins’, Twin Research, 2(2), 1999, 81–87.
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dimensions in his Temperament and Character Inventory.24 The twins also answered
questions about church attendance. The researchers found that whilst churchgoing
had much more to do with upbringing than heredity, spiritual awareness was sig-
nificantly linked to genetic inheritance, thus supporting Alister Hardy’s contention
that it is biologically inbuilt. In a more recent twin study in Japan, Juko Ando
et al.25 have made a similar finding in relation to spiritual awareness, suggesting
that biology transcends East/West cultural differences.

Scanning devices that can photograph events taking place in soft tissue in living
organisms have been applied to the study of spiritual experience only in very recent
years. One of the more thoughtful applications of this technology is by the head
of the Nuclear Medicine Department in the University of Pennsylvania, Andrew
Newberg. Newberg used a SPECT scanner to measure the changes in blood flow
in the brain in volunteers as they practised the most characteristic religious activity,
prayer or meditation. He began by studying experts in Tibetan Buddhist meditation
and later repeated the investigation with Franciscan nuns who were proficient in
centring prayer.26 In both cases, there were numerous alterations throughout the
brain but two stood out. In deep meditation and prayer, the flow of blood reduces
in the left posterior parietal lobe of the cerebral cortex (the back of the brain). This
is the part of the cerebrum that makes us aware of where the boundary of our body
lies, or ‘where I stop and the rest of the world starts’. At the same time, the flow
of blood increases bilaterally in the parts of the frontal lobes that are concerned
with awareness. The combined effect is to lose the distinction between the praying
individual and their surroundings at the same time as raising the general level of
awareness.

First reported by Newberg et al. in 2001, this is a remarkable finding, for
the physiological data closely complement the subjective accounts of mystical
experience available in many religious traditions, including Christianity. More
recently still, in 2006, Mario Beauregard and Vincent Paquette27 at the University
of Montreal published the data from a parallel study of a group of Carmelite
nuns, using an MRI scanner, which works on a different principle from the
SPECT scanner. Their research methodology was also different from that used by
Newberg. Nevertheless, they obtained results that appear to complement Newberg’s

24For a review of this measure, see C.R. Cloninger et al. The Temperament and Character
Inventory: A guide to its development and use. St Louis, Missouri, Washington University Center
for Psychology of Personality, 1994. To understand Cloninger’s perspective, I have also consulted
his book Feeling Good: The Science of Wellbeing, published by Oxford University Press in 2004.
25Consult, Juko Ando et al. ‘Genetic and Environmental Structure of Cloninger’s Temperament
and Character Dimensions’, Journal of Personality Disorders, 18(4), 2004, 379–393.
26See Andrew Newberg et al. ‘Why God Won’t Go Away: Brain Science and the Biology of Belief ’,
New York: Ballantine Books, 2001.
27See, Mario Beauregard and Vincent Paquette, ‘Neural correlates of a mystical experience in
Carmelite nuns’, Neuroscience Letters Volume 405, Issue 3, 25 September 2006, pp. 186–190.
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Fig. 21.1 The biological
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findings. On this interpretation, relational consciousness highlights the aspect of
reality through which we realise that we are immersed in a continuum, part and
parcel of the whole.

According to this model (Fig. 21.1) altruism and spirituality have the same ori-
gin, in relational consciousness. A new awareness of the singularity of reality brings
with it the realisation that I am much closer to other people, the environment and
God than I had originally thought. In relation to other people and the environment, I
discover in myself an obligation to care for them, even to the point of self-sacrifice,
perhaps equivalent to Emmanuel Levinas’ account of ethics as ‘first philosophy’.28

Levinas is implying that before all extended discourse – religious, scientific, philo-
sophical – there is a discovery of absolute obligation to the other and I take it that
this is especially clear when we are in the point mode. As discussed in Zygmunt
Bauman’s Postmodern Ethics,29 the primordial nature of this obligation manifests
itself in my encounter with a single other but is potentially at odds with ethical
and legal obligation to the community, which is a cultural matter and, consequently,
socially constructed. Bauman illustrates this conflict with a story from the Talmud:

Ulla bar Koshev was wanted by the government. He fled for asylum to Rabbi Joshua ben
Levi at Lod. The government forces came and surrounded the town. They said: ‘If you do
not surrender him to us, we will destroy the town’. Rabbi Joshua went up to Ulla bar Koshev
and persuaded him to give himself up. Elijah used to appear to Rabbi Joshua, but from that
moment on he ceased to do so. Rabbi Joshua fasted many days, and finally Elijah revealed
himself to him. ‘Am I supposed to appear to informers?’ he asked. Rabbi Joshua said: ‘I
followed the law’. Elijah retorted: ‘But is the law for saints?’30

The well-being of the individual on whom I gaze and the totality both matter to
me because I am more than an isolated, self-preoccupied billiard ball, bumping into
the rest of reality (Monroe, 1996). Spiritual insight has a physiological component
that reveals to me that I am an intimately connected part of the whole. This may

28See for example, Chapter 5, ‘Ethics as first philosophy’, in Seán Hand (ed.) The Levinas Reader,
published by Blackwell in Oxford in 1989.
29See Postmodern Ethics published by Blackwell in Oxford in 1993.
30Ibid. p. 81.
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occur not only in the course of a disciplined life of meditation or contemplative
prayer but also, as the empirical data demonstrate, very commonly in secularized
cultures via spontaneous religious or spiritual experience (Selznick, 1992). One
important corollary is that religion (as opposed to spirituality) and altruism are inde-
pendent of one another, that is, it is possible to be spiritually aware without being
religious and religious without being spiritually aware (Preus, 1987). The model
thus transcends a familiar argument about the link between ethics and religion.
There is, or should be, a link between the two. However, people without religious
belief are not necessarily out of touch with their relational consciousness and there-
fore have in them the same possibility of truly altruistic behaviour, though they will
not attribute it to a religious source.

Part II: Why Altruism is Problematic in Western Culture

European Individualism in Conflict with Relational Consciousness

The research that I have been discussing provides evidence in support of the notion
of spirituality and altruism as facets of a biologically inbuilt primordium, both of
which are traditionally associated with religion. Since relational consciousness is,
on that reading, a human universal, why do ethics and religion seem so problematic
in those parts of the world most strongly influenced by European culture? Only the
other day a friend of mine was wondering sadly why words like ‘virtue’ and ‘self-
sacrifice’ sounded so weak to him. In addition, what is it about European history
that has made it a special case in terms of the criticism of religion?31

One of the severest contemporary opponents of religion in the United Kingdom
is a former student in Alister Hardy’s department, the zoologist Richard Dawkins
(1976, 1986). His book The God Delusion was at the top of the non-fiction best-
seller list in the United Kingdom for many months after its publication in 2006
and other hostile commentators have also been remarkably successful. Their current
prominence is plausibly attributable to widespread anxiety following spectacular
atrocities directed at Western targets, carried out by terrorists claiming to represent
Islam and also concern over Christian fundamentalist attacks on scientific freedom
(cf. attempts to ban the discussion of Darwinism in schools).

However, it is important to remember that criticism of religion is not a phe-
nomenon that began in 2006 (Buckley, 1987). It is still something of a shock to
read the opening aphorism of Blaise Pascal’s defence of religion, the Pensées, first
published in 1657:32

Men despise religion; they hate it, and fear it may be true.

31See especially Grace Davie’s Europe: The Exceptional Case; parameters of faith in the modern
world, published in London by Darton, Longman & Todd in 2002.
32Republished in Penguin Classics, 2003.
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That sentence could have been written yesterday. Pascal was pondering the state
of religion in 17th century France, where the process of secularization was already
under way. The late Bryan Wilson, who was head of the Sociology Department in
Oxford (and incidentally an adviser to the Religious Experience Research Unit),
was one of the leading exponents of classical secularization theory,33 asserting
that as the organisation of society becomes more rational, the religious institutions
increasingly lose power and influence. At first assumed to be equivalent to some-
thing like a universal law, secularization is nowadays recognized to be particularly
applicable to those regions of the world that have been influenced by the thought
associated with the Enlightenment. A particular aspect of the ideology inherited
from the Enlightenment stands out immediately as at odds with relational conscious-
ness, and that is Individualism. Returning for a moment to Fig. 21.1, it can be seen
that the promotion of Individualism threatens not only relational consciousness but
also altruism, spirituality and socially derived institutions including ethical and legal
systems and religious institutions.

Five Stages in the Development of European Individualism

Europeans seem to have invented an extreme form of individualism – in a way that
appears not to be duplicated in any other culture.34 My hypothesis is that in achiev-
ing social dominance it comes into conflict with our biologically inbuilt altruism.
As such, the development of individualism is an illustration of a form of cultural
evolution identified by William Durham in his book on Co Evolution35 as damaging
to the survival chances of a community. In what follows, my intention is to justify
this claim by unpacking some of the factors lying behind the rise of Individualism
and, via its undermining of relational consciousness, its damaging effect on altruism.
Individualism has extremely complex roots in history36 and since we Westerners are
ourselves immersed in this history, its assumptions are likely to be hidden from us.
Nevertheless it is possible to identify five major steps in its social evolution. Each

33See Wilson’s book Religion in Secular Society, published in London in 1966 by C.A. Watts.
34The atheism of Advaita in India, or in Theravada Buddhism might be cited as evidence to con-
tradict my thesis, but these forms of atheism are in fact intra-religious. They are aspects of a
debate about the nature of transcendence and as such are akin to certain mystical movements in
Christianity, for example, the near monism of someone like the fourteenth-century Dominican
mystic, Meister Eckhart.
35See, Chapter 7 in W.H. Durham, Co Evolution: Genes, Culture and Human Diversity published
by Stanford University Press in 1991.
36There are many texts on this theme. Possibly the best introduction because he gives a system-
atic overview of its many dimensions is Stephen Lukes’ Individualism published in the series Key
Concepts in the Social Sciences by Basil Blackwell, in 1973. See also, Colin Morris The Discovery
of the Individual, 1050–1200, published by SPCK in London in 1972; and Louis Dumont, Essays
on Individualism, published by Chicago University Press in 1986; also Aaron Gurevich, who dis-
agrees with Morris’ claim that individualism appeared in the 12th century. See his The Origins of
European Individualism, published by Blackwell in 1995.
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of these steps has an ambivalent quality, that is to say, each is accompanied by both
apparent gains and losses for our humanity.

Stage One: Coming to Think of Myself as ‘I’

Some students of the origins of language argue that the skills necessary for the man-
ufacture of stone tools imply being able to speak. If so, then this might apply to
the human species Homo habilis, whose fossil remains in East Africa have been
dated to two million years ago or more.37 Estimates that are more conservative con-
fine language to our own species, Homo sapiens, in which case it cannot have its
origins much before 200,000 years ago. Either way, the effect of language on the
construction of the self is longstanding and universal, affecting all members of our
own species.

Animals without language, although they are sensitive to their surroundings and
relate to them in a knowing way, give at best only rather ambivalent indications
of self-awareness.38 Whilst they quite clearly have a memory, they lack the ver-
bal apparatus for reflecting upon their memories or for considering the fact of their
own existence. Consequently, they live almost entirely in the here-and-now of the
immediate events around them, immersed in an unbroken continuum that includes
themselves. The distinction between self and other, though it is acted out in the
way animals manipulate their environment, is never clearly articulated. We saw ear-
lier that the same is true of young infants. Adult observers of infants’ behaviour
can see quite easily that they operate in ways that implicitly recognize a distinction
between self and other.39 Putting it grammatically, they discriminate behaviourally
between subject and object but have little or no conscious awareness of the differ-
ence between the two. They are thus behaviourally strongly in touch with relational
consciousness.

With the coming of language, a radical change occurs and by the age of 18
months, most healthy toddlers clearly and easily articulate the subject–object dif-
ference. When we are able to name the things around us, it makes them stand out
in contrast to their surroundings and we can also reflect on them remotely, at other
times and in other places.40 One of the most prominent objects that an infant learns
about through language is its self, a fact that is drawn attention to constantly by the

37For further information on these questions see the articles by Terrence Deacon on ‘Biological
aspects of language’ (pp. 128–133) and C.B. Stringer on ‘Evolution of early humans’ (pp. 241–
251) in The Cambridge Encyclopaedia of Human Evolution, (edited by Steve Jones, Robert Martin
and David Pilbeam), Cambridge University Press, 1994.
38The question of the self-awareness of other animals is hotly disputed. It is discussed at length in
Marc Bekoff et al. (eds.) The Cognitive Animal, Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2002.
39See for example Nagy, E. & Molnar, P. (2004). ‘Homo imitans or Homo provocans? Human
imprinting model of neonatal imitation’. Infant Behavior and Development, 27, 54–63.
40For a popular discussion of the effect of language on self-awareness, see John McCrone The Ape
that Spoke: Language and the Evolution of the Human Mind, London: Picador, 1990.
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parents when they teach the baby to say ‘You’, ‘Me’ and ‘I’. When ‘I’ becomes an
object of consciousness, it can be thought about in the same way as any other object.
‘I’ begin to build up a set of memories and anticipations that make up a life history
and in the process, I become an individual. Nevertheless, it is important not to lose
sight of the fact that the process of individualisation is not done in isolation; it is
always done in the context of a culture and in intimate relationship to others.

Stage Two: Learning to Read and Write

Compared to the span of existence of the human species, literacy arrived almost
yesterday. Most people for most of human history have been illiterate and this was
true until little more than a century ago even in the industrialised West. For example,
in Britain, it was not until the passing of the 1870 Education Act that a concerted
effort was made to eliminate illiteracy – a task that is not yet complete. Human con-
sciousness has therefore evolved over many millennia in the absence of the ability
to read and write. In a fundamental way, becoming literate is a revolutionary move
away from the longstanding natural and universal human condition.

Such a radical change is bound to have large-scale cognitive effects and these
were first fully investigated by the Russian psychologist Alexander Luria. During
the 1930s, the Soviet government under the leadership of Stalin decreed the forced
collectivisation of agriculture throughout the vast republic. The decree was com-
bined with a vigorous effort to teach the peasantry to read and write, for literacy
was necessary if they were to be able to manage the complex work of the collective
farms. Luria took the opportunity to study how the shift to literacy affected hitherto
illiterate peasants living in a group of remote mountain villages and pasturelands in
Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan.

In summary, Luria41 showed that, compared with people who could read and
write, the thinking of illiterates is much more tied to the immediate situation (i.e.
the here-and-now) than to abstract reflections on the past and future. This meant
that intellectual tasks that were elementary for literate people, for example simple
classification, were difficult or impossible for them. In one of Łuria’s experiments,
semi-educated and only recently literate collective farm activists were easily able to
sort skeins of wool in terms of category, shades of blue, red, yellow and so on. On
the other hand, illiterate peasant women who, as expert embroiderers, were perfectly
well aware of subtle variations of colour, when asked to classify a set of wools into
shades of brown, would say things like ‘It can’t be done, they’re not at all alike;
this is like calf’s dung, this is like a peach.’ Similarly, most men failed to complete
simple syllogisms, such as: In the North, all bears are white. Novaya Zemlya is in

41See Luria’s book Cognitive Development: Its Cultural and Social Foundations. (trans. Martin
Lopez-Morillas and Lynn Solotaroff; ed. Michael Cole), Harvard University Press, 1976. Because
of difficulties with Stalinist censorship, these findings were not published in the Soviet Union until
the decade of the 1970s.
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the North. What colour are the bears there? Many of the men were unable to give
the correct answer, saying things like, ‘How should I know, I’ve never been to the
North. I’ve seen a black bear.’ More crucially, people also seemed not to have much
conception of themselves as individuals and when invited to describe themselves,
suggested to Luria et al. that they should ask someone else to answer for them.

Luria realized that such responses were due, not to lack of intelligence, but to the
structure imposed on thought by illiteracy. Literacy continues the process of indi-
vidualisation initiated by the ability to speak but with much greater impact. Literacy
extends memory, permits us to classify and to generalize and gives us the ability to
move in our imagination out of the concrete here-and-now and into lengthy abstrac-
tion. Above all, literacy opens the possibility of a private world and the ability to
have a uniquely personal point of view, limited only by the size of one’s library. In
an important sense, literacy opens the door to personal freedom.

Complex modern society would be unable to operate without the skills that
become possible with the ability to read and write. However, the construction of
a vast private world also potentially creates blindness to our relationship with the
here-and-now. Along with this loss, there is the likelihood of deterioration in our
immediate sense of belonging to and being continuous with the surrounding com-
munity. In those traditional religious societies that are literate (Jews, Christians and
Muslims are after all, ‘People of the Book’), this weakness is recognized and strate-
gies have been created to counteract the loss of immediacy. Each of these cultures
has developed a highly sophisticated set of practical exercises that help people to
enter more and more deeply into holistic awareness of the here-and-now. I mean of
course the skills of contemplative prayer (raising the heart and mind to God now, in
this moment) or silent meditation (e.g. maintaining awareness of the act of breath-
ing) currently being investigated by Newberg et al.. These practices are undertaken
by the faithful as a structured routine, often attended to several times each day.
Ultimately the aim is to remain in this state of alertness permanently, or as St Paul
put it, to pray without ceasing.

Stage Three: Abandoning the Holistic Perspective

What happens to consciousness though, when these strategies for staying in touch
holistically are largely ignored, or abandoned altogether, as is more often than not
the case in contemporary Western society? This constitutes the third step towards
the ideology of individualism. As literacy becomes more and more widespread, it
is more difficult, less natural, for people to enter the here-and-now awareness that
is commonplace amongst members of primary oral cultures.42 One effect on those

42One only has to think of the way that reading and writing dominate our everyday lives, now added
to by the ubiquity of the Internet and the World Wide Web, to begin to see that the mode of action of
our consciousness is very different from that of our non-literate forebears. See, for example, John
L. Locke’s (1998) book, Why we Don’t Talk to Each Other any More: the Devoicing of Society.
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who are highly literate is the increasing probability that they will acquire a disem-
bodied, theoretical consciousness of the self, withdrawn from engagement in the
surrounding environment.

The legacy in academic circles, perhaps especially in the field of empirical
science in which I was educated, is an admiration for detached objectivity as a nec-
essary professional stance. Like every other beginner in the laboratory, I learned
that the inconstant and emotionally labile ‘me’ never puts water in a test tube. In
writing up experiments, ‘it was noted’ that ‘water was placed in a test tube’ by an
abstract, clinically detached being who had nothing to do with the scruffy bunch of
schoolboys occupying the classroom. This cult gave the false impression that human
factors like hesitancy, error and free-floating imagination did not enter into the prop-
erly conducted research act. Taken far enough, training in detachment can include
a distancing from other people and a loss of awareness of one’s own emotional
state. Intellectuals are notorious for ‘living in their heads’, cut off from emotion,
sometimes to the detriment of their health.43

Many suggestions have been made about both the timing and the historical and
political aspects of this growing sense of personal isolation. The 19th-century Swiss
historian, Jacob Burckhardt, was one of the first to suggest a specific period in which
individualism began to become dominant in European history. In his pioneering
study The Civilisation of the Renaissance in Italy,44 he identified the emergence of
the ‘free person’ as occurring first in Italy, pre-eminently in renaissance Florence.
Another suggested source of individualism is the Protestant branch of the Christian
religion. Max Weber famously claimed that Protestantism, especially in its Calvinist
form, created an inner isolation in the believer sufficiently powerful to change the
entire economic and political structure of the countries of the Reformation during
the 16th century. Calvin’s emphasis on the doctrine of predestination faces anyone
who takes this belief seriously with an unprecedented inner loneliness:

No one could help him. No priest, for the chosen one can understand the word of God only
in his own heart. No sacraments, for though the sacraments had been ordained by God for
the increase of His glory, and must hence be scrupulously observed, they are not a means
to the attainment of grace, but only the subjective externa subsidia of faith. No Church, for
though it was held that extra ecclesiam nulla salus in the sense that whoever kept away from
the true Church could never belong to God’s chosen band, nevertheless the membership of
the external Church included the doomed. . . Finally, even no God. For even Christ had died
only for the elect . . .45

43Note for instance the experience of the psychotherapist Eugene Gendlin (1981, 1997), when
encountering academically high-flying clients in his Chicago consulting rooms. Gendlin comments
on the disconcerting fact that he was unable to help many of them to explore their immediate
emotional difficulties because they were isolated from the felt sense of their bodies. Too good
a training in academic detachment had crippled them. See also the related arguments from the
neurologist Antonio Damasio (1994, 2000) on the importance of the body in relation to emotion
and consciousness.
44Republished in Penguin Classics in 2004.
45See, The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism, (translated by Talcott Parsons), London:
George Allen & Unwin, 1930: p. 104. Pastoral need led to the mitigation of the doctrine and it
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The mere appearance of goodness is no guarantee since anyone can make a public
pretence of virtue whilst being inwardly corrupt. Therefore, a robust doctrine of
predestination encourages not only endless self-questioning, as Weber remarked, but
also suspicion of the motives of others. A belief in predestination was not limited to
Calvinism; it also appeared in certain 17th century forms of Catholicism, especially
Jansenism.46 In his essay Of Charity and Self Love written in 1674, Pierre Nicole,
Jansenist priest and friend of Blaise Pascal, explains how impersonation of virtue
can be so accurate that it deceives everyone; hence, it is not wise to trust anyone. It
is deeply incongruous that a religious doctrine should have the effect of encouraging
the erosion of the relational consciousness that underpins spirituality.

The idea of ‘man alone’ also gained currency in 17th century Europe through
the influence of the two dominant and contrasting philosophical perspectives of that
period. Two archetypal representatives are the idealist Descartes and the materialist
Thomas Hobbes. In the case of Descartes, his decision to make the Cogito (‘I think,
therefore I am’) the rock on which to build his philosophy had a devastating effect on
the plausibility of relational consciousness. In the words of the Scottish 20th-century
philosopher John Macmurray,

. . . the adoption of the ‘I think’ as the centre of reference and starting-point of [. . .] phi-
losophy makes it formally impossible to do justice to religious experience. For thought is
inherently private; and any philosophy which takes its stand on the primacy of thought,
which defines the Self as the Thinker, is committed formally to an extreme logical
individualism. It is necessarily egocentric.47

Thomas Hobbes’ materialism was probably even more influential than Descartes’
philosophy in promoting individualism. Hobbes was born in 1588 and lived through
what historians see as one of the most violent periods of turmoil in European history.
In particular, the Thirty Years War ravaged the continent throughout his early adult
life. It is perhaps no surprise that he had a sceptical attitude towards the possibility
of human benevolence. Most scholars believe he was a secret atheist at a time when
publicly declared atheism would put a person in considerable personal danger.48

His materialist interpretation of human nature led him to the view that, in the
state of nature, life is a warfare of all against all. If we cooperate with other people,
it is only because we see these interactions as in our interest (in this sense, he was a

became accepted that one plausible sign of election was material prosperity in this life. Weber’s
(often-disputed) contention was that this belief encouraged the growth of capitalism in Europe.
46The teaching of Cornelius Jansen, which split the Roman Catholic Church in France in the mid-
17th century. Jansen emphasised the belief that individuals can do nothing to assure their own
salvation, all is due to divine grace. Jansenism was centred on the abbey of Port Royal and Pascal
was its most prominent lay supporter. The Jansenists were excommunicated in 1719.
47See The Self as Agent. (with an introduction by Stanley M. Harrison), London: Faber & Faber,
1995, p. 71.
48See David Berman’s fascinating thesis on hidden atheism in, A History of Atheism in Britain:
From Hobbes to Russell, London & New York: Routledge, 1990.
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precursor of modern biological theorists of reciprocal altruism and kin selection).49

His assumption that each of us is in a struggle for power against everyone else is
based on a materialist metaphysics stating that ‘minds never meet, that ideas are
never really shared and that each of us is always and finally isolated from every
other individual’.50 According to his most celebrated aphorism, life in the state of
nature is ‘solitary, nasty, brutish and short’.

People who have not read Hobbes are not always aware of the extreme violence
he uses to describe the natural state of human society – totally at odds with the
insights provided by relational consciousness. Thus,

All men in the state of nature have a desire and will to hurt.51

In his masterwork Leviathan, Hobbes makes explicit the brutality that people
unleash upon each other in such a state:

I put for a generall inclination of all mankind, a perpetuall and restlesse desire of Power
after power, that ceaseth onely in Death. . . The way of one Competitor, to the attaining of
his desire, is to kill, subdue, supplant, or repell the other.52

Hence the need for Leviathan, a Sovereign to subdue the anarchy and who
himself gains that position through acts of terror or outright warfare:

The attaining to this Soveraigne Power, is by two ways. One, by Natural force; as when
a man maketh his children to submit themselves, and their children to his government, as
being able to destroy them if they refuse; or by warre subdueth his enemies to his will,
giving them their lives on that condition.53

Stage Four: Individualism Seen as the Pivot
of the Market Economy

The unbridled savagery that Hobbes loads onto human nature is of much more than
antiquarian interest. The Canadian economic historian Brough Macpherson asserted
that Hobbes’ account of society continues to dictate the organisation of the modern
bureaucratic state. It is based, in Macpherson’s phrase, on the doctrine of ‘posses-
sive individualism’.54 The picture of human beings that Hobbes came up with was
not simply the result of his free-ranging scholarly reflection. It was conditioned by

49For an overview of scientific approaches to altruism theory, see Lee Alan Dugatkin, The Altruism
Equation: Seven scientists search for the origins of goodness, Princeton University Press, 2006.
50In, Jean Hampton, Hobbes and the Social Contract Tradition. Cambridge University Press,
1988, p. 9.
51In, Philosophical Rudiments concerning Government and Society, Ch. 1, Section 4, 25–26,
(quoted in MacPherson 1962a: p. 44).
52Leviathan (edited with an introduction by C.B. Macpherson), London: Penguin Classics, 1985.
53Ibid, p. 228.
54C.B. Macpherson, The Political Theory of Possessive Individualism, Oxford University Press,
1962.
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the social order in which Hobbes was living, that is to say, 17th-century bourgeois
society at the point where market forces first began to take on a dominant role. This
is the fourth and most crucial step in the construction of European individualism
because of its powerful economic impact.

Selfishness was not invented in the 17th century. What was new was the legiti-
mation it gained at that point in time. Selfishness has come to be seen as not merely
acceptable but as a necessary expedient in the search for economic and political sta-
bility. The impassioned speech on behalf of ‘greed as good’ by the reptilian financier
Gordon Gecko in the film Wall Street takes its justification from this belief. In his
essay The Passions and the Interests,55 the economic historian Albert Hirschman
meditates on the remarkable metamorphosis of the mediaeval sin of avarice into a
necessary economic virtue. Dante’s Divine Comedy, completed at the beginning of
the 14th century, had envisioned sins of avarice as sufficient to consign their perpe-
trator to the fourth level of Hell. By the end of the 18th century, avarice had been
seen by economists as a virtue.

Hirschman traces the evolution of this transformation in the first place to,

. . . a feeling [that] arose in the Renaissance and became firm conviction during the seven-
teenth century that moralizing philosophy and religious precept could no longer be trusted
with restraining the destructive passions of men.56

Hobbes’ initial solution, the advocacy of the straightforward repression of
uncontrolled passion, came to be seen as inadequate. His pessimism about human
motivation was not sufficiently responded to by the mere existence of a sovereign
power. Who can predict if the sovereign will truly guard the peace of society, when
in reality he may himself be a cruel despot, heedless of the cries of the oppressed,
or merely weak?

According to Hirschman, the answer that emerged was to harness one of the
passions against the others. The key to this solution, according to a whole series of
17th- and 18th-century thinkers, was the unquenchable desire for personal gain. The
term that came to be used for this particular lust for possessions and which sanitized
and set it apart from the others was ‘interests’:

Because of the semantic drift of the term ‘interests’, the opposition between interests and
passions could also mean and convey a different thought, much more startling in view of tra-
ditional values: namely, that one set of passions, hitherto variously known as greed, avarice,
or love of lucre, could be usefully employed to oppose and bridle such other passions as
ambition, lust for power, or sexual lust.57

The effect of this semantic drift is important because throughout the 17th cen-
tury, outside the field of economic and political writing, ordinary popular tracts on

55The Passions and the Interests: Political Arguments for Capitalism before its Triumph was first
published by Princeton University Press in 1977, and republished as a Twentieth Anniversary
Edition with an foreword by Amartya Sen.
56Hirschman, Op. Cit. p. 14.
57Ibid, p. 40.
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virtue continued to refer to avarice as one of the most repulsive of sins. On the other
hand, its synonym, ‘interest’, achieved a steadily enhanced status as the ‘counter-
vailing’ passion. Finally, says Hirschman, it took on such a mantle of virtue, that
in certain respects it was seen as more admirable, certainly more socially useful,
than unselfishness. Thus in 1767, the Scottish economist Sir James Steuart could
argue that in economic matters, self-interest is to be preferred to traditional virtue
especially a meddling concern for the public interest:

. . .were a people to become quite disinterested: there would be no possibility of govern-
ing them. Everyone might consider the interest of his country in a different light, and
many might join in the ruin of it, by endeavoring to promote its advantages. (quoted in
Hirschman).58

The point was, as Steuart’s colleague David Hume had also said of desire for
gain, that it is a universal passion that operates at all times, in all places and upon
everybody. It is thus much more predictable than other passions such as lust or
revenge, which operate sporadically and are directed towards particular people. The
very constancy of avarice had made it a virtue. Most famously, because of his influ-
ence on all subsequent economic thinking, in The Wealth of Nations, published in
1776,59 the Scottish philosopher Adam Smith gave a financial rather than a political
or moral justification for the unrestricted pursuit of personal gain.60 Individualist
philosophy (whether materialist or idealist) and the promotion of self-interest as
the necessary basis for a stable market economy were mutually and powerfully
reinforcing. They could not fail to be severely damaging to any trust in relational
consciousness, and hence to altruism. But beyond the four steps leading up to this
point, there is a fifth and final step to go.

Stage Five: Relational Consciousness Totally Repudiated

I mentioned Ludwig Feuerbach earlier. One might feel that Feuerbach’s repudia-
tion of religion was as extreme as it is possible to get. Not so. His opinion was
to be violently rejected as incomplete atheism by Max Stirner,61 a member of the
neo-Hegelian group in Berlin to which Marx and Engels had once belonged. With
Stirner, we see the final abandonment of any notion of relational consciousness, for

58Ibid. p. 50.
59Currently available in the two volume Penguin edition, with an introduction and notes by Andrew
Skinner, published in 1999.
60A distinction must be made between Smith’s account of the way things are in capitalist society
and his personal view of ethics. Smith’s moral philosophy is expounded in The Theory of Moral
Sentiments (1759) published seventeen years before The Wealth of Nations. He has much to say
of ‘sympathy’, which suggests that it is not remote from relational consciousness. The apparent
ethical disjunction between the two works has led to much discussion. It must be added that Smith’s
rhetoric, particularly in the later chapters of The Wealth of Nations frequently makes clear his
distaste for some of the situations he is describing (See Muller, 1993).
61Pseudonym of Johann Caspar Schmidt.
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he preached absolute egotism. Stirner concurred with the rejection of a relationship
with God as fantasy but felt that Feuerbach was a sentimentalist who had failed to
see the full implications of his discovery. Feuerbach, though a convinced atheist,
continued to hold to the moral ideals advocated by Christianity. To Stirner, such
ideals were also projections, not different in kind from belief in God. For him all
ideals and moral laws, without exception, are simply religion by another name since
they imply an imaginary and enslaving obligation beyond the self.

Published in 1845, 4 years after Feuerbach’s Essence of Christianity, Stirner’s
only major work is The Ego and Its Own.62 Of all atheist writings, Stirner’s is
the most thoroughgoing in its uncompromising rejection of every philosophical,
religious and political ideal, seen as nothing more than the depreciation of the
individual:

Away. . .. with every concern that is not altogether my concern! You think that at least
the ‘good cause’ must be my concern? What’s good? What’s bad? Why I myself am my
concern, and I am neither good nor bad. Neither has meaning for me. The divine is God’s
concern: the human, man’s. My concern is neither the divine nor the human, not the true,
good, just, free etc, but is – unique, as I am unique. Nothing is more to me than myself!63

And, reminiscent of Hobbes,

For me you are nothing but my food, even as I am fed upon and turned to use by you. We
have only one relation to each other, that of usableness, of utility, of use.64

Stirner’s biographer R.W.K Paterson65 comments,

Whether owing to a failure of nerve, or to some basic astigmatism, the Feuerbachs and the
Bauers66 had all stopped short of the crucial point; at the last moment they had admitted the
presence of some transcendental object in the scheme of things – not indeed a ‘God’ in the
sense of a personal deity, but a ‘Humanity’, or a ‘Society’ or a ‘Morality’, all of which were
as fictitious, and as autocratic in their claims upon the individual concrete human being, as
any personal God had ever been; and thus the programme of atheism still remained to be
carried through to its conclusion. . . ..67

And with a brutality fully equal to Hobbes,

Nothing, not even the primordial obligations not to lie, steal, kill etc. can induce the self-
possessed egotist to take any step that is not in the fullest accord with his own distinct
interests as he himself determines them . . .. . .68

62Translated by Steven Byington, with an introduction by Sydney Parker. Published in London by
Rebel Press in 1993.
63Ibid, p. 5.
64Ibid, pp. 296–297. His lover in Berlin left him in disgust, accusing him appropriately enough of
being totally self-centred. She eventually entered religious life and died in a convent in London.
65The Nihilistic Egoist Max Stirner, published for the University of Hull by Oxford University
Press in 1971.
66Bruno Bauer, another member of the Young Hegelian group in Berlin and a former theologian.
67Ibid p. 31.
68Ibid p. 263.
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Paterson sums up:

Stirner’s contribution to the German religious debate of the 1840s was to bring the whole
debate to a momentary and stupefied halt. The full consequences of thoroughgoing atheism
were now disclosed for all to see.69

Remarkably, Stirner’s hero, the isolated self-sufficient individual, had already
been identified and attacked ferociously. He was none other than the unencumbered
entrepreneurial fat cat who is still with us today in plentiful supply. He is,

. . .. an individual separated from the community, withdrawn into himself, wholly preoccu-
pied with his private interest and acting in accordance with his private caprice. . . [for him]
the only bond between men is natural necessity, need, and private interest.70

Stirner’s extreme individualism put into stark and uncompromising words what
had been developing as an increasingly powerful but muffled and disinfected
assumption over the previous two centuries. Individualism encourages the complete
suppression of relational consciousness and a consequent leeching away of ethi-
cal relationships between the members of our modern commercial society. Once
transcendence is abandoned (either belief in God or the kind of transcendental
equivalent advocated by Feuerbach), morality becomes entirely subservient to what
is financially prudent. In practice, Hobbes had already dispensed with all pur-
poses apart from those that ensure the smooth working of the marketplace.71 The
binding obligation that remains in possessive market societies is to make sure the
market does not collapse through financial mismanagement. In this circumstance,
the difference between moral obligation and what is financially prudent becomes
insignificant.

Where financial prudence is the arbiter of conduct, politeness and care for the
other person become suspect as no more than a manoeuvre, an optional extra to
smooth the path of a financial transaction. In other words, it is spiritually corrupt.
Martin Buber makes the same point in his comments on Stirner:

Responsibility presupposes one who addresses me primarily, that is, from a realm indepen-
dent of myself, and to whom I am answerable. He addresses me about something that he
has entrusted to me and that I am bound to take care of loyally. He addresses me from his
trust and I respond in my loyalty or refuse to respond in my disloyalty, or I have fallen into
disloyalty and wrestle free of it by the loyalty of the response. . . . . . . . . Where no primary
address and claim can touch me, for everything is “My property”, responsibility has become
a phantom. . . . .72

69Ibid p. 197.
70Karl Marx quoted in Michael Walzer (1990). ‘The communitarian critique of liberalism’,
Political Theory, 18(1), 6–23.
71Hobbes may have dispensed with religion, but it would be interesting to investigate the theolog-
ical complexion of his early upbringing. He certainly encountered Calvinist opinions when he was
a student at Magdalen Hall in Oxford and this may have encouraged in him a belief in the natural
depravity of the species. When he discarded religious belief in his maturity, he would then have
been left with depravity, now deprived of saving grace.
72See Between Man and Man (trans. Ronald Gregor Smith), London: Fontana, 1961, p. 64.
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The difficulty for Stirner is that he has entirely lost touch with relational
consciousness; hence, altruism is incredible to him. For Buber, he is a sociopath:

He simply does not know what of elemental reality lies between life and life, he does not
know the mysteries of address and answer, claim and disclaim, word and response. . .73

Concluding Evaluative Remarks

Stirner and Hobbes between them bracket a period in European history when indi-
vidualism led to the progressive and cumulative discrediting of a fundamental aspect
of our biological make-up, relational consciousness, one major facet of which is
altruism. The recent findings from twin studies and the use of scanning devices give
a degree of confidence to the assertion that Feuerbach was mistaken in his dismissal
of spiritual experience. It is a dismissal that has been the default position for crit-
ics of religion over the past 150 years, and it continues to be almost axiomatic in
sceptical rhetoric.

Neither of the types of finding exemplified above gets a mention in The God
Delusion. Though he never discusses the hypothesis of his old professor, Richard
Dawkins is aware that a physiological basis cannot be dismissed as easily as
Feuerbach claimed. He responds by offering a radically modified hypothesis to
explain spiritual experience, drawing his ideas from the fascinating biological spec-
ulations of the anthropologist Pascal Boyer74 and the somewhat similar views of the
American anthropologist Scott Atran (Atran and Norenzayan, 2004; Atran, 2002).
They move away from Feuerbach’s outright denial of the biological reality under-
lying religion and accept that religious beliefs had survival value in the past and
therefore were selected during the process of evolution. Whether such beliefs are
thought, by those who hold this view, to be merely the result of social evolution,
or have a deeper biological basis is not entirely clear, but in any case, Dawkins
interprets this as a fortunate accident. That is to say, cognitive adaptations that have
evolved for other purposes just happen to be available for the construction of what
were once socially useful, but mistaken, religious ideas. Since we now ‘know’ that
these ideas are delusory, they cease to have a function and become instead the source
of fanaticisms and social divisions.

This is where Hardy and secular critics like Dawkins would certainly part com-
pany and where, in my view, Hardy’s hypothesis is the more plausible. Dawkins’
argument is flawed because it assumes as axiomatic that religious belief is erroneous
and therefore he chooses to explain away the biological realities as accidental. That
is to prejudge the issue within the sceptical canons of the European Enlightenment
and to contort improperly the scientific method of which in other respects Dawkins

73Ibid, p. 66.
74Boyer’s interesting ideas are a development of his anthropological field work in West Africa. A
highly readable account of his views is contained in his book Religion Explained: the evolutionary
origins of religious thought, published in New York by Basic Books in 2001.
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is such an eminent defender. Science bases itself on empirical data and, following
Occam’s razor, seeks the most straightforward and simplest interpretation of the
facts. In this case, it is to say that there appears to be a transcendent dimension to
human experience, universally found, associated with specific physiological states,
and commonly but not exclusively associated with religious belief systems.

The resolution of this debate is of more than academic interest since it has a
bearing on a large group of social problems that arguably we have inherited from
the Enlightenment. Several of the most important of these are comprehensively
documented for the United States in Robert Putnam’s study, Bowling Alone.75 He
provides statistics that show a collapse since the 1960s across almost all social
behaviour. The loss of what Putnam calls ‘social capital’ and I identify as natural
altruism is graphically illustrated in the contemporary urban environment: the ubiq-
uitous deployment of the paraphernalia of surveillance (cameras, electronic tracking
devices, alarm systems, databases) to discourage crime. At the same time, there is a
considerable volume of recent legislation designed to protect innocent and vulner-
able people from exploitation either sexually or economically. No doubt such laws
are needed, but they help to perpetuate and sediment a view of society as unfriendly
and untrustworthy. They are a totalitarian means of controlling a society in which
altruism has become suspect and virtue a fraud.

The history that I have outlined explains why it is of no surprise that altruism is
suspect in modern society, and with it, there are many doubts about the plausibil-
ity of religion. Nevertheless, the empirical evidence suggests that in investigating
altruism we are examining a biological constant that is not a meme acted upon by
social evolution or a delusion. The fact that human decency and mutual trust con-
tinue to be widespread is evidence of its resilience, even though severely constricted
in its range by the straitjacket of individualism. Furthermore, since individualism is
a socially constructed ideology, there is always the possibility of deconstruction.
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Chapter 22
Hope Rekindled: Well-Being, Humanism,
and Education

Kevin Cloninger

Introduction and Rationale

There is a powerful lesson to be learned from this book. Science and scientific
advancement are both influenced by our subjectivity. The Heisenberg uncertainty
principle already demonstrated how much we can influence an experiment, but in
the social sciences our subjectivity can influence things differently. Subjectivity is
both a strength and a weakness as it leads us to pay attention to some data and ignore
others. An innovator may see something in a set of data that has long escaped the
attention of others. On the contrary, we may consistently ignore information that
contradicts long-held beliefs or traditions. This is the real challenge of scientific
innovation. We must strive to see beyond our self-imposed limitations. Much like a
human being, the field of science is never completely immune from the problems of
subjectivity such as bias and prejudice.

However inconvenient this fact may be, sometimes on basis of very little evi-
dence, powerful theories are constructed that have wide ramifications for our
perceptions in the scientific community (and consequently a deep impact on soci-
ety and culture). The “Man the Hunter” theory is a perfect example of this fact. I
have been asked to write a chapter in this book because this is as true in the field of
anthropology as it is in field of education and the practices of schools. In point of
fact, the education we offer our children depends in no small part on our views of
human potential, psychology, and the purposes of learning. For example, on an epis-
temological level, if a teacher, administrator, or superintendent believes that students
minds are a tabula rasa (a blank slate), then they will structure schools or class-
rooms very differently from someone who holds a constructivist position. Similarly,
an educator who believes that human beings are by nature violent may see school as
a civilizing force, whereas someone who views students as autonomous democratic
citizens may seek to maximize the freedom of those citizens who must be trusted
with difficult decisions. In the everyday practices of school, however, little if any
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consideration is given to what views of human nature, psychology, and learning are
guiding our schools (Cohen, 2006; Eisner, 2005; Spring, 2007). This is despite the
fact that such views have a deep impact on the practices of schools. These prob-
lems are further exacerbated by our attempts to measure the “success” of students.
Standardized achievement tests may be excellent measures of certain forms of learn-
ing, but are they really the best way to measure all the learning of a child? What does
it tell us about the relationships in the classroom or the love between a student and
her/his teacher? What do they tell us about their maturity or their character? What do
they say about a child’s mental or physical health? Achievement testing while excel-
lent in its very limited domain is hardly adequate to measure the full development of
a child. And yet, public discussion about schools frequently centers around scores
on standardized testing and the economic repercussions of schools. Politicians from
both ends of the political spectrum capitalize on this fact to tell us that, “Our schools
are no longer competitive in the global economy,” or “Kids don’t read and write as
well as they used to.”

What will perhaps come as a surprise to the reader is that such concerns and fears
are not at all new in the history of public education. Many of the educational reforms
made during the 1980s embodied in documents like A Nation at Risk, preyed upon
public fears and took advantage of a Manufactured Crisis (Berliner and Biddle,
1995). In further evidence of this historical reality let’s take a look at a quote from
John Dewey written in 1904:

Consider the wave by which a new study is introduced into the curriculum. Someone feels
that the school system of his town is falling behind the times. There are rumors of great
progress in education making elsewhere. Something new and important has been intro-
duced; education is being revolutionized by it; the school superintendent, or members of
the board of education, become somewhat uneasy; the matter is taken up by individuals or
clubs; pressure is brought to bear on the managers of the school system; letters are written to
the newspapers; the editor himself is appealed to use his great power to advance the cause of
progress; editorials appear; finally the school board ordains that on and after a certain date
the particular new branch—be it nature study, industrial drawing, cooking, manual training,
or whatever—shall be taught in the public schools. The victory is won, and everybody—
unless it be some already overburdened and distracted teacher—congratulates everybody
else that such advanced steps are taken. The next year, or possibly the next month, there
comes an outcry that children do not write or spell or figure as well as they used to; that
they cannot do the necessary work in the upper grades, or in the high school, because of lack
of ready command of the necessary tools of study. We are told that they are not prepared
for business, because their spelling is so poor, their work in addition and multiplication so
slow and inaccurate, their handwriting so fearfully and wonderfully made. Some zealous
soul writes on the school board takes up this matter; the newspapers are again heard from;
investigations are set on foot; and the edict goes forth that there must be more drill in the
fundamentals of writing, spelling, and number. (Dewey, 1904, pp. 14–15, emphasis added)

It is staggering to see the same rhetoric used in modern school reform debates
described in school reform efforts in 1904! Viewed in this light, it is self-evident
that the need for reform in schools goes well beyond tinkering with techniques and
standards in math, science, or any other subject. In this chapter, I will argue that
we need to work toward the cultivation of the whole person, which is far more than
a technique. It involves the cultivation of different climate in the schools. Abstract
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knowledge is not an end in and of itself. It is a means to an end, which to my mind is
the development of the full potential of an individual human being. As it is obvious
that the problems we have now are not new, this chapter will turn to history to help
elucidate the relationship between well-being and education. Before I do that, I need
to clarify what I mean by well-being.

Definitions of Well-Being and Their Relevance to Education

There are few pursuits that captivate all cultures. The search for happiness is a
notable exception. There is just one small catch—like our conception of the “good
life,” happiness means different things to different people at different times. An
oft-quoted passage of Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics alludes to this fact:

As far as its name [the good] goes, most people virtually agree, since both the many and
the cultivated call it happiness, and suppose that living well and doing well are the same as
being happy. But they disagree about what happiness is, and the many do not give the same
answer as the wise. (1095a17–21, Italics added)1

So we find ourselves in a predicament. A fundamental human aim, the search
for happiness, is sometimes shrouded in confusion and acrimonious debate. In fact,
at certain points in history the importance of well-being for society and individuals
has been overlooked entirely—a subject we will return to later. Still, while there is
no universally agreed upon definition, there are some consistently recurring ideas.
For example, some would associate happiness with pleasure or wealth, while others
would associate it with good fortune and physical health. A general distinction can
be drawn between hedonistic conceptions of well-being and eudaimonistic con-
ceptions (Cloninger, 2004; Ryff & Singer, 2008). The former looks at positive and
negative emotions, while the latter emphasizes positive functioning and virtue. Such
debates began long ago and can be traced back at least as far back as the Ancient
Greek Civilization, particularly in the writings of Homer, Plato, and Aristotle (Cahn
& Vitrano, 2008; Cloninger, 2004; McMahon, 2002, 2006; Ryff & Singer, 2008;
Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 2000). In contemporary times, advances in the fields
of psychology, psychiatry, and medicine have led to a reexamination of these age old
questions using the tools of modern science (Argyle, 2001; Aspinwall & Staudinger,
2003; Cloninger, 2004, 2006a; Csikszentmihalyi, 2000; Deci & Ryan, 2008;
Diener & Suh, 2000; Diener et al., 1999; Hird, 2003; Huppert et al., 2005;
McMahon, 2006; Peterson & Seligman, 2004; RM Ryan & Deci, 2001; Richard
Ryan et al., 2008; Ryff & Singer, 1998; Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 2000;
Veenhoven, 2007). This new Science of Well-Being explores the principles and
practices that help people live a healthy and happy life. Using a scientific idiom,
the Science of Well-Being circumvents the aforementioned debates by examining
the question empirically. What, in other words, does it take to cultivate lasting
well-being? This chapter, in keeping with research, will rely upon an operational

1Trans. by Terence Irwin, Hackett Publishing Co., 1985
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definition of well-being; that is, a state of positive functioning, psychological health,
happiness, and satisfaction with life, which comes about through a harmonious
relationship between and among the various aspects of a person2 and the cultural
and social context in which the person lives.

There is a growing body of educational theory on the subject of schools and
well-being that draws on these recent scientific advances (Cohen, 2006; Konu &
Rimpelä, 2002; Noddings, 2003, 2006; Spring, 2007). In other papers (Cloninger,
2005, 2006b, 2008), I have used the Science of Well-Being to elucidate educational
practice and theory. Rather than rehash those ideas here, it is the purpose of this
chapter to explore, historically, the importance of humanism’s emphasis on well-
being in education and society. I do this to draw a line between historically humanist
periods and our present moment. As we will see each time that important world
events led to major advances in art and science, human beings had to learn how to
adapt in order to survive and live well. History teaches us that we can never have a
fixed set of rules for living or for education, but must be constantly adapting our-
selves to changing context. Globalization, climate change, the ecological crisis, the
economic crisis, and the threat of nuclear war are once again calling on us to adapt.
The development of an altruistic life is not only desirable now but also necessary if
we hope to see our way through our uncertain times. This chapter is organized in two
parts. In the first part, I will lay out an argument for why it is imperative that schools
focus on well-being by looking to psychology, anthropology, and curriculum theory.
In the second part, I will look at specific historical examples to illustrate how edu-
cational theory has addressed well-being in the past and draw out the lessons that
might help us to address well-being once again.

Part 1: The Door to Humankind

It is my contention that schools—and more broadly speaking, the education we
receive—hold the keys to helping human beings express their full human potential.
Our education provides the sustenance necessary for the seeds of our humanity to
blossom. Unfortunately, schools are not presently focused on this flowering. It is no
secret that schools are primarily focused on preparing children for the global econ-
omy (Ayers et al., 1998; Cohen, 2006; Cuban, 2004; Cuban & Shipps, 2000; Eisner,
2005; Kohn & Shannon, 2002; Noddings, 1992; Spring, 2007). Despite the fact that
we know that well-being has not increased as a result of our material and technolog-
ical advances (Cloninger, 2004; Diener et al., 1999; Myers & Diener, 1996), there
is an implicit assumption that the best way to prepare our children for the world is
to prepare them to get and keep a job. Certainly this is an important ingredient of a
good education, but it is not sufficient in and of itself. While our global economy and

2Cloninger (2004) discusses at great length the importance of a harmonious relationship among
the three aspects of the person—body, thoughts, and psyche—for the development of well-being.
He also relates this to the development of societal well-being as do Hermann et al. (2005).
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systems of communication have become increasingly complex (e.g., globalization,
TV, and the internet), the resulting explosion of information has led us to lose sight
of the fundamental purpose of the transmission of knowledge, which is to equip a
person with the knowledge and necessary tools to help him or her live well.

Helping our children to learn how to live well through pedagogy is not a new
idea; in fact it is as old as education itself. Scientists studying human origins point
out that cultural transmission by means of pedagogy is one of the defining features
of Homo sapiens. Premack and Premack (1996) explore this idea:

Pedagogy, the teaching of one individual by another, appears to be a biological novelty, an
activity largely confined to humans. . .Pedagogy is not a neutral achievement: it permits the
evolution of culture and the possibility of history—that sequence of changes through which
a species passes while remaining biologically stable. These changes are cultural changes,
each stage incorporating important aspects of the past. The means for preserving and trans-
forming culture are primarily pedagogical. The more rapid the social changes the more they
are dependent upon pedagogy. (p. 302)

From the very dawn of humanity, the tools necessary to live have been trans-
mitted from one generation to the next through pedagogy. The use of language,
the creation of tools, and even social understanding itself has been created and
then transmitted to human progeny (Bruner, 1977, 1996; Olson, 2003; Premack
& Premack, 1996; Tomasello, 1999). Premack and Premack (1996) point out that
while the rudiments of pedagogy are present in other species, they differ in kind
and complexity. They argue that because humans display a greater degree of varia-
tion (within-species) of intelligence there is a greater need for education. In fact,
the type of giftedness we see in the human species is more dramatic than that
found in other members of the animal kingdom (Cloninger, 2004; Cloninger, 2005;
Premack & Premack, 1996). Pedagogy in its fullest form is something we find
confined to the human species.

At its core, pedagogy’s function is to enable the survival of the species and,
consequently, to teach humanity how to live well. As knowledge and technology
have expanded, education has become more complex and increasingly institutional-
ized. However, the foundation of education remains the same: educating people has
always been about helping them attain well-being. Knowledge about learning how
to survive, how to eat better, to suffer less, to engage in aesthetic study of art and
culture, to learn how to think better, even to learn how to read and write helps an
individual cultivate well-being.

In the information age, there has been a dramatic increase in the amount of
knowledge and our access to it. Today the problem is understanding what is worth
transmitting. Currently, when children attend schools they do not feel they are
learning about well-being3 (Cohen, 2006; Eisner, 2002; Freire, 1993; Noddings,
1992, 2003, 2006; Ruyter, 2004; Spring, 2007). Writing 500 years ago, Michel de

3As I stated earlier, this chapter will not discuss the practicalities of educating for well-being. I
have addressed the subject in other papers (Cloninger, 2005, 2006b, 2008).
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Montaigne, a French philosopher and essayist made a similar point in his essay on
the education of children:

The son of the house is seeking book-learning not to make money (for so abject an end is
unworthy of the grace and favour of the Muses and anyway has other aims and depends
on others) nor for external advantages, but rather for those which are truly his own, those
which inwardly enrich and adorn him. Since I would prefer that he turned out to be an able
man not an erudite one, I would wish you to be careful to select as guide for him a tutor with
a well-formed rather than a well-filled brain. Let both be looked for, but place character
and intelligence before knowledge; and let him carry out his responsibilities in a new way.4

(Montaigne, 1991, pp. 168–169; emphasis added.)

When Montaigne spoke of a well-formed brain, he meant a person who not
only had plenty of information or knowledge (well-filled) but also someone who
had a well-constructed sense of the knowledge they possess and an ability to put
it into action, “an able man, not an erudite one.” The essence of knowledge—
well-being—is currently being lost in the shuffle. There is a lack of connection to
practical and active tools and dispositions that can lead one to greater well-being.
We need to provide children with tools and understanding in all the domains of
human experience—sexual, material, emotional, cultural, and spiritual. Preparing
students for the global economy may provide some tools at a material level, but
practically ignores every other level. Any learning at the other levels is incidental,
not necessarily rejected, but not deliberately included. This is only sustainable for
so long.

The Science of Well-Being contends that to properly foster well-being, to give
people tools to cultivate well-being, we must address bodily aspects, mental aspects,
and spiritual aspects in the person. There is obviously considerable overlap across
these various aspects. Nonetheless, it is useful to consider each of these three aspects
independently, remembering that they are interrelated. Physical health, coordina-
tion, bodily awareness, nutrition, and hygiene help students to understand the proper
functioning of the body. Study of all forms, literacy, subject-matter study, disci-
plinary knowledge, and meta-cognition (thinking about thinking) can help students
to understand the proper functioning of their thoughts. However, what are frequently
overlooked are the spiritual components of well-being. We can help individuals
to increase their spiritual sensitivity by contemplating the significance of life, the
nature of the self, their intuitions, and the ethical dimensions of reality. By this I do
not mean religious education or the indoctrination of children with religious ideol-
ogy. Rather, a serious theory of education based on well-being must provide students
with tools to exercise all three aspects of the human being, one of which is spiritual

4Montaigne continues: Teachers are for ever bawling into our ears as though pouring knowledge
down through a funnel: our task is merely to repeat what we have been told. I would want our
tutor to put that right: as soon as the mind in his charge allows it, he should make it show its
fettle by appreciating and selecting things—and by distinguishing between them; the tutor should
sometimes prepare the way for the boy, sometimes let him do it all on his own. . .Socrates and then
Archesilaus used to make their students speak first; they spoke afterwards. . .[For those who want
to learn, the obstacle can often be the authority of those who teach.]
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in nature. In this manner, education can serve its vital function: the transmission of
well-being.

Part 2: A Brief History of Well-Being in Education

It is unfortunate that schools have lost sight of this aim in education, but it is not the
first time that we have lost sight of the connection between well-being and education
(and I fear it will not be the last!). History can be instructive, therefore, in helping
us to identify the processes and mechanisms necessary to reintegrate learning and
well-being. With this in mind, there are two major points I hope to impress upon
the reader in what follows. First, throughout history there have been individuals and
theories that have helped remind our civilization of the importance of well-being.
The essence of the transmission of knowledge, namely well-being, has been forgot-
ten, rediscovered, and then forgotten again only to be rediscovered at a later time.
That is, rather than being a novel problem in the history of human civilization, the
current amnesia has plagued us on and off from the very beginning of our existence.
In education, we can point out that at each major period of rapid expansion of human
knowledge, well-being is often brought out of neglect. Individuals and theoretical
perspectives evolve in order to face the challenge and remind us of the importance
of well-being in cultural advancement. This leads me to my second major point,
namely that at each major sociological and historical shift in human history, there
has been a corresponding shift in the social sciences and philosophy. In particu-
lar, our views of human nature, psychology, and the purposes of education have
changed. I am not the first to allude to the dialectical relationship between social
events, the social sciences, and philosophy (Hegel, 1991; Kuhn, 1996; King, 1986;
Whitehead, 1967). Each time there is a sociological shift all of the social sciences
have adapted to it. Sometimes this sociological shift is a theory. Sometimes it is an
event like a war or a pandemic, other times it is a social movement.

As I pointed out above, in every period of rapid expansion of human knowledge
and culture, there has always been both people and theories to help us go back to the
origin and essence of the transmission of knowledge: well-being (Cloninger, 2004;
Greer & Lewis, 1992; Hegel, 1991). This pattern can be easily identified by perusing
surveys of Western Civilization (Greer & Lewis, 1992; Hegel, 1991; Proctor, 1998).
What is often overlooked, however, is that each of these movements can be con-
sidered as one single connecting thread through Western history.5 That is, they do

5Each period of expansion made direct reference to proceeding periods of expansion. During the
Renaissance, literally translated as “the rebirth,” there was a deliberate study of Greek, Roman, and
Egyptian Civilization. Similarly many of the great minds during the Enlightenment, like Voltaire
and Diderot, studied the works of the Renaissance, the Ancient Greeks and Romans, the Middle
Eastern thinkers of the Golden Age of Islam, and the works and ideas of the Hebrew and Christian
bibles.
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not occur in a vacuum; each of these periods of expanding knowledge was fertilized
with seeds from previous periods.

Cloninger (2004) has described this movement in philosophy and referred to
it as “positive philosophy.” The word “positive” denotes the constructive contri-
bution these individuals have made to civilization. We can see examples of this
phenomenon in ancient Egypt, in the Middle East during the Golden age of Islam,
even during the Renaissance in Europe.6 Each major period of expansion of knowl-
edge witnessed movements that tried to reconnect modern times with the wisdom
of times immemorial. Martin Luther King Jr., in his last speech before his death,
described this phenomenon:

As you know, if I were standing at the beginning of time, with the possibility of general
and panoramic view of the whole human history up to now, and the Almighty said to me,
“Martin Luther King, which age would you like to live in?”—I would take my mental
flight by Egypt through, or rather across the Red Sea, through the wilderness on toward the
promised land. And in spite of its magnificence, I wouldn’t stop there. I would move on by
Greece, and take my mind to Mount Olympus. And I would see Plato, Aristotle, Socrates,
Euripides and Aristophanes assembled around the Parthenon as they discussed the great and
eternal issues of reality. But I wouldn’t stop there. I would go on, even to the great heyday
of the Roman Empire [. . .] But I wouldn’t stop there. I would even come up to the day of
the Renaissance, and get a quick picture of all that the Renaissance did for the cultural and
esthetic life of man. But I wouldn’t stop there [. . .] Strangely enough, I would turn to the
Almighty, and say, “If you would allow me to live just a few years in the second half of
the twentieth century, I will be happy.” Now that’s a strange statement to make, because the
world is all messed up. The nation is sick. Trouble in the land. Confusion all around. That’s
a strange statement. But I know, somehow, that only when it is dark enough, can you see
the stars. (Martin Luther King, 1986, pp. 279–280)

In this quote, King outlines the major influences on his own thinking about the
civil rights struggle, from history. He clearly identifies many of the previous periods
of rapid expansion of knowledge: ancient Egypt and the ancient Greeks, the Roman
Empire and the Renaissance. More importantly, King sensed that there was another
period of expansion of knowledge beginning at the end of the 20th century. As we
have already discussed, our world has fundamentally transformed in the last 50 or
60 years. After the world wars, we witnessed a tremendous change in the world
economy (e.g., globalization) and concomitantly our communication systems have
also fundamentally transformed. In a very meaningful sense, a new global economy
began to develop after the two great wars (Spring, 2007; Stromberg, 1953). The
communication systems of this new economy have also led to great changes. The
power of TV, cell phones, internet, computers, and other technologies have changed
the shape and tenor of our societies. As a result of a sociological shift—the global
economy, the rise of the information age, and the transformation of communications

6I am well aware that I am focusing solely on Western Civilization. The movements I have
described are not strictly European, however they are all generally considered “western.” I am
not implying that this phenomenon does not take place in other regions of the world and in no way
do I mean disrespect or disregard for those cultures. While I am confident that this phenomenon
is relevant to all cultures and all peoples, I am not familiar enough with other civilizations (e.g.,
Eastern Civilization or Native Americans Cultures) to use them as exemplars of the theory.
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systems—the social sciences will, and indeed must, adapt, so that children can be
“well-formed,” not simply “well-filled,” and as a result, in a state of well-being.

Up to now I have only spoken abstractly about periods of expansion. We will now
turn to two concrete examples, the Renaissance and the Enlightenment. There are
many parallels that can be drawn between these periods and our own, so it is use-
ful to consider. In the excerpt of his visionary and prophetic speech earlier in this
chapter, Martin Luther King described all the periods of human history he would
have liked to have lived through. Each of these periods of time was the result of
rapid expansion of human knowledge where the social and cultural development of
civilization was evident and clearly focused on well-being. These periods can be
contrasted with periods of obscurantism, like the Middle Ages or the periods during
the two great world wars, where there was wide-scale opposition to the free dissem-
ination and spread of knowledge.7 Roessler and Miklos describe this phenomenon
during World War I:

The most direct intervention in the lives of the citizens was the imposition of conscrip-
tion, which served to add hundreds of thousands to the numbers of soldiers already present
in the standing armies of 1914. Further civilians experienced restrictions far beyond eco-
nomic regulation. The free flow of ideas which had expanded during the nineteenth century,
was now severely limited. Governments faced the challenge of maintaining morale among
their populations during the protracted struggle, and they used all the techniques and media
available to them to take advantage of mass literacy. Propaganda and censorship shaped
messages that demonized opponents and sustained the emotional enthusiasm required to
endure privations and casualties. (Roessler & Miklos, 2003, p. 246)

This marked change in the free flow of ideas and knowledge through soci-
ety tends to have a depressing or dulling effect on society. Subsequent periods of
expansion of knowledge help counter this depressing influence in society and its
thoughts by reinvigorating the diffusion of knowledge. Like, for example, during
the Renaissance in Florence:

The spirit of humanism could not be confined to literature and philosophy, and as early as
the fourteenth century it burst forth splendidly in the visual arts. It appeared first, as one
might expect, in Italy—in Florence, the capital of humanism, which remained for some two
hundred years the leading center of European art. Few places on Earth, over a comparable
period, can match the city’s output of painting, sculpture, and architecture. (Greer & Lewis,
1992, p. 329)

7I am neither implying that periods of expansion of knowledge are perfection or absolute harmony
across civilization nor am I implying that periods of obscurantism are periods of total shadow. Our
historical descriptions of these periods of expansion and obscurantism merely serve to characterize
the overall ambience of the world during these periods of history. At an individual level, this may
or may not manifest. Indeed during the Middle Ages, there were still great cultural and social
achievements, but the overall ambience of the world was quite depressed. People were barely
affected by these cultural advances and instead subject to wide-scale oppression by both church
and state (Greer & Lewis, 1992). Barzun (2000, pp. 47–48) discusses the fuzzy boundaries to
which I refer. Indeed the Renaissance has been considered by some to have begun in the end of
Middle Ages. Nonetheless, considering the broad strokes I am making in this chapter, I do not wish
to belabor the point and thrust the reader into the controversy. That is, it goes without saying that
no period of time is without some expansion and obscurantism. Viewed from afar however, some
periods had more or less expansion, and, consequently, more or less obscurantism.
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The expansion of knowledge in the art, culture, and education of Florence helped
to counterbalance the dulling effects of the lack of free flow of knowledge during
the Middle Ages. This understanding can help to explain why periods of expansion
are characterized as a time of light or clarity (Renaissance, Enlightenment, etc.),
whereas periods of obscurantism are generally characterized as shadowy or dark
times (e.g., the Dark Ages). It is during these periods of expansion that both people
and theories come about to help humanity remember the importance of well-being
and the positive aspects of human nature (Barzun, 2000; Greer & Lewis, 1992;
Martin Luther King, 1986; Proctor, 1998; Roessler & Miklos, 2003; Whitehead,
1967). Each of these periods of time represents periods of success and prosperity in
many different spheres: economic, political, cultural, etc.; indeed, in such conditions
times are ripe for transformative ideas.

A good example of the general conditions during these periods can be seen during
the Renaissance in Italy. Greer and Lewis explain:

So exciting were the fresh ideas about human affairs that some observers felt civiliza-
tion itself was being “reborn.” In fact, some historians later used the word “Renaissance”
(rebirth) to describe the era as a whole. . .its core was an upsurge of humanism. (1992,
p. 318)

Many have argued that the fountainhead of this “rebirth” was Francesco Petrarch,
the father of humanism. Petrarch, inspired by Cicero, began to study the humani-
tatis, or the qualities that make us uniquely human like wisdom and virtue. During
the Middle Ages, universities used Scholasticism as their primary pedagogical
framework, a method of study that employed Aristotelian logic and an emphasis
on dialectical reasoning (Barzun, 2000; Greer & Lewis, 1992). Petrarch criticized
the Scholastics for being too concerned with technique and method; he believed
that for most Scholastics the method became an end in itself (Barzun, 2000; Greer
& Lewis, 1992; Proctor, 1998). Petrarch found the lack of meaning and depth in the
Academy of his time distasteful and set out to reinvigorate one of Cicero’s dearest
concepts, studia humanitatis, a study that helps us understand virtue and what it
is to be human. (Proctor, 1998). By studying the qualities of mind and spirit that
make us human—humanitatis—we could contemplate virtue and the depths of the
self, and in so doing, this knowledge would make us happier and morally better
people. Petrarch argued that the study of method, Aristotelian logic, and the natu-
ral sciences—while useful as a means to an end—could never be an end in and of
themselves unless they helped people to look inward, understand the self, and to
cultivate an inner state of well-being (Proctor, 1998).

These ideas clearly ran counter to many of the Christian teachings of the Middle
Ages which accepted the doctrine of “original sin” and the natural human sinful-
ness (Barzun, 2000; Greer & Lewis, 1992). According to humanism, people could,
through their own efforts, raise themselves up and live the good life, which meant
a life that was pleasing to the senses, the intellect, and man’s aesthetic capacities.
For Petrarch, this was much more than mere study. Proctor describes Petrarch’s
approach well,
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But Petrarch, unlike many who later taught and practiced the “humanities” as a career, was
not a professional classicist. There was no divorce between his literary studies and his life.
His scholarship was so personally motivated that one hesitates to call it scholarship at all,
because of the connotations of personal detachment and disinterest associated with that
word today. Petrarch was driven to study classical antiquity because he was driven to study
himself. (Proctor, 1998, p. 26)

For Petrarch, humanism was a way of life and a way of understanding the self; it
was not simply academic. With his dedication to the classical worldview, Petrarch
provided much more than influence on the Renaissance, he provided a paradigm
for all those who would follow him in his rebirth: Boccaccio, Bruni, Leonardo
da Vinci, Donatello, Michelangelo, Botticelli, Veronese, Ficino, Valla, Mirandola,
Brunelleschi, Erasmus, Van Eyck, Montaigne, and so many others. Humanism was
the fruit of Petrarch’s understanding of previous periods of expansion of knowl-
edge. Indeed, we can see how, as a result of sociological and historical shifts during
Petrarch’s time, there was a corresponding modification of views of human nature,
views of development, and views of how to educate people to help them express their
latent human potential. Petrarch’s life and works galvanized all of these elements
and returned their focus to well-being. These changes, Greer and Lewis (1992) point
out, came about because of changes in culture:

Interest in the classics had not altogether disappeared during the Middle Ages [. . .] Before
the fourteenth century, however, there had been little to equal the enthusiasm of Renaissance
scholars for Classical writing. It was in those works that they caught their “new” vision of
humanity. Moved by this vision, they searched eagerly for ancient documents and developed
a deep respect for the literary culture of antiquity. Their enthusiasm was not caused primar-
ily by dramatic finds of “new” documents; it resulted, rather, from a quickening change in
the European state of mind. (p. 319)

This shift in consciousness led to an expansion of knowledge and an eager search
for whatever documents could be discovered. At the same time, this increased access
to knowledge of antiquity catalyzed an unprecedented flourishing of art, music, lit-
erature, science, and mathematics. It also led to the advent of new technologies like
Gutenburg’s printing press, movable type, and the gear. All of this led to the close of
the Middle Ages, and the dawn of the “modern” era (Barzun, 2000; Greer & Lewis,
1992; Proctor, 1998). Indeed, we can see just how modern Petrarch’s criticisms of
the Scholasticism of his day are since they could be applied just as easily to modern
education at any level, a subject I will return to later in this literature review. What
is important for the reader to take away from this discussion is that each period of
expansion of knowledge has led to dramatic shifts in views of human nature, human
development, and human learning, as well as views of education. Greer explains the
changes in educational thought:

This new body of knowledge challenged traditional patterns of education and thought.
Along with new social forces and the rising secular spirit, it set off a revolution in European
schooling. Medieval education had been almost exclusively by and for the clergy [. . .] for
medieval Europe as a whole, religion remained the focus of higher learning. The trivium
and quadrivium centered on scriptural texts, the writings of Church Fathers, and the logic of
Aristotle. The Italian humanists made up the first substantial body of secular (non-religious)
scholars in Europe. Most of them were sons of the middle class or nobility and had no
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connection with the clergy. Nor had they any use for the tiresome scholasticism that still
dominated education; in fact, they regarded it as irrelevant to the new society. In Greek and
Roman literature they saw the means of providing students with a truly liberal education.
(Greer & Lewis, 1992, p. 322)

Here we see how sociological shifts lead to changes in the views of human nature,
which in turn lead to changes in views of development, learning, and the purposes of
education. The spirit of the Renaissance was focused not on authority and preserving
traditions but on a revolutionary new “liberal” spirit. The history books often make
this distinction between religious and secular knowledge, marking the change in
emphasis that occurs in the Renaissance, but this only speaks to part of the paradigm
shift. In humanism, rather, we see a shift from reliance on authoritative knowledge
and dogma to a belief in the potential of the human spirit of its own accord to find
true knowledge (Barzun, 2000; Greer & Lewis, 1992; Proctor, 1998). Notice that
both worldviews acknowledge something sacred or spiritual. That said, prior to the
Renaissance, there was an implicit assumption that the human being was defiled
or inadequate—unworthy of the divine—and after the Renaissance, thinkers would
find something divine in the human being in and of itself. In this way, one can see
how views of human nature lead to changes in social theory. Indeed, this evolution is
unending. Our views of human nature and the nature of existence must continuously
evolve as our understanding of the world, the self, and the being deepen. It is not
surprising to see how the Renaissance itself would engender further evolutions in
the 17th and 18th centuries after the bloody times of the Reformation. Many argue,
in fact, that the Renaissance helped pave the way for the coming of the scientific
revolution that would lead to the Enlightenment (Proctor, 1998).8

The 17th century is perhaps most famous for its explosive revolution in sci-
ence. This explosion could be seen in the form of changes in our descriptions of
the natural world, the creation of better and more accurate scientific instruments,
and the development of mathematics that allowed for more complex calcula-
tions allowing scientists to make detailed predictions and descriptions of nature
(Roessler & Miklos, 2003; Whitehead, 1967). The work of Bacon, Descartes,
Galileo, Copernicus, and Newton exemplify these changes:

While Bacon and Descartes devised methodologies based on observation and analysis,
others were already employing these techniques using new instruments in their study of
astronomy and physics. Johann Kepler (1571–1630) and Galieo Galilei (1564–1642) tested
the validity of the Copernican hypothesis, which held that the Sun rather than the Earth
was the center of the universe, and investigated planetary and terrestrial motion [. . .] It

8Proctor (1998, p. 23) said it this way, “In fact, one could even argue that the studia humanitatis
prepared the way for the Scientific Revolution by providing a program of studies and a philosophy
of education which helped people adjust to the dichotomies of a postclassical universe centuries
before Galileo and Descartes theorized them.” Whitehead (1967) adds, “Leonardo also illustrated
the theory which I was advancing in my last lecture, that the rise of naturalistic art was an important
ingredient in the formation of our scientific mentality [. . .] The practice of naturalistic art is more
akin to the practice of physics, chemistry and biology than is the practice of law” (p. 43).
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remained for Isaac Newton (1642–1727) to provide the synthesis and mathematical expla-
nation of motion that suggested that the whole material universe could be understood using
the scientific method. (Roessler & Miklos, 2003, p. 3)

The ensuing development of scientific knowledge, as well as its transformation
of society and culture, has been called the “scientific revolution” by some historians
(Greer & Lewis, 1992; Shapin, 1998). Although there is controversy regarding the
exact dates of the period, as well as the origins, causes, debates, and results of the
“revolution,” there is little doubt that something new and profound took place dur-
ing this period of time (Greer & Lewis, 1992; Shapin, 1998). In Greer and Lewis’s
(1992) words,“The scientific revolution of the seventeenth century produced a radi-
cally different view of the universe and a new mode of thinking” (p. 410). Whitehead
(1967) stated this quite eloquently in his Science and the Modern World:

[. . .] this quiet growth of science has practically recoloured our mentality so that modes
of thought which in former times were exceptional are now broadly spread through the
educated world. This new colouring of ways of thought had been proceeding slowly for
many ages in the European peoples. At last it issued in the rapid development of science;
and has thereby strengthened itself by its most obvious application. The new mentality
is more important even than the new science and the new technology. It has altered the
metaphysical presuppositions and the imaginative contents of our minds; so that now the
old stimuli provoke a new response. (p. 2)

The fundamental transformations in human knowledge and their methods of dis-
covery ushered in a new era in our view of the universe and the self. Take, for
example, the Copernican heliocentric universe. It not only changed our vision of the
universe (that is, earth is not the center of the galaxy) but also led to a revision of
our metaphysical assumptions. Sandra Bermann, in The Sonnet Over Time (1988,
p. 12), points out that rather than egocentrism, the belief that the earth was in the
center of the universe placed it furthest away from God—a wasteland, of a sort,
which had profound metaphysical consequences (the belief of a distant, cold, disap-
pointed God, for example). The revision of this belief had a far more dramatic effect
on spirituality than we often think insofar as it brought man and God closer in the
human imagination and in theology.

This and many other discoveries, some rediscovered from previous periods
of expansion of knowledge, led to a fundamental shift in human consciousness.
Continuing his description of the flourishing of scientific ideas in the 17th century,
Whitehead states:

The crowded stage of this hundred years is indicated by the coincidences which mark its
literary annals. At its dawn Bacon’s Advancement of Learning and Cervantes’ Don Quixote
were published in the same year (1605), as though the epoch would introduce itself with a
forward and a backward glance. The first quarto edition of Hamlet appeared in the preceding
year, and a slightly variant edition in the same year. Finally Shakespeare and Cervantes
died on the same day, April 23, 1616. In the spring of this same year Harvey is believed
to have first expounded his theory of the circulation of blood in a course of lectures before
the College of Physicians in London. Newton was born in the year that Galileo died (1642),
exactly one hundred years after the publication of Copernicus’ De Revolutionibus. One year
earlier Descartes published his Meditationes and two years later his Principia Philosophiae.
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There simply was not time for the century to space out nicely its notable events concerning
men of genius.

The 17th century was truly a prolific time, with many great minds helping
to engender a new day in the history of humanity. This period of expansion of
knowledge, like many others, was a period of great convergence—convergence of
people and consequent spiritual, cultural, social, and intellectual achievements. The
scientific revolution was only the beginning of the social and cultural changes.

The Age of Enlightenment was the name given to the influence of the ideas of
the scientific revolution on the ideas, values, and attitudes of society. The work
of the scientists—or “natural philosophers”—of the 17th century like Newton and
other thinkers like Montaigne, Spinoza, and Locke had led to a new confidence and
belief in reason, natural law, and progress (Barzun, 2000; Greer & Lewis, 1992;
Montaigne, 1991; Roessler & Miklos, 2003; Spinoza, 1994; Whitehead, 1967). At
the same time, the thinkers of the Enlightenment believed that if, through reason,
humanity could discover the natural laws that governed existence, then surely these
laws could be applied to improve society. Let me state for the reader, so as to avoid
confusion, that this is not a tacit approval of oppressive colonialist practices. It was, I
believe, a misappropriation of Enlightenment ideas that led to the violent oppression
of non-European states with these ideas. They hoped “the application of the study of
everything” would lead to justice (which does not include violence, oppression, or a
sense of cultural superiority) and eventually a state of unending progress (Roessler
& Miklos, 2003).

Roessler and Miklos (2003) describe the individuals who spread the news of the
Enlightenment:

The eighteenth-century intellectuals to whom the spread of Enlightenment ideas is
attributed were the French philosophes. Few possessed extensive academic credentials.
Many were journalists, publicists, freelancers, even economic and political reformers. Their
goal was not the development of systems of thought for the purpose of investigating ulti-
mate questions of existence. Rather, like the thinkers of the Renaissance, they placed man at
the center of intellectual activity and sought to understand the complexities of the world in
which they lived [. . .] They turned their attention to problems arising from economics, jus-
tice, education, religion, and politics. In so doing, policies and institutions were scrutinized
in the confidence that natural laws could be discovered and used to implement construc-
tive reforms. Such activities soon brought them into conflict with authority, with the result
that the intellectual freedom needed to realize their objectives was hindered by censorship
and defensive measures taken by church and state in most European countries. (Roessler &
Miklos, 2003, p. 6)

Such confidence in natural law had come about because of the strength of
the scientific revolution and the “light” that Enlightenment thinkers believed was
being shed on man and the cosmos. The leaders of the philosophes were indis-
putably François Marie Arouet (Voltaire) (1694–1778), Baron de Montesquieu
(1689–1755), and Denis Diderot (1717–1784), who avoided being imprisoned or
killed by diffusing their messages in cognito through subtleties, satires, and double
entendres in the content of their novels and plays, as well as through their histo-
ries, dictionaries, and encyclopedias (Roessler & Miklos, 2003). Their message was
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indeed very powerful and far-reaching. Its ideas sparked two revolutions: one in
America and one in France. Among the most important Enlightenment ideas were
the belief in life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness, the belief that all men are cre-
ated equal, the belief that a just law governed society, and the belief in a separation
of church and state.

Like Petrarch during the Renaissance, Voltaire’s name became synonymous with
the Enlightenment itself (Barzun, 2000; Greer & Lewis, 1992; Roessler & Miklos,
2003). He was a controversial figure because he was a satirist and a staunch critic
of all faulty or superstitious thinking. His writings brought him many problems. He
was exiled from Paris at the age of 21 when he insulted a regent, which was com-
pounded when a published attack was attributed to him later on that year and he
was sent to the Bastille for 11 months and then banished again (Roessler & Miklos,
2003). However, perhaps this was for the best, for in response to another insult he
made to a nobleman he embarked on a 3-year voluntary exile to England. Upon
his return, he published his first acknowledged contribution to the Enlightenment,
Letters on the English (1773) (Roessler & Miklos, 2003). Voltaire, more than most
philosophers and thinkers of our past, was a man of action. Like Petrarch, his affinity
for the Enlightenment was not a vain speculation,9 but a way of life. For example,
he not only spoke about science but also conducted experiments in chemistry and
physics with Marquise Emilie du Chatelet10 at her chateau near the Lorraine border
in France. When Voltaire spoke at length about the importance of tolerance in his
Treatises on Toleration, it was not mere philosophic reverie, but the result of taking
up the cause of Jean Calas, a Protestant who had been wrongly convicted and tor-
tured to death for the murder of his son (Roessler & Miklos, 2003; Voltaire, 1994).
Roessler and Miklos highlight Voltaire’s penchant for action:

Supporters of Jean Calas maintained he was guilty only of attempting to cover up the son’s
suicide to prevent public scandal and financial ruin. Voltaire launched a campaign to reopen
the case, lending not only his pen and finances to the cause but requesting funds from for-
eign heads of state. He highlighted the case as an atrocious example of religious fanaticism,
part of a long history of Christian intolerance and persecution encompassing Catholic and

9As the reader is probably familiar, Voltaire spent a great deal of energy criticizing philosophers
for what he considered to be useless, “vain,” speculation about the nature of existence. It was not
that he denied the legitimacy of existential questions, but because he believed that human thought
and the mind could never adequately encapsulate the problems many philosophers dwelled upon.
To him, it was more important to focus on making a concrete difference in people’s lives. For
example, he harshly chastised Rousseau and his philosophy as being hypocritical. Voltaire thought
it unconscionable, for example, that while Rousseau spoke at length about the natural state of men
and our distortion of their natural goodness during childhood that he kept his four children in an
orphanage because he felt it was counterproductive to his work. Such hypocrisy was the very thing
Voltaire spent his entire life fighting against.
10The Marquise Emilie du Chatelet (1706–1749), being a woman, was restricted from engag-
ing in academic activities and publishing, but she nonetheless translated Newton’s Principia
Mathematica into French and published several treatise on Physics and systematic thought
(Roessler & Miklos, 2003). Voltaire and Chatelet were intimate intellectual and romantic com-
panions until her death in 1749. Voltaire was said to have remarked that “Chatelet was a brilliant
man whose only fault was being a woman.”
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Protestant faiths alike. Four years after the initial trial, the king’s council proclaimed Jean
Calas innocent. Voltaire’s famous cry of “crush the infamous thing” arose from the tribu-
lations of the Calas affair. Despite his strong stand, Voltaire did see value in religion and
retained belief in God. (Roessler & Miklos, 2003, p. 10)

Voltaire’s active philosophy often makes him go unnoticed as a philosopher.
Nonetheless, as his deeds show, he was a tireless advocate of people and of the
ideas he supported during the Enlightenment. He also helped provide a direct con-
nection between the ideas of the times and the general well-being and welfare
of the people around him. This period of expansion of knowledge exposes the
same dialectic among sociological conditions, philosophy, and the social sciences.
In this case, it led to the creation of what we recognize as modern social sci-
ence. Many others followed Voltaire in the ensuing 100 years: Rousseau, Diderot,
Montesquieu, Alambert, d’Holbach, but equally Mary Astell, Christine McCauley,
Mary Wollstonecraft, and the German Idealists like Kant and Hegel, and the count-
less others who gave themselves to the movement of the Enlightenment which
emanated from France (Barzun, 2000; Greer & Lewis, 1992; Roessler & Miklos,
2003).

The resulting shifts in views of human nature and human development during
the Enlightenment, just as we have seen during the Renaissance, led to shifts in
views of the nature and purpose of education. Once the Enlightenment was in
full swing, there was a felt need to disseminate the new knowledge to the public
(Greer & Lewis, 1992; Roessler & Miklos, 2003). This discussion and dissemina-
tion of “enlightened” ideas took place in many different contexts in Europe, most
prominently in salons, academies, and Masonic lodges of the 18th century (Roessler
& Miklos, 2003). Salons were places where the social and cultural elite, as well as
intellectuals from all over Europe, could come together and exchange new ideas. In
addition to the salons, the academies that were created during the Enlightenment
helped to encourage the diffusion of knowledge throughout European society.
Roessler and Miklos (2003) explain:

In addition, through the learned academies, eighteenth-century ideas reached a wider audi-
ence. The most prominent were institutions that had been established in national capitals
such as the French Academy of Sciences, the Royal Society of London, and the Berlin
Academy. However, the number of these institutions increased markedly throughout the
century, particularly in France, where there were academies in more than thirty provincial
cities. These academies promoted intellectual activity by providing an institution where
people interested in science and philosophy could gather regularly for discussion, debate,
and lectures. Unlike the universities, which with few exceptions remained enclaves of estab-
lished thought and doctrine, the academies encouraged the exploration of new ideas and
began to contribute to a climate favorable to a wide range of reforms. (2003, pp. 19–20)

These academies allowed people to continue to learn about the new ideas of
the Enlightenment, and like the salons, they provided opportunities for network-
ing and the publication of ideas that had direct social interest. Lastly, the Masonic
lodge provided a third formal institution that made possible a wider diffusion of
Enlightenment ideas possible. Roessler and Miklos (2003, p. 20) tell us that,
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[t]his fraternal organization of the Freemasons probably originated out of seventeenth-
century stonemasons’ guilds, but a century later in England, the order aimed to bring people
together around a set of universal religious beliefs that cut across conflicting dogmas and
diverse socioeconomic backgrounds. The ideas of the early Enlightenment, which valued
tolerance, reason, and progress, were welcomed, and Masonic organizations spread across
Europe and North America. Although practices and beliefs were not uniform from one
Masonic lodge to another, their humanitarian and educational activities made them effective
organizations for spreading the messages of the Enlightenment.

So it was through salons, academies, freemasonry, and (believe it or not) coffee-
shops, that Enlightenment views of human nature, human psychology, and human
development found an educational expression in society (Roessler & Miklos, 2003).

These historical periods—the Renaissance and the Enlightenment—demonstrate
the relationship between sociological shifts and the social sciences and philosophy.
In each period, we see how shifts in society lead to changes in views of human
nature, psychology, and purposes of education. In fact, both the Renaissance and the
Enlightenment were periods characterized by a marked interest in education of both
adults and children. In both periods, humanism flourished and was the guiding force
behind education and other social initiatives (Barzun, 2000; Greer & Lewis, 1992;
Locke, 1983; Montaigne, 1991; Proctor, 1998; Roessler & Miklos, 2003). Indeed,
the term humanism itself comes about from Cicero’s view of education, which was
reinvigorated during the Renaissance and then put into action once again during the
Enlightenment.

Some modern curriculum theorists like Hirsch (1999) and Ravitch (2000) would
have us believe that appropriate content will create the sort of enlightened minds
we had during these periods of expansion, but clearly this misses the point of
these movements. The subject matter of the Renaissance and the Enlightenment was
merely the vehicle of something much larger. It was a vehicle for the inner develop-
ment of humanity, or humanitatis, as Cicero might have said. The words themselves
are unimportant if they do not convey that spirit. It is this spirit that can lead a stu-
dent of any age to well-being. If we were forced to choose an adequate curriculum,
clearly we might be well-served by studying Ancient Greece and Rome where many
of the eternal ideas of humanity were discussed, but this alone will not suffice. In
fact, one of the biggest challenges currently facing us in this period of rapid expan-
sion of human knowledge is finding a new idiom, a new manner of expression of the
spirit behind all cultural and human advancement, one that is capable of reaching
a far more diverse audience than the middle and upper class Europeans who res-
onate with the Western ideas I have discussed. I am not suggesting that we solidify
a curriculum that is unable to reach the students of our times, but we must choose
a course of study that is informed by theory drawn from the enduring lessons of
history. The revolutionary spirit of transformation seen during both the Renaissance
and the Enlightenment is universal because its principles, its spirit, transcends cul-
tural bounds. It is the same spirit that catalyzed the civil rights movement of the
1950s, for example, Gandhi’s salt march, the abolition of slavery, and, perhaps even
more broadly, American democracy.
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Unfortunately, however, the last time there was a clear emphasis on this uni-
versal spirit of well-being in education was during the Enlightenment. During this
time, a great deal of light was shed on the need to transform our social institutions
and rid our society of superstition and intolerance. It was considered self-evident
to all theorists in the Enlightenment that the best education would be that which
led to happiness and well-being. Take for example, John Locke in his work entitled
Some Thoughts Concerning Education written in 1693, stated, “A SOUND mind in
a sound body, is a short but full description of a happy state in this world: he that
has these two, has little more to wish for; and he that wants either of them, will
be but little the better for any thing else” (Locke, 1983). During the Renaissance,
Leonardo Bruni (a disciple of Petrarch) made it clear—in a letter to a young lady
whose education came in his stead—that the purpose of the studia humanitatis was
for self-perfection leading one to wisdom, virtue, and inevitably well-being (Proctor,
1998). Much like Montaigne, whose treatise on education and a well-formed mind
we discussed earlier, Bruni urged his student to treat her education like nourishment
for the soul:

It is a matter of food for the soul, with which the mind is fed and nourished. And just as
those who care about their stomachs do not pour just any kind of food into them, so one who
wants to preserve the integrity of his mind will not permit it just any reading whatsoever.
(Proctor, 1998, p. 6)

During the Renaissance and the Enlightenment it was clear that our education,
our “formation” as it was sometimes called, must help create an ordered or “well-
formed” mind that led one to well-being. I am not arguing that content does not
matter, but my argument should not be read to mean that we need to use the classics
in instruction either. Clearly there are some works from classical times or traditional
education that may be more or less suited to this. However, the essential piece, far
beyond simple content considerations, is that we need to ensure that the information
that is ingested or studied can help lead us toward well-being. In other words, the
pedagogy, the institutional approach, as well as the awareness of the teachers and
students are paramount to fostering well-being.

While the pursuit of happiness found its way into our declaration of indepen-
dence, it has not permeated all of our social institutions. One need not look very
deeply into the history of American education to understand that it has rarely if
ever been focused on our well-being (Bruner, 1996; Cremin, 1988; Kliebard, 2004;
Olson, 2003). Our schools have adapted to the “information age” by placing differ-
ent forms of technologies in schools; they have tried to prepare children to work in
the global marketplace, but they have not considered how to adapt our education to
bring well-being and happiness to a new generation of humanity: a generation who
is consumer driven, consumption oriented, and who spend most of their day basking
in the light of their TV or their computer. Moreover, as theorists in curriculum are
well aware, the power of the global economic considerations has tended to trump
the importance and power of the politicians, theoreticians, and social theorists in
making educational decisions. That is, in our day, the intellectual has been relegated
to the back-seat or confined to an “ivory tower.” Unlike the intellectuals of Petrarch
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and Voltaire’s day who were actively engaged in social decisions, the intellectuals
of our time have been shut out and drowned out by the deafening noise of those who
think that shouting is the best and only way to win an argument. At this moment
in time, the stakes are too high to let this noise guide our social and educational
policies.

Conclusion

One can reflect on the dramatic irony of the fact that the two World Wars were waged
on French and Italian soil. The battlegrounds of the potent forces of obscurantism
(i.e., Nationalism, Fascism, and Nazism) are coincidentally the places where the last
two great expansions of knowledge took place. More than cultural traditions and a
sense of human heritage were lost as a result of the two World Wars. What has also
been lost—in the wake of the unprecedented horrors of the Holocaust—is a sense
that collectively—we as humanity—are progressing toward a better, brighter future.
Along with this loss of faith in our common humanity, we have ceased believing
in the intrinsic goodness of our being. What has been lost is neither technological
nor something that can be addressed in schools by reencouraging the studies of
the humanities or ensuring that children perform better on standardized tests. What
has been lost is a sense of our place in the universe and our self-awareness. Not
until the seeds of humanity are once again nourished by love, truth, and hope can
we even dream of recreating what Hitler, Mussolini, and the fascists of the world
took away from us during the World Wars. The world still lives in their shadows
and today we must dare to light a small candle. “You can light a candle in the
darkness,” Mohandas Gandhi once said, “but you can never light the darkness in
the light.” It is encouraging to see that those who helped bring to our attention the
beginning of this new period of expansion, Gandhi and Martin Luther King Jr., had
this awareness. For when we despair in trying to rekindle this humanistic awareness,
it helps to remember Gandhi’s resonant words, “When I despair, I remember that all
throughout history the way of truth and love has always prevailed. There may be
tyrants and assassins, and for a time they may seem invincible, but in the end they
always fall.”
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Chapter 23
Promoting Well-Being in Health Care

Lauren E. Munsch and Helen Herrman

Introduction

The conference on “Man the Hunted: Sociality, Altruism, and Well-Being,” brought
together research from a number of domains to examine and challenge a prevailing
assumption among anthropologists studying primate behavior and human origins,
namely that early human beings were savage, violent hunters who exhibited little,
if any, cooperation or prosocial behavior beyond what was necessary for basic sur-
vival. This view has many implications for our understanding of human nature. In
this chapter, we examine and note the further challenges to this assumption from the
viewpoint of research in modern medicine and health care. From this viewpoint, we
now understand that cooperative and nonviolent behaviors are fundamental to the
health and well-functioning of individuals and the population as a whole.

We also note that while research and theory have moved solidly in this direc-
tion, mainstream approaches to health care in many countries are characteristically
restricted by a biomedical view of disease and its cure. In the biomedical view, a
human being is little more than a faulty machine that must be repaired. The strict
biomedical approach fails to focus on the whole person and how he or she may live
a healthy and happy life. At the same time, an approach to health care and public
health that integrates the social with the biological and psychological dimensions
of human life is fundamental to improving the well-being of the individual and the
good health of a population.

Recent reports on the social determinants of health (Marmot, 2007; Marmot et al.,
2008; Wilkinson, 2005) clarify the understanding that the main drivers of health
lie outside the health care system. This accords with the modern definition of the
integrated nature of health as inclusive of physical, mental, and social well-being.
Health and well-being cannot be achieved without attention to living and working
conditions, human rights and equality, and a supportive social environment. Efforts
to work in this way are undermined by the same pessimistic views of the person
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that confound anthropologists studying human origins. This chapter will discuss a
framework for action at individual and population levels that moves beyond this
reductive model.

Mainstream health care is focused on the treatment and cure of acute prob-
lems. Although there is increasing pressure to consider seriously the management of
chronic disease and the promotion of well-being while living with an illness or dis-
ability, problems arise because of the nature and timing of the interventions. Medical
interventions most often occur when illnesses are too serious to cure and the cost is
high. The focus of the system often means that the chance of enhancing or main-
taining quality of life is low. Health care professionals and organizations need now
to do much more in partnership with others in the community to prevent disease and
promote long-term well-being. Restrictions in access, financing, professional train-
ing, and organization allow little time or resource for methods such as personalized
care, lifestyle counseling, health education and support, and education of the family
and other caregivers.

In this chapter, we discuss the nature of well-being, the relationship between
health and well-being, factors influencing individual and population health, and
practical strategies to promote well-being in health care. Well-being can be pro-
moted on at least two levels: by means of a broad bio-psycho-social approach
to health care (Engel, 1977) and by considering a population approach to health
promotion.

From Human Being to Well-Being

In early Greek thought, sophists and physicians claimed it is “not possible for any-
one to know medicine who does not know what the human being is and how the
human being was made and constructed, and that whoever would cure men properly,
must learn this in the first place” (Hippocrates, 2005). In the same vein, it is evident
that to understand well-being, it is necessary to first have a clear understanding of
the human being.

Historically, notions of the human being ranged from those who supposed that
the human being was composed of the four elements earth, air, fire, and water, to
philosophers who explored the aspects of the human being as body, thought, and
soul. Common to all viewpoints is regard for the human being as a composite of
corporeal, intellectual, and spiritual aspects. However, the perception and treatment
of these aspects over time were simplified and separated into distinct functions
of the human. This is particularly evident in the modern philosophical movement
beginning with Rene Descartes (1596–1650). With the “Cartesian split,” the mind
and spirit became the focus of religious leaders, and scientists regarded the body
separately. The reductionist movement that shaped the scientific field during the
17th and 18th centuries fostered our modern tendency to consider the mind and
body distinctly and to keep separate the notions of physical and mental health. It
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also contributes to the failure to integrate social aspects of life and illness when
considering clinical care or public health. Here, too, we find a powerful theory
based on scant evidence that sees the human being as essentially split. The person
is considered split in body and mind, individual and social, well-being and disease.
As we will see later, this split has been called into question as research has shown
that individuals who are more prosocial (i.e., higher in character development) and
socially integrated are healthier and happier (Cloninger, 2004). Furthermore, basic
science and clinical research in areas such as neuroendocrinology, neuroimmunol-
ogy, and psychophysiology have begun to define the complex relationships between
the mind, body, and social context, and the importance of understanding the human
being as an integrated whole. Research has demonstrated that the various aspects of
a human being (body, thoughts, psyche) are distinguishable, yet they do not operate
separately (Solomon, 1987).

Well-being in this context refers to an integrated and harmonious relationship
among a person’s body, thoughts, psyche, and surrounding environment. Well-being
is more than the absence of pain, disorder, and illness; it is the positive functioning
and coherence that arrive when an individual fulfills his or her potential in each
aspect of being.

Relationship Between Health and Well-Being

The World Health Organization (WHO) defines health as “a state of complete phys-
ical, mental, and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease.” Mental
health is further defined by the WHO as “a state of well-being in which the individ-
ual realizes his or her own abilities, can cope with the normal stresses of life, can
work productively and fruitfully, and is able to contribute to his or her community”
(Herrman and Jané-Llopis, 2005:2).

While these definitions are widely quoted, their association and application in
clinical practice are limited. Around the world, health is most commonly considered
an absence of disease, and the goal of illness treatment is eliminating the disease
rather than restoring the person to a state of well-being. Treatments that aim to
eliminate the disease are usually limited in their ability to foster health, as defined
by the WHO, when they fail to address the entire person in his or her social con-
text. As social conditions and population demographics in many parts of the world
change and become more complex, patterns of health and disease evolve and the
need for review becomes more urgent. For example, the chronic disease burden is
growing in many low-income countries that are still beset by old and new infectious
diseases. Statistics from health organizations worldwide describe a rise in depres-
sion, obesity, and other lifestyle-related and stress-related disorders. An effective
response requires changes in health care delivery and a broad view of the influences
on public health.
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According to the WHO, depression is the fourth leading contributor to the global
burden of disease (measured as the sum of years of potential life lost due to
premature mortality and the years of productive life lost due to disability). It is pro-
jected to become the second leading cause of disability for all ages and both sexes,
by the year 2020. Additionally, the WHO reports that at least 80% of premature
deaths from cardiovascular disease and strokes could be prevented through a healthy
diet, regular physical activity, and by avoiding the use of tobacco. In developing
countries, smoking is responsible for more than 80% of all lung cancers. Lung can-
cer from tobacco use is the single largest preventable cause of cancer in the world.
Psychosocial distress is the single most common reason for consulting a doctor,
and the largest class of prescription medications is given for psychoactive drugs
or painkillers to help people cope with depression, anxiety, sleeplessness, and pain
(Wilkinson, 2005). It is estimated that the tendency to experience and communicate
psychological distress in the form of physical symptoms and to seek medical help is
the primary problem for 30–40% of medical patients, and increases medical utiliza-
tion and cost in the United States (Fava and Sonino, 2008). Additionally, the world
is facing two extreme problems: over-nutrition and under-nutrition. In the United
States and similar countries, the increased consumption of fats, preservatives, sweet-
eners, and highly processed foods is producing new health risks. A growing body of
evidence demonstrates the inadequacies of a biomedical model for improving indi-
vidual and social health. This highlights the need to consider different approaches
to health promotion and maintenance.

The Biopsychosocial Approach to Health Care

More than 30 years ago, George L. Engel understood the limitations of a biomedical
model for health care when he proposed a biopsychosocial (BPS) approach to pro-
moting health and treating illness (Engel, 1977). The BPS approach views illness
as a result of interacting mechanisms at the biological, psychological, and social
levels, and it acknowledges that all have a significant role in health and illness
(Engel, 1977). The BPS model considers the individual, his/her body, and his/her
surrounding environment as essential components of the total system (Fava and
Sonino, 2008). Traditionally, the bio aspect of the model referred to the activities
and mechanisms of the human at a cellular, tissue, biochemical, and physiologi-
cal level. The psycho aspect included factors such as the behaviors, emotions, and
thoughts of a person. Today, there is also growing evidence that the psycho aspect
of the BPS model includes the spiritual aspect of human beings, namely the psyche,
“an immaterial intelligent aspect of human beings that leads them to contemplate
and search for what is beyond their individual existence and for elevated things
like truth, beauty, and love” (Cloninger, 2004). The social aspect of the BPS model
takes into consideration the surrounding environment as well as the social condi-
tions of the person. Studies in the Science of Well-Being and research in social
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science and public health shed light on how each of these aspects relate to health
and illness, thereby providing a basis to understand better the determinants of health
and well-being (Blazer, 2005).

Determinants of Well-Being

Whereas disease prevention focuses on the cause of disease, the promotion of
health and well-being is concerned with the determinants of health and the factors
underlying the positive functioning of physical (body), mental (mind), and social
health (Herrman et al., 2008). A focus on positive functioning of the whole per-
son in harmony with their social environment can help physicians prevent illness
and increase well-being as well as treat disease. Over the last century, research has
greatly increased the understanding of the biological factors contributing to disease
and health promotion. Studies in psychiatry, psychology, neuroscience, anthropol-
ogy and other social sciences (like that presented at the conference) have increased
our understanding of the psychological and social determinants of health and well-
being. To elucidate an integrative view of the person and work on fostering health
and well-being, it is essential to understand the determinants of health.

Biological Determinants of Health

Biological factors fundamentally contribute to health and can be classified as either
endogenous or exogenous. Endogenous biological determinants include genetic her-
itage; physiology, metabolism, and mechanisms of homeostasis; cell signaling; and
the immunity that is passively acquired from maternal antibodies passed across the
placenta or transmitted via maternal milk. A person’s genetic heritage influences
their responses to inborn and environmental challenges. DNA composition deter-
mines a person’s blood group, tendency to develop errors of metabolism, inherent
immunity to different types of infection, and susceptibility to different types of
cancer, mental illness, allergies, diabetes, and many other conditions.

Exogenous biological determinants of health are the other living things with
which humans interact and factors that have a direct influence on biological func-
tions, such as diet, exercise, and medications. The most significant exogenous
factors are microorganisms. Microorganisms contribute to both the positive and
negative functioning of the body. The human body depends on certain microor-
ganisms to assimilate foods and to break down complex chemicals into simpler
components in our intestines. To maintain good health, people rely on healthy sym-
biotic relationships with innumerable microorganisms. Microorganisms can also
cause pathological processes or diseases and provoke immune defensive reactions.
A person′s immunologic defenses are also influenced by his or her nutritional status.
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Poorly nourished, protein-starved, and vitamin-deprived individuals mount inef-
fective immune defense mechanisms and are therefore more vulnerable to serious
infection by invading pathogenic organisms.

Psychological Determinants of Health

The psychological determinants of health can be understood in terms of various
theories and schema of personality. One prominent and useful schema, the
Temperament and Character Inventory (TCI), describes character traits, including
Self-Directedness (i.e., responsible, purposeful, resourceful), Cooperativeness (i.e.,
tolerant, helpful, compassionate), and Self-Transcendence (i.e., intuitive, judicious,
spiritual). In general, high scorers in all three character traits have frequent positive
emotions (i.e., happy, joyful, satisfied, optimistic) and infrequent negative emotions
(i.e., anxious, sad, angry, pessimistic) (Cloninger, 2004). The ability of an individual
to be resourceful, purposeful, goal directed, controlled, and aware of his psychologi-
cal attachments and dependences is a strong positive predictor of health (Cloninger,
2004). Low TCI Self-Directedness is a strong indicator of vulnerability to major
depressive disorders (Farmer, 2003). TCI Self-Directedness is also a predictor of
rapid and stable response to both antidepressants and CBT (Cloninger, 2000).

Psychological methods to improve well-being can be understood as working
on the development of the three branches of mental self-government that can
be measured as character traits in the TCI (Cloninger, 1993, 1997). These char-
acter traits can be exercised and developed by interventions that encourage a
sense of hope and mastery for Self-Directedness, kindness and forgiveness for
Cooperativeness, and awareness and meaning that go beyond oneself for Self-
Transcendence. Encouragement of problem solving leads to increases in autonomy
and the sense of personal mastery, which all facilitate greater hope and well-being
in ways that are common in effective psychotherapies.

Human spirituality is an essential factor in helping people cope with challenges
and discover joy in life. Interestingly, the word psychiatry is derived from Greek
and literally means, “the healing of the psyche.” Psyche is the Greek word for
soul or spirit, which is the immaterial but intelligent aspect of the consciousness
of a human being. Discovering spiritual meaning through self-transcendent values
reduces relapse and improves well-being in randomized controlled trials of patients
with depression, schizophrenia, and terminal diseases (Cloninger, 2006). Additional
evidence demonstrates that CBT can be augmented with an added focus on existen-
tial issues, such as self-acceptance and finding meaning in coping with challenges
and suffering. Meaning is often realized by encountering someone or something that
is valued, acting with purpose in the service of others, or developing attitudes such
as compassion and kindness (Cloninger, 2006).

Many scientists, philosophers, and artists of the past, in dealing with the nature
of being, have pointed out that human consciousness is characterized by a capacity
for self-awareness, creative gifts that are innate but neither inherited nor acquired,
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and free choices that are not fully determined by past experience (Cloninger, 2006).
Growth in self-awareness, listening to the psyche, and freedom of choice are key
factors underlying the development of well-being (Cloninger, 2004).

Social Determinants of Health

As disease patterns are changing and people in many countries are living longer,
there is an increasing necessity to understand the complete picture of health and ill-
ness. In the last 25 years, research in the social sciences has increased awareness of
the social factors contributing to health and the importance of promoting population
health for the development of complete well-being (Table 23.1).

Natural Environment

At both the micro and macro level, the natural environment influences the health
of an individual and a population. Natural disasters, changes in infectious disease
patterns, and even gradual shifts in ecology all have effects on local food yields, the
supply of fresh water, sanitation, the vitality of ecosystems, and the loss of liveli-
hood. These environmental factors have an effect on modulating serious illnesses
such as infectious diseases and malnutrition. Climate change and air pollution are
influenced strongly by human activity and increasingly pose serious risks to health.

Human Rights and Gender Equality

The differential status between men and women in almost every society is one of
the most pervasive and entrenched inequities. The disempowerment and disadvan-
tage of women are exemplified at many levels including the sanctioned violation of
women; social conduct that rewards violence against women; restrictions of physi-
cal mobility and pleasure; unequal access to and control over property, inheritance,
and assets; and unequal participation of women in political institutions.

Socioeconomic Status and Social Equity

Health inequities result from unequal distribution of power and resources. Evidence
demonstrates that the lower an individual’s socioeconomic position, the worse his
or her health is likely to be (Marmot, 2007; Velupillai et al., 2008). Relative socioe-
conomic disadvantage in any community is associated with increases in chronic
disease risk factors and physical disorders, such as cardiovascular disease, infections
due to immune down-regulation, lung cancer from increased smoking, accidents,
and risk-taking behavior. In the United States, income level predicts mortality.
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Table 23.1 Social determinants of health and actions to promote population health

Aspect Level Determinants Action

Social Coherence Cooperative behavior
among governmental and
non-governmental
organizations, civil
society, trade unions,
political parties, public
health organizations,
health professionals,
educators, sociologists,
anthropologists

Multi-level/Multi-sector
integration and action

Spiritual Freedom of choice,
autonomy and
authenticity in spiritual
practice

Community action to foster
interfaith tolerance,
respect, and nonviolence

Culture/
communication

Education, expression, and
cultural upbringing

Access to early and
continuing education,
cultural development,
policy to promote freedom
of speech, positive media
initiatives

Social
Relationships

Safety, security, comfort,
early childhood
development,
cooperative behavior

Good urban–local
governance to improve
social protection from
violence and
discrimination,
development of safe
nurturing environments

Socioeconomic Access to basic requisites
for a decent life, living
and working conditions,
quality and accessibility
of social and health care
services

Improve social equity
through employment,
improved living and
working conditions, and
equal distribution of
resources and power

Ethics Respect for human life and
human rights

Promote woman and human
rights, civil liberties,
sexual responsibility

Natural
environment

Extreme weather events,
natural disasters,
infectious disease
patterns

Ecological awareness and
education, disaster
preparedness

Additionally, unemployed people have higher mortality rates than those employed
(Mittelmark et al., 2005).

The health status for all in a population is related to income differences within
rich countries but not to those between them. Health and social problems are
worse in more unequal countries (Wilkinson and Pickett, 2009, see Fig. 23.1). For
example, higher levels of socioeconomic inequity in a society are correlated with
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Fig. 23.1 Health and social problems are worse in more unequal countries. Source: Wilkinson and
Pickett, The Spirit Level (2009)

increased rates of mental disorders such as depression, anxiety, and drug abuse, and
increases in social threats, including violence and homicide.

Living and Working Conditions

Living and working conditions have important consequences for health. Poor sani-
tation, crowd, and inadequate ventilation are associated with respiratory infections,
asthma, lead poisoning, meningitis, accidents, injuries, and poor mental health
(Mittelmark et al., 2005). Additionally, work related injuries and illness—such as
skin and respiratory disorders, postural problems, and psychological stress from
exposure to toxic substances, unsafe machinery, and poor ergonomic conditions—
are serious threats to health.

Social Relationships

Social relationships and social connectedness influence health. Relationships and
connections with others influence attitudes, behaviors, and habits that affect health.
Social support from family and friends is important to help cope with and man-
age illness on a material level (i.e., helping patients with transportation to the
doctor, helping with medications, paying bills) and to provide the psychological
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support needed to endure hardship. There is extensive evidence that social isola-
tion and social stress lead to poor health, while social participation enhances health
(Mittelmark et al., 2005).

Early Childhood Development

Early childhood development is an important social determinant of health. A child’s
early development has a significant influence on brain development (Marmot, 2007).
Positively stimulating environments cause an increased number of connections to
form in the brain and the child demonstrates improved physical development, emo-
tional and social development, and an increased capacity for self-expression and the
capacity to acquire knowledge (Marmot, 2007; Chapter 19, this volume). Recent
investigations have focused on studying the plasticity (i.e., biochemical changes at
the cellular level) of the emotional circuitry in the brain and have begun to iden-
tify factors that increase the capacity to regulate negative emotion and decrease
the duration of negative affect once it appears. Laboratory studies in rats suggest
that early environment can have significant effects on the central circuitry of emo-
tion. In these studies, mother rats that use more licking, grooming, and nursing with
their newborn babies have offspring that behave with lower responsiveness to stress
than others later in life. This results from changes in the way genes are expressed
(Davidson, 2004).

Education

Formal and informal education is a critical factor affecting health. Worldwide, there
is a clear gradient demonstrating that people with higher levels of education have
better health than those with less education. In Russia, there are increasing dif-
ferences in life expectancy by level of education among both men and women.
Evidence from Sweden demonstrates that adults with a PhD have lower mortal-
ity than those with a Master’s degree or other professional qualification (Marmot,
2007). Additionally, an increase in education level improves the health of both
women and their children (Mittelmark et al., 2005).

Understanding Individual and Population Well-Being as a Whole

While it is important to consider each of these groups of health determinants indi-
vidually, it is also crucial to recognize that the determinants of health interact with
each other over the course of life, so that the health of any individual is the outcome
of a complex summation of two factors—proximal and distal. If we observe the fac-
tors that influence our health at each level of being, then it is clear that physical,
mental, and social health are each influenced by interactions between the biologi-
cal, psychological, and social determinants of health (Table 23.2). Furthermore, the
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Table 23.2 The unity of well-being: determinants of physical, mental, and social well-being

Structure and
function of
human beings

Physical well-being
(Body)

Mental well-being
(Mind)

Social well-being
(Social context)

Unity Level of integration of
physical, mental, and
social health at and
between each level of
human development

Level of maturity and
integration of
physical, mental, and
social health at and
between each level of
human development

Level of maturity and
integration of
physical, mental, and
social health at and
between each level of
human development

Spiritual Degree of temperance
and moderation

Level of self-awareness,
self-transcendence,
listening to psyche,
comprehension of
elevated notions
(love, hope, faith)

Degree of freedom to
practice, gather,
worship

Cultural/
communicative

Ability of
self-expression

Ability to reason,
analyze, observe and
understand
oneself—mindfulness

Education, freedom of
speech, freedom to
gather and organize,
freedom of press,
cultural endowments

Emotional Ability to form bonds
and social
attachments, tendency
toward addictions,
history of traumatic
memories

Level of
cooperativeness,
coping skills,
presence of positive
emotion

Social relationships and
support networks,
social protection,
degree of freedom
from discrimination
and violence, early
childhood
development

Material Access to basic
requisites for decent
life, lifestyle (sleep,
exercise, diet)

Degree of self-directed
character
development:
resourcefulness,
purposefulness,
self-sufficiency

Degree of social equity,
living and working
conditions,
availability and
access to good
transport, social
security, social
services

Sexual Corporeal hygiene,
sexual practices,
choice of partner,
living conditions

Basic trust and respect,
sexual education,
social taboos, early
childhood
experiences

Degree of freedom and
empowerment of
women, gender
equality

Biological DNA, genetic
comportment,
physiology,
homeostasis,
gene–environment
interactions, fetal
development,
metabolic conditions,
physical condition

Nervous system,
plasticity in
underlying brain
circuitry, neural
substrates,
psycho-neuro-
immuno-endocrine
functioning

Environmental
conditions: presence
or absence of plagues,
viruses, parasites,
predators,
environmental
changes, heat waves,
availability of
resources, natural
disasters, sanitation
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BPS model helps us to understand the positive functioning and dysfunction of both
individual and population health. The BPS model demonstrates the importance of
the role of an individual’s social context in the development and maintenance of
health (Fig. 23.2); the BPS model also demonstrates that the health of the people
is an important input in the productivity and flourishing of a society (Fig. 23.3).

Fig. 23.2 BPS approach to understanding the positive and negative feedback cycles in the
development of individual health

Fig. 23.3 BPS approach to understanding the positive and negative feedback cycles in the
development of population health
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Understanding the complex interactions within a person and between the person
and their social environment reveals the poverty of perspectives and theories that do
not take into account the full range of human functioning and well-being.

Research shows that bio-psycho-social factors affect health by triggering bio-
psycho-social stress responses. Psychosocial stress can affect physical health
through interactions among the nervous, immune, and endocrine systems, as well as
by influencing human behavior and lifestyle. Stress suppresses the immune system,
which increases vulnerability to infections. Stress also contributes to cardiovascular
disease, digestive disorders, and cancer (Reiche, 2004; Sheps, 2001). Depression is
the single best predictor of subsequent cardiac events in those with coronary artery
disease (Wassertheil-Smoller et al., 1996). Stress also leads to increased propensity
for engaging in health risk behaviors, which contribute to physical illness, such as
lung cancer from smoking, liver disease from drinking, and accidents from drinking
and drug abuse (Marmot, 2007).

There are also reciprocal influences between the mental health of an individual
and the health of a society. Social distress as measured by social inequity affects the
mental health of individuals and can lead to increases in depression, life dissatisfac-
tion, anxiety, and apathy, which in turn cause decreased motivation, efficiency, and
productivity (Wilkinson, 2005). Psychosocial stress is the most common cause of
sickness-related absences (Wilkinson, 2005).

Positive mental health contributes to improved quality of life and efficiency, as
well as to society’s effective functioning and to the stimulation of the economy
(Herrman et al., 2008). Physical health also enables people to participate in society,
with positive consequences for economic performance (Marmot, 2007).

The positive and negative feedback cycles influencing health make it clear that
physical, mental, and social health cannot be separated and that we need to look at
the system as a whole. Disparaging views of the human being as savage by nature
are a serious obstacle to appreciating the full spectrum of human functioning and
these feedback cycles.

Strategies for Promoting Well-Being in Health Care

Policies and practices that support the full development of human health and well-
being require that all concerned see beyond this nihilistic thinking. Social inequities
in a population affect health at a micro and macro level, and we now have to con-
sider how to take social action in order to promote health. Promoting well-being
in health care happens within and outside the scope of medicine. Social conditions
are usually, but not always, influenced by factors operating above and beyond the
individual. The key to change is to encourage healthy lifestyles, growth in character
development and self-awareness, and social equity and coherence through a multi-
sector/multi-level approach. We can also apply the BPS determinants of health to
our understanding of the function of human beings in their daily life in order to
develop a framework to begin promoting population health.
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Biological Level: Medication, Cerebral Plasticity,
Disease Control

Health can be improved at a biological level with policy and practice focused on pre-
ventive health care and increasing the accessibility of medicines and vaccinations.
Increasing knowledge of the environmental factors affecting health, improving
ecological awareness, and encouraging individuals and nations to engage in ecolog-
ically sustainable practices also benefit individual and population health (Marmot,
2007). Additionally, the protection of the environment and the conservation of nat-
ural resources are fundamental to a socio-ecological approach to health. Access to
clean water is an essential provision. Lack of access to clean water is responsi-
ble for severe adverse health outcomes. Urban development efforts should focus on
ensuring the availability of this key health asset for the population.

Gender and Sexual Level: Hygiene, Information, Equal Rights

The WHO Global Burden of Disease Study identified sexual behavior as one of
the six major causes of morbidity and mortality. Education on sexuality and safe
sex practices is important to health. Since many parents and caregivers are not
themselves educated properly, it is important for local governments and public
schools to incorporate sexual education into their curriculum. Education should
focus on helping people develop an understanding of their sexuality and safe sex-
ual practices. Additionally, collective social action to develop policy that ensures
the empowerment of woman to enjoy the same social freedoms as men is essen-
tial to the foundation of social health. This is fundamental to ensuring that women
have healthy experiences as children and develop self-confidence and self-esteem as
adults.

Material Level: Lifestyle, Resourcefulness, Social Equity

People need the basic necessities of life, autonomy, and collective social action to
give a voice in decision making processes in order to reduce social inequality and
improve well-being (Marmot, 2007). Empowering the population through employ-
ment, policies to improve living and working conditions, and increased access to
health care services and education will facilitate a greater distribution of resources
across social sectors and provide people with the freedom to live the lives they value.

Improving local governance to increase the availability of resources and services
such as welfare, public transportation, and childcare is a key to reducing the bur-
den of disease and improving physical and mental well-being. There are numerous
reasons for this. First, the accessibility and availability of services and resources
reduce individual stress and decrease the tendency to develop addictive behaviors
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that are harmful to health. It also improves the individual’s ability to develop a more
balanced lifestyle, access higher quality food, and find personal time for self-care.

Emotional Level: Attachment, Cooperative Behavior,
and Social Relationships

A key determinant of psychological resilience is the balanced development of all
three branches of character and positive emotion. Encouraging healthy early child-
hood development through the cultivation of intimate social bonds and exposure to
safe enriching environments and positive sentiments will greatly contribute to long-
term health and well-being (Marmot, 2007). Additional work in psychology should
focus on helping patients develop positive emotion. In the treatment of patients with
recurrent depression, work on positive emotions in addition to CBT alone lowered
relapse and recurrence rates in 40 people with recurrent depression lasting 2 years
(25% versus 80%) (Cloninger, 2006).

Improving policy, legislation, and local governance to protect people from dis-
crimination and violence are essential for health. Greater physical comfort, safety,
and security decrease anxiety among people and encourage cooperative behavior,
which is important to the development of positive emotions and life satisfac-
tion. Without cooperation and prosocial attitudes, human health and well-being are
incomplete and transitory. Friendly and supportive international relationships are
also important for population health. Governance and policy that promote strong
social networks, as well as nonviolent and cooperative relationships between people
also improve population health.

Communication: Expression, Intellect, and Culture

An individual’s ability to understand and express himself or herself is unique
to humans and important to health. First, physicians depend on what people
tell them about their experiences in order to begin to develop impressions and
opinions (Engel, 1977). Additionally, effective psychologically therapeutic inter-
ventions often involve both moderate emotional expression and cognitive reap-
praisal. Cognitive Behavior Therapy (CBT) and various dynamic therapies are
effective treatments for mental disorders. CBT augmented with exercises to develop
awareness of positive emotions, mindfulness, or spiritual meaning further increases
well-being (Cloninger, 2006). Additionally, encouraging increased awareness and
appreciation of beauty, love, and life through art, culture, and positive philoso-
phy helps reduce feelings of isolation and increases self-understanding (Cloninger,
2004).

Cultural efforts to encourage freedom of expression, an increased awareness of
relevant social issues, the development of the arts, media targeted at increasing
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awareness of healthy lifestyles, and enrichment education will improve individual
and population health on a global level.

Spiritual Level: Temperance, Self-Awareness, and Nonviolence

There are a number of different ways to encourage growth in self-awareness. Many
studies show the potential for meditation and relaxation techniques to help elevate
thoughts and increase self-awareness. Two concrete exercises individuals can prac-
tice to grow in self-awareness include the “Silence of the Mind” meditation and
“Union in Nature” (Cloninger, 2006). Additionally, structured explorations of one’s
own personality, cognitive states, and positive philosophy can help individuals gain
greater awareness of their predispositions and unquestioned beliefs. Although this
list is by no means comprehensive, it helps give an idea of the practical works
that can be done to help individuals grow in self-awareness. As individuals grow
in self-awareness, they are able to exert greater levels of self-restraint and habit-
ual moderation concerning their appetites and passions. This in turn allows them
to control unhealthy behaviors and positively influence their physical health. Social
policies and community action to encourage spiritual tolerance and autonomy can
contribute to the positive functioning of both individual and social health.

Unity Level: Integration, Coherence, Multi-level,
Multi-sector Action

Improving individual and public health requires action on the social determinants of
health through non-health sectors, as well as through the conduct and organization of
health care. The WHO Commission on the Social Determinants of Health identifies
coherence as the key determinant to multi-level, multi-sector action on improv-
ing population health. Multiple social conditions and environments—including a
person’s home, work, school, neighborhood, and health care system—all expose
individuals to different risk factors to health. Improving social well-being is a multi-
stakeholder process involving cooperation among government and non-government
organizations, civil society, trade unions, political parties, public health organiza-
tions, health professionals, educators, sociologists, anthropologists (Marmot, 2007),
and service users and their families.

Additional goals to promote public health include the following:

1. Educating health care professionals about the relationship among physical,
mental, and social health.

2. Developing and providing personal and professional educational resources, com-
plementary therapies, and self-evaluation tools that help people develop growth
in character development and self-awareness.
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3. Reducing the relapse and onset of disorders by encouraging health care models
that emphasize integrative, preventative, and person-centered care.

4. Demonstrating the effectiveness of integrative health care in clinical practice
through both observation and evaluation using QOL, personality, and affect
scales.

Clinical treatments and services, and population or public health strategies, each
needs to consider the biological, psychological, and social determinants of health in
order to influence population health and well-being.

Conclusion

A rich body of evidence demonstrates that the healthy functioning of a human
being and society depends largely on socially cooperative and nonviolent behavior.
Exploring the bio-psycho-social determinants of health reveals a positive feedback
cycle between the different domains and further challenges the idea that humans
are savage and uncooperative by nature. The framework described in this chapter
should prove useful in consolidating and finding new approaches to health care and
public health that seek to foster the full development of human potential, whatever
human nature may be.
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Chapter 24
Moving Beyond the Nature/Nurture Distinction:
Promotion of Transdisciplinary Research

(Overview of the Institute of Medicine Report
on Genes, Behavior, and the Social Environment)

Dan G. Blazer

Introduction

Some may wonder as to the relevance of a chapter on transdisciplinary research in a
book devoted to “Man the Hunted: Sociality, Altruism, and Well-being.” Though
focused on a common theme, namely the evolution and nature of cooperation
and “altruism” in social-living animals, the conference from which this volume
is derived begs for such an approach. First, scholars from various backgrounds
informed this topic with specific studies, both from primate and human studies,
provided evidence of the primacy of cooperation. These studies ranged from obser-
vational to interventional and from observations of cooperative social activity to
explorations of the neural mechanisms which underlie cooperation. Second, the
premise of the conference itself is cooperation, and cooperation is something from
which science at the advent of this new millennium requires. Science practiced in
silos just does not work today.

The author of this chapter was the chair of an Institute of Medicine commit-
tee which addressed cooperation in science. Specifically, our task was to facilitate
bridging one of the most well-known controversies in biological science—the
nature/nurture controversy (Ridley, 2003). I will describe the background and the
outcome of the deliberations of this conference below.

Great hope has emerged that the well-being of humankind will be enhanced by
the genomic revolution. The most ardent supporters of this revolution even go so
far as to implicitly suggest that genes alone determined our health, and the manip-
ulation of genetic factors will be the royal road to well-being and increased life

The concept for this chapter is drawn extensively from the Institute of Medicine report:
Hernandez LM, Blazer DG: Genes, Behavior, and the Social Environment: Moving Beyond the
Nature/Nurture Debate. Washington, DC, The National Academies Press, 2006
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expectancy. (Weissman, 1889; Nusslein-Volhard, 2006) Of course, most recognize
that this deterministic focus upon genes alone ignores many of the advances in
health and well-being over the past 100 years. (Ridley, 2003) Yet, how investiga-
tors are to study and how the public is to think about the integration of genes with
factors such as behavior, the social environment, and even spirituality remain in
large part unknown? In this presentation, I will provide an overview of the Institute
of Medicine report, Genes, Behavior, and the Social Environment (Hernandez and
Blazer, 2006).

Statement of Task

In 2005, the National Institutes of Health, Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences
Research, in conjunction with the National Human Genome Research Institute and
the National Institute of General Medical Sciences, requested that the Institute of
Medicine undertake a study to examine the state of the science on gene–environment
interactions that affect health, with a focus on the social environment. The goal of
this study was to identify approaches and strategies to strengthen the integration of
social, behavioral, and genetic research and to consider the relevant training and
infrastructure needs. In this chapter, I (as chair of the committee) will review the
background and recommendations of this committee report “Genes, Behavior, and
the Social Environment: Moving Beyond the Nature/Nurture Debate” (Hernandez
and Blazer, 2006). Given the pregnant implications of the current conference on
“Man the Hunted: Sociality, Altruism, and Well-being” this presentation may appear
on the surface sterile. Nevertheless, I believe the findings and recommendations of
the committee are most relevant to a scientific understanding of the important topics
discussed at this conference.

Public Health Within the Context of Genes, Behavior,
and the Social Environment

During the past 20 years, great attention has been directed toward the Human
Genome Project (International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium, 2001).
The mapping of the genome and the identification of an ever-increasing number
of genetic “markers” for either resistance or susceptibility to disease and effective
versus not effective use of medications in individuals have opened the door for what
many are describing as “personalized medicine.” For example, complications from
the use of Coumadin are among the most frequent causes of emergency room visits
and hospitalizations. Some individuals can take Coumadin, a blood thinner, with
few problems. Others, however, react with poor control and subsequent episodes of
bleeding that are quite dangerous. We have learned that a genetic marker can iden-
tify individuals who exhibit a propensity for problems with Coumadin via a test that
is relatively inexpensive (Gage et al., 2004).
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The implementation of this test into routine clinical practice (for many general
medical patients are taking Coumadin) could dramatically reduce the adverse effects
from Coumadin, significantly increase the well-being of individuals taking the drug,
and reduce medical costs. Yet, even a superficial examination of this finding assumes
that social factors (such as educating clinicians) and behavioral factors (such as the
willingness of clinicians to order these genetic test and the willingness of patients
to accept the test, not to mention close monitoring of their Coumadin levels) are
essential if this genomic advance is to be realized in clinical practice.

Prior to the genomic revolution, great strides were made in reducing diseases
and improving the health and well-being of individuals and populations. Public
health measures, such as sanitation, improved hygiene, and vaccines all lead to
major reductions in mortality and morbidity (Turnock, 2001). Focus upon hazards
in the workplace reduces injuries and leads to better health for workers (Institute
of Medicine, 2003). In addition, much evidence has emerged which indicate that
behavioral factors, such as smoking, diet, and alcohol use are among the most
important determinants of health and well-being (Berkman and Kawachi, 2000).
Finally, social factors such as socioeconomic status and social support are known
to contribute significantly to the health and well-being of individuals (Blazer, 1982;
Chapter 23, this volume).

In addition, we are gaining increased knowledge of the interaction of genetic and
socio-environmental factors. For example, we have found “evidence of a gene-by-
environment interaction, in which an individual’s response to environmental insults
is moderated by his or her genetic makeup” (Caspi et al., 2003). We know that
tobacco use, obesity, and physical inactivity are the most preventable causes of mor-
bidity and mortality in the United States. On the surface, these appear to be purely
behavioral and therefore determined solely by the will of the individual. However,
we have learned that some behaviors, such as smoking cessation, result in part from
genetic factors (Sullivan and Kendler, 1999).

Even concepts such as altruism and spirituality involve genes and environment.
In evolutionary biology, an organism is said to behave altruistically when its behav-
ior benefits other organisms, at a cost to itself. The costs and benefits are measured
in terms of reproductive fitness or expected number of offspring. This biological
notion of altruism is not identical to the everyday concept. For most humans, an
action would only be called “altruistic,” if it was done with the conscious intention
of helping another. Therefore, for humans, we might expect a gene–environment
interaction to greatly influence the expression of altruism (Zalta, 2009).

Though the presence of a so-called “God gene” is hotly debated, there is lit-
tle debate that spirituality is significantly influenced by hereditary predisposition.
For example, Kirk, Eaves, and Marin found no strong correlations between self-
transcendence and any measure of psychological or physical health (Kirk et al.,
1999). In contrast, additive genetic effects were found to be important in influencing
self-transcendence, with heritability estimates of 0.37 and 0.41 for men and women,
respectively. Again, however, the environment can significantly influence genetic
predisposition. For example, Alcoholic’s Anonymous employs social and behav-
ioral interventions, specifically the 12-step program. This program may very well
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augment the genetic predisposition to spirituality for an underlying predisposition
to the spiritual definitely enhances the success of 12-step programs. Genes, behavior,
and the social environment are intricately related and mutually dependent upon one
another. The nature/nurture debate (Is it the gene or the environment?) is a debate
beyond which we must move. It is both.

An ecological model provides the appropriate framework for assessing the
impact on health by interactions among social, behavioral, and genetic factors. “An
ecological model assumes that health and well-being are affected by interaction
among multiple determinants including topology, behavior, and the environment.
Interaction unfolds over the life course of individuals, families, and communities,
and evidence is emerging that societal-level factors are critical to understanding and
improving the health of the public” (Institute of Medicine, 2003).

The Social Environment

Our committee, along with our National Institute of Health sponsors, defined social
environment as the relationships among people both as individuals and in societies.
The term was not designed in a way that included environmental conditions, such
as global warming and toxic waste, even though these factors significantly impact
human well-being. We chose to emphasize certain variables of the social environ-
ment that have high potential for research about interactions, both because there is
a large body of evidence that examines the impact of these variables on health and
because there exists well-established and well-accepted measures for the investiga-
tion of these variables. These variables include socioeconomic status, race/ethnicity,
social networks/social support, and the psychosocial work environment. The influ-
ence of social and cultural variables on health must encompass dimensions of both
time (that is, the impact may be more important and critical stages in the life course
and must account for the effects of cumulative exposure) as well as place (multiple
levels of exposure).

Genetic Factors

Genetic factors include not only Mendelian patterns of disease inheritance but also
the more common genetic susceptibility to disease as the consequence of the joint
effects of many genes, each with small to moderate effects, and often with interac-
tion among themselves and the environment. No discussion of genetic factors can
dismiss the importance of epigenetic phenomena. Epigenesis originated as a term
to describe the process in embryonic development that transforms the undifferenti-
ated cells in newly fertilized eggs into a complex, multi-tissue organism (Jaenisch
and Bird, 2003). Today, it is used to represent, in particular, the specific molecu-
lar mechanisms by which cells differentiate, age, change metabolic functions, or
even transform, for example, from normal to cancerous cells. The most well-known
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mechanism for the epigenetic regulation of cell phenotypes is DNA methylation,
which turns off a gene or genes’ region (Jaenisch and Bird, 2003). Of importance
for this report, environmental factors such as infection and diet (but possibly social
factors as well) are known to affect gene methylation. Therefore, the environment
can directly influence gene expression itself at the level of the gene, not just modify
a predetermined expression of the gene.

Behavior

Our use of the term “behavior” includes two components. First are observable
behaviors that influence health, including smoking, drinking, drug use, diet, and
exercise. Such factors are referred to as risk or protective factors. The second
component includes certain psychological characteristics, such as cognitive and
emotional function and resilience.

Interaction

The complex interaction among genes, behavior, and the social environment
requires work at many levels. First, as suggested above, a life-course perspective
must be embraced. “As a concept, a life course is defined as a sequence of socially
defined events and roles that the individual enacts over time” (Giele and Elder,
1998). “These events and roles do not necessarily proceed in a given sequence but
rather constitute the sum total of the person’s actual experience.” Thus the concept
of life course implies age-differentiated social phenomena distinct from uniform
life-cycle states and the life span. Animal models are essential in understanding fur-
ther how social systems regulate physiologic systems and genetic functions as well
as vice versa. Understanding these complex interactions requires research designs
and analyses that are statistically sophisticated, especially in the exploration of
genetic environment interactions (see below).

Transdisciplinary Research

Perhaps the most important recommendation made by our committee was that a
new type of investigator would be needed in the future, an investigator trained in
transdisciplinary methods. To facilitate a cohort of such investigators, a number of
infrastructure supports would be required, including education and incentives as
well as rewards.

Transdisciplinary research involves broadly constituted teams of researchers who
work across disciplines in the development of emerging research questions which
cannot be answered by traditional research approaches (Institute of Medicine, 2003).
While interdisciplinary research focuses on answering a question of mutual concern
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to those of various disciplines, multidisciplinary research involves research on
questions of both mutual and separate interests to participating investigators. In con-
trast, transdisciplinary research “implies the conception of research questions that
transcend the individual departments or specialized knowledge bases because they
are intended to solve research questions that are, by definition, beyond the purview
of the individual disciplines” (Institute of Medicine, 2003). The practical implica-
tion of such an approach is that the disciplines will no longer function like “silos”
that exists side-by-side, deeply rooted in their respective traditions. Rather, these
disciplines will involve more broadly constituted and integrated “teams.”

Our committee recognized, however, that developing teams of scientists who
can engage in and conduct the necessary transdisciplinary research present sev-
eral practical difficulties. For example, researchers from different disciplines must
be able to understand and value one another’s language, concepts, and methods.
In addition, sources of data that support such transdisciplinary efforts must be
developed and enhanced (for example, adding genetic markers to epidemiologic
studies). Our preparation of investigators currently tends to force individuals into
ever more restrictive and narrowly focused activities in contrast to the need of
transdisciplinary investigations. In addition, faculty members within the institu-
tion’s traditional departments do not have the knowledge and skill that are needed
to engage in transdisciplinary research or teaching.

Recommendations of the Committee

Our first recommendation (and a recommendation which we believe to be the most
important) is that the National Institutes Health should develop requests for appli-
cations to study the impact on health of interactions among social, behavioral, and
genetic factors with an emphasis upon their interactive pathways. To accomplish this
task, genuine collaboration of social, behavioral, and genetic scientists in transdisci-
plinary teams is essential. Yet, this is an extremely broad task. To assist in narrowing
this task, our committee recommended that key variables be the focus of our efforts
in the near future. Key social variables recommended included educational attain-
ment, income and wealth, occupational status, social networks/social support, and
work conditions.

As with social variables, we have studied over many years a plethora of behav-
ioral and psychological variables. Our committee suggested a focus upon the
following: tobacco/alcohol/drug use, eating behavior, physical activity, tempera-
ment, perceived stress and coping (as distinguished from actual stressors in the
environment), perceived social support (as distinguished from actual social sup-
port), emotional state, and motivation. Many behaviors in which individuals engage
are risky or protective of health. Yet, these behaviors interact with genetic and social
variables. For example, smoking clearly has an adverse effect upon health. Yet, we
know that genetic factors contribute to the propensity to smoke (such as phenotypes
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related to nicotine addiction) and that social factors may contribute as well. For
example, campaigns in the public media focusing upon the dangers of smoking have
been shown to decrease the frequency of smoking.

A key factor in studying gene–environment interactions of risky health behaviors
is intermediate phenotypes. Intermediate phenotypes are traits or outcome measures
that mediate the effects of gene–environment influence on risky behaviors. These
measures are more proximal to the biological determinants of the risky behaviors
themselves, and therefore, they can be assessed with greater experimental control
in human models. For example, when we consider tobacco use, laboratory-based
intermediate phenotypes have included individual differences in the rewarding value
and tolerance of nicotine, in cognitive and autonomic effects, and the effects of
nicotine deprivation.

Key genetic variables (again a plethora of such variables are available) include
DNA sequence variation, structural chromosomal changes, gene expression, epige-
netic modifications, and downstream targets of gene expression. Most genes likely
serve different functions at different times in different environments. For this rea-
son, we must be able to measure and evaluate differential gene expression. To
accomplish this task, we recommended that further development of technologies
is necessary to study molecular systems that interact with social and behavioral
variables. Therefore, researchers should use genomic, transcriptomic, proteomic,
metabonomic, and other high-dimensional molecular approaches to discover new
constellations of genetic factors, biomarkers, and mediating systems through which
interactions with the social environment and behavior influence health.

To truly explore gene–behavior–social environment interactions, diverse groups
and settings must be employed. Context or culture of course influences health out-
comes. For example, the frequency of menopausal symptoms varies significantly
across cultures. In addition, despite the dramatic similarity of the genome across
the entire world, different subgroups may have different genetic backgrounds that
can influence health. For example, Tay-Sachs disease is relatively common among
Ashkenazi Jews (Merryweather-Clarke et al., 2000). In addition, for this research to
be generalized, findings must be applicable beyond a small population. For this rea-
son, the committee recommended that research efforts ensure an inclusion of diverse
groups and settings. In addition, efforts should be made to ensure that the findings
of these investigations are validated by replication in independent studies, translated
to patient-oriented research, conducted and applied in the context of public health,
and used to design preventive and therapeutic approaches.

Animal models provide an ideal opportunity for exploring gene–environment
interactions. For example, animal models can be controlled, standardized, or manip-
ulated more than human studies. They allow for invasive examination not possible
in humans. The short reproductive cycles and life spans are invaluable for devel-
opmental studies. An example of such studies is the implementation of social
isolation, which can be accomplished by housing animals individually instead of in
small groups (McClintock et al., 2005). Such isolation has been used as a stressor.
We know from epidemiologic studies of humans that social isolation is associated
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with increased morbidity and mortality. The committee therefore recommended that
animal models be implemented to study the interactions among social, behavioral,
and genetic factors and their interactive pathways.

When studying gene, behavioral, and social factors, an understanding of the
interaction among these factors is critical. For example, the interaction of geno-
type with social/behavioral factors may occur in a number of ways. The impact
of social/behavioral factors on disease onset may be modified by the direct influ-
ence of genotype on the social/behavioral risk factor (that is, the genotype increases
the expression of the risk factor). A second possibility is that the genotype inter-
venes between social/behavioral risk factors and disease (that is, the genotype
exacerbates or inhibits the effect of the risk factor). A third possibility is that the
social/behavioral risk factor exacerbates the effect of the genotype upon the disease.
A fourth possibility is that both the genotype and the risk factors are required to
increase the risk for the disease. Finally, the genotype and risk factors each effects
risk, such that the combined effects can be either additive or nonadditive.

Statistical tests have been used for decades to study interaction. Yet, these tests
for interaction are dependent on the measurement scale used. For this reason, mea-
surement scales should be chosen for these investigations based on a theoretical
model for disease causation that is more closely tied to biology. The committee
therefore recommended that studies should be based on interaction on a conceptual
framework, and rather simply the testing of the statistical model and the scales used
for assessment should be specified clearly. The statistical measure of interactions is
complex and therefore should not be undertaken lightly.

As noted above, the most important recommendation of the committee, given the
complexity of gene–behavioral–social interactions described above, is the necessity
for training a new generation of investigators who are skilled in transdisciplinary
investigation. Given the burgeoning investigations and findings across multiple rel-
evant disciplines, disciplines which often progress in relative isolation from one
another, the scientific training of young investigators is filled with many gaps. We
recommended that specific training be developed in transdisciplinary investigation,
not simply encouraging established investigators from existing disciplines to work
on interdisciplinary teams.

Understanding how social, behavioral, and genetic factors interact to influence
health is not a short-term effort. Understanding requires the following: collabo-
rative, transdisciplinary investigation; investigations conducted in diverse groups
and settings; comprehensive, predictive models and modeling strategies; investiga-
tive designs that can be used to test for interactions; new statistical software for
implementing such tests; and a cadre of investigators trained in the conduct of
transdisciplinary research.
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